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an object method for assigning a null value to the second structured information format attribute value using 
the software object tor the rule to be created, when the source which has been input by the user indicates no 
source is to be used. 

s 22. A system according to Claim 20, further comprising: 

a reference to a software object for a rule to be created; 
an object method for examining the source which has been input by the user; and 
an object method for assigning a system value to the second structured information format attribute value using 

10 the software object for the rule to be created, when the source which has been input by the user indicates a 
system source is to be used. 
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23. A system according to Claim 20, further comprising: 

a reference to a software object for a rule to be created; 
an object method for examining the source which has been input by the user; and 
an object method for assigning a first structured information format attribute value to the second structured 
information format attribute value using the software object for the rule to be created, when the source which 
has been input by the user indicates a first structured information format attribute source is to be used. 

24. A system according to Claim 20, further comprising: 

a reference to a software object for a rule to be created; 
an object method for examining the source which has been input by the user; and 
an object method for assigning a first structured information format content value to the second structured 
information format attribute value using the software object for the rule to be created, when the source which 
has been input by the user indicates a first structured information format content source is to be used. 

25. A system according to Claim 20, further comprising: 

a reference to a storage buffer for the source which has been input by the user; 
an object method for examining the source which has been input by the user using the storage buffer for the 
source which has been input by the user; 
an object method for interactively inputting a user input value, when the source which has been input by the 
user indicates a user input source is to be used; and 
an object method for assigning the user input value to the second structured information format attribute value, 
when the source which has been input by the user indicates a user input source is to be used. 

26. A system according to Claim 1, wherein the user comprises: 

a software object. 

27. An object-oriented computer program product for processing structured information for implementation by a com-
puter in an object-oriented framework, comprising: 

a storage means; 
a first obtaining means for obtaining an interactive input from a user; 
a second obtaining means for obtaining a first structural description of a first structured information format; 
a third obtaining means for obtaining a second structural description of a second structured information format; 
means for creating a rule to transform an element of the first structured information format into an element of 
the second structured information format utilizing the interactive input from the user, the first structural descrip
tion, and the second structural description: and means for outputting the rule, 
wherein at least one of the first obtaining means, the second obtaining means, the third obtaining means, the 
means for creating, and the means for outputting includes a software object. 

28. A computer program product according to Claim 27, wherein the first structured information format includes 
1S0/IEC 9070 public identifier naming format, the second structured information format includes an operating sys
tem file name format and the means for creating comprises: 
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means for creating a rule to transform an element of a first structured information format which includes an 
IS0/IEC 9070 public identifier element into an element of a second structured information format which 
includes an operating system file name format element utilizing the interactive input from the user, the first 
structural description which includes a structural description of the IS0/IEC 9070 public identifier format, and 
the second structural description which includes a structural description of the operating system file name for
mat 

29. /l·. computer program product according to Claim 27, wherein the structured information includes database variable 
names, the first structured information format includes a first database variable name format, the second structured 

10 information format includes a second database variable name format, and the means for creating comprises: 

15 

means for creating a rule to transform an element of a first structured information format which includes a first 
database variable name format element into an element of a second structured information format which 
includes a second database variable name format element utilizing the interactive input from the user, the first 
structural description which includes a structural description of the first database variable name format, and the 
second structural description which includes a structural description of the second database variable name for
mat. 

30. fa. computer program product according to Claim 27, wherein the structured information includes markup language, 
20 the first structured information format includes a first markup language, the second structured information format 

includes a second markup language, and the means for creating comprises: 

means for creating a rule to transform an element of a first structured information format which includes a first 
markup language element into an element of a second structured information format which includes a second 

25 markup language element utilizing the interactive input from the user, the first structural description which 
includes a structural description of the first markup language, and the second structural description which 
includes a structural description of the second markup language. 

31. I, computer program product according to Claim 30, wherein the first markup language includes SGML, the second 
30 markup language inclu :es· HTML, and the means for creating further comprises: 

means for creating a rule to transform an element of a first markup language which includes an SGML element 
into an element of a second markup language which includes an HTML element utilizing the interactive input 
from the user, the first structural description which includes an SGML OTO, and the second structural descrip-

35 tion which includes an HTML OTO. 

40 

45 

32. A computer implemented method to provide a graphical user interface for creating a mapping of a first structural 
c:escription to a second structural description, comprising the steps of: 

displaying an element for transformation Of a first structural description; 
displaying a list of candidate elements of a second structural description; 
inputting, from a user, a first selection of one of the candidate elements of the second structural description 
which defines a correspondence between the element for transformation of the first structural description and 
the first selection of one of the candidate elements of the second structural description for a transformation of 
the element of the first structural description to the second structural description; and 
storing the correspondence between the element for transformation of the first structural description and the 
first selection of one of the candidate elements of the second structural description as a rule. 

33. _1.,._ method according to Claim 32, wherein the first structural description includes an IS0/IEC 9070 public identifier 
5o naming format, the second structural description includes an operating system file name format, and the step of 

aisplaying the element for transformation comprises: 

55 

displaying the element for transformation which includes an element of the 1S0/IEC 9070 public identifier nam
ing format; and 
the step of displaying the list of candidate elements comprises: 
displaying the list of candidate elements which includes a list of operating system file name candidate ele
ments. 
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34. A method according to Claim 32, wherein the first structural description includes a first database variable name for
mat, the second structural description includes a second database variable name format, and the step of displaying 
the element for transformation comprises: 

displaying the element for transformation which includes an element of the first database variable name format; 
and 
the step of displaying the list of candidate elements comprises: 
displaying the list of candidate elements which includes a list of second database variable name format candi
date elements. 

35. A method according to Claim 32, further comprising the steps of: 

obtaining the stored rule; 
displaying the element for transformation of the first structural description; 
displaying the first selected element of the second structural description which defines a correspondence 
between the element for transformation of the first structural description and the first selection of one of the 
candidate elements of the second structural description for a transformation of the element of the first structural 
description to the second structural description; 
displaying the list of candidate elements of the second structural description; 
inputting, from the user, a second selection of one of the candidate elements of the second structural descrip
tion which defines a correspondence between the element for transformation of the first structural description 
and the second selection of one of the candidate elements of the second structural description for a transfor
mation of the element of the first structural description to the second structural description; and 
storing the correspondence between the element for transformation of the first structural description and the 
second selection of one of the candidate elements of the second structural description as a rule. 

36. A method according to Claim 32. further comprising the steps of: 

displaying an icon for the user to input a request to clear the first selection which is being displayed; 
so inputting the request to clear the first selection which is being displayed, when the user inputs the request to 

clear the first selection which is being displayed; and 
clearing the first selection which is being displayed, when the user inputs the request to clear the first selection 
which is being displayed. 

35 37. A method according to Claim 32, wherein the first structural description includes a first markup language, the sec
ond structural description includes a second markup language, and the step of displaying the element for transfor
mation comprises: 

displaying the element for transformation which includes an element of the first markup language; and 
40 the step of displaying the list of candidate elements comprises: 

displaying the list of candidate elements which includes a list of second markup language candidate elements. 

38. A method according to Claim 37, wherein the first markup language includes a Standard Generalized Markup Lan
guage ("SGML"), the second markup language includes a HyperText Markup Language ("HTML"), and the step of 

45 displaying the element for transformation comprises: 

50 

55 

displaying the element for transformation which includes an element of SGML; and 
the step of displaying the list of candidate elements comprises: 
displaying the list of candidate elements which includes a list of HTML candidate elements. 

39. A method according to Claim 32, wherein the storing step comprises: 

storing the correspondence between the element for transformation of the first structural description and the 
first selection of one of the candidate elements of the second structural description as a rule in a list of rules 
for transformation. 

40. A method according to Claim 39, further comprising the steps of: 
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displaying a second element for transformation of the first structural description; 

displaying a list of candidate elements of the second structural description; 
inputting, from the user, a second selection of one of the candidate elements of the second structural descrip
tion which defines a correspondence between the second element for transformation of the first structural 
description and the second selection of one of the candidate elements of the second structural description for 
a transformation of the second element of the first structural description to the second structural description; 
and 
storing the correspondence between the second element for transformation of the first structural description 
and the second selection of one of the candidate elements of the second structural description as a rule in a 
list of rules for transformation. 

41. ;, method according to Claim 39, wherein the inputting step further comprises: 

displaying an icon for the user to input a request to store the first selection correspondence as a rule in the list 
of rules for transformation; and 
the storing step further comprises: 
inputting the request to store the correspondence as a rule in the list of rules for transformation, when the user 
inputs the request to store the first selection as a rule; and 
displaying a second element for transformation of the first structural description, when the user inputs the 
request to store the first selection as a rule. 

42. P, method according to Claim 39, wherein the inputting step further comprises: 

displaying an icon for the user to input a request to store the correspondence as a rule in the list of rules for 
transformation; and 
the storing step further comprises: 
inputting the request to store the correspondence as a rule in the list of rules for transformation, when the user 
inputs the request to store the first selection as a rule in the list of rules for transformation; and 
storing the list of rules for transformation as a map. 

43. P, method according to Claim 39, further comprising the steps of: 

displaying an icon for the user to input a request to delete the list of rules for transformation; 
inputting the request to delete the list of rules for transformation, when the user inputs the request to delete the 
list or rules for transformation; and 
deleting the list of rules for transformation, when the user inputs a request to delete the list of rules for trans
formation. 

44. /:-l method according to Claim 32, further comprising the steps of: 

displaying the first selection of one of the candidate elements of the second structural description which 
defines the correspondence between the element for transformation of the first structural description and the 
first selection of one of the candidate elements of the second structural description for a transformation of the 
element of the first structural description to the second structural description. 

45. ;; method according to Claim 44, wherein the inputting step comprises: 

inputting, from the user, a first ordered list of a plurality of the candidate elements of the second structural 
description which defines a correspondence between the element for transformation of the first structural 
description and the first ordered list of the plurality of the candidate elements of the second structural descrip
tion for a transformation of the element of the first structural description to the second structural description; 
the step of displaying the first selection comprises: 
displaying the first ordered list of the plurality of the candidate elements of the second markup language which 
defines a correspondence between the element for transformation of the first strL!ctural description and the first 
ordered list of the plurality of the candidate elements of the second structural description for a transformation 
of the element of the first structural description to the second structural description; and 
the storing step comprises: 
storing the correspondence between the element for transformation of the first structural description and the 

i 
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first ordered list of the plurality of the candidate elements of the second structural description for a transforma
tion of the element of the first structural description to the second structural description as a rule. 

46. A method according to Claim 45, further comprising the steps of: 

obtaining the stored rule; 
displaying the element for transformation of the first structural description; 
displaying the first ordered list of elements of the second structural description which defines a correspond
ence between the element for transformation of the first structural description and the first ordered list of the 
plurality of the candidate elements of the second structural description for a transformation of the element of 
the first structural description to the second structural description; 
displaying the list of candidate elements of the second structural description; 
inputting, from the user, a second ordered list of a plurality of the candidate elements of the second structural 
description which defines a correspondence between the element for transformation of the first structural 
description and the second ordered list of the plurality of the candidate elements of the second structural 
description for a transformation of the element of the first structural description to the second structural 
description; and 
storing the correspondence between the element for transformation of the first structural description and the 
second ordered list of the plurality of the candidate elements of the second structural description for a transfor
mation of the element of the first structural description to the second structural description as a rule. 

47. A method according to Claim 45, further comprising the steps of: 

displaying an icon for the user to input a request to clear the first ordered list which is being displayed; 
25 inputting the request to clear the first ordered list which is being displayed, when the user inputs the request to 

clear the first ordered list which is being displayed; and 
clearing the first ordered list which is being displayed, when the user inputs the request to clear the first ordered 
list which is being displayed. 

30 48. A method according to Claim 32, further comprising the steps of: 

displaying an attribute of the first selection of one of the candidate elements of the second structural descrip
tion which corresponds to a transformation of the element of the first structural description to the second struc
tural description, for assignment of an attribute value of the second structural description; 

35 displaying a plurality of icons representing sources for obtaining the attribute value to be assigned to the 
attribute of the first selection which is being displayed; 
displaying the element of the first structural description; 
displaying an attribute list of the element of the first structural description; 
inputting a user input of a selection of sources for obtaining the attribute value to be assigned to the attribute 

40 of the first selection which is being displayed; and 
processing the user input of the selection of sources for obtaining the attribute value to be assigned to the 
attribute of the first selection which is being displayed, when the user inputs the selection of sources for obtain
ing the attribute value to be assigned to the attribute of the first selection which is being displayed. 

45 49. A method according to Claim 48, wherein the processing step further comprises: 

assigning a null value to the attribute of the first selection which is being displayed, when the selection of 
sources which has been input by the user indicates no source is to be used. 

50 50. A method according to Claim 48, wherein the processing step further comprises: 

assigning a system value to the attribute of the first selection which is being displayed, when the selection of 
sources which has been input by the user indicates a system value is to be used. 

55 51. A method according to Claim 48, wherein the processing step further comprises: 

assigning a first structural description attribute value to the attribute of the first selection which is being dis
played, when the selection of sources which has been input by the user indicates a first structural description 
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attribute value source is to be used. 

52. ,:, method according to Claim 48, wherein the processing step further comprises: 

assigning a first structural description content value to the attribute of the first selection which is being dis
played, when the selection of sources which has been input by the user indicates a first structural description 
content value source is to be used. 

53. /.,. method according to Claim 48, wherein the processing step further comprises: 

assigning a user input value to the attribute of the first selection which is being displayed, when the selection 
of sources which has been input by the user indicates a user input value source is to be used. 

54. l·t method according to Claim 53, wherein the assigning step comprises: 

displaying a text input area for the user to input a value to be assigned; 
inputting the value entered by the user in the text input area; and 
assigning the value input by the user to the attribute of the first selection which is being displayed. 

20 55. l-'. method according to Claim 32, wherein the step of displaying a list of candidate elements of a second structural 
description further comprises: 
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displaying a candidate for requesting removal of the first structural description element in the transformation; 
and 
displaying a candidate for requesting ignoring of the first structural description element in the transformation. 

56. P.n apparatus for providing a graphical user interface for creating a mapping of a first structural description to a sec-
ond structural description, comprising: 

an element displaying means for displaying an element for transformation of a fo ;t structural description; 
a list displaying means for displaying a list of candidate elements of a second structural description; 
a user inputting means for inputting, from a user, a first selection of one of the candidate elements of the sec
ond structural description which defines a correspondence between the element for transformation of the first 
structural description and the first selection of one of the candidate elements of the second structural descrip
tion for a transformation of the element of the first structural description to the second structural description; 
and 
a storing means for storing the correspondence between the element for transformation of the first structural 
description and the first selection of one of the candidate elements of the second structural description as a 
rule. 

57. An apparatus according to Claim 56, wherein the first structural description includes an 1S0/IEC 9070 public iden
tifier naming format, the second structural description includes an operating system file name format, and the ele
ment displaying means further comprises: 

means for displaying the element for transformation which includes an element of the 1S0/IEC 9070 public 
identifier naming format; and 
the list displaying means further comprises: 
means for displaying the list of candidate elements which includes a list of operating system file name candi
date elements. 

58. An apparatus according to Claim 56, wherein the first structural description includes a first database variable name 
format, the second structural description includes a second database variable name format, and the element dis
playing means further comprises: 

means for displaying the element for transformation which includes an element of the first database variable 
name format; and 
the list displaying means further comprises: 
means for displaying the list of candidate elements which includes a list of second database variable name for-
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mat candidate elements. 

59. An apparatus according to Claim 56, further comprising: 

means for obtaining the stored rule; 
means for displaying the element for transformation of the first structural description; 
means for displaying the first selected element of the second structural description which defines a corre
spondence between the element for transformation of the first structural description and the first selection of 
one of the candidate elements of the second structural description for a transformation of the element of the 
first structural description to the second structural description; 
means for displaying the list of candidate elements of the second structural description; 
means for inputting, from the user, a second selection of one of the candidate elements of the second structural 
description which defines a correspondence between the element for transformation of the first structural 
description and the second selection of one of the candidate elements of the second structural description for 
a transformation of the element of the first structural description to the second structural description; and 
means for storing the correspondence between the element for transformation of the first structural description 
and the second selection of one of the candidate elements of the second structural description as a rule. 

60. An apparatus according to Claim 56, further comprising: 

means for displaying an icon for the user to input a request to clear the first selection which is being displayed; 
means for inputting the request to clear the first selection which is being displayed, when the user inputs the 
request to clear the first selection which is being displayed; and 
means for clearing the first selection which is being displayed, when the user inputs the request to clear the 
first selection which is being displayed. 

61. An apparatus according to Claim 56, wherein the first structural description includes a first markup language, the 
second structural description includes a second markup language, and the element displaying means further com
prises: 

means for displaying the element for transformation which includes an element of the first markup language; 
and 
the list displaying means further comprises: 
means for displaying the list of candidate elements which includes a list of second markup language candidate 
elements. 

62. An apparatus according to Claim 61, wherein the first markup language includes an SGML, the second markup lan-
guage includes an HTML, and the element displaying means further comprises: 

means for displaying the element for transformation which includes an element of SGML; and 
the list displaying means comprises: 
means for displaying the list of candidate elements which includes a list of HTML candidate elements. 

63. An apparatus according to Claim 56, wherein the storing means comprises: 

means for storing the correspondence between the element for transformation of the first structural description 
and the first selection of one of the candidate elements of the second structural description as a rule in a list of 
rules for transformation. 

5o 64. An apparatus according to Claim 63, further comprising: 

means for displaying a second element for transformation of the first structural description; 
means for displaying a list of candidate elements of the second structural description; 
means for inputting, from the user, a second selection of one of the candidate elements ot the second structural 

ss description which defines a correspondence between the second element for transformation of the first struc
tural description and the second selection of one of the candidate elements of the second structural description 
for a transformation of the second element of the first structural description to the second structural description; 
and 
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means for storing the correspondence between the second element for transformation of the first structural 
description and the second selection of one of the candidate elements of the second structural description as 
a rule in a list of rules for transformation. 

5 65 . . 4n apparatus according to Claim 63, further comprising: 

means for displaying an icon tor the user to input a request to store the first selection correspondence as a rule 
in the list of rules for transformation; 
means for inputting the request to store the correspondence as a rule in the list of rules for transformation, 

10 when the user inputs the request to store the first selection as a rule; and 

15 

20 

means for displaying a second element for transformation of the first structural description, when the user 
inputs the request to store the first selection as a rule. 

66 . . .w.n apparatus according to Claim 63, further comprising: 

means for displaying an icon for the user to input a request to store the correspondence as a rule in the list of 
rules for transformation; 
means for inputting the request to store the correspondence as a rule in the list of rules for transformation, 
when the user inputs the request to store the first selection as a rule in the list of rules for transformation; and 
means for storing the list of rules for transformation as a map. 

67. ,n.n apparatus according to Claim 63, further comprising: 

means for displaying an icon for the user to input a request to delete the list of rules for transformation: 
25 means for inputting the request to delete the list of rules for transformation, when the user inputs the request 

to delete the list of rules for transformation; and 
means for deleting the list of rules for transformation, when the user inputs a request to delete the list of rules 
for transformation. 

30 68. P,n apparatus according to Claim 56, further comprising: 

means for displaying the first selection of one of the candidate elements of the second structural description 
which defines the correspondence between the element for transformation of the first structural description and 
the first selection of one of the candidate elements of the second structural description for a transformation of 

35 the element of the first structural description to the second structural description. 
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69. 12..n apparatus according to Claim 68, wherein the user inputting means comprises: 

means for inputting, from the user, a first ordered list of a plurality of the candidate elements of the second 
structural description which defines a correspondence between the element for transformation of the first struc
tural description and the first ordered list of the plurality of the candidate elements of the second structural 
description for a transformation of the element of the first structural description to the second structural 
description; 
the means for displaying the first selection comprises: 
means for displaying the first ordered list of the plurality of the candidate elements of the second markup lan
guage which defines a correspondence between the element for transformation of the first structural descrip
tion and the first ordered list of the plurality of the candidate elements of the second structural description for 
a transformation of the element of the first structural description to the second structural description; and 
the storing means comprises: 
means for storing the correspondence between the element for transformation oi the first structural description 
and the first ordered list of the plurality of the candidate elements of the second structural description for a 
transformation of the element of the first structural description to the second structural description as a rule. 

70. An apparatus according to Claim 69, further comprising: 

means for obtaining the stored rule; 
means for displaying the element for transformation of the first structural description; 
means for displaying the first ordered list of elements of the second structural description which defines a cor-
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respondence between the element for transformation of the first structural description and the first ordered list 
of the plurality of the candidate elements of the second structural description for a transformation of the ele
ment of the first structural description to the second structural description; 
means for displaying the list of candidate elements of the second structural description; 
means for inputting, from the user, a second ordered list of a plurality of the candidate elements of the second 
structural description which defines a correspondence between the element for transformation of the first struc
tural description and the second ordered list of the plurality of the candidate elements of the second structural 
description for a transformation of the element of the first structural description to the second structural 
description; and 
means for storing the correspondence between the element for transformation of the first structural description 
and the second ordered list of the plurality of the candidate elements of the second structural description for a 
transformation of the element of the first structural description to the second structural description as a rule. 

71. An apparatus according to Claim 69, further comprising: 

means for displaying an icon tor the user to input a request to clear the first ordered list which is being dis
played; 
means for inputting the request to clear the first ordered list which is being displayed, when the user inputs the 
request to clear the first ordered list which is being displayed; and 

20 means for clearing the first ordered list which is being displayed, when the user inputs the request to clear the 
first ordered list which is being displayed. 

72. An apparatus according to Claim 56, further comprising: 

25 means for displaying an attribute of the first selection of one of the candidate elements of the second structural 
description which corresponds to a transformation of the element of the first structural description to the sec
ond structural description, for assignment of an attribute value of the second structural description; 
means for displaying a plurality of icons representing sources for obtaining the attribute value to be assigned 
to the attribute of the first selection which is being displayed; 

so means for displaying the element of th, first-structural description; 
means for displaying an attribute list of the element of the first structural description; 
means for inputting a user input of a selection of sources for obtaining the attribute value to be assigned to the 
attribute of the first selection which is being displayed; and 
an input processing means for processing the user input of the selection of sources for obtaining the attribute 

35 value to be assigned to the attribute of the first selection which is being displayed, when the user inputs the 
selection of sources for obtaining the attribute value to be assigned to the attribute of the first selection which 
is being displayed. 

73. An apparatus according to Claim 72, wherein the input processing means further comprises: 
40 

45 

50 

means for assigning a null value to the attribute of the first selection which is being displayed, when the selec
tion of sources which has been input by the user indicates no source is to be used. 

74. An apparatus according to Claim 72, wherein the input processing means further comprises: 

means for assigning a system value to the attribute of the first selection which is being displayed, when the 
selection of sources which has been input by the user indicates a system value is to be used. 

75. An apparatus according to Claim 72, wherein the input processing means further comprises: 

means for assigning a first structural description attribute value to the attribute of the first selection which is 
being displayed, when the selection of sources which has been input by the user indicates a first structural 
description attribute value source is to be used. 

55 76. An apparatus according to Claim 72. wherein the input processing means further comprises: 

an assigning means for assigning a first structural description content value to the attribute of the first selection 
which is being displayed, when the selection of sources which has been input by the user indicates a first struc-
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tural description content value source is to be used. 

77. :~,n apparatus according to Claim 72, wherein the input processing means further comprises: 

means for assigning a user input value to the attribute of the first selection which is being displayed, when the 
selection of sources which has been input by the user indicates a user input value source is to be used. 

78. t,n apparatus according to Claim 77, wherein the assigning means comprises: 

means for displaying a text input area for the user to input a value to be assigned; 
means for inputting the value entered by the user in the text input area; and 
means for assigning the value input by the user to the attribute of the first selection which is being displayed. 

79. fa,n apparatus according to Claim 56, wherein the list displaying means further comprises: 

means for displaying a candidate for requesting removal of the element for transformation of the first structural 
description in the transformation; and 
means for displaying a candidate for requesting ignoring of the element for transformation of the first structural 
description in the transformation. 

80. f:J._ computer program product including a computer readable medium for providing a graphical user interface for cre
ating a mapping of a first structural description to a second structural description, comprising: 

element displaying means for displaying an element for transformation of a first structural description; 
25 list displaying means for displaying a list of candidate elements of a second structural description: 

user inputting means for inputting, from a user. a first selection of one of the candidate elements of the second 
structural description which defines a correspondence between the element for transformation of the first struc
tural description and the first selection of one of the candidate elements of the second structural description for 
a transformation of the element of the first structural description to the second structural description; and 

30 storing means for storing the correspondence between the element for transformation of t! .e first structural 
description and the first selection of one of the candidate elements of the second structural description as a 
rule. 

81. fa" computer program product according to Claim 80, wherein the first structural description includes 18O/IEC 9070 
35 public identifier format, the second structural description includes an operating system file name format, and the 

element displaying means comprises: 

40 

means for displaying the element for transformation which includes an element of the 1SO/IEC 9070 public 
identifier format; and 
the list displaying means comprises: 
means for displaying the list of candidate elements which includes a list of operating system file name candi
date elements. 

82. A computer program product according to Claim 80, wherein the first structural description includes a first database 
45 variable name format, the second structural description includes a second database variable name format, and the 

ellement displaying means comprises: 

50 

55 

means for displaying the element for transformation which includes an element of the first database variable 
name format; and 
the list displaying means comprises: 
means for displaying the list of candidate elements which includes a list of second database variable name for
mat candidate elements 

83. A computer program product according to Claim 80, further comprising: 

means for obtaining the stored rule; 
means for displaying the element for transformation of the first structural description; 
means for displaying the first selected element of the second structural description which defines a corre-
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spondence between the element for transformation of the first structural description and the first selection of 
one of the candidate elements of the second structural description for a transformation of the element of the 
first structural description to the second structural description; 

means for displaying the list of candidate elements of the second structural description; 
means for inputting, from the user, a second selection of one of the candidate elements of the second structural 
description which defines a correspondence between the element for transformation of the first structural 
description and the second selection of one of the candidate elements of the second structural description for 
a transformation of the element of the first structural description to the second structural description; and 
means for storing the correspondence between the element for transformation of the first structural description 
and the second selection of one of the candidate elements of the second structural description as a rule. 

84. A computer program product according to Claim 80, further comprising: 

means for displaying an icon for the user to input a request to clear the first selection which is being displayed; 
15 means for inputting the request to clear the first selection which is being displayed, when the user inputs the 

request to clear the first selection which is being displayed; and 
means for clearing the first selection which is being displayed, when the user inputs the request to clear the 
first selection which is being displayed. 

20 85. A computer program product according to Claim 80, wherein the first structural description includes a first markup 
language, the second structural description includes a second markup language, and the element displaying 
means comprises: 

means for displaying the element for transformation which includes an element of the first markup language; 
25 and 

the list displaying means comprises: 
means for displaying the list of candidate elements which includes a list of second markup language candidate 
elements. 

30 86. A computer program product according to Claim£ ::i, wherein the first markup language includes SGML, the second 
markup language includes HTML, and the element displaying means further comprises: 

means for displaying the element for transformation which includes an element of SGML; and 
the list displaying means further comprises: 

35 means for displaying the list of candidate elements which includes a list of HTML candidate elements. 

40 

45 

50 

55 
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22 < !-- satt1plel.dtd > --> 
24 <lEL~N'!' t - - (tl'?, t2?, t3?, t-4'?} .. > 
2 6 < ! ELEMENT tl - - CDATA> 
28<!ATTLIST tl name CDATA #REQOI?..::D> 
30 < ! E!.~....c.NT t2 - - COA'!'A> 
32 < l EL~ t3 COAT.A.> 
34<!ELEMEN'! t4 - - CDATA> 

Fig. 1A 

42 t--> <ht.ml.><title>Tii:.le</title> 
4 q tl.--><H3><A N.AJ:iE- .. -che :iour<;e i3 t'.L':; name"> 
46 t2--> <F> 
48 t3--> <P> 
50 t4--> <E'><A HREF-"# the .source i5 tl' 5 ncrn.e":> 

Fig. 1 B 

60 <!DOCTY.?E t system "sa.mplel.d'td"> 
62 <t> 
64 <tl name-"hilarry">l. Hi Larry</tl> 
66 <t2> This is th~ mo.st fun I have ever hacl.</t2> 
68 <t3> It must be great for you as well.</t3> 
70 <t4> (Back to the Hi Larry ;reeti~g.}</t4> 
72 </t> 

Fig. 1 C 

80 <DOCTYPE HTML Pub!ic "-/ /W3C//DTD HTH!. 3. 2 Final//E:N .. > 
8 2 <ht::l..l> 
84 <title>Tit:.le</tii:le> 
36 <?!3><A name•"hilar:~y">l. Hi !.2.rry</A.></ii3> 
88<?> This is the most fun I have ever had.</?> 
90 <?> It. .m.u.st be grea.t fa= you as well.</ P> 
92 <?><A tt~:c- .. ~hilarryn:;,, (l3ac;Jr;; to the !U !.2.i::::-::, s=eet.i.:1g. 1 </Z>v<I c'> 

94 </ht:ml.> 

Fig. 1 D 
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stringB~1'!crAb'OTDNam<1 
bootAlrS~ 

DTOM2p • AutlTDMa;:,Ptr 

SGMLTa:;List 

map<s~"in11Butrar, SGMLTag •. stringSu!fer>AltSGMLT;.gUst 
.."J'ip<sL"ing51.rffar, SGMLTag•, i!rlng8utfcr>::it1112tor A!rltcr.ato, 

HTMLTagL.b:t 

iis!-<HTML Tag"'> A!rHTI.'lL TagUs! 
ll$t<HTMLTag"'>::itllrator Atrltllralor 

HTMLAl1rtJst 

list<HTMLAttr "> AuHTMLAllr 
rist<HTM~ ~::iterator Atrlt11r.1tcr 

(note: map might bft bettor l'lcrc) 

HTMLAJ:!rSoura! 

stringBu!h!r Atrl-lTMl..Al1nbuteValuo 
Sr.:;SGML TagAJ:lr & AlrSrcSGML TagA!!r 
Sn;:SGMLContent & AirSrcSGMLContcnt 

sbingBu!fergetvalueO-O 
$8(Value(:s~$1.r!Jer &) 

virtual via'! S11!AttlSour011V2lue(sbingBuff11r & in)-0 
virtual bool 11etFlrstAttrSoun;e(,iJ:rlngBuff11r & olJQ-0 
virtuad bool 11otN~:dlngBuff■r & ot.d)"-0 

virtu;;;,I void 11nn,g~romS011n:eMap{void) "'0 

400 

416 

420 i 
SGMlTagAttr ~ 

stringBuffcr A!J'SGMLT;agN:unoi 
"1ringBuffer All'SGMLA::rName 

422J 

Fig. BA 

424 

DTOMap 

st'in-.Buffer Alr01DN=>fl 
SGML Tagust • AltSGML TagUstPtr 

SGMLTag 

stringSU'll'cr AL"SGML TagN2me 
boo! Afr&npty 

SGML Ta;A,ssignmcm!Type AirAs:;ignman!Type 
HTMLTagU:it"Atl'HTMLTagl..JstP!r 

HThlLTag 

stringB:..d!i,,r All'HTMLT2gN.11T111 
boo! Atn;mpty 

h'TM!..Attl"..bt. AtrHTM~t?tr 

HTMLAttr 

stringBuffu AtrHTMI..Al1rN.urie 
HThll.AtllSoura,Ty::,,, AtrHT'MLSour011Typc 
i-,"TMLA!tJ$oUr,:e • AtrHTh{l..AttlSour::.ePtr 

UsDrlnput 

stringBulfor Alrt.l:ietlnpc.tValu.. 

SGMLCont&nt 

stting6\111er PJISGMLTagN.mci 
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462 

SrcSGML T agAttr 
striD.gBuffi:r AtrCurrentSGMLTagName 
stringBuffer AtrCurrcntA..ttribute 
stri:ogBuffer AtrCurrentlITMLAttributeSou.rce V aluc 
stringBuffer AtrTagAtttKey 
map<stringBuffcr. list<SGML Ta.gAttr ->. stringBuffcr> AtrKeyOfSGML TagAD.d.Attribute 
void registerSG.t,,11, TagNameAnd.AttribnkN ame(SGML T agAttr *) 

void unregisterTag,A..ttrKcyAndMapEntty(SGW.. Tag.Attr *) 

void setValueForAttributeOfTag 
(striogBuffer & Tag, stringBuffer & Attnoute, st.ringBuffer & value) 

void reset(void) 

Fig. 8C(1) 

464 

J 
SrcSGMLCon.teut 
stringBuffer AtrCw:rentSGML T agN a.me 
stringBuffcr AtrCu:rrentHT.MLAttnouteSource Val 
map<stringBuffer, list<SGMLContent •>, stringBuffer> AtrTableWithSGMLTagK.ey 

void registcrSGW.. TagN ame(SGMLContcnt •) 
void unregisterSGML TagName(SGML Content *) 
void setValueForTag(stringBuffer & Tag. stringBuffer & value) 
void reset(void) 

Fig. 8C(2) 
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l McpSen-ic:c 
Ii 

Mt!p • AtranentlW!pPtr ~ 
M~pCr~eEdlSer,,ice • AtrM?SpCre~eEd'itServicePtr ij 
Mess~eOiefogServic:e & AtrM~geDielogS~oITeble a A!rHiMLSymbcrre=ie l 
symboITable • AtrSGMLSymboJTablePtt !i ,, Trcnstcrmer s AtrTr~formerRr Ii , ntErtity AtrCurr~ I 
rtEntlty ~TO ij 
Src::$GM_ T ~ • An'SrcSGM. TegAttr?.r ! 
SrcSGM..O:rtert • AirSrcSGM..O:rl.entPtr I 
DTDMapTreinsform:rServlo: • ,A.J,rOTOMcp Tn:1n::sfonnerSerr.::eFtr j 
MdpEdlt • AtrMapEdlPtr il 

~lee (Me.s::s:egeaalogServb &, syrnbo(T~ & liTMLSymbo!To.!:Je) 
void MepServlCelnl() 
M8pCreatefditSer.ics & ~etMapCreste...~ervfceObject() 
void doSe:() 
Mcp ,. gd.McpObjec::tQ 
vole doMepTran:sf crm 
bOOi g~Objed(rL.~ &) 
bool e!reTI-!l:sMepAndTheSGi\1l.DocCon:smeni(Mep.& theM=p, ntE!itfy& SGM..MErify) 
bool t'lt'ei'hi:sMocAndTr.a)TDCcn:stri'lvld t.heMao. ntEttitv& DTD~"t 
bool i:sMepSeved() 
void :setMap54Vecl() 
void resdMap(void) 
void~p"') 
void~~~ 
vold ~CurrentSGML.Doc(rtEntly &) 
ntErtity & gdO..nentSGMl..Doc:(vcid) 
void ~eriSGMLDTD(rtfntly &) 
ntl:ntfy & gdCr.nentSGMLOTD(vold) 
bool lsEYeryObjcdReodyf aMapEd!(vcid) 
YOid setSGl,l..SymbolT ab!ePtr(symbo(T able .&) 
symbolT able • getSyn,boIT ~~void) 
symbcf'(ehle & ~!h!e(Ydd) 
veld c-et!teRel~edObjec:ts(',l'Old) 
void r~cz:tedObjecb{vcid) 
veld d.!o.:a necto...rrert~lf'd.1} 

Fig. 8C(3) 
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454 

I 
Ml'lpCre!'l!.~ 

~ • Al:rCurreniMapP!:r 
M.epSt:rvice 8 AtrMapScrvie!! 

Me:.~eDialogServ!ce & Air~cgeDialogSer;k:.e 

symboJTable 3 AtrHTMI SymbolT ~ 

symborTable • AtrSGM..S,imbolTablef'!J 

MapE:oa & AtrMapE:dl 

DTDMapEdll: • AirDTOMapEdft?tr 

void ecfilMop(vold) 
void CreeieNewtvlapQ 
void u:scThisDTO(ntEntfy &) 

void useThi~Doc(niEntiy &) I 
1/1'.lid use ThlsSymhofi able( symboIT able •) 

symboJTable & getMapSymbolTable (void) I void useThisM:ap(Map •) 

void selectedHTML T eg{stringbu1fer- 8) 

bool addSelecledl-fTM..TogToCurrett~pin~void) ' 

bool deleteSe!ecterttrML Tagf romcurrertMappingUst(int fistPositioo) 

void selected SGMLTag(strinQBu11e.r &) 

void finishOneMcppingQ 

void firushCreatingMcp() 

bool gciNe:dSGML Ter,i(Wing8uf1er &) 

bool getFirs:tE:dstingHTML TeglnMap{stri.'1g3u1fer &) 

bool get:Ne:dEx!s'"JngHTMI... TcglnM.ap(str!ng8uifer &) 

bool sdSelededSGML TegTo8eN~ed(vdd) 

bool setSelededSGML T~ToBeNotArig').ed(vold) 

SGML TcgAs:siQnme.n1Type gdSGML T !!!gAsslgiment:Type(vdd) 

void ge!Atlribt1eksiorvnenilnfc:rmatlonrorH1M..AttriDute.{consi ~..rngBuffer & HThLAttrdJut.eNeme, 

HTMI...AttributeSourceTypa & SourceType, :;tmg81..1ier &theFirsIDtto, 

stringBuff er & theSeo:,ndDaic) 

void i::issignHTMLAttributeVWhSG~e(slringBuffer & HTM..Attributi:Norne, s!ringButfer 8 SGML.Teg, 

st.ring8uffer & SGfA...Attrrue) i 
void assignHTMLAttribut:oVV!t:hSGMLc«il:erit(stringEu'ffer & HTMLAtiributeName, s±rtngBut:er & SGML Tag) 

void essignJ-fTMlAttributeW'lthS~em(stringButier & HTM...AttributeN=») 

void assi~nHTM..Attrb.t~Value(s±ringButter & HTMLAttribl.teName) 

void assignHTMLAttrl!::U.e\NdhUser1nput(5±mgBuffer & H~eNmne, ~er & thet.Jsen,pl.t) 

vcid assignDoneSe!ected(vold) 

Fig. 8C(4) 
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(54) Document re-authoring systems and methods for providing rlevice-independent access to 
the world wide web 

(57) An automatic re-authoring system and method 
re-author a document originally designed for display on 
a desktop computer screen for display on a smaller dis
play screen, sucl1 as those used with a PDA or a cellular 
telephone. The automatic re-authoring system and 
method input a document lo be re-authored and re-au
thoring parameters, such as display screen size, default 
font and the like. The automatic re-authoring system and 
method convert the document into a number of pages, 
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where each page is 'fully displayable with only at most 
a minimal amount of scrolling on the display screen of 
the PDA or cellular phone. At each stage of the re-au
thoring, a number of different transformations are ap
plied to the original document or a selected re-authored 
page. The selected re-auihored page is the best page 
resulting from the previous re-authoring stage, The best 
page at each stage is determined based on the re-au
thoring parameters and the content of the document be
ing re-authored. 
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Description 

[0001] This invention is directed to document re-authoring systems and methods that automatically re-author arbitrary 
documents from the world-wide web to display the documents appropriately on small screen devices, such as personal 

5 digital assistants (PDAs) and cellular phones, providing device-independent access to the web. 
[0002] Access to world-wide web documents from personal electronic devices has been demonstrated in research 
projects such as those described in J Bartlett, "Experience with a Wireless World Wide Web Client", IEEE COMPCON 
95, San Francisco, CA, March 1995; S Gessler et al., "PDAs as Mobile WWW Browsers", Second International World 
Wide Web Conference. Chicago, IL, October 1994; G. Voelker et al., "Mobisaic: An lniormation System for a Mobile 

10 Wireless Computing Environment", Workshop on Mobile Computing Systems and Applications. Santa Cruz, CA, De
cember 1994; and T. Watson, "Application Design for Wireless Computing", 1994 Mobile Computing Systems and 
Applications Workshop Position Paper, August 1994. Such access is now a commercial reality. General Magic's Prestol 
Links for Sony's Magiclink, and All Pen's NetHopper for the Newton and Sharp's Ml-10 all provide WWW browsers for 
PDA class devices, while the Nokia 9000 Communicator and Samsung's Duett provide web access capabilities from 

75 cellular phones. 
[0003] Unfortunately, most documents on the world-wide web and other distributed networks are designed for display 
on desktop computers with color monrtors having at least 640x480 resolution. Many pages are designed with even 
larger resolution monitors in mind. In contrast, most PDA class devices and cellular phone displays are much smaller. 
This difference in display area can lead to a ratio of designed vs available display area from 4-to-1 to 100-to-1, or 

20 greater, making direct presenlalion of most worldwide web documents on these small devices aesthetically unpleasant, 
un-navigable, and in the worst case, completely undecipherable. This presents a central p,oblem in accessing world
wide web pages using these small devices: how to display arbitrary web documents, such as HTML documents, that 
have been designed for desktop systems on personal electronic devices that have mucl1 more limited display capa
bilities. 

25 [0004] Technologies already provide computational mobility and wireless connectivity, but the standard solutions to 
viewing documents and web pages on tiny screens are to either increase the screen resolution, which is great if the 
user happens to carry a magnifying glass, or to provide the ability lo FAX or print to a local hardcopy device, which is 
both inconvenient and contradicts the rationale for having electronic documents in the firsi place. There are five general 
approaches to displaying web documents on small screen devices: device-specific authoring; multiple-device author-

so ing; client-side navigation; sutor, ,mic re-authoring; and web page filtering. Device-specific authoring involves authoring 
a set of web documents for a particular display device, such as, for example, a cellular phone outfitted with a display 
and communications software, such as the Nokia 9000. The basic philosophy in this approach is that users of such 
specialty devices will only have access to a select set of services. Thus, the document for these services must be 
designed up-front for the accessing device's particular display system. Information may be provided from the distributed 

35 network at large, but the desired pages must be pre-defined, and custom information extraction and page formatting 
software must be written to deliver the information to the small device. This is the approach taken in Unwired Planet's 
UP.Link service, which uses a proprietary mark-up language (HDML). 
[0005] In multiple-device authoring, a range of target devices is identified Then, mappings from a single source 
document to a set of rendered documents are defined to cover the devices within the identified range. One example 

40 of this is the Stretch Text approach discussed in I. Cooper et al., "PDA Web Browsers: Implementation Issues" University 
of Kent at Canterbury Computing Laboratory WWW Page, November 1995. In Stretch Text, portions of the document, 
potentially down to the word level, can be tagged with a 'level of abstraction' measure. Upon receiving the document, 
users can specify the level of abstraction they wish to view and are presented with the corresponding detail or lack of 
detail. 

45 [0006] Another example of multiple-device authoring is HTML cascading style sheets (CSS), as described in H. Lie 
et al. "Cascading Style Sheets", WWW Consortium, September 1996. In cascading style sheets, a single style sheet 
defines a set of display anributes for different structural portions of a document. For example, all top-level section 
headings can be defined to be displayed in red 18-poin! Times font. A series of style sheets may be attached to a 
document, each with a weight describing that style sheet's desirability to the document's author. The user can also 

50 specify a defau It style sheet. The browser used by the user to access the distributed network can also define a "default" 
style sheet. Although the author's style sheets normally override the user's style sheets, the user can selectively enable 
or disable the author's style sheets, providing the user with the ability to tailor the rendering of the document to the 
user's particular display. 
[0007] In client-side navigation, the user is given the ability to interactively navigate within a single web page by 

55 altering ihe portion of the single web page that is displayed at any given time. A very trivial example of this is the use 
of scroll bars in the document display area. A much more sophisticated approacl1 is that taken in the PAD++ system, 
as described in B. Bederson et al, "Pad++: A Zooming Graphical Interface for Exploring Alternate Interface Physics", 
Proceedings of ACM UIST '94, ACM Press, 1994, in which the user is free 1o zoom and pan the device display over 
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the document with infinite resolution. Active Outlining, as described in J. Hsu et al., "Active Outlining for HTML Docu
ments An X-Mosaic Implementation", Second International World Wide Web Conference, Chic;::igo, IL, October 1994, 
has also been implemented as a client-side navigation technique, in which the user can dynamically expand and col
laps2 sections of the document under the respective section headings. Other techniques tl1at fall into this category 

s inclcde semi-transparent widgets, as described in T Kamba et al., "Using small screen space more efficiently", Pro
ceedings, Computer-Human Interactions: CHI 96, Vancouver, BC, Canada, April 1996, and tl1e Magic Lens system, 
as described in E. Bier et al, "Toolglass and Magic Lenses: The See-through Interface'\ SIGGRAPH '93 Conference 
Proceedings 1993. 
[0008] Automatic document re-autl1oring involves developing software that can take an arbitrary document, such as 

10 an HTML document, designed to be displayed on a desktop-sized monitor, along with characteristics of the target 
display device, and re-author the arbitrary document through a series of transformations, so that the arbitrary document 
can be appropriately displayed on the target display device. This process can be performed either by the client, by the 
server, or by an intermediary proxy server, such as an HTTP proxy server , that exists solely to provide these trans
formation services An example of this latter approach is the UC Berkeley Pythia proxy server, as described in A Fox 

15 et al., "Reducing WWW Latency and Bandwidth Requirements by Real-Time Distillation'\ Fifth International World Wide 
Web Conference, Paris, France, May 1996, which performs transformations on web page images. However, the focus 
of the Pythia proxy server is solely on minimizing page retrieval time. Spyglass Prism is a commercial product that 
performs automatic re-authoring of HTML documents using fixed transformations associated with page tags or em

bedC:9d object types. For example, Prism will reduce all JPEG images by 50%. 
20 [0009] Finally, web page filtering lets a user see only those portions of a page that user is interested in. Filtering may 

be p,:,rformed on an intermediate server, such as an HTTP proxy server, to conserve wireless bandwidth and device 
memory However, filtering could also be performed by the client device as a display-management technique. Filter 
specifications can be based on keyword or regular expression matching, or on page structure navigation and extraction 
commands. Filtering can be either specified using visual tools or using a scripting language. 

25 [0010] Each of the five approaches, device-specific authoring, multiplo-dovico authoring, client-side navigation, au
tom2iic re-authoring and web page filtering, has specific benefits and drawbacks. Device-specific authoring will typically 
yield the best-looking results due to the direct involvement of human designer. However, device-specific authoring 
limits the user's access to a small, select set of documents that have been authored for that specific device. Multiple
device authoring, while requiring less total effort per document than device-specific authoring, still requires significantly 

30 more manual design work than simply authoring a single version of a document for a Si,gle desktop platform. Client

side navigation will work well if a good set of viewing techniques can be developed. However, client-side navigation 
requires that the entire document be delivered to the client device at once, which may waste valuable wireless band
width and memory. Furthermore, the 'peephole' approach taken in PAD++ seems very awkward to use for large doc
umrnts, and the active outlininQ technique has limited applicability, as most web pages do not use a strict section/sub-

35 section organization, or use that organization incorrectly. 
[001·11 Automatic re-authoring is thus the ideal approach to providing broad access to web documents or other web 
content from a wide range of devices, if automatic re0uthoring can be made to produce legible, navigable and aes
thetically pleasing re-authored documents without loss of information. 
[0012] This invention provides systems and methods that automatically re-author documents designed for a larger 

40 display area for display on a smaller display area 

[0013] This invention separately provides systems and methods that automatically transform a document into a plu
rality of linked subdocuments, where each subdocument requires less display area. 
[0014] This invention separately provides systems and methods that automatically apply a plurality of different trans
forms to an original document to generate a plurality of sets of linked subdocuments. 

45 [0015] This invention further provides systems and methods that automatically apply the plurality or dif'ferent trans
forms to at least one of the plurality of sets of linked subdocuments to generate additional linked subdocuments. 
[0016] This invention further provides systems and methods that analyze a main subdocument of each set of linked 
subdocumenls lo delermine a best one of the mi:lin subdocuments. 
[0017] This invention additionally provides systems and methods that determine if the best main subdocument can 

50 be displayed in the smaller display area, and if not, that apply further transforms to that main subdocument to further 
reduce the required display area. 
[OO"i 8] This invention separately provides systems and methods that filter a document to extract a desired portion 
of th:;; document that is displayable in a smaller display area 
[0019] This invention separately provides systems and methods that filter a document to extract a described portion 

55 based on a predefined script. 

[0020] This invention separately provides systems and methods that generate scripts usable to filter a document to 
extract a desired portion. 

[002i] This invention separately provides a scripting language usable to write scripts for filtering fl document to 
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extract a desired portion. 
[0022] In one exemplary embodiment, the document re-authoring systems Fmd methods of this invention are imple
mented on an HTTP proxy that dynamically re-authors requested web pages using a heuristic planning technique and 
a set of structural page transformations to achieve the best-looking document tor a given display size The automatic 

5 document re-authoring according to the systems and methods of this invention can be performed either by the client, 
by the server, or, in one exemplary embodiment, by an intermediary HTTP proxy server tl1at exists solely to provide 
these transformation services Additionally, the automatic document re-authoring systems and methods according to 
this invention can be performed on a combination of these devices. 
[0023] The automatic document re-authoring systems and methods of this invention work well with displays found 

10 in PDAs. However, when the document re-autl1oring systems and methods of this invention are applied to the very 
limited displays found on current cellular phones, the document re-authoring systems and methods of this invention 
sometimes produces pages that are difficult to navigate. When accessing a distributed network, such as the Internet 
or an intranet, from a cellular phone, most users are mainly interested in accessing very specific information. The 
document filtering systems and methods of this invention provide those users with manual control in defining the in-

15 formation they would like to be displayed. The document filtering systems and methods of this invention return only a 
small portion of a page that is easily navigable. The document filtering systems and methods of this invention are ideal 
in those situations in which the user is monitoring a particular page whose layout is fixed but whose content is changing, 
since those users can tune the filters to the format of the page. 
[0024] The automatic document re-authoring and document filtering systems and methods of this invention provide 

20 an aulomalic document re-authoring capability coupled with document fillering to provide access to arbitrary documents 
on a distributed network, such as the Internet or an intranet, to devices with limited communications bandwidth and 
small displays. 
[0025] The automatic document re-authoring and document filtering systems and methods ofthis invention intercept 
requests for documents from a distributed network and return re-authored versions of the requested documents rather 

25 than the original requested documents. 
[0026] In the larger context of mobile and ubiquitous computing, the automatic document re-authoring and document 
filtering systems and methods of this invention provide a key technology for giving users view-mobility over platforms. 
[0027] These and other features and advantages of this invention are described in or are apparent from the following 
detailed description of the preferred embodiments. 

so [0028] The preierred embodiments l, this·invention will be described in detail, with reference to the following figures, 
wherein 

Fig. 1 illustrates re-authoring of a document into a section list page and a number of section pages according to 
one exemplary embodiment of the document re-authoring systems and methods of this invention; 

35 Fig. 2 illustrates a layout table that can be re-authored into a plurality of linked cells according to one exemplary 
embodiment of the document re-authoring systems and methods of this invention; 
Fig. 3 illustrates how a document can be re-authored into different re-authored states based on applying different 
transformations according to one exemplary embodiment of the re-authoring systems and methods of this inven
tion; 

4o Fig 4 illustrates one exemplary embodiment of a control ·form for supplying display information to the HTTP proxy 
server according to the document re-authoring system and method of this invention; 
Fig. 5 illustrates one exemplary embodiment of re-authoring an exemplary document according to the document 
re-authoring systems and methods of this invention; 
Fig. 6 is a block diagram outlining one exemplary embodiment of the invention in which the document re-authOring 

45 systems and methods of this invention are used; 
Fig. 7 is a block diagram outlining one exemplary embodiment of the document flow in the document re-authoring 
systems and methods of this invention; 
Fig. 8 is a functional block diagram outlining one exemplary embodiment of a document re-authoring system ac
cording to this invention; 

50 Fig. 9 is one exemplary embodiment of the document version search space of the document re-authoring systems 
and methods of this invention; 
Fig. 10 is one exemplary embodiment of an image and the abstract syntax tree generated from that image according 
to this invention: 
Figs. 11 A and 11 B outline one exemplary embodiment of a method for document re-authoring according to this 

55 invention; 
Fig. 12 is one exemplary embodiment of a method for performing elision transformation according to this invention; 
Fig 13 is one exemplary embodiment of a method for performing table transformation according to this invention; 
Fig 14 is one exemplary embodiment of a method for performing image reduction transformation according to this 
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:nvention; 
:::ig 15 is a functional block disgram outlining one exemplmy embodiment of ;=i document re-authoring system 600 
of this invention including the document filtering according to this invention; 
;=ig. 16 is one exemplary embodiment of the document flow during document filtering and re-authoring according 

5 ·;o this invention 

70 

:=ig. 17 shows an exemplary embodiment of using the document filtering systems and methods of this invention 
to navigate within the abstract syntax tree generated from the image shown in Fig. 10; and 
Fig. 18 illustrates further navigation within the abstract syntax tree of Fig. 10 according to the document filtering 
systems and methods of this invention. 

[002£•] In the following discussion of the document re-authoring and document filtering systems and methods of this 
invention, the terms "web page", "web document" and "document" are intended to encompass any set of information 
retrieved as a single entity from a distributed network, such as an intranet, the Internet, the World Wide Web portion 
of the Internet or any other known or later developed distributed network. This information can include text strings, 

15 images, tables of text strings and images, links to other web pages and formatting information that defines the layout 
of the text strings, images, tables and links within the web page. 
[0030] There are many possible automatic document re-authoring techniques, which can be categorized along two 
dimensions: syntactic vs. semantic techniques and transformation vs. elision techniques. Syntactic techniques operate 
on the structure of the document, while semantic techniques rely on some understanding of the content. Elision tech-

20 niques basically remove some information, leaving everything else untouched, while Lransformation techniques involve 
modi:ying some aspect of the document's presentation or content Table 1 illustrates these dimensions, along with 
examples of each category: 

25 

TABLE 1 

Examples of different types of automatic document re-authoring techniques 

Elide Transform 

Syntactic Section Outlining Image Reduction 

Semantic Removing Irrelevant Content Text Summarizin~ 

[003"1] In order to gain an understanding of the processes required by an automated document re-authoring system, 
a study was conducted to assess the characteristics of typical web pages, and to identify candidate re-authoring tech
niques through the process of re-authoring several web pages by hand. 

35 [0032] A collection of'typical' web pages, the Xerox Corporate web site, was initially selected to focus the study. This 
collection of 3,188 web pages is representative of a state-of-the-art, professionally-designed web site A variety of 
statistics were collected on these pages using a web crawler, to help gain an understanding of the structure and content 
of a 1/pical page. These statistics generally agree with other, larger-scale studies that have been performed across 
the entire web. 

40 [003~1] Next, a subset of the pages in the Xerox web site was selected for manual re-autl1oring. A set of pages from 
the Xerox 1995 Annual Report was selected and converted by hand for display on a Sharp Zaurus PDA with a 320x240 
pixel screen. Detailed notes were kept of the design strategies and techniques used. 

45 

Sorr.e of the design heuristics learned during this process were: 

[0034] Keeping at least some of the original imagos is important to maintain the look and feel of tl1e original document. 
Common techniques include keeping only the first image, or keeping only the first and last images, i.e., the bookend 
imagss, and eliding the rest 
[003S] Section headers, i.e., the H1 - H6 tags in HTML. are not often used correctly. The section headers are more 

50 frequsntly used to achieve a particular font size and style, such as, for example, bold, if the section headers are used 
at all. Thus, the section headers cannot be relied upon to provide ;ci structural outline for most documents. lnste;=id, 
docu;nents with many text blocks can be reduced by replacing each text block with the first sentence or phrase of each 
block, i.e., first sentence elision. 
[0031!,] An initial rule of thumb for images is to reduce all images in size by a standard percentage, dictated by the 

55 ratio of the display area that the document was authored for to the display area of the target device. However, images 
whici•, contain text or numbers can only be reduced by a small amount before their contents become illegible. 
[003'.i'] Semantic elision can be performed on sidebars that present information which is tangential to 1he main con
cepts presented in a page. Many of the Xerox pages had such sidebars, which were simply eliminated in the reduced 
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versions. 
[0038] Sem;:mtic elision can also be performed on images that do not contribute any information to the page, but 
serve only lo improve its aesthetics. 
[0039] Pages can be categorized, and then re-authored based on their category. Two examples of these are banners 

5 and link tables. Banners primarily contain a set of images and a small number of navigation links, often only one, that 
serve to establish an aesthetic look, but contain little or no content. When space is al a premium, these can usually 
be omitted entirely. Link table pages are primarily sets of hypertext links to other pages, and thus contain very little 
additional content These link table pages can usually be re-formatted into a more compact form that just lists the links 
in a text block. 

10 [0040] Whitespace, which is taken 'for granted on a large display, is at a premium on small devices. Several techniques 
were discovered for reducing the amount of whitespace in a page. Sequences of paragraphs, i.e., HTML "P" tags, or 
breaks, i.e., HTML "BR" tags, can be collapsed into one such paragraph or break. Lists, ie., HTML "UL", "OL", and/or 
"DL" tags, take up valuable horizontal space with their indenting and bullets. These lists can be re-formatted into simple 
text blocks with breaks between successive items, as described in Cooper et al. 

75 [0041] In conclusion, to perform document re-authoring two things are required a set of re-authoring techniques, i. 
e., a set of page transformations, and a strategy for applying the page transformaiions. Of the techniques used in the 
manual re-authoring study, tl1ose most amenable to codification were the syntactic elision techniques, including section 
oullining, nrst sentence elision, and image elision, and the syntactic transformation techniques, including image size 
reduction and font size reduction. The design strategy learned during the study included a ranking of the transformation 

20 techniques, i.e., try this before lhal, and a set of conditions under which each lransformc1lion or combination of trans
formations should be applied. 
[0042] Following the results of the study discussed above, there are two major elements to the document re-authoring 
systems and methods of this invention: a collection of individual re-authoring techniques that transform documents in 
various ways; and automated document re-authoring systems and methods that implement a design strategy by se-

2s locting tho best combination of techniques for a given documonVdisplay size pair. 
[0043] The Section Header Outlining transform provide a very good method for reducing the required display size 
!or structured documents, such as technical papers and reports. The outlining process is shown in Fig. 1. 
[0044] As shown in Fig. 1, the document 100 is converted into a list of sections page 11 0 and each section is elided 
into a page 111. That is, the contents 106 of each section 102 of the document 100 is elided from the document 100 

so snd each section header 104 is converted in .:J a hypertext link. When the hypertext link for any section is selected, the 
corresponding page 111 of elided content is loaded into the browser. When confronted with multiple section levels 
(sections, sub-sections, sub-subsections, etc.), there are two approaches to performing the elision. The first approach 
is full outlining, which works by keeping only the section headers and eliding all content, with the results looking like a 
table of contents for a book. The second approach is to"level outlining. In the to-level outlining, a cutoff level in the 

35 section hierarchy is determined and all content below that level, including lower-level section headers, is elided, but 
all content above that level is kept. 
[0045] Since most pages have text blocks, even when no section headers are present, the First Sentence Elision 
transform can be a good way of reducing required screen area. In this technique, each text block is replaced with its 
first sentence, or, alternatively, its first phrase up to some natural break point This "first sentence or phrase is also made 

40 into a hypertext link to the original text block. 
[0046] The Indexed Segment transform first attempts to find page elements that can logically be partitioned, such 
as ordered or unordered lists, sequences of paragraphs on tables. This transform takes an input page, segments the 
content into sub-pages by allocating some number of items to each, and builds and prepends an index page to the 
collection of sub-pages. The Indexed Segment transform then starts tilling output pages with these elements in order 

45 until each page is "full" relative to the client's display size. If a single logical element cannot fit on a single output page, 
then the Indexed Segment transform performs a secondary partitioning that partitions text blocks on paragraph or 
sentence boundaries. 
[0047] In the Indexed Segmenl transform, as much style information as possible is retained for the oulpul elements, 
by outputting each element embedded within all of its ancestor partitions' HTML tags. The Indexed Segment transform 

50 then constructs an index page by copying a section header or first sentence from each element to be output, concate
nating the copied portion onto an index page, and creating a hypertext link from each copied portion to the appropriate 
sub-page. It should be appreciated that the index page itselt ma:y also need to be segmented. In the Indexed Segment 
transform, "Next• and "Previous" navigation links between sequential sub-pages arc also added for navigational con
venience. 

55 [0048] The Table transform recognizes when a table, i.e., the presentation of information arranged in a rectangular 
grid, on a page cannot be directly sent to the client. In these cases, the Table transform generates one sub-page per 
table cell, using a top-down, lefHo"right order. Tables nested within tables are processed in the same manner. The 
Table transform uses heuristics to determine when table columns are being used as "navigational sidebars," which is 
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a common practice In commercial HTML web pages. In this case, the Table transform moves these cells to the end of 
the list of sub-p:aiges .<is these cells lend lo carry very little content 
[0049] Fig 2 shows a nosted table, marking tables with thicker borders than table cells. In the table 120 show in Fig. 
2, the cell 122 is identil1cd a as sidebar and will be placed after the cell 128. All of the other cells are placed in their 

5 natural order. The six portions of the cell 124, such as the subcells 125 and 126, are each placed in their own sub
page between the subpaQcs containing the subcells 123 and 127, unless they contain only whitespace. 
[0050] As one can see lrom the example, nested tables and sidebars complicate the processing of iables. This is 
especially true il the sidebar is part of an inner table. In that situation, the sidebar should be moved to the end of the 
inner table, rather than to the end of any surrounding tables. In one exemplary embodiment of the document re-au-

10 thoring systems and methods of this inventory, the sidebars are moved one table at a time and then all table cells are 
processed at once. rather than grouping the cells by table. 
[005"1] Images present one of the most difficult problems for automatic document re-authoring, because the decision 
of wl-:ether to keep reduce, or eliminate a given image should be based on an understanding of the content and role 
of the image on the page. However, Image Reduction transforms and Image Elision transforms can be applied without 

15 content understanding. as long as users are provided a mechanism by which the users can retrieve the original images. 
In one exemplary embodiment ot the systems and methods of this invention, the Image Reduction transform reduces 
all images in a page by one of a set of pre-defined scaling factors, such as 25%, 50%, and 75%, and making the 
reduced images into hypertext links that link the reduced images back to the original images. 
[0052] In addition lo the Image Reduction transform, three Syntactic Elision transforms have also been developed 

20 for image, lhe Elide All transform, lhe First Image Only transform, and the Bookends transform. In the Elide All transform, 
all images are elided from the document. In the First Image Only transform, all but the first image are elided from the 
document. In the Bookends transform, all but the first and last images are elided from the document. The elided images 
are each replaced with their HTML "ALT" text when it is available. Alternatively, the elided images are each replaced 
with a standard icon when no ALT text is available. The ALT text or standard icon for each elided image is also made 

25 into a hypertext link to that original image. 
[0053] In one exemplary embodiment of the document re-authoring systems and methods of this inventory, if screen 
space is too limited or the client device cannot display images, the images are removed from the document. However, 
the removed images may be used as anchors for hypertext links via a client-side image map. It should also be appre
ciated that if such images are removed, the web site represented by the HTML document can be rendered non-navi-

so gable. To accommod.qte this, in one exemplary embodiment of the document re-authoring systems and methods of 
this inventory, a transform that extracts the hypertext links from such images and formats them into a text list of link 
anchors is used. The labels for the text list are extracted from the HTML "ALT" tags of the image map, if present, or 
from part of the Uniform Resource Locator of the link. This transformation preserves links attached to images for 
navigation when removinq the imaqes. 

35 [0054] The overall process of deciding which combination of transforms to apply to a given page for a given client 
display seems at first to require some form of human artistic ability. However, the automatic document re-authoring 
systems and methods of this invention capture many of the heuristics used in the manual re-authoring exercise, and 
do a i'airly good job of producing good-looking pages for a given display. 
[00SS] Individual page transformations are ordered by their desirability. In order to determine which combination ol 

40 transiormations should be applied to a given document, the document re-authoring systems and methods of this in
venti::m performs a depth-first search of the document transformation space, using many heuristics thai describe pre
conditions for transformations and combinations of transformations. The depth-first search ensures that a "good 
enough" version of the document is found by using a combination of the most desirable transformations Only if the 
more desirable transformations are not applicable or do not reduce the document enough, are the less favored trans-

45 tormations used, 
[00513] The document re-authoring systems and methods of this invention search a document transformation space 
in a best-firs't manner. Each state in this search space represents a version of the document, with the initial stale 
representing lhe originol 'as-authored' document. Each stale is lagged wilh a number representing a measure ol meril 
that represents the quality of the document version at that state. The measure of merit, i.e., the evaluation function or 

so value, for each state is a rough estimate of the screen area required to display ihe entire document as that document 
exists in that state. A state can be expanded into a successor state by applying a single transformation technique to 
the re-authored document as it exists in that state. 

55 

[0057] At every step in tho search process, tho most·promising state of the document, i.e,; tho state with tho smallest 
current display area requirements, is selected and a transformation is applied to transform the document from its current 
state to a more promising state of the document, if possible. As soon as a state is created that contains a document 
versi,on that is 'good enough', the search can be halted and that version of the document is returned to the client device 
for rendering. Alternatively, the search is continued until all content of the original page is contained or represented in 
a set of good-enough subpages. If the search is exhausted and no document version can be found th1;1t is good enough, 
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then the best document found during the search is returned to the client device for rendering. If there are hard size 
constr:=iints thc1t :=ire not met by the best document. a more destructive tmnsform;:ition is ;:ipplied that breaks documents 
up in the middle of paragraphs 
[0058] Fig. 3 shows how different transformations applied to a document 200 result in different resulting re-authored 

5 sub-pages 210, 220 and 230. Depending on the information supplied by the user to the systems and methods of this 
invention, one of the sub-pages 210, 220 and 230 would be selected as the "best" re-authored page. Then, if further 
re-authoring is required, for example, to generate good-enough subpages for the content removed from the first sub
page, or if lhe best sub-page is not yet "good enough", additional transformations could be applied to the subpages 
resulting from the selected best re-authored sub-page 210, 220 or 230 or to further re-author the selected best re-

10 authored subpage 210, 220 or 230. 
[0059] Heuristic information is used in several places by the document re-authoring systems and methods according 
to this invention, including the order in which various transformation techniques are applied to a given state; the pre
conditions for each transformation technique; and the determination of when a document version or subpage is 'good 
enough'. In general, transformations which make minor changes to the document are preferred over those which make 

15 more extensive changes. For example, reducing images by 25% is preferable to reducing the images by 75%. 
[0060] The pre-conditions for each transformation technique specify the other transformations with which that trans
formation can be combined. For example, it makes no sense to apply both full outlining and first sentence elision to 
the same document The pre-conditions also specify the requirements on the content and structure of the document 
that the technique is being applied to For example, the Full Outlining transform should be applied only when there are 

20 at least three section headers in lhe document or sub-page being re-authored. The current condilion ror 'good enough' 
is fairly simplistic. That is, the search is stopped when the area required by a document or sub-page is a predetermined 
multiple of the screen area of the client display. In general, this predetermined multiple is greater than I, and, in one 
exemplary embodiment, is 2.5. This higher multiple merely assumes that the user doesn't mind scrolling the display a 
little in one direction. 

25 [0061] When a transformation is applied to a document it can result in the document's contents being split into mul
tiple, smaller "sub-pages", as shown in Fig. 2. However, each of these sub-pages may still be too large to download 
and display on the client. To address this problem, the document re-authoring systems and methods of this invention 
keep a list of the sub-pages generated by each sequence of transformations attached to the state representing the 
resulting document version. Once the good-enough version of the document is selected, which is really only a good-

so enough version of the first sub-page delivered to he client, the list of generated sub-pages for that version is added 
to a global list of pages to be re-authored. The document re-authoring systems and methods of this invention then re
author each or these to-be-re-authored pages until all of the resulting sub-pages can be delivered to the client. This 
procedure is shown in pseudocode below, where "reauthor" refers to the best-first re-authoring process described 
above for a single input page. 

35 

40 

45 

50 

55 

Digestor(initia.1 _page) 
to be reauthored "" { initial_page } 

to _deliver= {} 
while(to_be_reauthorcd != {}) 

next_page = pop(to_be_reauthored) 
best_ version_state = reauthor(next_page) 
to _deliver.append(best_ version_state.pagc) 
to_ be _reauthored.append(best _ version _state.!::ub _pages) 

return to_deliver 

[0062] All re-authored sub-pages are cached as transformed parse trees. As the user navigates a transformed doc
ument and requests subpages, the corresponding parse !rees are rendered and sent to the client. 
[0063] The document re-authoring systems and methods of this invention re-author document by first parsing the 
document and constructing a parse tree or abstract syntax tree (AST) representation of lhe document. The document 
re-authoring systems and methods of this invention then apply a series of transformations to the parse tree. Then, tho 
document re-authoring systems and methods of this invention map each resulting transformed parse tree back into a 
document representation, which may be in a document format that is different from the input format of the original 
document. 
[0064] Document transforms are implemented using a standard procedure that includes a condition function that 
takes a state node in the document version space ;md returns true if the transform should be ;:ipplied to the state, Fmd 
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an action function that is called when the transform is actually applied to a state to produce a new state containing a 
new document version. a new measure of quality, and the resulting sub-pages. Three types of transforms can be 
defined-1) those which are always run on a page before the planning process starts; 2) those used in the best 0 first 
planning process; and 3) those which are always run on a page before it iranslated from the final abstract syntax tree 

5 back :nto a surface form such as HTML. 
[0065] Transformations manipulate the parse tree, in the state they are applied to. in order to produce a new version 
of the document. The manipulations are similar to those described in S. Bonhomme et al., "Interactively Restructuring 
HTML Documents", Fifth International World Wide Web Conference, Paris, France, May 1996. Whenever portions 
ofthe parse tree are elided or transformed, an HTML l1ypertext link is added into the parse tree to reference the node 

10 identifiers of all affected parse tree subtrees, enabling users io request the original portions of the document that have 
been modified during re-authoring. 
[0066] Th8 document re-authoring systems and methods of this invention also keep track of which combinations of 
transiorms have already been tried. via a global list of transform sets, assuming that all transformations are commu
tative. to ensure that no duplicate states are ever constructed. 

75 [0067] One exemplary document re-authoring system and method according to this invention. as described above, 
has b,een implemented as an HTTP proxy server. The HTTP proxy server accepts a request for an HTML document, 
retrieves the document from the specified HTTP server, parses the HTML document, constructs the parse tree, or 
abstract syntax tree, from the retrieved HTML document, labels each of the parse tree nodes with a unique identifier, 
and t1en retrieves any embedded images so that the size of the retrieved images can be determined, as necessary. 

20 Once this has been accomplished, the document re-authoring systems and methods of this invention are initialized 
with 2 state containing the parse tree for the original retrieved document. During each re-authoring cycle, the document 
re-authoring systems and methods of this invention select the state with the best document version so far, lhen select 
the best applicable transformation technique and apply tl1e selected transformation, resulting in a new state and a new 
doc~ment version being generated. It is assumed that the convolution of transformations is always commutative, and 

25 several chocks arc used by the re-authoring software systems and methods of this invention to ensure that redundant 
states are not constructed. 
[006S] In one exemplary embodiment of the document re-authoring systems and methods of this invention, fifteen 
transiormation techniques were implemented: FullOutline, Outline ToHi, Outline ToH2, Outline ToH3, Outline ToH4, 
Outline ToH5, Outline ToH6, FirstsentenceElision, Reducelmages25%, Reducelmages50%, Reducelmages75%, 

30 ElideAlllnmges, FirsllmageOnly, Bookendlmages, and ReduceFontSize. 
[0069] This exemplary embodiment of the document re-authoring systems and methods of this invention has been 
imple:nented in the Java programming language. In addition to functioning as a true proxy server, this HTTP proxy 
server system can also respond to requests for certain uniform resource locators wiih documents generated by the 
HTTP proxy server itself. This is used to provide the user with forms-based control over the HTTP proxy server and 

35 the document re-authoring systems and methods. This exemplary embodiment of the document re-authoring system 
can process even very compex pages in less than 2 seconds on a 200Mhz Pentium, using Symantec's Java JIT com
piler. 
[0070] The firsl lhing that a user of the document re-authoring software systems and methods of this invention must 
do is specify the size of display for the device being used and indicate the font size of the default browser font being 

40 used. This informalion is needed in order to estimate the screen area requirements of text blocks. To do this, the user 
requests a specific control uniform resource locator from the HTTP proxy server, resulting in delivery of the form 300 
shown in Fig. 4. 
[007"1] Once a user has configured the document re-authoring system, the user can start retrieving documents from 
a distributed network, such as the World Wide Web. The original page 400 and the re-authored page 410 shown in 

45 Fig. 5 Illustrate the re-authoring capability of the document re-authoring systems and methods of this invention. In this 
example, this exemplary embodiment of the document re-authoring systems and methods of this invention chose to 
use 25% image reduction in combination with first sentence elision to render the displayed page 41 O from the original 
page 400. The re-authored page 410 is then displayed on a browser window 420. In this exemplary embodiment of 
the re-authoring syslems and methods of this invention, immediately following retrieval of a page, the user can request 

so a trace of the re-authoring session to determine which transformations had been applied, by requesting another control 
uniform resource locator from the HTTP proxy server. 
[0072] Fig. 6 shows one exemplary embodiment of an environment 500 in which the automatic document re-authoring 
systorns and methods and/or the automatic document filtering systems and methods of this invention will be imple
mented. As shown in Fig. 6, the environment 500 includes a limited display area device 510 that has a display having 

55 a display area that is significantly limited relative to the display area of a monitor for a desktop or a laptop computer. 
As shown in Fig. 6, the environment 500 further includes a transmitter/receiver communication system 550, a host 
node 570 of a distributed network and the remaining portions 590 of the distributed network. 
[0073] In the environment 500, the limited display arm device 510 will normally be a personal digital assistance 
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(PDA), a cellular phone or the like that is connected by a wireless communication channel 530 to the transmitter/ 
receiver communication system 550. Thus, as shown in Fig 6, the limiied displFiy Firea device 51 O will normally include 
an antenna 520, while the transmitter/receiver communication system 550 will normally include a corresponding an
tenna 540. The limited display area device 510 will normally communicate with the transmitter/receiver communication 

5 system 550 over the wireless communications channel 530 using radio frequency signals transmitted between the 
antennas 520 and 540. 
[0074] The transmitter/receiver communication system 550 converts the analo!=) or digital signals received from the 
limited display area device 510 over the communications channel 530 in to a form usable by the host node 570 of the 
distributed network. The transmitter/receiver communication system 550 then outputs the signals received over the 

10 communications channel 530 over a communication link 560 to the host node 570 of the distributed network. It should 
be appreciated that the communication link 560 can be any known or later-developed communication structure capable 
of transmitting the appropriate signals between the transmitter/receiver communication system 550 and the host node 
of the distributed network 570. Because the exact structure of the transmitter/receiver communication system 550 and 
the communication link 560 will be a matter of design choice depending upon how these elements are implemented, 

15 but such design choices will be readily apparent and predictable to those of ordinary skill in the art, these elements 
will not be iurther described. 
[0075] It should also be appreciated that the limited display area device 510 can also be connected to the host node 
570 ol the distributed network by other than the wireless communication channel 530, such as a communication link 

522. That is, the communication link 522 could be any other known communications structure, such as a local area 
20 network, a wide area network, a modem connection over the public switched telephone nelwork or a cable television 

system, or the like. For example, the user of the limited display area device 570, rather than communicating over the 
wireless communication channel 530, could connect the limited display area device 57 0 to the public switch telephone 
network using a modem. The user would then dial directly into the host node 570 of the distributed network. 
[0076] Regardless of how the host node 570 of the distributed network is ultimately connected to the limited display 

25 area device 510, once the host node 570 of the distributed network receives a request for a document to be transmitted 
to the limited display area device 510, the host node 570 of the distributed network first determines if the requested 
document is located locally on the host node 570 of the distributed network. If the requested document is not located 
locally, the host node 570 of the distributed network communicates over a communication structure 580 to the remaining 
portions 590 of the distributed network to request the document The particular node of the remaining portions 590 of 

30 the distributed network storing thst document ultimately will receive the request from the host node 570 <Ner the com

munication structure 580 and will return the requested document to the host node 570 over the communication structure 
580. It should be appreciated that the communication structure 580 can be any known or later-developed communi
cation structure and protocol system for linking together widely located nodes of a distributed network. 
[0077] Once the host node 570 of the distributed network receives the requested document, an HTTP proxy server 

35 executing on the host node 570 of the distributed network re-authors the requested document based on the previously
provided information about the limited display area device 57 0. A first re-authored page is ther transmitted by the host 

node 570 over either the wireless communication link 530 or the communication link 522 to the limited display area 
device 510. As the user reviews the delivered page, the user may determine that viewing additional information removed 
from the re-authored page is required. In this case, the user will send a request over one of the wireless communication 

40 link 530 or the communication link 522 to the host node 570 of the distributed network to obtain the desired re-authored 
sub-page. The host node 570, in response to this request, transmits a further re-authored sub-page of the original 
document to the limited display area device 57 0 over one of the wireless communication channel 530 or the commu
nication link 522. 
[0078] Fig. 7 shows this information flow in greater detail. As shown in Fig 7, when the user of the limited display 

45 area device 57 0 wishes to review a particular document presiding on a distributed network, the user sends a request 
for the particular document from the limited display area device 57 0 to an HTTP proxy server 571 residing on the host 
node 570 of the distributed network. The HTTP proxy server 571 then transmits the request for the particular document 
lo lhe parlicular remote node 591 on the distributed network that stores the requested page. The particular remote 
node 591 returns the requested original document to a document re-authoring system 600 residing on the HTTP proxy 

50 server 57i. The document re-authoring system 600 re-authors the original document into a plurality of subdocuments 
that are each capable, as closely as possible, of being displayed on the limited display area device 510. The document 
re-authoring system 600 then delivers the first re-authored lo page to the limited display area device 510, while the 
other re-authored sub-pages are stored in a re-authored sub-page cache 636 of the document re-authoring system 

600. Thus, when the user of the limited display area device 510 wishes to view information residing on one of the re-
55 authored sub-pages stored in the re-authored sub-page cache 636, the user causes the limited display area device 

510 to transmit a request for that sub-page. The requested cached sub-pages are delivered from the re-authored sub
page cache 636 lo the limited display area device 510 

[0079] It should be appreciated that, while the HTTP server 571, the document re-authoring system 600 and the re-
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authored subpage cache 636 are shown in Fig. 7 as independent elements, in general, these elements will be imple
mented as different portions of a single entity, such as different modules of a single software applic;:ition. 
[008C•] Fig. 8 is a functional block diagram outlining in greater detail one exemplary embodiment of the document 
re-authoring system 600. As shown in Fig. 8, the document re-authoring system 600 includes a controller 610, an input/ 

5 output interface 620, a memory 630, an abstract syntax tree generating circuit 640, a document size evaluation circuit 
650, a transform circuit 660 and a tree-to-document remap circuit 670. each interconnected by a data/control bus 680. 
The communication links 522, 560 and 580 discussed above with respect to Fig. 6 are each connected to the input/ 
output interface 620 
[0os-1] The memory 630 includes a number of functionally distinct portions, including an original page memory portion 

10 631, a display device size memory portion 632, an abstract syntax tree memory portion 633, a search space portion 
634, a transform memory 635, the re-authored page cache 636 described above with respect to Fig. 7, and a sub
pages to be re-authored list 637. The original page memory portion 631 stores the returned original document returned 
from the remote node 591 of tile distributed network that stores the page requested by the limited display area device 
510_ 

15 [0082] The display device size memory 632 stores a number of form documents used by the document re-authoring 
syste:n 600 to obtain various parameters about the limited display area device 510 used by the document re-authoring 
syste:n 600 to re-author a page for a particular limited display area device 510_ The display device size memory 632 
also stores tl1e particular size parameters for at least one limited display area device 510_ It should be appreciated 
there are a number of different possible ways of implementing the document re-authoring system 600 relative to the 

20 vorious parameters about 117e limited display area device 510. In one exemplary embodiment, the document re-author
ing system 600 can store tile various parameters for a particular limited display area device 510 only for as long as 
that limited display area device 510 remains continuously connected to the document re-authoring system 600. In this 
case. each time a particular limited area device 510 is reconnected to the document re-authoring 600, the document 
re-authoring system 600 would send the various forms used to obtain the various parameters about the limited display 

25 area device 51 O and tho user would be required to re-supply these various parameters each time the document re
authoring system 610 was initially accessed. 
[008:0:] While this reduces the required size for the display device size memory 632 and does not require any system 
for identifying a particular limited display area device 510, this system places a larger burden on the user of the limited 
dispiay area device 510 or requires a process for automating the supply of information from the limited display area 

30 device 510 to the document re-authoring system 600. This automFJtion could be provided, for example, by the document 
re-authoring system 600 requesting the information from the limited display area device 510. If the information has 
already been entered by the user during a previous session with the document re-authonng system 600, and that 
information was stored at that time on the limited display area device 510, the user would not need to be actively 
involved in re supplying the information to document re-authoring system 600_ 

35 [0084] Alternatively, the information could be stored in the display device size memory 632, along with an identification 
code that the user can cause to be supplied from the limited display area device 510 when beginning a session with 
the documen re-authoring system 600. By supplying the identification code to the document re-authoring system 600, 
the user again would not be required to re-supply all of the various parameters about the limited display area device 
510 each time the document re-authoring system 600 is accessed. 

40 [0085] In any case, the document re-authoring system 600 uses the various parameter about the limited display area 
device 510, as described above, when re-authoring the original page stored in the original page memory 631 so that 
each re-authored page will fit, as closely as possible, on to the small display area of the limited display area device 510 
[0086] The abstract syntax tree memory portion 633 stores the abstract syntax tree generated form the original 
document stored in the original page memory 631 by tile abstract syntax tree generating circuit 640. The transform 

45 memory portion 635 stores the various transforms described above, as well as the conditions under which each trans
form can be applied and the conditions regarding which transforms are not usable with various other ones of the 
transiorms The transform memory 635 also stores an indication of the desirability of applying any particular transforn7 
to a parliculi:ir original or re-authored page. Thal is, as described above, the various transforms hove generi:ll order 
that emphasis applying a more limited transform, sucll as reducing an image by a small about, over a more radical 

so transform, such as reducing an image by a large amount or removing the image completely. 
[008i1 The re-authored page cache 636 stores the abstract syntax tree corresponding to each re-authored page or 
sub-page as the document size evaluation circuit indicates that the abstract syntax tree for a particular re-authored 
page or sub-page is good enough, based on the various parameters about tho limited display area device 510 stored 
in the display device size memory 632. The sub-pages to be re-authored list 637 stores the abstract syntax trees for 

55 those sub-pages generated by transforming the original document or an earlier sub-page_ These sub-pages will gen
erally contain the images of any reduced-size images or any elided images, as well as the full text of any iext segments 
that r:ave l1ad content elided 'from them_ 
[0088] Finally, the search space memory 634 stores a number of states generated by the transform circuit 660 as it 
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applies the various transforms stored in the transform 635 to either the original document stored in the original page 
memory 637 or to various sub"pages stored in the sub-pages to be re-authored list 637, b;=ised on the particulm state 
of the search space currently being manipulated. 
[0089] In particular, each state i in the search space 634 includes an evaluation value portion, a transformed abstract 

5 syntax tree portion and a sub-page list portion. The evaluation valued portion stores the evaluation value generated 
for the re-authored paqe or sub-page corresponding to the state i qenerated by the document size evaluation circuit 
650. The transformed abstract syntax tree portion stores the transformed abstract syntax tree for the state i generated 
by the transform circuit 660 by applying one of the transforms in the transform memory 635 to the parent state to the 
state i. The sub-page list portion stores the list of sub-pages generated to store any original content removed from the 

10 page corresponding to the state i when the transform circuit 660 applies the particular transform used to generate that 
state i 
[0090] It should be appreciated that state O corresponds to the original document stored in the original page memory 
631. In particular, the evaluation value portion of state O corresponds to the evaluation value generated for the original 
document before any re-authoring. In this state 0, the transformed abstract syntax tree portion stores the original un-

75 transformed abstract syn lax tree generated by the abstract syntax tree generating circuit for the original document 
Finally, before state 0, the sub-page list will be empty, as the original document contains all otthe original information 
and therefore, no sub-pages are required. 
[0091) Fig. 9 graphically illustrates various states stored in the search space memory portion 634. In particular Fig. 
9 shows a document comprising a section header, a text paragraph, and an image. As shown in Fig. 9, in the initial 

20 sli:lle. i.e., state 0, the original document has not been transformed. This initial slate also shows the original raling, i. 
e .. the evaluation value, generated for the original document. Fig. 9 also shows the state 1 generated from the state 
0 by applying the "elide all images" transformed to the document of state 0. As shown in state 1, the re-authored sub
page of state 1 contains the section header and the text but does not contain the image. Rather, in place of the image, 
the re-authored sub-page of state 1 contains a link labeled "IMG" that links the re-authored page of state 1 to the sub-

25 page storing tho image elided from the re-authored subpage of state 1. State 1 also indicates the evaluation value for 
this re-authored document. As shown in Fig. 9, the size requirements for the re-authored page are now one-quarter 
of the size requirements of the original, un-re-authored page. 
[0092) Fig. 9 also indicates that two additional states, state 2 and state 3, were generated by applying other transforms 
to the document oi state 0. Finally, Fig. 9 shows three additional states, state 4, state 5 and state 6, generated by 

30 3pplying ;:iddit1onal tmnsforms to the re-authored document of state 1 or to the sub-page of state 1. For exampi :, if the 
sub-page containing the image is still too large to be displayed on the limited display area device 510, an intermediate 
sub-page generated by applying the "reduced image by 25%", the "reduce image by 50%", or the "reduce image by 
75%" transforms to the image to obtain a re-authored document good enough to be displayed on the limited display 
area device 570. 

35 [0093] Currently, in operation, the document re-authoring system 600 of Fig. 8 receives the returned original docu
ment over the communication link 580. The received or general document is input lhrough the inputloutpul interface 
620 and is stored in the original page memory 631 under the control of the controller 610. Then, the abstract syntax 
tree generating circuit 640, under control of the controller 610, inputs the original document from the original page 
memory portion 637 and generates an abstract syntax tree from that original document. The abstract syntax tree 

40 generated by the abstract syntax tree generating circuit 640 is then stored in the abstract syntax tree memory portion 
633 of the memory 630 under control of the controller 610. 
[0094] The document size evaluation circuit 650 then inputs, under control of the controller 610, the abstract syntax 
tree corresponding to the original document stored in the original page memory 637 and the various parameters from 
the display device size memory 632 about the particular limited display area device 510 to which the re-authored 

45 documents are to be returned. The document size evaluation circuit 650 then generates an evaluation value and stores 
that evaluation value in state O of the search space memory portion 634. The document size evaluation circuit 650 
also outputs an indication to the controller 61 O whether the document of state O is good enough for outputting it to the 
limited display area device 51 O over one of lhe communication links 522 or 560. If the original document is already 
good enough, the original document is immediately returned without further transformation. 

50 [0095] Then, the transform circuit 660, under control of the controller 610, inputs the document of state 0, as repre
sented by the abstract syntax tree lor that state, and applies one of the transiorms stored in the transform memory 
635 to the abstract syntax tree of the input state. In particular, the transform circuit 660 first determines, for the current 
state i, whether the selected transform should be applied to tho current state i 01 the document. For example, as 
described above, if the current state i of the document does not contain any images, there is no point in applying any 

55 of the image reduction or elision transforms to this state of the document. Furthermore, if the "elide all but first image" 
transform has already been applied to obtain the current state i of the image, there is no point of applying the "elide 
all but first and last images" transform to this current state i. 
[0096] Assuming the current transform selected by the transform circuit 660 is properly applic8ble to the current state 
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i of the document, as indicated by the transformed abstract syntax tree for the current state i, the transform circuit 660 
applies th;=it tmnsform to the abstmct syntax tree for that st;=ite to generate a child state j The child state j includes the 
further transformed abstract syntax tree and a sub-page list indicating the sub-pages that remain to be transformed 
based on the content elided from the original document necessary to reach this child state j. Finally, the document size 

s evaluation circuit 650, under control of the controller 610, evaluates the document obtained in the child stale j to de
termine if that resulting document is good enouQh for outputting to the limited display area device 510 That evaluation 
value is tl1en stored in the newly-created child state j. 
[0097"] After the transform circuit 660 has generated the new child state j, the transform abstract syntax tree for that 
state j is output to the document size evaluation circuit 650 for evaluating the size requirements of the document 

10 corresponding to the state j. 
[0095] Once the abstract syntax tree for the first page of the transformed document is determined to be good enough, 
that abstract syntax tree is output to the tree-to-document remap circuit 670, which renders the first re-authored sub
page from that abstract syntax tree. That first re-authored sub-page is output from the tree-to-document remap circuit 
670 to the input/output interface 620 and ultimately is transmitted to the limited area display device 510. At the same 

15 time, the transform circuit 660 continues to apply additional transforms to any subpages resulting from transforming 
the original document into tl1e first good-enough re-authored subpage. As each such subpage is transformed into a 
good-enough subpage, the abstract syntax tree for each such good-enough subpage is stored in the re-authored page 
cache 636 until a request for that subpage is received by the document re-authoring system 600 from the limited area 
display device 510. 

20 [0090] Once a request for that subpage is received by the document re-authoring system 600, the abstract syntax 
tree for that requested subpage is output to the tree-to-document remap circuit 670, which renders the requested re
authored sub-page from that abstract syntax tree. That requested re-authored sub-page is output from the treeto
document remap circuit 670 to the input/output interface 620 and ultimately is transmitted to the limited area display 
device 510. 

25 [0100] It should be understood that each oftho circuits and other elements shown in Figs. 6-8 can be implemented 
as portions of suitably programmed general purpose computers. Alternatively, each of the circuits shown in Figs. 6-8 
can be implemented as physically distinct hardware circuits within one or more ASICs, or using FPGAs, PDLs, PLAs, 
or PALs, or using discreet logic elements or discreet circuit elements. The particular ·form each of the circuits shown 
in Figs. 6-8 will take is a design choice and will be obvious and predictable to those of ordinary skill in the art 

so [010"1] It should also be appreciated that the links 522,560 and 580 can by any known or later-developed device or 
system for connecting the limited display area device 510 to the host node 570 or the host node 570 to the transmitter/ 
receiver communication system 550 or the remaining portions 590 of the distributed network. Thus, the links 522, 560 
and 580 can each be implemented as a direct cable connection, a connection over a wide-area network or a local
area network, a connection over an intranet, or a connection over the Internet. In general, the links 522, 560 and 580 

ss can be any known or later-developed connection system or structure usable to connect the corresponding apparatus 
to the host node 570 over the distributed network. 
[0102] It should further be appreciated that tl1e document re-authoring system 600 is preferably implemented on a 
programmed general purpose computer. However, the document re-authoring system 600 can also be implemented 
on special purpose computer, a programmed microprocessor or microcontroller as a peripheral integrated circuit ele-

40 ments, and ASIC or other integrated circuit, a digital signal processor, a hardwired electronic or logic circuit such as a 
discreet element circuit, a programmable logic device such as PLO, PLA, FPGA or PAL, or the like. In general, any 
device, capable of implementing a finite state machine that is in turn capable of implementing the flowcharts shown in 
Figs 11 A-14, can be used to implement the document re-authoring system 600. 
[0103] The memory 530 shown in Fig. B is preferably implemented using static or dynamic RAM. However, the 

-t5 memory 630 can also be implemented using a floppy disk and disk drive, a writeable optical disk and disk drive, a hard 
drive, flash memory or any other know or later-developed volatile or non-volatile alterable memory. In addition, the 
memory 630 can further include one or more portions storing control programs for the controller 610. In general, such 
control programs are preferably stored using non-volatile memory, such as flash memory, a ROM, a PROM, and 
EPROM or EE PROM, a CD-ROM and disk drive, or any other known or later-developed alterable or non-alterable non-

so volatile memory. 
[0104] Fig. 10 shows another exemplary original document and the abstract syntax tree that is generated irom that 
document. As shown in Fig. 10, the document includes an image, a table having two rows of three columns each, and 
a text paragraph. Tho resulting abstract syntax tree generated from tl1is page includes a root node labeled "Page". 
Three intermediate nodes, "Image", "Table" and "Paragraph" corresponding to each of the image, the table and the 

55 text paragraph, respectively, extend from the root "Page" node. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 10, two intermediate 
nodes, "Row 1" and "Row 2", corresponding to each of the two rows, respectivley, extend from the intermediate "table" 
node. Finally, three nodes, corresponding to each of the three cells in each row, respectively, extend from each o'f the 
"Row 1" and "Row 2" nodes. 
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[0105] To re-author the page shown in Fig. 10, for example. the first transform to be applied would generally replace 
the full size image with a node representing an image reduced by 25°/o. Then, a new abstract syntc1x tree having a root 
node corresponding to the full-sized image would be formed and linked by a hypertext link to the reduced image node 
of the transformed abstract syntax tree. If the re-authored page having the image reduced by 25% is not yet good 

s enough, the image reduction transformation reducing the image by 50%, 75% and then completely removing the image 
would be applied.in turn to the original document until a ~JOOd-enough image was obtained. In each case, the abstract 
syntax tree would contain a link from the transformed node corresponding to the image to the separate abstract syntax 
tree containing the full-sized image. If removing the image completely is still insufficient to result in a good-enough re
authored document, the table transform can be applied, as described above, to transform the table into a set of linked 

10 individual cells, or the First Sentence Elision transform can be applied to move the text paragraph into a separate 
subpage. 
[0106) Figs. 11 A and 11 Bare a flowchart outlining one exemplary method for re-authoring a page according to this 
invention. As shown in Fig. 11, control begins in step S 1 00 and continues to step S 110, where a user connects a device 
having a limited display area to a re-authoring system according to this invention. Then, in step S120, the re-authoring 

ts system transmits one or more parameter forms to the user to obtain the necessary information about the limited display 
area necessary to be able to re-author a requested page for display on the limited display area device. Then, in step 
S 130, the re-authoring system inputs the parameter information from the user and stores the input parameter informa
tion in a memory. Control then continues to step S740. 
[0107] As indicated above with respect to Figs. 6 and 7, the parameter information gathering process outlined in 

20 steps S120 and S130 can be automated so that the user does not have to be aclively involved in performing steps 
S120 and S130. Alternatively, as shown in optional step S135, steps S120 and 130 can be replaced by step S135. In 
step S135, the user either actively inputs, or the limited display area device automatically outputs, an identification 
code to the re-authoring system identifying previously-stored parameter information for this particular limited display 
area device. Control then again continues to step S7 40. 

25 [0108] In stop S 140, a request for a document on the distributed network is output to the re-authoring system from 
the user using the limited display area device. Then, in step S750, the re-authoring system obtains the requested 
document from the distributed network. Next, in step S160, the obtained document is parsed to build an abstract syntax 
tree of that document. Then, in step S170, an evaluation value for the obtained original document is generated from 
the abstract syntax tree. Control then continues to step S180. 

so [0109] In step S180, the evaluation value is analyzed to determine if the obtained document is good enough to b, 
displayed on the limited display area device without any re-authoring. If so, control jumps to step S340. Otherwise, 
control continues to step S190. 
[0110) In step S190, one or more pre-re-authoring transforms are applied to the abstract syntax tree of the obtained, 
original document. These pre-re-authoring transforms are used, for example, to remove portions of the original docu-

35 ment that do not contain any content but that consume display area For example, such portions of the obtained doc
ument include banners and other graphical elements that are merely identifying links to other pages or portions of the 
page. These contenlless images are replaced by text links. However, because such transforms do not actually remove 
any content from the image, re-authoring the page in this way does not require the removed portions to be retained. 
Other portions that can be removed without effecting the content of the original document include formatting commands 

40 that add whitespace and other contentless esthetic formatting to the original document. Finally, other transforms can 
be applied that convert the various fonts of a document to a single standard font to eliminate unnecessary display area 
requirements of large and complicated fonts. 
[0111) Once the pre-re-authoring transforms are applied in step S190, control continues to step S200, where an 
evaluation value for the pre-re-authored original document is generated. Then, in step S27 0, the pre-re-authored doc-

45 uments evaluation value is checked to determine if the pre-re-authored document is good enough to be displayed on 
the limited display area device. If so, control again jumps to step S340. Otherwise, control continues to step S220. 
[0112) In step S220, state O of the search space, corresponding to the pre-re-authored document, is selected as the 
currenl slale of the search space. Then, in step S230, a first transform is selected as the current transform. Then, in 
step S240, a determination is made whether the current transform can be applied to the abstract syntax tree of the 

so current state. As outlined above, various ones of the transforms have conditions that indicate whether that transform 
can be efficiently applied to the current re-authored document or whether the current transform is properly combinable 
with previously applied transforms. It the current re-authored document corresponding to the current state is such that 
the current transform can be efficiently appli0d and does not conflict with any previously applied transforms, control 
continues to step S250. Otherwise, control jumps to step S290. 

55 [0113] In step S250, the current state is transformed to a child state using the current transform and the resulting 
child state, including the transformed abstract syntax tree and any resulting sub-pages, are 2dded to the search space. 
Then, in step S260, an evaluation value is generated for the document corresponding to the transformed abstract 
syntax tree corresponding to the child state generated in step S250. Next, in step S270, the evaluation value is analyzed 
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to de,ermine if the document corresponding to the child state generated in step S250 is good enough to be displayed 
on the limited display ;:ire;:i device. If the ev;;iluation value indicRtes the re-aulhored document or sub-page is good 
enoqh, control jumps to step S310. Otherwise, control continues to step S280. 
[0114;] In step S280, a determination is made whether all transforms have been applied to the current state If all of 

5 the transforms have not been applied, control continues to step S290. Otherwise, control jumps to step S300. 
[0115] In step S290, the next transform is selected as the current transform and control jumps back to step S240. In 
contrast, in step S300, the state of the search space havinq the best evaluation value is selected as the current state 
Conlrol then jumps back to step S230. 
[0116] In step S310, the document or sub-page defined by the current state is added to the re-authored page cache 

10 as a first re-authored page or a next re-authored sub-page suitable for delivery to the requesting limited display area 
device. Then, in step S320, a determination is made whether there are any sub-pages resulting from the good-enough 
sub-page that has been added to the re-authored page cache. If there are any such sub-pages that still need to be re
authored, control continues to step S330. Otherwise, control jumps to step S340. 
[0117] In step S330, a state of the search space corresponding to one of the sub-pages to be re-authored is selected 

1s as the current state. Control then jumps back to step S230. In contrast, since there are no further sub-pages that need 
to be re-authored, in step S340, the first re-authored page is output to the requesting limited display area device. Then, 
In step S350, the control routine ends. 
[0118] Fig. 12 outlines one exemplary embodiment of an elision transform according to this invention. As shown in 
Fig. 12, the elision transform routine begins in step S400, and continues to step S410, where a portion of a current 

20 page or sub-page to be removed is selected. Then, in step S420, the selected portion is copied inlo a new sub-page. 
Next, in step S430, an identifier is generated for the selected portion. In general, the identifier will be generated using 
some content of the selected portion. For example, if the selected portion is a paragraph or other text string, the identifier 
will be the first sentence or the first portion of the first sentence of the selected text portion. If the selected portion is 
an image, the identifier could be a portion of text used to identify the image in the web document Control then continues 

25 to step S440. 
[011fl,] In step S440, a link is generated to link the current page or sub-page with generated sub-page. Then, in step 
S450, the selected portion is removed from the current page or sub-page and the identifier and the link are added to 
the current page. Next, in step S640, the control routine stops. 
[0120] Fig. 13 outlines one exemplary embodiment of a table transform according to this invention. As shown in Fig. 

30 13, the tRble trnnsform begins in step S500 and continues to step S505, where a top level table is selected as the 
current table. Then, in step S510, the current table is checked to determine if there are any nested tables in the current 
table. If so, control continues to step S515. Otherwise, control jumps to step S520. In step S515, one nested table of 
the current table is selected as the new current table. Control then jumps back to step S510, to determine if there are 
nested tables in this nested table selected as the current table. 

35 [012·:] Once there are no nested tables in the current table, in step S520, the current table is checked to determine 
if there are any sidebars in the current table. If so, control continues to step S525. Otherwise, control jumps to step 
S535 In step S525, a link list is generated from all of the links in all of the sidebars of the current table. Then, in step 
S530, the link list is placed at the end of the current table. Control then continues to step S535. 
[0122:] In step S535, the current table is divided into two or more portions. In particular, as indicated above, one 

40 method for dividing the current table into portions is to divide each cell of the table into a separate portion. Then, in 
step S540, each portion of the current table is copied into a separate new sub-page, and "Next" and "Previous" links 
are added to each such sub-page. Next, in step S545, the current table is replaced with the set of linked sub-pages 
generated in step S540. Control then continues to step S550. 
[0123] In step S550, the current table is checked to determine if it is the top level table. If not, there is at least one 

45 higher level table that still needs to be divided into portions. Accordingly, control continues to step S555. Otherwise, 
control jumps to step S560. 

50 

55 

[0124] In step S555, the table that contains the current table is selected as the new current table. Control then jumps 
back lo slep S510, to determine if there any more nested tables in lhe current table. In contrast, in step S560, Lhe 
control routine ends. 
[0125] Fig. 14 is a flowchart outlining one exemplary embodiment of an image reduction transformation according 
to this invention. Beginning in step S600, the image reduction transformation continues to step 5610, where the image 
to be ;educed in the current sub-page is selected. Then, the reduced image is generated based on the reduction factor 
associated with the particular image reduction transformation being applied. Thon, in step S630, tho current sub-page 
is an2iyzed to determine if the selected image has been previously reduced. If so. control jumps to step S670. Other
wise, control continues to step S640. 
[0121::,] In step S640, the selected image is copied to a new sub-page. Next, in step S650, a link to the new sub-page 
is generated. Then, in step S660, the full-size image is removed from the current page or sub-page, and the reduced 
image and the generated link are Rdded to the current page to form the re-authored page. Control then jumps to step 
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S680. 
[0127] In contrast. in step S670, rather than moving the full-sized image from the current sub-p;::ige, the old previously 

reduced image is removed from the current sub-page and the new reduced image is added to the current sub-page. 

However, because the current sub-page should already have a link to the previously-created sub-page containing the 

5 full-size image, il is not necessary to again add the link to the current sub-page or to create a new sub-page storing 
that full-sized image. Control then continues to step S680, where the control routine ends. 

[0128] Even with perfect automatic re-authoring of documents, there is often simply too much iniormation in a typical 

web document to make serendipitous cellular phone web browsing a pleasurable or profitable past-time, due to the 
very small, text-only-type display used in cellular phones. Typically, these devices and services will be used to find and 

10 present information that the user is specifically looking for. That is, these devices and services will be used for targeted 

information search and extraction. The document filtering systems and methods of this invention allow users to extract 
only portions of documents that they are interested in, via a simple, end-user scripting language that combines structural 

page navigation commands with regular expression pattern matching and report generation functions. 

[0129] The SPHINX system, as described in R. Miller et al., "SPHINX: a framework for creating personal, site-specific 

1s Web crawlers", Seventh International World-Wide Web Conference, Brisbane, Australia, April 1998, provides a visual 

tool that lets users create custom "personal" web crawlers that are similar in functionality to the filtering mechanism of 

the systems and methods of this invention. The Internet Scrapbook, as described in A Sugiura et al., "Internet Scrap

book: automating Web browsing tasks by programming-by-demonstration", Seventh International World-Wide Web 

Conference, Brisbane, Australia, April 1998, allow users to visually select elements from web pages and then updates 
20 these elements in a "scrapbook" when lhe web pages change, providing a function that is similar to the page element 

retrieval for a particular page of the systems and methods of this invention. Several commercial products also provide 
similar functionality for other applications, such as, for example, corporate reporting or database population. Lanacom's 

Headliner Pro, as described in Lanacom, Inc., http://www.headliner.com, and OnDisplay's CenterStage, as described 

in OnDisplay, Inc., http://www.ondisplay.com, both provide visual editors that let users specify which structural parts 

25 of web pages to extract. However, neither of those systems provide users with any ability to extract content based on 

regular expressions or keywords. 
[0130] The document filtering systems and methods of this invention have the capability to extract partial information 

from a document based on commands written by a user in a high-level scripting language. The document filtering 

systems and methods of this invention combine page structure navigation, regular expression matching, site traversal, 

30 ie., web crawling, and iterative matching, in addition to re-authoring of the extracted information using the document 

re-authoring systems and methods of this invention described above. 
[0131] A filter script is simply entered into a text file and saved on a web server. The filter script is executed whenever 

a user requests its Uniform Resource Locator. A filter script will typically load a target web page, traverse to particular 

locations within that web page, which are described structurally and/or by regular expressions, extract the content 
35 found at those locations, and then send the extracted content through the document re-authoring system to be properly 

formatted before being returned to the user. 
[0132] The document filtering systems and methods of this invention take advantage of the parse tree creation and 

navigation of the document re-authoring systems and methods of this invention, by providing a simpie set of HTML 

document navigation options that use the concept of a "current context" in the HTML document. The current context 
40 is analogous to a "cursor" in database programming, in that it refers to a location within HTML the document. 

[0133] In actuality, the current context refers to a node in the HTML parse tree. The navigation commands serve to 

move this reference around within the tree until a desired part of the HTML document is found, at which time the desired 

part can be extracted. For example, Fig. 10 shows an HTML document and its corresponding parse tree. When the 

document is first loaded, by executing a "GO URL" command, the current context is pointing at the root node of the 
45 parse tree, which essentially re'fers to the entire document. 

[0134] Fig. 15 shows one exemplary embodiment of the document re-authoring system 600 further including a filter 

circuit 690 that implements the document filtering systems and methods outlined herein. In particular, the filter circuit 

690, under control of lhe controller 610, inputs a requested filter, requested by lhe user over one of lhe communication 

links 522 or 560, that is supplied from a node of the distributed network storing such a filter over the communication 

50 link 580. The filter circuit 690 then inputs the requested document from the node of the distributed network storing the 

requested document and filters the requested document to extract the requested page elements. The filter circuit 690 

stores these extracted page elements in the original page memory 631 in place of the original document initially stored 

there. Tho document re-authoring system 600 then operates on these extracted page elements as if they were the 

original document to be re-authored. 
55 [0135] In extracting the page elements from the original document, the filter circuit 690 uses the abstract syntax tree 

generated by the abstract syntax tree generating circuit from the original document and stored in the abstract syntax 

lree memory 633. 
[0136] Fig. 16 outlines one exemplmy embodiment of the information flow when the requested document is also to 
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be fitered. As shown in Fig. 16, after a request for filter is output by the limited display area device 510 to the HTTP 
proxir server 571. the request for filter is forwarded by the HTTP proxy server 571 to a remote node 592 of lhe new 
distributed network that stores the requested filter. The remote node 592 storing the requested filter returns the re~ 
quested filter to the document filter 690. The document filter 690 then requests, under control of the controller 610, the 

s docu:nent from the remote node 591 of the distributed network that stores the request page The remote node 591 
storing the requested page returns the document to the document tilter 690. The document filter 690 then tilters the 
returned document using the tilter returned from the remote node 592 and the abstract syntax tree generated by the 
abstract syntax tree generating circuit 640. The document tilter 690 returns the extracted page elements to the docu
ment re-authoring system 600 where the extracted page elements are treated as an original document for re-authoring 

10 as described above. 
[013!] There are three types of page navigation commands, those which go into the current context to select more 
specific content, those which go out from the current context to enclosing structures, and those which traverse the 
page sequentially from the start of the current context, for example, to navigate to the next structure of some kind, 
which may or may not be properly contained within the current context 

1s [0138] The simplest type of navigation command goes into the current context. For example, given the document 
and current context shown in Fig. 10, executing the command "GO ROW 2" results in the current context being moved 
to the second table row object within the current context, as shown in Fig. 17. 
[0139] The current context can also be enlarged, ie., moved up the parse tree towards the root node, by using a 
"GO ENCLOSING" command. For example, given the document and context shown in Fig. 17, a "GO ENCLOSING 

20 TABLE" command results in lhe currenl conlexl shown in Fig. 18. 
[0140] Finally, the current context can be moved forwards or backwards among the objects in a page in a sequential 
manner, as they appear to a user. This is accomplished by moving the current context forwards or backwards from iis 
current location within a prefix traversal of the parse tree. This results in a search that first is performed within the 
curre:1t context, then continues with the objects that follow the current context on the page. For example, a "GO PRE-

25 VIOUS IMAGE" command moves to the previous image found sequentially from the current context. 
[0141] In addition to named page elements, navigation commands can also be specified using regular expressions. 
For example, a "GO NEXT" "DOW\sJONES\s*(\d+)\s*POINTS'"' command moves the current context to the next match 
of the specified regular expression, using a prefix traversal of text blocks on the page. The filtering systems and methods 
of this invention are able to demarcate sub-expressions and recall them into output strings. 

30 [o- 42] The simple navigation commands described above can also be used to navigate among a set of linked web 
pages through the use of the "LINKEDPAGE" page object type_ For example, a "GO FIRST UNKEDPAGE" command 
moves to the first hypertext link within the current context, loads the referenced page and moves the current context 
to the root of that document's parse tree, while a "GO ENCLOSING LINKEDPAGE" command returns the current 
context to the hypertext link that led to the document currently being processed. 

35 [014:3] Traversal between pages is handled by a stack of script activations, each of which pairs script state information 
(including current context) with a particular Uniform Resource Locator and a parse tree. This facilitates rapid navigation 
back and forth among linked pages and is required to support the "GO ENCLOSING LINKEDPAGE" command. 
[0144] Once the current context has been moved to a page object that is of interest, a "REPORT" command is used 
to ex:ract it. The "REPORT" command can be issued several times within a filter script, in which case the extracted 

40 page elements are concatenated. The 'REPORT" command can also be used to insert arbitrary strings into the output, 
which can contain sub-strings from regular expression pattern matching. For example, the "REPORT "Dow:\1 '"' com
mand adds the string "Dow:" plus a substring identified by the identifier "1" extracted during a regular expression match 
to the filter's output 
[0145] Often tl1e user does not know in advance how many page elements of a particular kind will exist on a web 

45 page. For example, the number of news article paragraphs in a daily e-zine will generally not be known in advance. 
The "FOREACH" command addresses this lack of information by executing a sequence of commands for every page 
element found within the current context that meets a specified criteria When used with a "LINKEDPAGE" target, this 
provides the functionality of a web spider that ci:ln visit all of the linked pages within i:l web site. In the following examples 
the eilipses represent sequences of valid filter commands: 

so [01413] A "FOREACH PARAGRAPH" command moves to each paragraph within the current context in turn DO .. 
END and executes the specified commands. 
[014~'] A "FOREACH LINKEDPAGE" command loads each page that is reachable ihrough hypertext links from the 
DO ... END current page in turn and oxocutos the specified commands. 
[014:3] Whenever a filter encounters any kind of error, including navigation failures, regular expression matching 

55 failures, or web page retrieval error, it simply begins the next iteration of the innermost "FOREACH" loop in which the 
offending command is embedded. If the error occurred at the top level of a filter, the filter halts execution and produces 
any pending output 
[0149] The document re-authoring systems and methods of this invention do a good job of automaticslly re-authoring 
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documents for display on devices with small screens. One exemplary embodiment of the document re-authoring sys
tems and methods of this invention have been informally tested on a wide r;=mge of pages for a number of screen sizes. 
This exemplary embodiment of the document re-authoring systems and methods of this invention produced output that 
is legible and navigable. 

5 [0150] In one exemplary embodiment, the document re-authoring systems and methods of this invention simply add 
up the space requirements of all imaQes and text to arrive at an estimate of the screen area requirements for a document. 
This is adequate for fairly dense documents with minimal structure, such as those in a Xerox Annual Report, but works 
poorly for documents with a lot of whitespace or which use advanced layout techniques, such as, for example, tables. 
In a second exemplary embodiment, the document re-authoring systems and methods of this invention includes a size 

'IO estimator that performs much of the work performed by a browser in formatting each document version onto a display 
area. Factors other than required screen area may also need to be included, such as actual width requirements of the 
re-authored document, because users don't like to scroll horizontally, bandwidth requirements, and aesthetic measures. 
[0151] Users should be able to adjust the various heuristics used in the documeni re-authoring systems and methods 
of this invention to suit their taste. For example, the user could specify the relative preference of the transformation 

15 techniques, or specify that some transforms not be used at all. At a higher level of abstraction, the user could express 
their preferences for a set of trade-offs, such as 'more content' vs. 'larger representation'. In addition, the re-authoring 
systems and methods of this invention could be moved to the client and coupled with the browser so that the user 
could dynamically apply and undo different transformations until the user achieves a result the user likes. 
[0152] The automatic document re-authoring systems and methods of this invention, and in particular, the exemplary 

20 embodiment of the HTTP proxy server described above, are preferably implemented on a programmed general purpose 
computer. However, the automatic document re-authoring systems and methods of this invention, and in particular, 
the HTTP proxy server described above, can also be implemented on a special purpose computer, a programmed 
microprocessor or microcontroller and peripheral integrated circuit elements, an ASIC or other integrated circuit, a 
digital signal processor, a hardwired electronic or logic circuit such as a discrete element circuit, a programmable logic 

25 device such as a PLO, PLA, FPGA or PAL, or the like. In general, any device, capable of implementing a finite state 
machine, can be used to implement the automatic document re-authoring system and method of this invention, and in 
particular, the HTTP proxy server described above. 
[0153] The automatic document re-authoring systems and methods according to this invention can be performed by 
invoking a stand-alone re-authoring program running on the HTTP proxy server described above, or can be performed 

30 through a plug-in to a conventiom=il web browser, such as Netscape Navigator or the like. 
[0154] Furthermore, while the automatic document re-authoring systems and methods of this invention have been 
described in relation to re-authoring documents obtained from the world-wide web, the automatic re-authoring systems 
and methods of this invention can be used to re-author documents obtained from any distributed network. such as 2 

local area network, a wide area network, an intranet, the Internet, or any other distributed processin(:l and storage 
35 network. 

40 

45 

50 

[0155] While this invention has been described in conJUnction with the specific embodiments outlined above, it is 
evident that many alternatives, modifications and variations will be apparent to those skilled in the art. Accordingly, the 
preferred embodiments of the invention set forth above are intended to be illustrative, not limiting. Various changes 
may be made without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention 

Claims 

1. A method for automatically re-authoring a document, comprising: 

parsing the document; 
transforming the parsed document into a transformed document; 
genera.ling dn evaluation value From the transformed document; 
determining if the evaluation value meets at least one evaluation criterion, 
if the evalution value for the transformed document does not meet the at least one criterion, repeating the 
transforming, generating and determining steps using a different transform; and 
if the evaluation value for the transformed document meets the at ieast one criterion, outputting the transformed 
document. 

55 2. The method of claim 7, wherein: 

parsing the document comprises generating an abstract syntax tree irom the document; and 
transforming the parsed document comprises transforming the sbstract syntax tree into at least one tr,ms-
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formed abstract syntax tree. 

3. The method of claim 1 or claim 2, wherein transforming the parsed document comprises: 

5 selecting a transform: 
determininq if the transform can properly be applied to the parsed document; 
if the transform can properly be applied, transforming the parsed document into the transformed document 
using the selected transform; and 
if the transform cannot properly be appliet, repeating the selecting and determining steps for a different trans-

70 form 

4. The method of any of claims 1-3, wherein transforming the parsed document into the transformed document com
prises at least one of outlining sections of the document, removing contentless portions from the document, re
moving content from the document, reducing a size of ad least one image witl1in the document, removing at least 

15 one image from the document, removing at least one table cell from the document, and summarizing text within 
tlw documeni. 

5. The method of claim 4. wherein: 

20 outlining sections of the document preferably comprises: 

identifying sections within the document, 
identifying a section header and a document portion for each section, 
placing each 1dentitied document portion into a separate subpage, 

25 removing tho identified document portions from the parsed document to form a transformed document 
containing only the identified sections headers, 
converting each of the identified section headers into a link to the corresponding subpage, and 
linking the separate subpages together and to the transformed document; 

$0 educing a si?e of Fil leRst one image within the document preferably comprises: 

identifying at lead one image within the document, 
placing each identified image into a separate subpage, 
qeneratinq a reduced version of each identified image, 

ss removing each identified image from the document and inserting the reduced version of each removed 
image to form the transformed document, and 
adding, for each removed image; a link into the reduced version of that image to the subpage containing 
that removed image; 

40 removing at least one image from the document preferably comprises one of removing all images from the 
document, removing all bui the first image from the document, and removing all but the first and last images 
from the document: 

45 

50 

55 

removing at least one table cell from the document preferably comprises: 

determining If lhe table contains any sidebars of links, 
if the table contains any sidebars, converting the sidebars into a list of links as a last cell of the table, 
identifying all but the first cell of the table, 
adding each idenlified cell lo a separate subpage, 
replacing the table with the first cell to form the transformed document, and 
linking the separate subpages together and to the transformed document, and 
removing at least one table cell from the document preferably further comprises: 

determining if that coll is a nested table, 
if that cell is not a nested table, adding that cell to the separate subpage, and 
if that cell is a nested table, repeating the determining, converting, identifying, adding, replacing and 
linking steps; and 

removing content less portions from the document preferably comprises at least one of replacing sequenc-
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es of page breaks or paragraph breaks with a single page break or paragraph break. removing indenting 
from the document: converting text strings of the document to at least one of a single font and font si78; 
removing bullets from th8 document, removing background space from the document and removing ban
ner images from the document. 

6. The method of any of claims 1-5, wherein, if no transform results in a transformed document that has an evaluation 
value that meets the a least one evaluation criterion, the method further comprises: 

selecting the transformed document having the evaluation value that most closely meets the evaluation value; 
and 
repeating the transforming, generating and determining steps on the selected transformed document using 
art additiond transform 

7. The method of any of claims 1 -6, wherein 

transforming the parsed document into a transformed document comprises generating at least one subpage: 
and 
when a transformed document meets the at least one evaluation criterion, the method further comprises: 
generating an evaluation value for each generated subpage for that transformed document; 

20 de\emining, for each subpage, ii lhe evi:ilui:ilion value for that subpage meets the al lecisl one evaluation 
criterion; 
for each subpage, if the evaluation value for that subpage does not meet the al least one criterion, performing 
the transforming, generating and determining steps on that subpage using an additional one of the transforms 
to generate a transformed subpage; and 

25 for each subpage, if that subpage meets the at least one criterion, identifying that subpage as ready to be 
output. 

8. The method of claim 1, further comprising, after parsing the document 

JO optionally removing contentless portions from the document to form a pre-transformed document 
generating an evaluation value from the document or the pre-transformed document; 
determining if the evaluation value meets at least one evaluation criterion; 
if tl1e evaluation value for the document or the pre-transformed document does not meet the at leasi one 
criterion, performing the transforming, generating and determining steps using a first one of the transforms; and 

35 if the evaluation valve for the document or the pre-transformed document meets the at least one criterion, 
outputting the document or the pre-transformed document without removing any content from the document. 

9. The method of any of claims 1 -8, wherein transforming the document comprises: 

40 filtering the document to extract desired portions of the document; and 
replacing the document with the extracted portions. 

45 

50 

55 

10. A document re-authoring system that automatically re-authors a document, comprising 

a parse tree generating circuit that parses the document to generate a parse tree; 
a transform circuit that transforms the parse tree using a first transform to generate a transformed parse tree 
representing a transformed document, and that preferably transforms the parse tree or the transformed parse 
tree using another transform lo generate anolher lri:insformed parse lree representing another transformed 
document; and 
a document size evaluation circuit that evaluates the parse tree or the another transformed parse tree to 
determine if the document, the transformed document or the another transformed document meets at least 
one evaluation criterion; 
wherein, when the document, the transformed document or the another transiormed document moots tho at 
least one evaluation criterion; the document, the transformed document or the another transformed document 
is output to a display device. 
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WO 98/40842 PCT /0S98/04700 

SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR IMAGE COMPRESSION AND DECOMPRESSION 

This application claims the benefit of U.S. 
Provisional Application No. 60/040,241, filed March 11, 
1997, System and Method for Still Image Compression, 

5 which is incorporated herein by reference. 

Field of the Invention 

The present invention relates generally to 
digital image compression/decompression, and 
particularly, to a wavelet-based system and method of 

10 image compression and decompression. 

Background of the Invention 

Nearly every computer user needs to store, 
transfer, and view images. These images include still 
images, or pictures, as well as video images, which are 

15 sequences of still images displayed in a manner that 
depicts motion. The enormous size of image files leads 
to serious file management limitations. For example, a 
single still image (equivalent to a video frame) 
displayed by a rectangular array of picture elements 

20 (pixels) arranged in 640 rows and 800 columns, with the 
color of each pixel represented by twenty-four bits, 
would require over 1.5 megabytes of digital memory to 
store. One solution to this problem is high-quality data 
compression technology. Essentially, image compression 

25 mathematically transforms a grid of image pixels into a 
new, much smaller set of digital values holding the 
information needed to regenerate the original image or 
data file. 

In addition imaging systemsr compression 
30 technology can be incorporated into "video on demand" 

systems, such as video servers. Compression technology 
can also be applied to streaming video, which is the 
real-time capture and display of video images over a 
communications link. Applications for streaming video 
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include video telephones, remote security systems, and 

other types of monitoring systems. 

Several standards for compressing real-time 

video currently exist. The H.263 standard for real-time 

5 video is an industry standard based upon the discrete co

sign transform (DCT). DCT is also the basis for both of 

the public domain image compression standards, MPEG 

(Motion Picture Experts Group) and JPEG (Joint 

Photographic Experts Group). Although the DCT approach 

10 performs interframe coding adequately, its compression 

ratio and speed can be improved upon. 

Various other types of data compression have 

been developed in recent years. Conventional data 

compression techniques are generally referred to as being 

15 either ''lossless" or "lossy", depending upon whether data 

is discarded in the compression process. Examples of 

conventional lossless compression techniques include 

Huffman encoding, arithmetic encoding, and Fano-Shannon 

encoding. With a lossless compression, the decompression 

20 process will reproduce all bits of the original image. 

Lossless compression is important for images found in 

such applications as medical and space science. In such 

situations, the designer of the compression algorithm 

must be very careful to avoid discarding any information 

25 that may be required or even useful at some later point. 

Lossy compression, in contrast, provides greater 

efficiency over lossless compression in terms of speed 

and storage, as some data is discarded. As a result, 

lossy techniques are employed where some degree of 

30 inaccuracy relative to the input data is tolerable. 

Accordingly, lossy compression is frequently used in 

video or commercial image processing. Two popular lossy 

image compression standards are the MPEG and JPEG 

compression methods. 

35 The wavelet transform has proven to be one of 

the most powerful tools in the field of data compression. 

Theoretically, the wavelet transformation is lossless, 
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but since all computers have only finite precision even 

when using floating point calculations, most of the 
transformations are lossy in practice. On the other 
hand, integer calculations are much faster than floating 

5 point for virtually all computers; and integer 
computations are much easier to implement in hardware, 

which is more important in some applications. While 
integers require less memory than real numbers, the 
direct use of integers in conventional wavelet transforms 

10 and their inverses typically causes an unacceptable loss 

of accuracy. Accordingly, there is a need for a wavelet
based compression technique that permits lossless or 
near-lossless data compression, yet retains the speed and 

memory advantages of integer arithmetic. 
15 

Sumnary of the Invention 

It is an advantage of the present invention to 

:1rovide a system and method of wavelet-based data 
compression that permits integer computations in a 

20 computer without significant loss of accuracy. This is 

accomplished by using an integer reversible wavelet 
transform that possesses a property of precision 

preservation (PPP). The integer reversible transform 
greatly reduces the computer resources needed to compress 

25 and decompress images, as well as the time required to 
perform the same. 

It is an advantage of the present invention to 
provide a system and method of wavelet-based image 
compression that is suitable for both still and video 

30 images. 

It is also an advantage of the present invention 
to provide a system and method of image compression that 

is capable of selectively performing lossless and lossy 

compression of either color or gray-scale images. 

35 According to one aspect of the invention, a 
wavelet-based image compression method can be implemented 

using a software program. Compression is accomplished by 

I 
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performing a wavelet transform on an input digital image. 

The resulting wavelet components are compared to a 

threshold value; coefficients falling below the threshold 

are discarded. The remaining coefficients are quantized. 

5 The quantized coefficients are then compressed using an 

entropy encoding technique, such as arithmetic, run 

length, or Huffman encoding, or a combination of Huffman 

and run length encoding. The wavelet transform can be an 

integer reversible wavelet transform derived using a 

10 lifting scheme or correction method, while the 

quantization scheme can be sub-band oriented. To further 

enhance the speed of the compression scheme, input color 

image pixels can be reduced using a color table. In 

addition, color pixels can be transformed between color 

15 spaces prior to wavelet transformation. 

According to another aspect of the invention, a 

corresponding method of decompression is provided. 

According to another aspect of the present 

invention, a compression method is provided that allows 

20 user selected portions of an image to compressed to 

different image qualities, whereby permitting non-uniform 

image compression. 

According to another aspect of the present 

invention, a compression method is provided that permits 

25 compression quality to be based on image specific 

parameters. 

According to another aspect of the present 

invention, a method of compressing images using a "split 

and merge" technique is provided. 

30 According to further aspect of the present 

invention, an image compression system includes a 

compressor configured to generate a compressed image 

based on an integer wavelet transform derived using 

either a lifting scheme or correction method. The 

35 compressor can be implemented using one or more 

electronic components, such as application specific 

integrated circuits (ASICs), microprocessors, discrete 
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logic components, or any combination of the 

aforementioned. 

PCT/US98/04700 

According to another aspect of the present 

invention, a corresponding image decompression system is 

5 provided. 

Brief Description of the Drawings 

The invention is pointed out with particularity 

in the appended claims. However, other features of the 
invention will become more apparent, and the invention 

10 will be best understood by referring to the following 

detailed description in conjunction with the accompanying 
drawings, in which: 

FIG. 1 illustrates a flow diagram for a method 
of compressing an image that is in accordance with an 

15 embodiment of the present invention; 

FIGS. 2-4 depict wavelet coefficients for 
varjous levels of decomposition; 

FIG. 5 illustrates a flow diagram of a method of 
decompressing an image that has been compressed using the 

20 method of FIG. l; 
FIG. 6 is a block diagram of a system that can 

incorporate a software program implementing any of the 
methods shown in FIGS. 1, 5, and 8-13 in accordance with 

a second embodiment of the present invention; 

25 FIG. 7 is a block diagram of a system for 
compressing and decompressing an image in accordance with 
another embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 8 illustrates a flow diagram of a method 
compressing an image that is in accordance with a further 

30 embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 9 illustrates a flow diagram of a method 

for decompressing an image that has been compressed 

according to the method of FIG. 8; 

FIG. 10 illustrates a flow diagram of a method 

35 of compressing an image in accordance with a further 
embodiment of the present invention; 
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FIG. 11 illustrates a flow diagram of a method 

of decompressing an image that has been compressed 

according to the method of FIG. 10; 

FIG. 12 illustrates a flow diagram of a method 

5 of compressing an image that is in accordance with a 

further embodiment of the present invention; and 

10 

FIG. 13 illustrates a flow diagram of a method 

for decompressing an image that has been compressed 

according to the method of FIG" 12. 

Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiments 

Referring now to the drawings, and in particular 

to FIG. 1, there is shown a flow diagram of a method for 

compressing an image that conforms to a first embodiment 

of the invention. In step 20, a digital image is 

15 received from an image source. The digital image 

consists of a matrix of values representing an array of 

pixels. Specifically, the array of pixels represents a 

still image or a frame from a video image. In step 22, 

the image is optionally displayed on an appropriate 

20 viewing device, such as a computer or video display unit 

having a flat panel or cathode ray tube (CRT). Next, in 

step 24, color and wavelet transformations of the image 

take place. The image transformations involved in this 

step include color transform for color images only, and 

25 wavelet transform for both gray level images and color 

images. In step 26, the values representing the 

transformed images are quantized and compared to 

thresholds. V2lues falling outside the threshold are 

discarded. In step 28, the remaining quantized values 

30 are encoded to remove redundant information, creating a 

compressed image file. Next, in step 30 the compressed 

image file is generated as output" 

Referring to the color transformation of step 

24, digital color images are typically based on an RGB 

35 color model, such as is commonly used with TIFF or BMP 

images. In order to get a higher compression ratio, the 
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RGB pixels are transformed to other color models, such as 
YIQ or YTN models. The method can convert RGB inputs 
into YIQ or YW color spaces according to the following 
relationships. 

RGB to YIQ: 

fYl=r 0.299 
IIl=l-0.596 

LQJ=L 0.212 

RBG to YW: 

fYl=r 0.299 

IUl=I 0.148 

LVJ=L 0.615 

0.587 
-0.275 
-0. 523 

0.587 

-0.289 
-0.515 

0.1147 IRl 
0.321! !GI 
0.3llj LBJ 

0.1147 rRl 
0.439! IGI 
-0.lj LBJ 

In the YIQ color space, there is one 
lumines~ence (Y) and two color planes (I, Q). The Y 

15 component is critical, while the I-Q components are less 
sensitive to error introduced by data compression. 

The wavelet transform (also referred to as 
wavelet decomposition) operates on the converted color 
space signals. The purpose of the wavelet transform is 

20 to represent the original image by a different basis to 
achieve the objective of decorrelation. There are many 
different wavelet transforms that can be used in this 
step. For instance, the reversible integer wavelet 
transform described herein below is a preferred wavelet 

25 transform. However, to develop a better understanding of 
the preferred transform, the following alternative 
wavelet transform is first described. 

( j - 0, •.. , M-1; k = 0, 

N-1) represent the original, uncompressed image, where M 
30 and N are integers which have the common factor 21 (Lis a 

positive integer). A one-level wavelet decomposition, 
where L = 1, results in the four coefficient quadrants as 

I, 
' 
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shown in Figure 2. Each quadrant represents a set of 

wavelet coefficients. 

Quadrant C1 represents the blurred image of the 

original image c0
, where C1 =[Cfk)(j=o, ... ,f-1;k=O, ... ,f-1). 

5 HD1 represents the horizontal high frequency part of c0
, 

while VD1 represents the vertical high frequency part of 

c0
, and DD1 represents the diagonal high frequency part of 

c0
• The decomposition can be iteratively repeated L times 

to obtain different levels of decomposition. For 

10 example, for L = 2, c0 is set to equal C1
• The iterative 

formula for computing a decomposition is given as 

follows: 

(1) Let c0 = rc0
, r>O is a factor which can be changed for 

different needs. 

15 (2) Transform for image columns: 

For k=O, ... ,N-1, calculate 

(3.1. 1) 

For k=O, ... ,N-1, calculate 

(3.1.2) 

c;~2 k= c- -a - aN-2 k 
-2-, N-l,k - 2- 1 • 

(3) Transform for rows: 

For j = 0, ... M/2 - 1, computing 
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(3.l.3} 

and 

1 -1 hd}o+hd}1 
Cj = C · 1 - -...;._------o J, 2 

(3.1.4) 

For j = 0, . . . , Ml 2 1, computing 

dd~ = aJ, i -aJo 
J,0 2 , 

(3.l.5) 

and 

(3.1.6) 

{ 4) C 1 = [ c],k] , HD1 = [hd],k] , VD 1 [ud},k] and DD= [ dd},k] , j =O, ... , ~ -1 
M k=O, ... , 2 -1. 

Remark: If it is necessary, we also can use matrix 
5 multiply Wavelet Coefficient Image of 1 levels=W1C

0 W/. 

I 

I' 

I 

I 

I 
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Here, W1 is the transform matrix for l level wavelet 

decomp_osition. 

FIG. 3 depicts a three-level wavelet 

decomposition, where L = 3. 

5 In step 26, the first loss in accuracy occurs. 

Both thresholding and quantization reduce accuracy with 

which the wavelet coefficients are represented. In step 

26, the wavelet coefficients are matched against 

threshold values, and if the values are less than the 

10 established threshold values specified, then the 

resultant value is set to zero. 

An important feature of the invention is that 

the wavelet coefficients are then quantized to a number 

of levels depending upon which quadrant is being 

15 processed, and the desired compression or quality factor. 

This can be very important in image compression, as it 

tends to make many coefficients zeros, especially those 

for high suatial frequencies, which reduces the size of a 

compressed image. 

20 A multilevel uniform thresholding method can be 

used as described below. 

Let T = ( tu ... , t 1 , t 1 +1 ) be the chosen 

thresholds, where tt is the threshold for l the (l=I, ... , 

L) level and t~1 is a threshold for blurred image c1
• 

25 Thresholding sets every eP-try in the blocks C1 , HD1
, VD1 

and DD1 (1 = I, ... L) to be zero if its absolute value is 

not greater than the corresponding threshold. 

For color images, three threshold vectors which 

correspond three different color planes, such as y, I and 

30 Q, are used. 

The step of quantization essentially scales the 

wavelet coefficients and truncates them to a 

predetermined set of integer values. The quantization 

table shown in Table 1 can be used. 
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q·HD 
2 ... ct HD q HD ' 

qlVD q2VD ... L q VD ,r. ... 1 

2 q1DD 
qc 

1 ... q DD q DD 

TABLE 1 
5 In Table 1, the entries q\0 are quantization 

factors for blocks HD1 (1 = I, ... L), q 1vo and q 1
00 for 

blocks VD1 and DD1 (1 = I, ... , L) respectively, and the 
factor q/+1 is for the most blurred image CL. The factors 
can be integers between O and 255. The quantization 

10 scheme for the block HD1 (1 = I, ... , L) is 

hd i d hd}k•qiv ._0 M -l ·k-O N _1 (3.2.l i, k = I oun 
1 

, J - , ... , 1 , - , ... , 1 .1 , 
maxHD 2 2 

hd l (, M N · · d Here, 
1
- k J=O, ... , --1; ,k=O, ... , --1, are quantize , 21 21 

wavelet coefficients of block HD 1 (l•l, ... ,L) 

maxiID• max {lhd}kn I 

0:1.j-1. (M/2 1 -1) 
O:sk~ (N/21-1) 

and the function round(x) gives the nearest integer of x. 
Equation (3.2.1) is used for quantization of the other 
blocks (quadrants). 

For color images, there are three separate 
15 quantization tables for the different color bands. 

In step 28, entropy compression is applied to 
the resultant coefficients using either Arithmetic, Run 
Length, or Huffman, or Huffman and Run Length combined. 
The compression algorithm can be selected at run-time by 

20 the user, based on the desired compression ratio and the 
amount of time required to get the selected level of 
compression. The encoding step includes the entropy 
compression as well as coefficient rearranging. 

'! 
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An alternative process to that shown in FIG. 1 

includes an optional down sampling of the IQ color 

planes. This down sampling may be done once or twice to 

produce two image planes either one-fourth or one-

s sixteenth the size of the original plane. If the down 

sampling is done, it will be accomplished prior to the 

wavelet transform of step 24. The down sampling reduces 

the compression time and size of the image file. 

FIG. 5 shows a corresponding method for 

10 decompressing an image compressed using the method of 

FIG. 1. In step 40, the compressed image file is input. 

In step 42, the image is decoded. Next, in step 44 the 

values are de-quantized. Next, in step 46 inverse color 

and wavelet transformations are performed on the de-

15 quantized data. In step 48, optional image post

processing takes place to refine the decompressed image. 

In step 50, the decompressed image is displayed. 

The ~ecoding of step 42 is the inverse operation 

of the encoding of step 280 Similarly, it can be divided 

20 into two parts: Entropy decoding (Huffman or 

arithmetic), and coefficient rearranging. 

The decoding step produces quantized wavelet 

coefficients in 3*L+l blocks. Dequantizing (step 44) 

uses the same quantization table as quantizing (Table 1), 

25 and the scheme as follows: for 1 = I, •oop L 

- 1 1 
i - hdj,k. max.HD ._ M . N 

iKJ.. k ---=-----, J-0, ... , - -1, k=O, ... , - -1. 
J, qHD 2 1 2 1 

(4.2.1) 

Equation (4.2.1) produces the approximate coefficients 

for the blocks HD 1 (1 = I, ... , L), which are shown in 

FIG. 30 The dequantizing scheme for other blocks is 

similar to 4 .1.2). 

30 In step 46, the inverse wavelet transform, also 

referred to as wavelet reconstruction, is performed prior 

to the inverse color transformation. FIGo 4 depicts a 

one-level wavelet reconstruction. 
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The wavelet reconstruction can be iteratively 
performed for various levels of decomposition, according 
to the following equations. 
(1) Inverse transform for rows: 

and 

For j=O, . ,. .. ., , M -l, calculate 
2 

a1 dl ddJ; 0 +dd~ , -u + , .,,-
j,1- J,O 2 

1 1 

al - 1 ddj,k-ddj,k+1 -- N 
j,2k+1-udik+ 2 ,k-.L, ... , 2-2, 

aN-1 k=ud · N-1 +dd~ N-2 , 
I J,-2- J,-2-

(4.3.1) 

a1 a1 <4.3.2} 
{

a}. 0 =d},1 -2 dd], o, 

al = j,Zk-1+ j,2k+1 _2dd+ k=1 .Y-"'! j t 2.k 2 J , k I - , ••• ' 2 ..!.. • 

For j=O, ... , M/2 - 1, calculate 

_ 1 1 hd]0 -1-hd}1 
Cj,1=Cjo+ 

2 
-1 _ 1 hd},k-hd},k+l _., N 
Cj,2k+l -Cjk+ 2 'k-.:i.. I ••• I 2 -2' 

(4.3.3) 

CJ· N-i =c
1
. N-2 +hd~ N-z • , ,-2- J,-2-

and 

(2) Inverse transform for column: 

i -1 N -1 ) K---••I 2 ' 

For k=O, ... , N - 1, calculate 
and 

(4 0 3. 4 

I 

I 
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(4.3.5) 

·-1 M _1 J--,·•·12 . 
(4.3.6} 

Following the inverse wavelet transformation, an 

inverse color transform is performed. Equations (5)-(6) 

give the inverse transforms for the YIQ and YUV color 

spaces. 

For YIQ to RGB: 

1Rl r 1.000 0.956 0. 6217 1Yl I 

lGl=I 1.000 -0.272 -0.647j I Ii (5) 

LBJ L 1.000 -1.106 1. 703J L QJ 

For YTJV to RGB: 

rR1 r 1.000 0.000 1.1407 fYl ! 

IGl=I 1.000 -0.395 -0.581! lul { 6) 

LBJ L 1.000 2.032 0.000J LVJ 

In step 48, a user can optionally apply image 

filtering to improve the image quality. Filters are 

15 known in the art for sharpening, smoothing and 

brightening images. Users can choose any nurnbe:- of 

processing filters at compression time. Information 

defining the selected filters can be stored in the coded 

image file, in a form such as a one byte flag in a file 

20 header. In addition to optionally applying the filtersr 
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the method can also be implemented to automatically 
detect and apply the selected filters following 
decompression. 

To sharpen an image, a filter is used that 
5 weights the eight pixels adjacent to the current pixel, 

as well as the current pixel, by one or more 
predetermined values. The weighted values of the nine 
pixels are then summed to derive a new value for the 
current pixel. For example, the surrounding eight pixel 

10 values can be weighted by the value -35/800, while the 
current pixel is weighted by 1.35. The sharpening filter 
is applied to every pixel in the image. 

To smooth images, for every pixel, the average 
of the pixel and the eight adjacent pixels is calculated. 

15 Then the pixel value and the average is compared. The 
smaller of the two replaces the original pixel and is 
output as the smoothed pixel value. 

To brighten images, the weighted sum of each 
pixel and the correspond eight adjacent pixels is 

20 calculated. For example, each of the adjacent pixels can 
be multiplied by the value 1/90 and the summed with the 
current pixel to obtain a brighten current pixel. 

Another filter that can be used is one that adds 
a random value between [-12, 12] to each of the pixels in 

25 the image. 

In FIG. 6 there is displayed a preferred 
hardware platform that can execute software for 
irnpleme~ting an embodiment of the present invention. The 
computer system of FIG. 3 includes 2 CPU 62, a main 

30 memory 64, an I/0 subsystem 66, and a display 68, all 
coupled to a CPU bus 70. The I/0 subsystem 66 
communicates with peripheral devices that include an 
image source 72, an image storage device 74, and a mass 
storage memory 76. Although shown as three separate 

35 devices, peripherals 72-76 can be implemented using a 
single memory device, such as a hard disk drive commonly 
found in computers. 

i 

' I 

i' 

I 
,j 
I 

I 
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The image source 72 may be a digital still image 

or video source, such as a CD-ROM drive, scanner, or 

network connection. In addition, the image source 85 can 

include analog video sources, such as a video camera, 

5 VCR, television broadcast or cable receiver. The analog 

video signals would be converted to a digital form by the 

image source 85 using conventional conversion techniques. 

Alternatively, an image source 72 can include a video 

camera and communications systems for transmitting real-

10 time video to the I/0 subsystem 66. 

The image storage 74 can be a computer disk, 

such as a that used by a hard drive, or a portable memory 

medium, such as a floppy or ZIP disk, or a read/write 

optical CD. 

15 In operation, a computer program, which 

implements aspects of the invention, is retrieved from 

the mass storage memory 76 into the main memory 64 for 

execution by the CPU 62. Upon execution of the 

compression aspect of the invention, the compressed image 

20 file can be stored in the image storage 74; while upon 

execution of the decompression aspect of the invention, 

the decompressed image can be viewed on the display 68. 

Operating under the control of the computer program, the 

CPU 62 can process images according to the methods set 

25 forth herein, as shown in FIGS. 1-2 and 6-10. 

FIG. 7 illustrates an alternative hardware 

platform implementing a system in accordance with a 

further embodiment of the present invention. System 80 

can be implemented using a variety of different hardware 

30 components, such as ASIC (Application Specific Integrated 

Circuits), or a combination of discrete digital 

components, such as microprocessors, standard logic 

components, and other programmable logic devices. The 

system 80 includes a compression system 81 and a 

35 decompression system 82. The compression system 81 can 

be configured to perform any one or combination of the 

compression methods set forth in FIGS. lr 8, 10, and 12; 
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while the decompression system can be configured to 
perform any one or combination of the decompression 

methods set forth in FIGS. 5, 9, 11, and 13. 

An image source 85 provides digital pixel values 

5 to a color converter 84. The image source 85 can provide 

the same functionality as described earlier for the image 

source 72 of FIG. 6. 

The color converter 84 performs a color space 

transformation on the input pixels, such as any of those 

10 described herein for FIG. 1. The converter functionality 

can be provided by conventional integrated circuits that 

are readily available from various manufacturers. 

Compressor 86 compresses the transformed pixels, removing 

redundant data. The compressed image file generated by 

15 the compressor 86 can be transferred directly to the 

decompression system 82 over a transmission medium 91. 

The transmission medium 91 can be a radio-link, computer 

network, cable television network, or satellite link. 

Alternatively, the compressor 86 can transmit its output 

20 to a portable storage medium 92, such as an optical, 

floppy, or ZIP disk; or to a mass storage device 94 such 

as a computer hard disk or archival system. 

The decompressor 88 expands the compressed image 

file by applying an inverse wavelet transformation, as 

25 well as de-quantization and de-encoding functions. The 

decompressed data is then passed to an inverse color 

converter 90 that applies an inverse color space 

transformation to generate pixel values in a color space 

and format appropriate for the image display 89. 

30 Standard electronic components are readily available for 

performing the function of the inverse color converter 
90. 

FIG. 8 illustrates a flow diagram of a method of 

compressing an image in accordance with an alternative 

35 embodiment of the present invention. In step 100, a 

digital image is input. In step 102, a color space 

transformation is performed on the input image pixels. 
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In step 104, the pixels are subjected to a wavelet 

transformation. In step 106, sub-band quantization is 

performed on the wavelet coefficients. Next, in step 108 

the quantized sub-bands are respectively entropy encoded. 

5 In step 110, the coded image file is output. 

Sub-band oriented quantization and entropy 

coding are well suited for wavelet-based image 

compression. The main idea is to take the advantage of 

different quantizations at different sub~bands (wavelet 

10 quadrant) and encode each band accordingly. Quadrants 

having a high variance in wavelet values can be allocated 

a finer mesh size for quantization, while those quadrants 

with smaller variances will be assigned fewer levels of 

quantization. That is, the number of bits one wishes to 

15 allocate to the output could be varied by quadrant. 

Those quadrants with large variances will utilize more 

bits, while those with low variants will utilize fewer 

bits. In this way, the number of bits resulting from 

quantization will remain the same, but their allocation 

20 will differ depending upon the nature of the image. This 

technique greatly improves image quality while 

maintaining a high compression ratio. 

FIG. 9 illustrates a flow diagram of a method of 

decompressing an image compressed according t6 the 

25 methods shown in FIG. 8. Step 120, the compressed file 

is input. In step 122, the input image is entropy 

decoded. In step 124, de-quantization is performed on 

the decoded image file. Next, in step 126, an inverse 

wavelet transform is performed on the image.. In step 

30 128, an inverse color transformation is performed. In 

step 130, post-processing altering is optionally 

performed. In step 132, the decompressed image file is 

then displayed. 

FIG. 10 illustrates a flow diagram of a method 

35 of compressing an image in accordance with another 

embodiment of the present invention. This method 

performs color-bit depth compression, which essentially 
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reduces the number of colors in the image to achieve 
compression. In step 140, the image is input with its 
original color. For example, each color pixel could be 
represented by a standard 24-bit value. Next, in step 

5 142, a color table is created corresponding to the image. 
The color table is a set of quantized color values. The 
quantized color values represent a smaller number of 
colors with correspondingly fewer bits. Each of the 
input pixels is mapped to the color table. In step 144, 

10 an index is calculated for each pixel in the image by 
dithering the pixel values. Dithering is accomplished by 
weighting pixels adjacent to the current pixel in a frame 
and then arithmetically combining the weighted values 
with the current pixel value to produce the index, which 

15 then represents the current pixel. The dithering process 
is repeated for each pixel in a frame. In step 146, the 
indexes are wavelet transformed. In step 148, the 
wavelet coefficients are entropy coded. In step 150, the 
coded image file is output. 

20 FIG. 11 illustrates a flow diagram of a method 
of decompressing an image that has been compressed 
according to the method shown in FIG. 10. In step 160; a 
compressed image file is received. Next, in step 162, 
the image file is entropy decoded. In step 164, an 

25 inverse wavelet transform is applied to the decoded data. 
Next, in step 166, post-processing filtering of the image 
is optionally applied. Next, in step 168, the 
decompressed image is displayed. 

FIG. 12 illustrates another method of 
30 compressing an image in accordance with another 

embodiment of the present invention. In this method, a 
user can selective vary compression parameters (step 173) 
to obtain a lossless or near-lossless compressed image at 
a desired compression ratio. In step 170 1 the image is 

35 input. In step 172, an integer color transform is 
performed on the input image. In step 173, compression 
parameters are selected by the user using a software 

I: 

I 

I 
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interface. These parameters can include those described 

herein below in the subsection title "Peak Signal to 

Noise Ratio (PSNR) Controlled Compression". In step 174, 

an integer wavelet transform is performed on the color 

5 transformed pixels. In step 176, the wavelet 

coefficients are entropy coded. Next, in step 178, the 

compressed image file is then output from the system. 

The integer color transformation of step 172 is 

an integer reversible transform which can be used in 

10 color image compression to reduce processing time and 

image size. Step 172 transforms RGB color components to 

a set of color components Y-Nb-Nr, which are known. 

15 

The RGB to Y-Nb-Nr transform is given by the 

equations: 
y = G + Int(R/2 + B/2), 

Nb = B Int (Y/2), 

Nr = R Int(Y/2). 

The integer wavelet transform of step 174 is 

described below in detail. 

20 FIG. 13 illustrates a method of decompressing an 

image file that has been compressed according to the 

method shown in FIG. 12. In step 180, a compressed image 

file is input. In step 182, the image is entropy 

decoded. Next, in step 184, an inverse integer wavelet 

25 transform is performed on the decoded data. In step 186, 

an inverse integer color transform is performed. Next 1 

in step 188 optional post-processing filtering is 

performed on the image. Next, in step 190 1 the 

decompressed image is displayed. 

30 The Y-Nb-Nr to RGB transform of step 186 is 

given by the equations: 

R = Nr + Int(Y/2), 

B =Nb+ Int(Y/2), 

G = Y - Int (R/2 + B/2) 

35 The inverse integer wavelet transform of step 

184 is described in detail below. 
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Reversible Integer Wavelet Transform 
This method allows a series of transformations 

which are very close to the corresponding biorthogonal 
wavelet transforms or some non-orthogonal wavelet 

5 transforms, but can be calculated with only integer 
addition and bit-shift operations. In addition, the 
integer wavelet transforms created disclosed herein 
possess a property of precision preservation (PPP). This 
property is very useful for conserving memory in both 

10 compression and decompression, and speed up the whole 
procedure in some applications. Two general methods from 
which one can get the integer wavelet transform desired 
are disclosed. 

15 

Basic Integer Wavelet Transformations 
Two examples are provided as the starting point 

for the unique method. For the sake of convenience, 
length, and simplicity, presented is only the algorithm. 
for a one level decomposition and reconstruction and only 
for a one dimensional signal. The extension to two 

20 dimensions is immediate as the rows and columns can be 

25 

treated into a sequence of one dimensional signals. For 

the following examples, assume that is the 

original signal where the superscript indicates level and 
the subscript indicates a particular point in the signal. 

Also, {c;;}N1
-
1 and {d};}M1

-
1 

n°0 n=O 
are its decomposition parts at the 

first level. Here 

i 

I 

I 
I 

I 

I', 
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if N is an even number, 

if N is an odd nwnber; 

PCT/US98/04700 

{c1}N1-1and{d1}n,-1 't 1 -F (1) 
n n•O n n•o are l S OW .L.requency 

part and high frequency (h) part, respectivelyo For 

multi-levels, we just create {cl}N1-l as JcO}Nl 
n n=O l n n=o 

and repeat 

the procedure again. 

5 Example 1: A (2,2)-wavelet transform by integer 

10 

calculation. 

This transformation is similar to a variation of 

the Haar wavelet transform which uses low and 

high pass analysis (decomposition) filters given 

as: 

n 0 1 

En 
1/2 1/2 

9'n 1/2 -1/2 

I 

(1) Compute 

(2 .1) 

(2) Compute 
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{ 

d~-1 0 
1 

Int(--) +C2 k+i, if N is an even number, 
Cn -1 = 2 

l 

c!-1 , if N is an odd number. 

(2. 2) 

Here, Int(x) is an arbitrary rounding function 
which may have different interpretations. For example, 
Int(x) can be the integer which is nearest to x, or 
Int(x) may be any integer which satisfies x-l<Int(x)~ x, 

5 etc. It is easy to see that all entries in both 

10 

{c 1}N,-l and {d1}Mi-l are integers. 
n n•O n n•O 

From (2.1)-(2.2), we can easily get the 

following integer reconstruction algorithm: 
(b) Reconstruction 

(l)If N is an even number, compute: 

or, if N is an odd number, we have 

(2) Compute 

(2. 3) 

(2. 4) 

(2.5) 

I 
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Remark. Since (2.1)-(2.6) are not linear because of the 

rounding operation Int(x), this means the transformation 

order becomes significant. For instance, if the 

decomposition was applied first to the columns and then 

5 to the rows, the inverse transformation must be applied 

first to the rows and then to the columns. 

Example 2: Lazy wavelet transform. 

The lazy wavelet transform is used to illustrate an 

important concept. The corresponding inverse transform 

10 is nothing else but sub-sampling the even and odd indexed 

samples. Decomposition and reconstruction can use the 

same formula as follows: 

1 0 ck=c2k, k=O, ... ,N1 -l; 

d;=clk ... 1 , k=O, ... , M1 -1. 

Examples 1 and 2 are not good transforms for 

image compression, but they are s~mple. Much better 

15 transforms can be achieved from these two. As suggested 

above, they are considered only as a starting point for 

the integer, reversible, wavelet transform algorithm of 

the disclosed invention. 

It is noted that there is another interesting 

20 property in the above two transforms which may not be 

easily seen. If the values of the signal pixels are 

represented by a finite number of bits, say one bit or 

one byte, the same number of bits can be used to 

represent the result of the forward transform within the 

25 computer itself because of the complementary code 

property. Whilef from the reconstruction algorithm, the 

computer will get back the exact original signal through 

the same complementary code property. This property is 

called a Property of Precision Preservation (PPP) for 

30 these wavelets. 

It is known that the general values for the high 

frequency wavelet coefficients are small, and all higher 

levels of the decomposition also provide generally small 
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values in the high frequency band. This allows the 

preservation of precision during the computational stage 

of the wavelet coefficients. Now, the complementary code 

property, the other aspect of the PPP property is a well 

5 known characteristic of integer arithrr,etic as done by the 

computer. Consider the computation of the difference of 

two integers given as c = b - a and the inverse 

computation of a= b - c. The nature of the computation 

within the computer can be specified as follows: 

10 and the inverse is 

where them subscript indicates the internal 

representation, and the range of the integers a, b, c 

The internal representation of cm when 

it is outside the range, its appearance is as a two 1 s 

15 complement number, so the representation may not be the 

same as the external representation of c. However, the 

same complementary code for the am will cause the internal 

representation to be identical to the external 

representation of a. For example, if we let b = 2 

20 (00000010) and a= -127 (10000001) then cm has the 

internal binary value of (10000001) when q=4. With a 

value of -127 for cm the inverse value for am will just be 

a. 
In fact, for Example 2, this property is 

25 obviously true. While for Example 1, if the range of the 

pixel values is within a finite number of bits, say q, we 

can only use q bits as the working ~nit, which means the 
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value of transform coefficients will also be within the 

interval with length 2q, say [-2~1 , 2~1 - 1]. Due to the 

nature of computation on a machine, most machines will 

implement (2.1)-(2.2) automaticallv as follows (the 

5 complementary code property): 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

While the reconstruction algorithm (2.3) and 

(2.5) will be implemented by the computer itself as 

(2.8) 

It is obvious that (2.8)-(2.9) are just the reverse of 

(2.6)-(2.7). It is also easy to see that if we properly 
10 take advantage of the bound in the coefficient size 

mentioned above, the algorithm can be implemented using a 
minimal amount of storage. 
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The following are examples which give motivation 
for our new approach. 

Example 3: A (2.6) wavelet transform by integer 
calculation (2). 

This transformation is similar to using the 
following analysis filters: 

n -2 -1 0 1 2 

En 
0 0 1/2 1/2 0 

3 

0 

!fn -1/16 -1/16 1/2 -1/2 1/16 1/16 

(a) Decomposition 

10 Decomposition starts with Example 1 at step (1) 

and (2), and then upgrades the high frequency component 
at step (3): 

(1) Compute 

(2) Compute 

d l,o 
1 ( k ) 0 k ck •Int -

2
- +c2k+i, =O, ... , N1 -2 0 

{ 

d l,O 
:Mrl 0 

C
1 _Int(--), +Cn-1 , if N is an even number 1 

N1-1- 2 
cJ_1 , if N is an odd number; 

15 (3) Compute 

and then, if N is even, calculate 

I 

i 

!1 
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else, calculate 

(b) Reconstruction 

The reconstruction algorithm is identical to the 

decomposition algorithm, except it is now running 

5 "backwards". 

(1) Compute 

and then, if N is even, calculate 

else calculate 

(2) If N is an even number, compute 

10 or, if N is an odd number, we have 

(3) Compute 
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We see in step (2)-(3) above, that they are just 
the same as shown for the reconstruction of the (2.2)
wavelet transform (Example 1). 

Example 4: A (1,3)-wavelet transform by integer 
5 calculation. 

The following nonlinear transform is a variation of the 
transform which uses biorthogonal analysis filters: 

n -1 0 l 

En 
1 0 0 

1/4 -1/2 1/4 

9"n 

(a) Decomposition 

This decomposition starts with the Lazy wavelet 
10 at step (1) and upgrades the high frequency component at 

step (2): 

(1) Set 

(2) If N is an even number, calculate 

Otherwise, if N is an odd number, calculate 
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15 

(b) Reconstruction 

( 1) Set 

30 

(2) If N is an even number, calculate 

Otherwise, if N is an odd number, calculate 

0 0 
o I t ( C2k+C2k+2) -dl k O M ~ 

C2k+1 = n 2 
k , = , ···, 1 - ..L • 

Example 5: 

calculation. 

(5,3)-wavelet transform by integer 

This transformation is also similar in function 

to using the biorthogonal analysis filters. It is given 

by 

' 

n -2 -1 0 1 2 

... -1/8 1/4 3/4 1/4 -1/8 
lln 

1/4 -1/2 1/4 0 0 

gn 

(a) Decomposition 

This decomposition starts with Example 3 at step 

(1) and upgrade low frequency components at step (2): 

(1) Set 
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C
1

•
0 -c 0 k O N " k - 2k, = t •.. , 1 - .i. i 

If N is an even number, calculate 

Otherwise, if N is an odd number, calculate 

(2) If N is an even number, compute 

Otherwise, if N is an odd nu..'Ilber, calculate 

1 1,0 (dJ-) c0 =c0 -Int 2 , 

C
l_Cl, 0 
k- k 

5 (b) Reconstruction 

{1) Compute 

di-1 +d; 
----, k=1, ... ,N1 -2, 

4 
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Then, if N is even, calculate 

else calculate 

(2) Compute 

Then, if N is even, calculate 

The PPP property for Examples 1-2 mentioned at 

the end of the previous section is also applicable for 

these three examples. It is obvious these three 

transformations are not really linear, but they are 

similar to the one using the corresponding filters given 

10 above. Especially, the filters in Example 3 and Example 

5 belong to, with minor modification, the group of the 

best biorthogonal filters for image compression. 

Also, from the above three examples, we can note 

that if we begin with integer (linear or nonlinear) 

15 wavelet transformations and then use some proper 

upgrading formulas, we can get other, much better 

integer, wavelet transformations for image compression. 

Lifting Scheme and Integer Biorthogonal Filtering 
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The Lifting scheme, discussed by W. Sweldens in 
"The Lifting Scheme: A Custom-Designed Construction of 
Biorthogonal Wavelet", Applied and Computational Harmonic 
Analysis, Vol. 3, No. 2, April 1996, is a recently 
developed approach for constructing biorthogonal wavelets 
with compact support. It can be used, with minor 
modifications, to create integer biorthogonal wavelet 
transformations. The following is an adaptation of the 
lifting scheme. 

Definition 1. The set of filters {h, h, g, g}, a set of 
biorthogonal filters if the following formula is 
satisfied: 

wheie 

and 

and similarly for iii(w), fi(w} and g(w), 

The following lemma is the main result of the 
lifting scheme [1] reported as corollary 6 in that paper. 

15 Lemma 1. Take an initial set of finite 
r-" 0 ,.._ biorthogonal filters {h, h, g, g}, then a new set of 

,- -finite biorthogonal filters {h, h, g, g} can be found as 

fi(w)=E 0 (w)+g(w)s{2w) 

g ( w) = g 0 ( w) - h ( w) s ( 2 w) . 

Similarly if we take {h~ h, g, ~g} as an initial set of 
biorthogonal filters, a new set of biorthogonal filters 

20 {h, h, g, g} can be found as can be found as 

I, 
I 

I 

I 
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h(w)=h 0 (w)+g(w)s(2w) 

g(w) =g0 (w) -E(w) §(2w). 

PCT /US98/04700 

Here s(@l is a trigonometric polynomial and the 

corresponding filters is finite, and so is s(@). 

Actually, regarding the filters (4.1) is equivalent to 

or 

Next we use the lifting scheme with minor 

modifications to create an integer, nonlinear, quasi-

biorthogonal, wavelet algorithm. Suppose is a 

original signal, and are again its low and 

high frequency decomposition parts, obtained by using the 

10 filters {h; h, g, g}. 
,- ~ 

If we use filters {h, g} for decomposition 

(analysis), the corresponding decomposition algorithm is 

While the reconstruction algorithm will be 
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related to the synthesis filter {h,g}. Here, parameters 
«c and ad are positive constants with «c-«d=2. For 
example, in the situation of regular biorthogonal 
decomposition and reconstruction, «c=ad=if2; and for 

5 Example l through Example 5 above, «c=l and ad=2. 
If the set of filters {h, h, g, g} is from (h, 

'1°, g0
, g} by (4.2b), then decomposition can be 

accomplished as follows: 

1. Calculate 

10 2. Calculate 

The relative reconstruction scheme will be: 

1. Calculate 

2. Calculate 

Here, equations (4.3) and (4.6) are just the wavelet 
15 ,._o o (inverse) transforms using biorthogonal filters {h, h, go 
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,-
g}. While (4.4) and (4.5) are forward and backward 

upgrading formulas. 

Similarly if the set of filters 
Cl r-

frOffi the initial set of filters {h, h, gi 

{ 4. 2b l , the relative decomposition is: 

1. Calculate 

ck=«c Cnhn-2k 
n l l L O 

1,0_ o-o 
dk -aa~ Cngn-2k• 

2. Calculate 

The reconstruction scheme is: 

1. Calculate 

1. Calculate 
d?-,o=d1 «c"" cl 

.K k « L., k-1"1 
a 1 

2. Calculate 

.,.,, 
{h, h, g, g} is 

r,,P 

g} by using 
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Corollary 4.1 . . Supposebiorthoganal filters{h,n,g,g} 

are from initial filters{h,E 0 ,g0 ,g}by the lifting scheme 
( 4. la) or (4. 2a) . If the decomposition and reconstruction 

by filters {h, E0
, g 0

1 g} can be accomplished only by integer 
calculation, such as Example 2, we also can create a 
corresponding integer wavelet decomposition and recon
struction scheme which is very II close" to the original one 

by using filters {h, E, g, g,} . Here the word "close 11 means 
that the difference of the two decompostion schemes 
is just some rounding error, and this rounding error will 1 
corrected by the integer reconstruction scheme. 

In fact, if {c;· 0
} and {d;} are integer after (4. 3) , 

we can calculate {c;} by 

instead of (4.4). Here Int(x), as described in Section 
2, is an arbitrary rounding up function which satisfies 
x-1 s Int(x) s x+l. It is obvious that (4.7) is very 
close to (4.4), and the exact reconstruction scheme can 

5 easily be obtained from 

10 

and (4.6). There will be a similar result, if the set of 
biorthogonal filters {h, E, g, ~} is obtained from the 

., ,.,. ,.._o 
initial set of filters {h, h, g, g} by using (4.2b). 

Except for the example shown in the Lazy wavelet 
(Example 2), most standard biorthogonal wavelet forms 
cannot be performed directly by integer 1 even for one of 
the simplest wavelets, the Harr wavelet. F.oweverr if the 
parameters «c, and ad are properly chosen and the 
transform algorithms, such as Example land Example 3 1 

15 are slightly changed, a variation of the original 

,i 

'i 
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biorthogonal wavelet transforms with respect to the set 

of filters {h, h, g, g} is created. On the other hand, 

the parameters should be also chosen carefully to 

guarantee that only addition and shift operations are 

5 needed by the algorithm. ,...., 
If the set of filters {h, h, g, g} is obtained 

0 ~ ,, .. .0 
from a set of filters {h, h, g, g} by the lifting scheme, 

~"' g} is also obtained from a filter 

can repeatedly use Corollary 1 to 
h .. {h• r:-and t e se~ , n, g, 

O ,.. o o ,....o 
set {h, h, g, g}, one 

10 get a "close" integer wavelet transformation. 

The Correction Method for Creating 
Inteaer Wavelet Transforms 

.Another approach for obtaining integer wavelets 

is using the so-called Correction method. The motivation 

15 of this method is from the S+P transform" The lifting 

scheme for generating biorthogonal wavelets can be 

considered as a special case of the correction method. 

From this can be derived complicated filters with fast 

decomposition and reconstruction algorithms. 

20 Assuming a simple integer wavelet transform, 

25 

such as Examples 1 through 3, the decomposition and 

reconstruction scheme of which can be formulated as 

follows: 

Decomposition 

c;· 0
=df c ({en"}) 

d;' 0 =df d ({en"}) 

Reconstruction 

( 5 .1) 

(5.2.) 

Here, (5.1) and (5.2) can be the same as (4.3) and (4.6) 

or other algorithms. 

In general, after the above decornposition 1 one 

may not be satisfied with the result. There may still be 

30 some correlation among the high pass components because 
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of the aliasing from the low pass components, or the low 
pass components do not carry enough of the expected 
information from the original signal. Hence, one could 
make an improvement by putting some correction part on 

5 the high pass components or low pass components. There 
are many ways to accomplish this. However, for the sake 
of the integer calculation, it is preferable to use 
following correction method. To make a correction for 
the high pass part, the corresponding formula would be: 

(5.3) 

10 Here, de/ is a correction quantity ford/ 

S1 1 

d l "' 1,0 " dl,O k O ., 2 k "",(.....,t a i ck+l + ~ -r j k+j , =···, , ... , , ... 
J•l J"'l 

( 5. 4) 

and and are given parameters which 
have been chosen ~or the user's purpose such as reducing 
the redundancy among high pass components or some other 
special requirement. To preserve the integer 

15 calculation, any entries in both 

should be rational numbers with 
denominators being powers of 2. 

From (5.1), (5.3) and (5.4) f it is easy to see 
the perfect reconstruction algorithm can be 

d;' 0 =d;+Int(dCk), k=·--, m, m-1, m-2 ... , (5. 5) 

20 combined with (5.2). 

As mentioned above, the Lifting scheme is a 
special condition of the correction method. Examples 3 
through 5 can also be considered as the examples of this 
method. We next give an example of the Cor=ection method 

25 which cannot be included in the group of Lifting scheme, 
and also which does not result in a closed form of 
compact support foF biorthogonal filters. 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I' 

l
,i 
ii 

1,: 

i 
'i 
! 
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Example 6: S+P transform, which is similar to 

using following analysis filters. 

n -2 

0 

-1/16 

-1 

0 

-1/16 

0 

1/2 

15/32 

1 

1/2 

-17/32 

2 

0 

7/32 

While the synthesis filters do not have compact 

support, the S+P transform can be implemented as follows: 

(al Decomposition 

(l)Take the decomposition step of Example 1, 

10 that is, compute 

and 

(2) Correction Step: Define S0 = -l, S1 = 1, T = 1 and 

t "'.! 
1 4 

3 

0 

-1/32 
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(b) Reconstruction 
(1) Compute 
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d
1 o d1 2ck-1 +ck-ck .. 1-2 k+l k 

2 ~ 
1 1 1 d1,o) 

k , = k+Ln ---------1 =M- ··· 1· 
8 

,I 1 I I I 

/ 

(2) If N is an even number, compute 

or, if N is an odd number, we have 

(3) Compute 

Boundarv Conditions 
There are two issues dealing with boundary 

filtering if the Lifting scheme or the Correction method 
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is used to generate the integer wavelet transformations. 

The first is how to process the boundaries which occur in 

the start-up wavelet transformations. The second is how 

to deal with the boundaries in the deductive formula. If 

5 the boundaries in the start-up wavelet transform have 

already been established, then those in the upgrading 

formula are relatively easy to establish. For the 

Lifting scheme, the boundaries in both steps should be 

processed in the same way. While, for the Correction 

10 method, according to (5.3)-(5.4), one has more choices to 

process boundaries in the second step. Therefore, the 

process by which the boundaries in the start-up wavelet 

transformations are established is discussed. Assume 

15 

20 

compact supported biorthogonal wavelets. J ~ 
Suppose the original signal is \ C..:) n.":~· For 

creating integer biorthogonal wavelet transformations, 

use the following symmetric extension: 

( 1) 

(2) 

If c1·rrent biorthogonal filters have even 

length, the boundaries of the signal are 
0 0 

extended as C = C 4,.-= f 1 '2. 1 •• • ,' 
_ ~ t -I I 

If the filters have odd length, the 

following extension is performed 
I> 0 

C. ; (' ..fc.:=112.., ••• 0 

-~ 1c. / 

Examples 1 through 5 use the boundaries given 

25 above. In Example 6, the start up wavelet transform uses 

the above boundaries but in the upgrading step, another 

boundary filtering is used. In addition, for arbitrarily 

sized images or signals, one can use the same technique 

described in the above examples to deal with this 

30 condition. 

As mentioned earlier, for many applications, 

lossless image compression is more important than lossy 

compression. The integer wavelet transforms described 

above provide the opportunity to compress without loss. 

35 It is also obvious that the integer wavelet algorithms 
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can be used wherever ordinary wavelets are used, 
especially in signal and image compression. However, for 
most computers, the integer wavelet transform is much 
faster than other wavelets and it uses much less memory. 

5 Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) 
Controlled Compression 

Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) is a widely 
used quality measurement. PSNR controlled compression 
allows users to choose their desired PSNR for the 

10 compressed image. In each of the compression methods set 
forth herein, a user can selectively set the PSNR and the 
desired compression ratio, as well as the initial 
quantization and threshold levels for each quadrant of 
wavelet coefficients, to obtain the desired image 

15 quality. 
For example, the wavelet map of FIG. 3 shows a 

total of 10 regions (quadrants). Each of these ten 
quadrants can have two additional parameters associdted 
with them. The parameters define the quantization and 

20 threshold values for that particular quadrant. Since 
there are three planes for color (only one for gray 
level) the maximum number of parameters that the user can 
control is 60 -- 10 for quantization and 10 for 
thresholding for each of the three color layers. In the 

25 case of a gray level image, there are only 20 parameters. 
If a compression ratio, or a quality factor 

which indirectly defines a compression ratio, is 
specified, then the user wants the compression ratio to 
remain identical over the changes in the parameters. In 

30 order to accomplish this, two parameters are monitored: 
the compression ratio and PSNR (peak signal to noise 
ratio). The PSNR is defined as PSNR = 20 log10 (X/MSE), 
where the Xis the average absolute value of the pixels 
in the compressed image and MSE is the mean squared error 

35 measured between the compressed and original image. 
Holding the compression ratio constant, the PSNR needs to 
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increase to improve image quality. The way to increase 

the PSNR is to reduce the MSE. 

An iterative method can be used to adjust 

parameters to achieve the desired PSNR. The step are as 

5 follows: 

10 

(a} Pick an initial parameter setting P0 ; 

(b) Quantize the wavelet coefficients with P0 

and calculate the corresponding PSNR; 

{c) If the PSNR is close to the desired one, 

stop and output the coded fiie; otherwise, get 

an adjusted vector '1.P 0 and set P0 - P0 + i\.P0 , 

go to step (b) • 

Progressive Decomposition 

Progressive decompression allows users to decode 

15 images at varying degrees of resolution, starting frora 

the lowest resolution and progressing to the highest 

resolution. The advantage of this feature is that users 

can download small pieces of the coded file and view the 

image at lower resolution to determine if they want to 

20 download the whole image. Progressive decomposition can 

be used with any of the decompression methods previously 

disclosed herein. Progressive decomposition is 

accomplished according to the following steps: 

25 

30 

35 

(a) Input the lowest bandpass component C1 of 

the coded file and reconstruct the lowest 

resolution image 1°; 

{b)Display image I 0
; 

(c) If the user is not satisfied with the image 

quality or the resolution is big enough for 

stop; otherwise, go to step (d); 

(d) Input the lowest three band-pass components 

HD1
1 VD1

, and DD1 successively in the current 

image file. Reconstruct the new image I 1 from 

C1
, HD1

, VD1
, and DD1

• Let 1° = I 1
; go to step 

{b) • 
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Image Map Editor 
The image map editor creates an image map over a 

compressed image file. This permits an image compressed 
according to one of the methods set forth herein to be 

5 easily integrated into a web page using an http link. A 

user selects one or several areas of compressed image, 
assigns one or more http links to the areas. The image 
map editor calculates the coordinates of the areas and 
outputs the HTML associate with the image. The user can 

10 add such information into program source code. Following 

15 

is an example of such image map: 

<EMBED SRC="cow.cod" type="image/cis-cod" 
WIDTH="257" poly= "44, 45, 103, 78, 103, 86, 54, 
86, 54, 78", 
href="http://www.infinop.com"></EMBED> 

Non-Uniform Image Compression 
The present invention allows a user to perforr: 

non-uniform image compression. Essentially, non-uniform 

compression is accomplished by dividing an image into one 
20 or more rectangles, each representing a matrix of image 

pixels. Each rectangle can be compressed by any of the 
methods disclosed herein. 

For instance, referring to the compression 
method of FIG. 8, integrating the non-uniform compression 

25 feature with the method allows a user to partition the 

image into several parts with different interests. The 

user can then compress these areas with different image 
and/or compression qualities. The parts can have any 
shape. 

30 The non-uniform compression feature can be 
incorporated in to the method of FIG. 8 as follows. 

Steps 100-102 are performed. Then, the user creates 

bitmap matrices defining the partitioned areas. Each 

area is then wavelet transformed. Different 

35 quantizations are then applied to the different areas 

according to the transformed matrices obtained above. 

I 

I, 

I 

!I 
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Split and Merge Wavelet Algorith.~ 
for Big ~mage Compression 

PCT /US98/04700 

This algorithm allows users to compress large 

images by partitioning them into smaller pieces. The key 

5 is to divide the original image into several smaller 

pieces and compress/decompress them separately by using 

overlap and de-overlap technique. With this technique, 

the individually compressed pieces are equivalent to 

compressed whole image. The user does not see any edge 

10 effects in the decompressed image, which normally occur 

with conventional split and merge methods. 

Also, with this algorithm, users can selectively 

decompress the whole image or choose a specific part to 

decompress according to an image map created during the 

15 compression phase. The algorithm is preferably 

implemented as a software program executing on a general 

purpose computer. 

There are two wayJ to compress an image by 

splitting it: automatically or interactively. The 

20 automatic approach is transparent to users since the 

algorithm will automatically split to the image according 

to the characteristics of the computer used to perform 

the compression. Using the automated method, the 

algorithm first detects the size of the source image and 

25 the memory size of the host computer. Next, the image is 

split into several pieces with a predetermined number of 

pixels overlapping according to the image size and 

computer's memory. Overlapping pixels are those that 

appear in more than one piece of the split image. 

30 Each piece of image is compressed in order 

according to any of the methods disclosed herein from the 

image resource. 

The split image is decompressed as follows. 

First, the headers of the compressed image pieces are 

35 read to determine their order and compression parameters, 

such as quantization thresholds and decomposition levels. 

Nextf each piece of the image is decompressed and de-
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overlapped. Merge all pieces together in the proper 

place for display. 

Using the interactive method, a user can 

indicate how many blocks they want to divide the image 
5 into and how many pixels they want for overlap. To 

compress an image according to this approach, the size of 
the source image is first detected. Then, the user's 

choice for the number of blocks and number of overlapping 
pixels is entered. Next, the image is divided into the 

10 pieces according to the user's choice and the size of the 
image. Finally, the individual pieces are compressed 
according to one of the methods disclosed herein. 

The interactively split image is decompressed as 
follows. First, the header of the coded image is read. 

15 Next, an image map is displayed for the user to look at 

what the image context is about. The user can then 

choose to display entire image or a specific piece of 

image. If user chooses to display a single piece of 

image, the algorithm finds the position of this coded 
20 piece and decompresses it. If the user instead chooses 

to display the entire image, the algorithm decompress 

each piece of image and de-overlaps it. All pieces are 

then merged together in the appropriate display location. 

Example A, below, shows further technical 
25 details related to the present invention. 
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While specific embodiments of the present 
invention have been shown and described, it will be 
apparent to this skilled in the art that the disclosed 
invention may be modified in numerous ways and may assume 

5 many embodiments other than the preferred form 

specifically set out and described above. Accordingly, 

it is intended by the appended claims to cover all 

modifications of the invention which fall within the true 
spirit and scope of the invention. 

10 
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1.0 Quality Compression Optimization 

The following sections deal with the improvement of the compressed image quality. As stated in the report introduction. we believe this i~ the last significant major problem to be addressed in the still imagery compression system. 

I.I Introduction 

The issue is lhe mechanism which can be used to improve the quality of the image based upon the nature of the parameters used in the ::ompression process. We think this is an important issue. and in our :!Xperimentation, we have found fairly striking results. For example, if we hold the compression ratio constant, we can compress an image and obtain on a subjective scale of C, where 

"' A 1s no observable defect, 
., B is observable but not noticeable, 
"' C 1:s quite noticeable, but not distracting from the image, " D 1s very noticeable and detracts from the image, " E 1s unacceptable. 

If we now change the parameters by a hand optimization, we find we can change the subjective evaluation from a C to a B with the ::ompression ratio left alone. We believe this is significant, in that it guarantees a compression system which is tailored for each image independently. rather than have each image compressed by the same set of parameters irrespective of the image content. 

1·0 review the process of compression, consider the following figure, Figure 49. 

i: 
!' 

I 
I 

1: 
I 
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I ! 
Wavelet Wnvelet 
Coefficients 6 ~ Coefficients --

---- -
Figure 49 

ROB Image in 24 Bit Color Depth Showing Transform to YIQ 

Figure 49 shows the relationship between the RGB and YIQ color 
representation and the processes which take place in the algorithm 
as thjs data is transformed into the final lossy set of wavelet 
coefficients.. The processes which apply to the imagery are shown as 
heavy arrows with the process identifier shown as part of the arrow. 
If no process number is present, then the arrow is just a passive link 
between processes and data. The important point to note is that in 
color imagery. we deal with three images (one luminescence, and two 
color planes). The Y component is critical, while the IQ components 
are less sensitive to error introduced by the compression system. 

The proccsse& shown in Figure 49 are as follows: 

• (1) Transform the RGB format into YIQ format, using long 
integers. This fonnat is only an approximation of the YIQ format. 

., (2) Transform the YIQ plan~s into a wavelet decomposition using 
our own integer wavelet transform. This produces the result 
shown in Figure 50, but for each plane. 

• (3) We have shown an alternative process which is an optional 
down sampling for the IQ color planes. This down sampling may 
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be done once or twice to produce two image planes either one 
fourth or one sixteenth the size of the original plane. If this 
process is co be done, it will be accomplished prior to the wavelet 
transform of process (2). 

• ( 4) Here the first step in the loss occurs. The wavelec coefficients 
are now quantized to a number of levels depending upon which 
quadrant is being processed, and the desired compression or 
quality factor. 

.. (5) Simultaneously with step (4), the wavelet coefficients are 
being matched again~t threshold values. and if the values are less 
than the established threshold values specified, then the resultant 
value is set to zero. 

• (6) The last step in the process is to entropy compress the 
resultant coefficients using either Arithmetic, Run Length, or 
Huffman, of Huffman and Run Length combined. The key issue is 
the amount of compression desired against the invested time 
required to get that level of comprei.sion. 

The issue now, irrespective of the down sampling or not of the IQ 
ciomponents, is the fact that we process lhe three planes into five 
h~vels in a decomposition as shown in Figure 50. From this figure, 
one can see a total of 16 regions (quadrants) which are defined by 
t.1e numbers 1 through 16. Each of these sixteen quadrants have two 
additional parameters associated with them. The parameters define 
foe quantization and threshold values for that particular quadrant. 
Since there are three planes for color (only one for gray level) the 
maximum number of parameters that the user can control is 96 -- 16 
for quantization and 16 for thresholding for each of the three color 
layers. In the case of a gray level image, there are only parameters 
for one layer. 

Our experience has shown the parameters for an image are very 
sensitive in some cases. and not in other cases. In order to measure 
this sensitivity, we generated the variance of the wavelet coefficients 
in the 16 quadrants. Table 1 provides these values for each of the 
three planes. 
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4 1 

6 

2 3 

Figure so 
of a Plane into Five Levels 

Tulips 
WiJV!::1~1 V11,rillll!;:l: ;ril!vs:ls:! VaciaD~ 

QliliW!llD! X I Q ::I: I Q 
I 13 4.7 1.4 ]64.2 27.3 6.6 
2 6 3.Z 1.1 134.6 24.9 5.0 
3 l J.3 0.6 28.9 4.6 Ll 
4 56 5.8 1. 7 :Z76.] 57.7 12.9 
5 23 4.5 1.1 274.3 67.3 12.4 
6 10 2.8 0.8 124.8 22.7 5.0 
7 128 11.4 2.6 225.7 73.2 13.7 
8 55 7.4 1.1 298.1 107.3 16.2 
9 37 3.3 1.0 114.2 35.5 6.8 
10 2!53 27.5 4.1 174.8 73.9 10.7 
11 75 11.8 1.5 285.1 128.2 14.9 
12 64 6.5 1.1 107.9 47.8 6.7 
13 499 41.7 10.1 135.4 75.6 8.7 
14 138 11.2 2.5 245.0 144.0 l I.2 
15 156 12.2 2.0 89.3 49.l .s. 1 
I§ Ulfil 1,281 ,s 29:'i.6 :Z 4QB ti 52Q.4 212 

Table l 
Wavelet Coefficient Variance by Numbered Quadrant for Two 
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Images 
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The clear information to be gained by the numbers in Table l is the 
images arc quite different. and the quantiz.ation or thrci.hold levels 
set for all images will only be an approximate solution at best. The 
optimum solution would be to have the quantization nnd threshold 
values set according to the variance values. Such settings could be 
found in a table with various ranges. and for each such range, the 
parameters of interest could be defined. This would give a more 
optimal solution, but still not the optimal solution. In order to get 
optimality. one would need to search over the variable space using 
the near optimal settings to find the actual best values for the 
parameters. 

As the values in Table 1 grow, the implication is a finer mesh size for 
quantization. That is. the number of bits one wishes to allocate to the 
output could be varied by quadrant. Those quadrants with large 
variances will utiliz.c more bits, while those with low variants will 
utilize fewer bits. In this way, the number of bits resulting from 
quantization will remain the same, but their .illocation will differ 
depending upon the nature of the image. 

1.2 Approach 

The solution to the problem posed in the previous section 1s to 
determine how the ninety-six. parameters interact with one another. 
The problem is a bit more sophisticated than just measuring 
parameters, however. The issue is with each parameter change, the 
compression ratio will change. If a compression ratio, or a quality 
factor which indirectly defines a compression ratio, is specified, then 
the user wants the compression ratio to remain identical over the 
changes in the parameters. In order to accomplish this. there are 
two parameters which we must monitor: PSNR (peak signal to noise 
ratio which is defineC: to be PSNR = 20 log1 o (X/MSE) where the X is 
the average absolute value of the pixels in the after image and MSE 
is the mean squared error mensured between the before and after 
image) and the compression ratio. The compression ratio must be 
held constant, and the PSNR needs to increase. .ind the way to 
increase the PSNR is to reduce the MSE. 

The difficulty with this system as described is in many cases, small 
changes in the parameters introduce significant changes in the MSE. 
Also, we believe, the parameters arc not independent. We have also 
seen imagc:s where the parameters can be changed in one way. then 
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altered. and the results are ex.ictly the same. This indicates the 
optimal value is not a single point, but rather something like a plane 
with little slope. 

1.3 Status 

We have established the rules under which the optimal solution will 
need to exist, and arc at the moment writing software to measure the 
variance within tbe Ljghtning Strike environment. Once this is done, 
we will being examining many images to see how close we can 
determine the optimal parameters for a defined set of variances. 
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CIS-2 Imaee Compression Algorithm 

HONGY ANG CHAO 

:Part I: Brief Review ofLSIC 3.0 

I. Introduction 

CIS-2 (temporary name), which has been being used in Li:btniug Strike 3.0 image 

compression software, is a wavelet based image compression algorithm. CIS-2 has 

following inventions: 
• Integer reversible wavelet algorithm v.-ith Propercy of Precision Preservation; 

• Subband oriented quantization and related entropy coding; 

• Wavelet lossless compr=ssion for color and gray images; 

• Pro~ive transmission algorithm for color bit compression; 

• Progressive transmission and decomp~ssion algorithms; 

• Non-uniform image compression algorithm; 
• Quality based wavelet coefficient quantization tables; 

• Attached optional post-processing filters; 

• Image map editor; 

• Optional peak signal noise ratio controlled compri:ssion; 
• Special split and merge waveJi:t comprc.ssion algorithm for very big image 

compression without any boundary effects ; 

• Image dependent parameter optimization. 

l. Main step, of the aJ2oritbm 

In Lsie 3.0, tmee kinds of different image compression m~ods arc included: 

Method 1: Qll3.lity controlled wavelet based comprc:ssion 

Method 2: Color bit depth comp~on 

Method 3: Wavelet lossless compression 

PCT /US98/04700 

Section 2.1-2.3 will give brief description of above method.. The details -will discuss 

later. 

2.1. Main aup of method I 

Fiaure 1 snd Figure 2 give the flow charts of the image compression WJd 
decomp~ssion of methodl respectively. Ev,:ry step in both compression eod 

decompression has lot of details, which will be described later. 
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Color 
Trn.nsfonnations 

tizmion 
Entropy --~ 

Wavelet 
Transfonn 

Subband Oriented 
Quantization 

Figure 1: Compression flow chart for Method 1 

Input Coded 
Image File 

Entropy 
Decoding 

Disply Dccomp~d 
Imaee File 

De-quantization Inverse Wavelet 
Transform 

Figure 2: Decompression flow c;hart for Method l 

l.l, Maia •tep of method 2 

PCT/US98/04700 

This method based on using less nwnber of colon; to approximately repr:sent 
original images. Following figure gives the mam step of the algorithm for the 
compr~sion and decompression. 

Input Original Image i---44Create Color Table by Color 
Accept the Number of Quantization or Input a 
Color Fixed color Table 

Wavelet Transform 
on foe ~ndex 

Entropy Coding the 
Transformed Index 

..----1 Calculate the Index for 
Every Pixel with Dithering 

Output the Coded File ..,_ _ __,,. 

Figure 3: Compression flow chart for Method 2 
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i-------◄Entropy Decoding the 
Transformed Index 

Display Decompressed Inverse Wavelet ..... -----1 Image with Necessary Transfonn on the 
Post filtering Color Index. 

Figure 4: Decompression flow chart for Method 2 

2.3. Main ateiu of method 3 

PCT/US98/04700 

The main steps of method 3 i5 almost as same as method 1. However, at the every 
step we use different methods. Following are its compression and decompression 
flow charts: 

Integer Color Integer Revel'$iblo +---.....,. Transformations ---wavelc:t Transfor 

Output Coded 
Ima e File 

Fia:ure !: Compression flow chart for Method 3 

Input Coded ..,__--et 
Image File 

Entropy 
Decoding 

Inverse Integer 
i----..i 

Wavelet transfonn 

i,ply Decomprc~ed lma~e 
ith Necessary Post Filtering 

Inverse Integer 11------. Color Transform 

Fi&un 6: Decompression flow chart for Method 3 

3. Brief Description for Other Features 
Most Features (or invmtions) a~ included in above three compression methods. 

Following is the brief introduction for some inventions list above. 
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3.1. Proeres1ivc dec:omprusion 
This algorithm allows users to decode images from the lowest resolution to 

highest resolution. The advantage of this feature is that users can download small 
piece of the coded file and view the image at lower resolution to d~enninc if they 
want to download the whole image. 

Steps: 

(~) Input the lowest pass component LL0 ofthe coded file and reconstruct the 
lowest resolution image / 0

; 

(b) Display image / 0
• If the u.scr doesn't like it or the resolution is big enough for 

, stop; othi:rwise, go to next step; 
(c) Input the lowest three band-pass components HL0

, LH0and HHQ 
successively in the current coded file. Rc:coostruct the new imaie I' from 
U 0

, HL0
, LH0 and HH°. Let / 0 

• i, go to step (b). 

3..%. Noa-uniform imaee comprasion 
The algorithm allows users to divide th~ image into several pans with different 

intc:rests and compress these areas 'With different qualities. The areas can have any 
shape. This algorithm is only available for method 1. 

Original image goes though all of the proced~ except quantiz:ation part. which 
follows the steps below: 

(a) Creating the bitmap matrices related to the areas chosen by the user; 
(b) Wavelet transform to every bitmap matrix; 
(c) Different quantization in differmt ~ according to the tranSformed matrices 

obtained above step. 

3.3, Peak Si£ual Noise Ratio (PSNR) controlled compreuion 
Peak Signal Noise Ratio (PSNR) is an image quality measurement used by most 

professional people. PSNR controlled compression allows users to choose their 
desired PSNR for the compressed image" 

The n-:latcd. algorithm is an iterated system: 
(a) Piekini an initial parameter setting P0 ; 

(b) Quantize the wavelet coefficients with P0 and caiculate the corresponding 
PSNR; 

(c) If the PSNR is close to desired one. stop and output the coded file; otherwise, 
get an adjusted vector 6.?0 and set P0 <(- P0 +A.Po, go to step (b)~ 
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3.-4. Attacbed optioaal post.procusine filten 
Users can choose any number of following processing filters at their compressing 

time. The desired results can stored in the coded image file, and. anyooc who 
decompress the coded file will see the same result immediately. 

• Sh.aipenin~ images 
• Smoothing images 
• Improving the visual quality 
• Brightecing the images 

3.5. Image m2p editor 

Image Map Editor create a image map over Lsic3.0 compressed image file. User 
selects ODC or several areas of compressed image, assigns the http links to the areas. 
then. Image Map Editor calculates the coordinates of the areas and outputs a HTML 
associate with the imaee. User c.in add such information into his/her source code. 

Following is an example of such image map: 
<EMBW SRC•''cow.cod" type= "imagc/cis.cod" WIDTH• "257" poly= .. 44, 

45, 103, 78, l 03, 86, 54, 86, 54, 78", href= "http://www.infinop.com "><!EMBED> 

3.6. Split and mereic waveh::t a(&oritbm for very bit im•ee compn::ssio11 
This algorithm allows users to compress v,:ry big image by an ordinary machine. 

The key is to divide the original image into several smalier pieces and 
compress/decompress them separately by using overlap and dis--ovcriap technique. 
With this technique, the compression/decompression piece by piece is equal to 
compressldecompress the whole image together. which means users won't see any 
edge effect at decompressed image which appears at gcncrai split method. 

Also, with this al~orithrn, users c;an either decompress the whole image or choose 
the specific pan to decompress according to a image map we create for the division . 

3.7. Imac• dcpu.dtat optimized pan.meter Htti.Dg 
Tbi:s aleorithm alio"WS user to ect the best (or almost best) image quality at the 

desired compression ratio by choosing image n:latcd parameter sdting. 

3.8. btl!ier reversible wavelet ■J&orithm with PPP property 
See attached unpublished paper titled as "An Approach to Fast Integer Reversible 

Wavelet Transformatio113 for Image Compression" 

! 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

Ii 
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3.9. lratqar color trauformatioa 

This algorithm is a integer reversible transform which has been used in lossless 

color image compression {Method 3) for I.sic 3 .0. 

The algorithm transform RGB color components to a new set of color 

components Y-Nb-Nr: 

Forward rransform RGB to Y•?fu.Nr: 

r = G + Int{¥), 
Nb• B-lnt(f), 
Nr m R- lnt(f). 

Inverse u-ansform Y-Nb-Nr to RGB: 

R • Nr + Int(f ), 
B = .Nb+ lnt{f ), 

G = Y -Int{,¥). 

3.10. Sabband rdaud Quautizatioa and entropy codiae 

Th.is entropy coding method is just designed for wavelet based image 

compression. The main idea is to take the advantage of different quantiution at 

different subbands and encode each band according to its content. This method 

reduce the coding cost greatly. 
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CIS-1 Image Compression Algorithm 

HONGY ANG CHAO• 
Computer and Information Science Inc. 

PCT/US98/04700 

C'IS-1, which bas been being used in Lightning Strike image compression software, is a 
wavelet based image compression algorithm. CIS• l has following advantages: 
o Reach almost optimal compression ratio; 
o Keep the major characteristics as more as possible. In other words, it reduce 

insignificant components gradually according to human visual system, so that people 
can still accept the image quality at the extremely high compression ratio; 

o Fast. 

2. Main steps of the algorithm 

Figure 1 and Figure 2 give the fl.ow c~ of the image compression and decompression 
ri~pectiveiy. Every st· pin both compression and decompression has lot of details, which 
v,il.l be described later. 

Input Original Image 

Display Image 

Image Transformations 

Quantization and Thresholding 

Encoding 

Output Coded Image File 

Figure 1: Image compression 

., 

·7 
I 
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Input Coded image file 

Decoding 

De-quantization 

verse Image Transformations 

ost Image Processing if Necessary 

Display Compressed Image 

Figure 2: Image decompression 

3. Image Compression 
For the compression. we only have to describe three parts: image transformations, 
quantization and thresholding, and entropy coding. 

3.1. Imaic Transformations 

PCT /US98/04700 

The image transformations involved in this algorithm include color transform. (for color 
images) and wavelet decomposition ( for both gray level images and color images). 

(a) Color transform 

In gencra.1., input color images are based on RGB color model, such as 
TIFF or BMP images. In order to get high compression ratio, it is better to change RGB 
color model to other color models, such as YIQ or YlN models. 
RGBto YIQ: 

RGBtoYUV: 

rrl ro.299 o.5&1 
I 1 I= I o.596 -0.215 
LQJ Lo.212 · -o.523 

0.114 T Rl 
-0.3211 GI. 

0.311 lBJ 
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(~1) Wavelet decomposition 
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0.587 0.114T Rl 
-0.289 0.439 I GI. 

-o.s1s -0.1 lsJ 

PCT/US98/04700 

The purpose of wavelet transform is to represent the original image by different basis to 

achieve the objective of decorrelation. There are a lot of wavelets which can be used in 
thls step. In CIS-1, we use a wavelet which results in the following algorithm: Suppose 

C
0 =[c; 1..,. U =0,-··,M-I; k =0,- .. ,N-I) is original image, where MandN are 

integers ~hich have the common factor 2 .r. (L is a positive integer). After one-level 

i,vavelet decomposition, we will get four parts as shown in figure 3. 

Wavelet d HJ)l 

cfJ .... 
--

Transform vo 1 on1 
\ 

Figure~- Wavelet image decomposition 

'1,;ve call c1 = (c~] (j = Q, ... ,-¥ -1; k = o, ... , 4-1) the blurred image of C\ HD1 the 

horizontal high frequency part of C
0

, VD1 the vertical high frequency part, and DD1 the 

diagonal ones. Setting C0 = C 1
, we can repeat the same procedure L times or until the 

size of the new blurred image C' is small enough. Therefore, we only have to give the 

algorithm for one level decomposition: 

(1) Let C O = rC0
, r >O is a factor which can be changed for different needs. 

(2) Transform for image columns: 

c1 Fork= o •. ••,N-1, calculate 

Idl _ Z,~ - ~pot 
u- 2 ' 

(3.1.1) 

ld1=l(co -2co +co) 1'=l···M-l 
,P. 4 lJ-1,t l]J; lJ+U • • • 2 · 

,I) Fork= 0,- ••,N-1, calculate 

i 
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r -, -, 
-1 -o dot +d:.t 

I Cot = '1.t - 2 

I J. -1 
J -1 - -o - 'jl + dj+l.l ;· = 1 ... M -2 '3 2) 
)Cfo -C2J+U 2 ' I ,'T ' '\. .1. 
I_, -o -. lct,J): =cN-u- a-t):· 

(3) Transform for rows: 

o For j = 0, •··,-¥ -1, computing 

f
hd' _ cJ1 -c}o 

j,O - 2 ' 
(3.1.3) 

l hd~ = 1 (c);.t-i -2c).21; + c~.2.t+i), k = 1,.. ·!- -1. 

and 

and 

Remark:. !fit is necessary, we also can use matrix multiply 
Wavalet Coefficient Image of i levels = W ,C.0W;, 
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Hc::e, W I is the transform matrix for 1 level wavelet decomposition. 

~.:. Tbresholdin& aad Quantization 

Both thresholding and Quantiz.ation allow us to reduce accuracy with which the wavelet 
coc:fficicnts arc represented when converting the wavelet decomposition to an integer 
representation. This can be very important in image compression, as it tends to make 
many coefficients z.cros-especially those for high spatial frequencies. 

After L level, for example L=3, wavelet decomposition. we get the wavelet coefficients 
of the original image as plotted in Figure 4: 

2 HD3 
HD2 

VD3 DD3 

HDl 

VD2 ,)rf-

VD 1 
00 1 

Figure 4. Lm3 wavelet coefficients distribution 

(a) Thresholding 
In :algorithm CIS-1, we use multilevel uni.form thresholding method: Let 

T = (~.···,tL,tL+I) 

I 

be the chosen thresholds, where t, is the threshold for/ th (l = 1, ... ,L) level and t L+i is a 
tbri~old for blurred image c'-. Thresholding is to set every entry in the blocks d', 
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HD', VD' and DD' (/ = l,···,L) to be zeros if its absolute value is not greater than the 

corresponding threshold. 

Remark. For color image, we can have three threshold vectors which COITCSpOD.d three 

different color bands, such as Y, I and Q. 

(b) QU.8Dti:mtion 
Quantization is to scale the wavelet coefficients and truncate them· to integer values. In 
CIS-1, we use the quantization table shown in Table 1 to implement it. 

q~ ••• q~ 
q~ ••• q::X, 

L 

••• 
Table 1. Quantiz.ation table 

Here, the entries q~ are quantization factors for blocks HD' (/ = 1, · 00 ,L), q:.Z, and q~0 

for blocks VD' and DD' (1 = 1,- · ·,L) respectively, and the factor qt1 
is for the most 

blurred image cL. All the factors are integers between O and 255. The quantization 

scheme for the block HD' (I = 1, · · ·,L) is 
' -:-J Mi) •q:m 

haJ.k=round( -- 1 ),j=0,···,~-1; k=0;··,7-i. (3.2.1) 
maxHD 

Here, hdi.k (j = 0, ···, "¥ -1; k = 0, ··,f,-1) are quantized wavelet coefficients in block 

HD' (1 = l,··,L), 
max, = max tf z.J, I) 

HD 0$.l~Ml21-I) \l'' J,k ' 
0:sk~(N/21 -1) 

and the function round (x) gives the nearest integer of x. The scheme of quantization for 

other blocks arc the similar to (3.2.1). 

Remarlr. For color image, as the same as thresholding, we can have three separate 

quantization tables for different color bands. 

3.3. Entropy Codlnz 

Here, the encoding means the lossless compression for the wavelet coefficients. It is 

divided into two parts: Coefficient arrangement and entropy coding (Huffman or 

arithmetic). 
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Decoding, just as encoding, can be divided into two parts: Entropy decoding (Huffman or 

arithmetic), and coefficient rcammging. 

,r.2 Dcquaoti7.at1on 

.After Decoding, we get quantiud wavelet coefficients in 3 • L + 1 Blocks. Dequantizing 

uses the same quantization table as quantizing, and the scheme as follow: for / = 1, · · · ,L 

,_-" Jut) • max~ . JJ. • ., • cw.u= 1 ,;=O,· ... l'-1; k=O,- .. ;i,-1. (4.2.1) 
qHD 

( 4.2.1) allows us to get the approximate coefficients for the blocks HD' (/ = 1, .. •,L). 

\Vhich is shown in Figure 4 . The dcquanti.zing scheme for other blocks are similar to 

(4.1.2). 

4.3 Inverse Imaic Transformatioos 

(a) Wavelet reconstruction 

We are going to describe the algorithm for one-level reconstruction which is plotted in 

Figure 5. 

I, 

__.. Inverse Wavelet d HDl 

cJ ~ I 
Transform vn 1 od 

i 

Figure 5. One-level wavelet reconstruction 

(1) Inverse transform for rows: 

o For j =i. 0, • --.¥ -1, calculate 

fa, -vd' + d¢,,o+dd]J I J,I - J,Q 2 

J J1 -vd1 + cu:'1.i - dd;_1♦ a k = 1,· .. ,4 - 2, 
'\ J.l!+I - JI:. 2 ' ,. 
I ~, -~ . ,, 
ld.v-u = va1,ll,l + ao.1-4, 

(4.3.1) 

l 
and 
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and 

and 

(b) Inverse color trmisform 

For color image, we have to do inverse color transform 

o YIQtoRGB 
r Rl ,1.000 o.956 

I GI= I 1.000 -0.272 

LBJ l1.ooo -1.106 

0.6211r r1 
-0.64711 IL 
L703 Jl.Qj 

PCT/US98/04700 

(4.3.2) 

(4.3.3) 

(4.3.4) 

(4.3,5) 

(4.3.6) 
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and 

and 

,Cb) Inverse color transform 

For color image, we have to do inverse color transform 

o YIQtoRGB 
r Rl r1.ooo 0.956 

I G I == I 1. ooo -0.212 

LBJ l1.ooo -1.106 

0.6211rr1 
-0.64711 I!. 
1.703 JI.QJ 

PCT/US98/04700 

(4.3.2) 

(4.3.3) 

(4.3.4) 

(4.3.5) 
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r Rl r1.ooo 0.000 ll40 T Yl 
I GI= l 1.000 -o.395 -o.5stl u I 
LBJ L1.ooo 2.032 0.000 lv J 

4.4 Ncccssary Post Ima1,:c Processin& 

(a) Color Quarizatinn 
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Hongyang Chao .. 
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In thls paper, we propose a ~eneral method for creating integer wavelet t:raru1forms which can be 
used in both lossless (revcmble) and lossy compresi,;ion of signais anti images with arbitrary size. 
This method allows us to get a series of transformations which are very close to the corrcsponcling 
biorthogonal wavelet transfonns or !!Omc oon-orthogonaJ wavelet transf onns, but can be calculated 
with only integer addition and bit-shift operations. In addition, the integer wavelet transfonns 
created in thi:s paper possess a property of pRcision preservation (PPP). This propc:ny is very 
useful for c;onserviog memory in both compression and decompression, and speed up the whole 
procedure in some ~lications. The motivation of this paper comes from the lifting scheme [ 11 
and :s+ P transform [3 J. 

• T.hi1 work ha.s been partially supported by the US Navy under SBIR Contract N00039-
94-C.0013. 

• • The author is partially supponed by tht National Science Foundation of P. R. Cbifla 
and the Science Foundation of Zhongshan University. 
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I. lntroductiou 
'Th8 wavelet transform has proven to be one of the most powerful tools in the field of image 

compression. 'Theoretically, the wavelet transfonnation is lossless. but since all computers have 

only finite precision, most of transfonnations are lossy in practice, even when we use: floating 

point calculations. On the other hand, integer ca.lculatiom ;m much faster than floating point for 

virtually all computers; and integer computations are much easier to implement in hanlware which 

is more important in some applications. The memOfY utilization of integers is also a positive 

consideration. The difficulty is, if we directly use integers in the wavelet transf onn and its inverse 

without some proper considerations, it will cause the loss of accuracy. For some imp:>rtant image 

applicaticns, the usu wants to have complete control of the precision in which the image pixels are 

represented during the compression process. and thus prefers co have the image comp~sed from 

lossless to lossy. 

L05s}C$S compression is also very important for images found in sui:h a:pp lications as 

medical and space science. In such situations, the designer of the: compre~sion algorithm must be 

very careful to avoid discarding any information that may be required or even useful at some later 

point From the academic point of view, it is also very intere.<;ting to have a compression scheme 

which has very fast performance, and which c.m e1.actly reconstruct the image when necessary. In 

addition, it is al.so very useful to have some wavelet transforms which exhibit the property of 

precision preservation (PPP), which can be utilized in the computer which has limited precision 

and limited memory without losing any precision during the computation. 

In this paper. we~ going to describe two general method,:; from which one can get the: 

integer wavelet transfonn desired. All of the wavelet tr.msfonns from the methods given in this 

paper possess the property of precision preservation (PPP). We draw on the work of several other 

authors who have already contributed to this area [2-3), where some specific e,;amples were 

dcvejopcd. However. this paper presents a m~ general method which allows one to sec several 

new results ~ well as tho~ presented and ncknowlcdgcd prior to this work. 

11lis paper is organized as follows: Section 2 and 3 give some examples of integer wavelet 

transf arms. 1be examples in section 2 arc the starring point for our approi!.Ch, and the examples in 

Section 3 show the steps and motivation of our general method. Section 4 indicates how one can 

use the lifting technique to create an integer biorthogonal wavelet transform. Toe Correction 

technique to generate moTC general integer wavelet transforms is described in Section .S. Section 6 

describes how to process boundaries in order to apply the integer c:ak:uiation in finite sized images 

or signals. In Section 7, we prove the integer wavelet transfoITTlS developed by both the lifting and 

correction method possess the property of precision preservation (PPP). Some example images 

arc also shown in this section. The last section, Section 8, provides the conclusion to this paper. 
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2. Basic inte~er wavelet transformations 
We provide the following two eitamplcs as the starting point for our new method. For the 

sake of convenience. length. and simplicity, we only discuss the algorithm for a one level 

decomposition and reconstruction and only for a one dimensional signal. The extension to two 

dimensioru; is immediate as the rows and columns can be treated into a sequence of one 

dimensional signals. For the following examples, ~ume that {c~ }:; is the original signal where 

the superscript indicates level and the subscript indicates a particular point in the signai. Also. 

{c!, :f:' and {d! }:1 
are its decomposition parts at the fint level. He~ 

r N :. {f, if N is an even number. 

l 1 ¥. if N is an odd number; 

Ml =N-N1· 

{c~ :r:' and {d~ }:' ~ its low fn:quency ({) pan and hlgh frequency (h) part, respectively. For 

multi-levels, we just treat {c! !:' as {c! }:-; and repeat the procedure again. 

Exunplc J: A (2,2)-wavele.i: uansforrn by integer calculation. 

This transformation is similar to a variation of the Haar wavelet transform which uses low 

and hiih pass analysis (decomposition ) filters given as: 

(1) Compute 

(2) Compute 

n 0 

h,. 1a 
i. 1/l 

d i - co ,o 
t- lt- lhP 

1 

1/2 
-1/2 I 

{ 

d 1 

1 _ Int( "
2
•-

1 
)+ '~-" if N is an even number, c~-•-

c~-1• if N is an odd number. 

(2.1) 

(Z.2) 

Here, lnt(x) is an arbitrary rounding function which may have different interpretations. 

For example, lnt(r) c.m be the integer which is nemst lO x. or Int(.t) may be any integer 

which satisfies .r -1 < Int(.r) S .x , etc. lt is easy to see that all entries in both {c~ r: and 

.1. 11.16-I ld• • .o ate integers. 
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From (2.1)-{2.2), we can easily get the following incegcr ~nstruction aJiorithm: 

(b) Reconstruction 
(1) If N ~ an even number, compute 

0 I In~ 1. eu .. , = C4 - t( 2 ). ~ zO,--,N, -1 (2.3) 

or, if N is an odd number, we have 

0 1 d! czt♦ i ; ct - Int( 2 ), k = 0.- · ·, N1 - 2, 
(2.4) 

C
o _ cl 
H-1 - N,' 

(2) Compute 

(2.5) 

B,mari; Since (2.1 )-(2.6) a.re not linear because of the rounding operation Int(.:r), this 
means the transformation order becomes significant. For instance, if the decomposition 
was applied fim to the columns and then to the rows. the inverse tr.msformatioo must be 
applied first to the rows .md then to rhe coiumns: 

!ample Z: Lazy wavelet transform. 
The~ wavelet transforn, does not do anything. However, this illustrate$ an important 
concept. The corresponding inverse transform is nothing else but sub-sampling the even 
and odd indexed samples. Decomposition and re.construction can use same fonnula as 
follows: 

<; :::ct,. k; 0.- ··,N1 -t 
d! =cf,. .. ,, k = 0,- --, M 1 - l 

Examples 1 and 2 are noc good transforms for image compression, but they are simple. 
Mut:b better transf onm can be achieved from these two. As suggested above. we consider them 
only as a startin& point for our integ~. ~versible, wavelet transform algorithm. 

We mmt mention that there is another interesting property in the above two transfocms 
which may not be easily seen. If the values of the signal pixels are represented by a finite number 
of bits. say one mt or one byte, we can still use the same number of bits to reprr:sent the result of 
the forward uansfonn within the computer itself because of the complementuy code property. 
While, from the reconstruction algorithm. the c:omputer will get back the exact original siina) 
through the woe complementary e:ode property. We call lb.is property a Fra~rry of Precut.on 
Preservation (PPP) for these wavelelS. 
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It is known that lhc general values of the hjgh frequency wavelet coefficients arc small, and 
all higher levels in the decomposition also provtde generally small values in the high frequency 
band. 1bis allows the pn::servation of precision during the computational stage of the wavelet 

coefficienu. Now, the complementary code property. the other aspect of the PPP property is a 
well known characteristic of integer arithmetic as done by the computer. Consider the computation 
of the diffemtce of two integers given as c ;;:; b-a and the inverse computation of a • b • c. 1be 
naiture of the computation within the computer can be specified as foIJows: 

{

b-a if -2f•I Sb-a< 2q-J -1 

c,., = -2q + b - a if b - a ~ 2q•I 

2q + b- a if b - a < -2,,-1 

and the inverse is 

{

b- c if - zq-l Sb-cm < 29-t - 1 

a,,. = -2q : b - Cm if b- cm ;a zq-l 

2' +b-cm if b-c,,. <-2a-l 

where the m subscript indicates the internal representation. and the range of the integers a. b, c is 

[·2""1
• 2•·1 -1]. The internal rep~~ntation of c,,, when it is outside the range, it,;, appearance i& as 

a two's complement number. so. the representation may aot be the same as the external 

representation of c. However, the same complementary c:~ for the am will cause the internal 
representation to be: identicaJ to the external representation of a. For example:, if we let b=2 
(00000010) and a=-127 (10000001) then cm has the internal binary value of (10000001} when 
qu;il. With a value of -127 for Cm, the inverse value for am will just be a. 

In fact. for Example Z, this propc:ny is obviously true. While for Example 1. if the range 
of the pixel values is within a finite number of bits, say q, we can only use q bits a:; the working 
unit. wbic:h means the: value of nansform coefficients will also be within the intm'Val with length 
2'11 , say t2""1

, 2'"1 -1]. Due to the narure of computation on a mnchine, most machines will 

implement (2.1).(2.2) automatically as follows (the complementary code property): 

{

4-c~+l• 
d i - ~- co 2' t - -.a - :U-t! - • 

2" + (c:, -ct.,} 
·r c o ... z,-1 
l Cu - C li+l ,:; ' (2.6) 
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1- d! D wt(2)+C:?.1♦ i1 

c~ = lnt(f>+4.1 -2•, (2.7} 

In d! o ' t(z)+cu+1+2' 

While the rccousuuction algorithm (2.3) and (2.5) will be implemented by the computer itself as 

I d: 
Cl - lnt(T). 

. di 
if - 2~-1 Sc~ - Int( f) < 2', 

ct ... = 2' +(c!-Int(f)). d' 
if c! -Int(T) < -zt-1. (2.8) 

( c!-1ntcf ))-2•, d' 
if cl -Int(-f) > zt-1. 

if - 2r1 ... d 1 + eel < zrl '"' t ll•I • 

·r d 1 0 -,,-1 l ! + C:u+i < -r. , (2.9) 
·r di o 2r1 1 1 +c~.ttl ~ . 

It is obvious that (2.8)-(2.9) arc just the n:vcrsc of (2.6)-(2.7). It j:, also easy to see that if we 
properly take advantage of the bound in the coefficient size mcnuoned above, the algorithm can be 
implemented using a minimal amount of storage. 

3. More Examples and Additional Analysis 
In this section we are going to '1VC more examples which will give some motivation for our new 
approach. 

Enroplc 3: A (2.6)-wavelet transform by integer calc:ulation [2J. 

This u-ansf orm · auon ts suru ar to using o owing an 1ys1s l tCI'l . ·1 :f JI al . fil 

n ·2 •l 0 1 11 2 3 

"· 0 0 1/2 Ill I 0 0 

i. -1116 -t/16 If 2 .,n ii t/16 1/16 

(a) Decomposition 
Decomposition startx with Example 1 at seep (1) and (2). and then upgrade$ the high 
mqucncy component at step (3): 
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(1) Compute 

dl.O _ CD CQ 
I: - U: - 2t+I• 

(2) Compute 

{ 

di.o 
1 Int( "'•·

1
) + c :--i , if N is an even numbe:r, CH,-1; 2 

c!--i, if N is an odd number. 
(3) Compute 

and then, if N is even, ca.lculatc 

else, calculate. 

(b) Reconstruction 

The 1eCOnstruction algorithm is identical to the de.composition algorithm. except it is now runniDg "backwards". 
(1) Compute 

f 
d~0 

- Int( c;, ~ c: )- dJ 

I I 

d~0 = lnt(c~, ;c.._1 )-d!, k = l;• ·,M
1 
-2. 

and then, if N is eV\':D, calculate 

c1 -c1 
d1.o -Int( N,-, H -i )-du #,-1 4 Af,-1. 

else. ealculaic 

(2) Jf N is an even number. compute 
' dLD 
c!t♦ 1 -c!-Int(=t-), k-o, ... ,Ni-:i 2 
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or. if N is an odd number, we have 
dLO 

c:t+I -c!-Int(T)• k=Q, .... ~ -2, 

c!_, = c1Ni. 
(3)Computc 

We see in step (2}-(3) above, lhat they ait just the same as shown for the ~struction of the (2.:Z}wavclet transform <Example 1 ). 

EJampJ,: 4: A (1,3)-wavclct trmsform by illteger calculation. 
'The following nonlinear transfon:n is a variation of the transfonn which WCi biorthogonal analY3iJ filtm: 

n .] 0 1 ··-h. 1 0 (j 

i. 1/4 -1/2 1/4 
(a) Decomposition 

Th.is decomposition starts with the Lazy wave/cc at step (1 ) and upgrade..~ the high 
frequency component at step (2): 

C
1 -cD k-O··· N -1· i - 2,.tY - t I J I 

d! = c~hl' k ~o,. ... M! -1. 

(1) Set 

(2) If N is an even numbc:r, calculate 
( I + I 

1
d! = lnt(c# 

2
ct~ )-di'0, k = 0, "', M

1 
-2, 

d ' -c' d'·o H1·1 - N1-l - M1•l• 

Otherwise, if N is an odd numb=:, cakuiate 
0 0 

d1 = Int( St + c1M )- c0 .k = O,· '°, M
1 
-1. l 2 !t•I• 

(b) Reconstruction 
(1) Set 
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Otherwise. 'if N is an odd numb:!. calculate ,o +co 
c0 = Int( u 2

h
2 

) - d 1 k = o .. • •, M1 - L l.t♦ I 
2 1 1 

Enmple,: 5: A (5,3)-wavelet transfonn by integer ca!cufation. 

PCT/US98/04700 

This transformation is also similar in function to using the biorthogonaJ analysis filters. Ir 
is given by 

n -2 -1 0 l 2 Ii 

J;.~ -118 l/4 3/4 1/4 -l/8 ' 
I i. )/4 • 1/'2 l/4 0 0 I 

(a) Decomposition 
This decomposition starts with Example 3 at step ( l) and upgrade low fmquency 
components at step (2): 

(1) Set 

If N is an even number. calculate 

k = 0, · -. M1 - 2. 

Otherwise, if N is an odd number, calculate 
0 0 

d 1 = Int( 'it +cu .. ?)- c0 k = O,· · ·, M
1 

- l. k 2 lt•I• 

(2) If N is an even number, compute 

d' 
c~ = c?-Jnt(f), 

d 1 •d 1 

c' -,1.0 -Int( •-t · ~) k- ~--· u -" l - ~ 
4 

, - 1, riYJ .t., 

d~ 1 +d~.; c' = ,i.o -Int( ,- ' ). ffi-1 "1•2 4 

Otherwise. if N is an odd number. calculate 
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(b) Rcconsrruction 

(1) Compute 

80 

0 I d~ 
c0 = c0 +lnt(2 ), 

d1 +d' c;a =c! +Int( •-•
4 

I:), k=l.---.N~-2. 

Then, if N is even, calculate 

else calculate 

(2) Compute 

Then. if N is even, calculate Co _ co di 
~• - N-2 - ~,-1· 

PCT/US98/04700 

The PPP property for Example 1-2 mentioned at the end of the previous section is also 

applicable for these three examples. It is obvious these thn:e transformations arc not really linear, 
but they m: similar to the one using the corresponding filters given above. Especially. the filtern in 

ExJlmple 3 and Ex.ample 5 belong to, with minor modification, the group of the best biorthogonal 
filters for image compression according to both our experience and the conclusion of {4]. 

Also, from the above t1ut:c examples. we can note that if we begin with intc&er (linear or 
nonlinear) wavelet transformations and then use some proper upgrading formulas, we (;80 get 
other. much ~ttcr integer, wavelet transfomtations for image compression. Now, the key 
problem is: Whal kind of deductive formulas should be used? We provide an answer to this 
question in the following two section&, Section 4 and Section 5. 

4. Liftin& Schema and Integer Blorthogonal Filtering 
The Lifting scheme, discove~ by Sweldens ( 1 ], is a new approach for con~tructing 

bionhogonal wavelet<; with compact support. However, the most interesting part of this method 
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for us is: it can be used. with minor modification, to create integer biorthogonal wavelet 

transformations. The following is an adaptation of the technique of [1]. 

PCT/US98/04700 

Defjnjtion l. The set of filters {h, h. g, g} is a set of biorrhogonalfilti!rs if the following fonnula 

is s1u.isfled: 

whe.re 

and 

and similarly for m!.w). h(er,) end g(co). 

The following lemma is the main ~suit of the lifting :scheme [ l] repented as corollary 6 in 

that paper. 

Lemma 1. Take an initial set of finite biorthogonal filters {'1. h0
, g 0

, i}. lhcn a new set of 

finite bi orthogonal filters I h, h, g, g} can be found as 

h{w) = h°0 ((JJ)+ i<w)~ 
g(co) :- g0 (er,) - h(Cl>)s(2ctJ). 

Sim.ilarly, if we take {hu, h. g, g0
} as an initial set of bionhogonal filters, a new set of finite 

bioi.rthogonal filters {h, h, g, g} can be found as 

h(a,) i: h0(w)+ g(w)i(2CO) 

g(W)- g
0
(w)-h (W)i(2w). 

(4.la) 

(4.1b) 

He.re, s(w) is a triionometric polynomial and the co~pond.ing filter :s is finite, and so is s (CtJ). 

Actually, regarding the filters, (4.1) is equivalent to 

or 

ht =-;;_to+ L gl+iSr 
I 

g. :: g~ - L, h1_11s,. 
I 

h. =hf+ L8!+21S1 
I 

- -o ~ i:' -gt= g. - k''l-:sS1. 
/ 

(4.2a) 

(4.2b) 

Next, we usr:: the lifting scheme with minor modification to create an integer, nonlinear. 

quasj-biorthogcmal, wavelet algorithm. Suppose {c~} is a original signal, {c~} and {d! }arc 
ag,ain its low and high frequency decomposition parts, obtained by using the filters {h, h, g. g} , 
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If we use filters {h. il for decomposition (analysis), the corresponding decomposition algorithm 

{

I_ "t" o-
Ct - a,, ~c.h._u, 

is d: = a, L c!i►u· 
a 

While the reconstruction algorithm wiJJ be 

c~ = 2r(c!h._p -+- d; g•-?l), 
.t a, a, 

related to the synthesis filtc- {h, g} . Here, parameters a, and a4 arc positive cons.tanL~ with 

ar • a, = 2. For example, in the situation of ~gul~ bionhogonal decomposition and 

reconstruction, a, = a, = .fi; and for Example 1 through Exampie 5 above, a, = 1 illld a, = 2. 

Iftbesctoffilters {h. h, g, g} is from {h, h0
, g0

, g} by(4.2b),thenthedecomposition 

can be accomplished ns folJows: 

Calculate 

2. Calculate c' -c1.o +~~ d' • t - l Cl .(,. ,_,.,, · 
J I 

The relative reconstruction scheme will be: 

l. Calculate 

2 . c.aJculate 

c: =22, c, •-31 + lg.µ . 
( 

1.oh d' o ) 

t a, Cl,1 

Here, equations (4.3) and (4.6) are just the wavelet (inverse) rransforms using biorthogonal 

filters {h, h0
, g0, i} , While (4.4) and {4.5) are forward and bac:kward upgrading formulas. 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

(4 . .5) 

(4.6) 

Similarly,ifthcsctoffilters {h, h, g, g} isfromtheinitialsetoffilters {h0
, h, g, g0

} 

by using (4.2b), the n::lative decomposition is: 

l. Calculai:e 
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2. Calculate 

Thie reconstruction scheme is: 

1. Calculate 

c: = 2r,(c!h:_u + d: g~-v 1 
1 a, a, ; 

z. Calculate 

For the sake of clarity, we haven't considered the boundary situation. but we will adws this 
later. 

Corollary 4.1. Suppose biorthogonaJ filtc~ {h, h, g, i} an: from initial filters {h, h0
, g 0

, i) by 
the: lifting :scheme (4. la) or (4.2a). If the de.composition and reconstruction by filters 
{h. h0

• g°, g} can be accomplished ·only by integer calcul:uion. such as Example 2. we mo can 
create a corresponding integer wavelet decomposition and reconstruction scheme which is very 
"dose" to the original one by using filten; {h, h, g. g}. Herc the word "close" means that the 
difference of the two decomposition schemes is just some rounding error, and this rounding error 
wilil be co~ted by.the integer reconstruction scheme. 

In foct, if {c!·0
} and {d! }are integer after ( 4.3), we can calculate {c! } by 

1 _ 1.0 \r a, , , 1 c, -c. +In - ~d1_,s1 J· 
Cld I J 

(4.7) 

instead of (4.4). Herc Int(x), as described in Si:ction 2. is an arbitrary rounding up function 
which satisfies .r -1 :S Int(.r)::; .t + J. It is obvious that (4.7) is very '';;lose" to (4.4), and the exa.c:t 
reconstruction scheme can ea.sily be obtainetl from 

I '\ 
2·0 =ci -In{S..'° d1 s I (4.8',, t t a ,t;_ t-1 I I 

,J I ) 

and (4.6). These will be a similar result. if the set ofbiorthogonal filter~ {h, h, g, g} is obtained 
fro:mtheinitial setoffilters {h0

, h. g, g0
} by using (4.2b). 

We can now note, except for the example shown m the Lazy wavdet, (Example 2) most 
standard bio.rthogonaJ wavelet transforms cannot be performed directly by integer. even for one of 
the simplest wavelets, the Haar wave/er. However, if we properly choose the para.mete~ a. and a,. and slightly change the trtlJ'lsfonn algorithms, such as Example l and Example 3, we can have 
a variation of the original bionhogonal wavelet transforms with n:spect to the set of filters 
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{h, h0
, g 0

, g} (or {h0
, h, g, g0

)). Ontheotherh<llld,thepararnctcrs {,,}should be also 

chosen carefully to guarantee that only addition and shift operations are needed by the algorithm. 

Another observation: if the set of filters { h, h, g, g} is obtained from a set of filters 

{h0 , h, g, g0 } by the lifting scheme, and the set {h0
, h. g, g0

} is also obtained from a filter set 

{h0 , h0
• g0

, g0
}. we can repeatedly use Corollary 1 to get a "clof-8 .. integer wavelet 

traosf onnation. 

5. The Correction Method for Creating lnteeer Wavelet Transforms 

In I.his section, we will describe another approach for obca.ining integer wavelets by using 

the so called Co"tction. mtclwd. The motivation of thii; method is from the s.p tnmsfonn, and 

we will now generalize this approach. Actually, the lifting scheme for generating biorthogonal 

wavelets can be considered as a special case of the correction method. From thi~ method we can 

get some even complicated filters with fast decomposition and reconstruction algorithm. 

Suppose that we already have a simple integer wavelet transfonn, such as Examples 1 

through 3, the decomposition and ~onstruction scheme of which can be fonnulated a.-. follows: 

Decomposition 

Reconstruction 

c!·0 
- dft (f ~}) 

d!·0 
- df, ({:~ }) 

c: = rf({i;·o}.{d1LO:» 
Here, (5.1) and (.5.2) can be the same as (4.3) and (4.6) or other algorilhms. 

(SJ) 

(5.2) 

In general, after the above decomposition, one may not be satisfied with the result. There 

may still be some correlation among the highpass components because of the aliasing from the 

Iowpass components. or the lowp~s components do not carry enough of the ~peeled information 

from the original signal. Hence. we could make an improvement by putting some correction part 

on the highpass components or lowpass components. There are many ways to accomplish this. 

However, for the sake of the integer calculation, we prefer to use foJJowing correction method. 

For example, if we want to make a correction for the highpass part. the corresponding formula 

would be: 

d! = d!·0 
- Int(dc~) k - · · ·. o. 1. z ... ·. (5.3) 

Herc:, de~ is a correction quantity for d: 
s 'I" 

de~= :£cr1c~-~ + L Tid~J' k •· ", O, l , 2,. .. (5.4) ... ,. ,.., 
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and, Ia. ,:r, and L,. t ~ given parameters which have been chosen for the u.-.er's purp0$C, ~ • J.-.J, "t- J,-1 
such as raiucing rhe redundancy among highpass components or i.omc other special requircmcnL 
We are not goiu& to discuss how to choose these pammeten., but one can refer to the references [3, 
5r 6J for cllrifJCatWD of &hi• proce,1. Tho onJy tbinJ we need to rn=ntion i1, for the Ake of rhe 
integer calculation. a:ny entries in both {a;J.:S. and {, l, should be rational numbers with 

denominators being power1 of 2. 
From (5. J ), (5.3) and (S.4), it is easy to see the perfect rceonstruction algorithm can be 

d;·0 = d: + Int(dc,} k - ···, m, m- l, m- 2· ··, (5.5) 

cc:1mbined with (5.2). 

/u mentioned above, tile Lifting scheme is a special condition of the Correction method. 
Examples 3 through 5 can also be considered as the examples of this method. We next give an 
e;~ple of the Correction method which cannot be included in the group of Lifting scheme, and 
also whir;h does not result in a closed form of compact :.upport for bionhogonal filters. 

E11m:;lr: 6 S+P transform (31 , which is similar to usin~ followiniz analysis filters 
,,! 

n -2 -1 0 1 2 I 3 ,. 0 0 112 l/2 0 0 
I 

i. -1/16 -1/16 lS/32 • 17/;12 7'32 -1/32 

While. the synthesis filt:rs do not have compact support. However, the S+P tran.sforrn can 
be implemented as follows: 

(a) Decomposition 

( 1) Take the det:omposition step of Example 1, that is, compute 

and 

{ 

d'JJ 
1 Int(~)+ c!-1, if N is an even number. 

cN,•I = l 
c~--1. if N is an ocid number. 

(2) Correction Step: Define s0 • -1. S1 = l, 7" • l and 

and now compute 

a --',..._ I ,.,._l. 
-1 - \"'• ""O --T1 "'I -r• 
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In fact. the quantity bt would have the same value in both (4.7) and (4.8) if we calculate it 

in the same way. On the other hand. if the working unit for b1 is q bits. the machine will give bt 

another value, say b, ( - 2.-1 ~ b, < 2.,.. ). when: bt is not equal to b, in the sense of 

mathc:mm.io if the value of bi is beyond the interval [-21-1
, 2.,.1 -1]. However. bt will be the 

same in both (4.7) and (4.8). Therefore, the machine: will automatically implement (7.1) and(7.:Z) 

u 

aod 

if .2q•1 S c~·0 + bt < ~r•, 

if ct0 +bt ~ 2'""1
, 

if c~·0 + b• < -2•·1
• 

if •2""1 S c~ - b1 < 2•-1
• 

if Ci-bl <-2'-I. 
I - -! if ct-bt~2~. 

(7.lm) 

(7.2m) 

It is easy to sec that (7 .2m) is just the backward operation of (7. l m). which provides the evidence 

that the conclus.ion of this lemma is com:ct. 

It ahould be mentioned that the coefficienlS {c!} obtained by (4.3) and (7.lm) might not be 

the "real" wavelet coefficients using common sense. However, if we still use the working unit 

with q bits precision at the reconstruction step, (7.2m) and (4.6) will give the exact original signal 

back. On the other hand. che coefficients {c! } still keep the most continuity of the "real" wavcict 

coefficients. !ben;f ore, when we n:peaL the decomposition step on {c! }. most small coefficients 

in its high frequency part {d~} will be almost the same a.,;, the"~!'' coefficients {within some 

rounding C1Tor}, which allows us to still take advantage of the "real" wavelet transform in image 

comp~ssjoo. 

A similar argument can show the same PPP property will hold for lhe integer wavelet 

transforms genc:tated by the Correction method in Section 5. 

Al we mc:ationcd before, fer ~y ;zpplicntions. the lossless image i;omprcssion is as 

important as J~ com~ion. The integer wavelet transforms give the opporrunity to compress 

without loss. It is also obvious that the inte&er wavelet a.l1orithms can be used wherever ordinary 

wavelets are used. especially in signaJ and image compression. However, for most computers, the 

integer wavelet trilnSfonn is much faster than the ordinary one and it uses much less memory. 

The following are some applications illustrating these types of transfonns. 
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(b) Rec:onsuuction 
(1) Compute 

I I 
d~ = d!·o - Int( Co - c, ); 

4 

87 

dl = d1"0 • lnt(~L + c! -:c!., -2d:~, ). k = 1.-··• M
1 
-2; 

I I 
d1 =d'.o -Int(c.,1_2-c ... ,_,). II',-, 11,~ 4 

(2) If N is an even number, compute 

0 I In d! Cz,t.1 =ct- t(2 ). k=O.···,N1 -! 

or. if N is an odd number, we have 

0 I d! c,,...1 ;;: c 1 - Int( 2), k = 0,- · •, N, - 2. 

C
O _ I ..... , - c,.,,. 

(3) Compute 

6. Boundary Conditions 

PCT/US98/04700 

Io the previous two ~tions, we did not show how to get the integer, wavelet muisfcrm at 
the boundaries of signals. However, for all of the examples given above, the boundarie.'> have 
be,1m considered. Then are two issues dealing with boundary filtering if we use the Lifting schane 
or the Co"eclion method to generate the integer wavelet transforma1ions. The fm;t is how to 
prOCf:.SS lhc boondariea which occur in the Start•Up wavelet tr.msfonnation5. The .s=ond is how to 
deal with the boundaries in the deductive fonnula If the boundaries in the start-up wavelet 
transform have allcady been established. then those in the upgrading formula are easy to establish. 
In fact, for the lifting scMme, the boundaries in both steps should be processed in the same way, 
Wnilc, for the Correction method, it is easy to sec from (5.3).(5.4) that one has more choices to 
process boundaric.s in the second step. Therefore. the only thing we need to discuss here is the 
prc:icess by which the boundaries in the start up wavelet transformations are established. Assume 
we begin with compact supported biorthogonal wave)ets. 
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Suppose the original signal is {c-! J:.0
• For creating integer oionhogonal wavelet 

transformations we can use the following symmc1ric ex.tension [7]: 

( 1 ). If currc:m biorthogonal fillers bavc even lcn&th. we ex.tend 

the boundaries of the signal as c~. =c:l-1, k •l,2;··; 

(2). If the filters have odd length. we do lhc extension as ,~. = cf, k • 1.2. • · 

&ample 1 through 5 use the boundaries give above. In Example 6, the start up wavclct 

transform uses the above boundaries. but in the upgrading step, another boundary filtering is used. 

In addition, for arbitrarily sized images or signals, enc can use the same teehn.iquc which we 

described in the above examples to de.al with this condition. 

7. Some. Applications 

Before talking about any applications of the integer wavelet Ullilsform given above, we first 

prt>Vc chat a nice properry of prtci:Jir.m prtJervarion (PPP), which is similar to th= one mentioned in 

Section 2. holds for both the Lifting and Correction upgrading technique" Th.is property is very 

jmportant for many applications. 

Lc;mmn 7 1 Suppo.se that our integer wavelet transform ~tlrts with a pair of biorthogonal filters 

with the PPP propen.y discussed in Section 2, that is, (4.3) and (4.6) possess tbia property. Then, 

the ~a.me property will be preserved in the whole algorithm if we ;adopt the Lifting scheme to be 

the up~rading formula. 

1n other words, Lcmroa 7 .1 sta~ if we only use the working units with the same precision as the 

original signal or image to calculate the wavelet transform developed in Section 4, the equations 

(4.8) and ( 4.6) are still the:: backward operations of the equations (4.3) and (4.7). 

Proof. Assume that we only use q bits to represent images or signals. say, the range of the pixel 

values is within [-2r1• zo11-1 -1] . According to the hypothesis of the lemma.. the equations (4.3) 

and its inverse (4.6) have the PPP property. Therefore, what we have to verify here is tbat the 

equation (4.7) and its inverse (4.S) tan preserve the same property. We rewrite (4.7) and (4.8) as 

follow: 
{1.1) 

and its invc:rsc 
Cl.0 _ ,.I b 

l - .. t- 1;• 
{7.2) 

Herc. 
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Applicatioa 1. Lossless image compression 

As mentioned at the besinning of this paper, the integer wavelet transfonnation 

established by the tecJuuque:5 describal in this paper can always be; used for lossless image 

com~ssion because of the revc~iblc ability. Especially, we c:an use the PPP property 

disa.issed in Lemma 7 .1. We have used this wavelet lossless technology (WL n for gray 

scale lossless ima;c compression. and~ have tried several images. For most natural 

images, the size of wavelet lossless compressed images is much smaller than corresponding 

GIF images. Figure 1 through 4 give some examples. Figure l is a standard image for 

compression, Figure 2 and 4 arc X•rny imaics and Figure 3 is a two-value image but we treat 

it as a g bit gray scale ima&e in order to compare with the GIF fonnaL In fact, if we convert 

Figure 2 to a binary image, better result can be obtained by the JBIG technique. 

(Slldll) 
Fi&11n 1. Compression R.uio 

Wt..T: 1.9:1/Cilf: I.0S:1 

(5IW12) 
Ficur• 1. Comprasill.D Rmo: 

WL T 4.~: 1/0IF: l.7l; l 

"Visioneer may have come up with on 
against the paper blizzard ..... gets pilai 
way to others throughout your compar 

Fipre 3. Comp~sion Ratio: WL T: 20.S/ G!r 17 .8 ( 1521794) 
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Flgun 4. Compression Ratio: \VLT 3.8;1/GIF 1.98:1 (123211024) 

Application 2. Large scale medical image compression 
Usually. 12 bits are used to ~resent one pixel in medical images. In this situation, the 

values of the pixels vary from O to 4095. Such images require careful treatment when a 
transform coding method is used for comp~sion. U we use ordinary biorthogonal wavcle~, 
the range of the transform coefficients will e.1.pand to [-2' 6

, 216
) when five levels of transform 

are used. Therefore, a longer working unit has to ~ employed, which consumes significant 
computer resources. However, the integer wavelet technique developed in this paper will solve 
this problem. For example, jf we use the transforms given in Example 3, 5 and 6, the values 
oftransfonnccefficienu will be limited to the range of [-2u, 2"]. Even if we do not use the 

PPP property for these wavelets, 16 bits for the working unit is sufficient for all computations. 

8. Conclusion 
This paper has shown the processes necessary in order to obtain a non-linear, inteier, 

biorthogcmal, or non-biorthogonul reversible wavelet transform suitable for signal or image 
proceHing. We have shown how ;uc;h a tramform can be obtained either usin1 the Liftin& 
method, or the Corrcctioo method. For example. all lntcxpolation wavelets can be modified to be 
corrcspondin; integer wavelets without loosing any propetties of originaJ wavelet~. In addition, 
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we have mown under certain conditions, the precision of the transfonn i;omputatioo on the 

cornputer can remain at the same precision of the data. thus reducing the need for additional 
computer memory during the transform computation. These are extremely powerful techniques 
when the target dat.a 3l'C large imaics, or the requirements establish a need for speed. 

Although this paper establishes the structure for the inteier transform based upon the 
biorthogonal wavelet or some non-biorthogonal wavelet,. we do not imply the examples in this 
paper are necessarily the best wavelets for any particular application. However. we do claim if 
one is going to 1llSC such a technique, the ideas suggested in this paper will provide the best 
implcmcotation. 
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lNF\NlTRON .,., Ill UV W.) uua,5 c:: 

Comprt:ssor V3. o 

AIUlDWlCUll, Ll&htmne Strfk!TM lmaac Comprmor (LSl(.j version 3.0. a Windows 9! tool that 

camprcs,a sd1l bops {ram . .50:l ta 200.1 uain; INFINITRON'1 proprietary wanl&t tet:hnoloc. LSIC 

is a yenatilc. easy to UN tool far Web and Graphic: duipcr1 that can handle • wide nriesy of diaital 

ima;t fatmau. and it tndada filten and CDDYniat web tools. lmapa can be compnned 3 to 5 dma 

mon man JPEG, while mailnamin; slnnl11r ar bet1cr imat;c thlelity. lmqcs caa be vtlt"l'fm in 2 to 4 

MCDllds OYCI' the latlrllet ratber thaa 10 ID 20 MCOAcll for imqcs compreutd under JPEG. This bas 

eaormous bendtl for nducinJ botdan■cks on corporaq nl!nrarks and tbt wet,. and in addition. requirts 

l .. ltOnllC space. 

UIIIDl■t ltrlll F11t11r11 

Co,aprlllioL lmaps ~ be comptmcd IIS bi!P' II 

lDO:I u11Dg wavci• ta:in,iogy. 

Compn:uia• Coatrol. ArJ EASY mode allDWII the user 
tu c:mn;xc:ss imlps with l1'lmimei iD;Nt. n:quiring nmy. 
dch;m bc\Wmm m.we quality or m::irc cornprasi,n M 

ADVANCED modi mabhs th: wier 10 Klcct: I) image 

fila si7 .. 2) ccmpre:uian :ratio. 3) PSNR. or •) muter 

lcnl, Web dc:sicmn will like th: ace Rep procaa \0 

cozmcl the size of their ima;e filcs. lhul imuring tbe 
!!peed Ill image may be viewlld 00 I bmwticr. 

Noa U11iform CompnntoL Regiom of mi imtti;:e can 
be ,cla:u:d far im com;irm:sion to FC,CVe • bicllct 
itml~ qual.ily while the rest of tbe imai;c is cnmiircsscd 
lO the specifilli COffl!lil'CWDll ratio. In this way ifflt,c:l'umt 
p.1111 of a plcuu'c maintain crucial dmil1 white tbc over 

all 17ictU1'C file can be made IS small u possible 

Polt lteC11&11r11c1i011 Flltcn. Filten& arc avllilable 10 

ci:ma=e me rci."CmMNClcd ima~ At coml'fe."-"ion time 

tha mer ciin l'ft'eta a amuo1 to bava tbae fillcn npcrate 
111uxnntically during ~ion. Tue filters i'llClw:ic: 

qlallily impn,Yemmr. wn:,ei, (edge eab.mccmct11), 

smoothing. and brismm. 

Tnmsparc11dc:1, Toe user will bnve the ability to set 
pwds ttampnrent 11t1 &bat a c:oicr In the back,vound 
(alrcody en the po;e) can be IIC1:Zl tbrou;b. th.: i:ncwrc. 
Thia is useful fgr CTCltiVC wd, site cieveiopen, 

Propulive Col!Jl)nuiDn. An imai,:e can be ccm!'l'~ed 

110 1h11 wbm it is vi.wa:i it will appeat qu11:icly, fir~1 wilh 

luw raoiuticn, .md Cllcn pn:,grcssive!y building up in 
detail as it i,i downloaded. This insuri:., tbe view-IS' docs 

lltll iosE inu:r~ while tbe imal:'C i11 tiuwol0f1cicd. 
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rr ,.,., .. .., rrg ••u.a,511,,, 

Compressor V3. O 

0nr. J1'EO 15!1 ~ 

IDIIICIDlllllilllmllllbtll111191ClalfflSIIII 
• !map Dll uie Wdt 
• Pbalo St°"-
• 0a Wurbousing 
• Qllalo;ucs 
• Video Garnes 
• Cill (Encyi:inpedias, Museums. Sciinc. and Medicine) 
• Archives (An. Hiltary, GCDClll~) 

• Mo:tiw~;i.nl: 

Plrl■rlllDH 
E:odc: um.e tyi,iaUy leu Ulllll J :r.eccnw fur a 320 X 240 
pixcl.. 24 bit coit'II" im11gc 0111 133 MHz. :Pc:mum with i6 MF! 

RAM. 

■IIIIHII IIICHUIIIOld IJIII■ 
Wmdowl 95/NT OS 
Pmtium 100 MHz. g MB RAM 
l MB fur 'il"'Ogram. files 
10 MB plus w swap image fil~ 

lllelllnllfllfflUl'nOIII 
• N1ts:1tie Navigator f'luJ-ill 
• Java Applet 
• AaiveX Cumn>l 
• Web Siui U'Nl,;C C,onvcrtC' 

• Li;bl:rJing Slrikc SDK 
• OML 'R11nncr G~ffl' 

OolVnl0i1d n FREE demi;, vm,cn nf Llgbtning Strike WiDdUW11 axrq,rc,.,nr frcm: 
www.imimUca.cm1 

lNfmlTElON 3401 ~sx Ullivmitv, #104, Dc=m. TX. 7620! 
USAOfflu Tcl:817.4M.1165 FAX:Sl7.4S4.058Z 

INFINITJtON l Q'- Fl: 1199 W. Ha.,ungs, V lllCl;lllV•, BC. V 6E 3T5 
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INF1NITRON 
GJ 

w 1nao ws image 
Compressor .V3.0 

Annouurin~ tightnin& Strike lm•iie Compraso~SIC) venion 3.0. a Windows ~ tool that 
compreue• still imar;a from 50:1 to 200:1 uli.ac lnfimtron'1 proprieaary Wa,,der technology. LSIC is a 
venarilt. c&IJ to UM tool for Web and Graphic desipcrs that can baadle a wide variety of dl;ital im:aiC 
formats and indudes filten. and convenient web tools. lmaies can be comprnscd to files 4 times smaller 
tban JPEG, while maint.awnc similar or better imaee fidelity. Image• can be viewed in 2 to 5 seconds 
over me tnremtt rathar thaa 10 to ZO 1ttonds Cor imaen comprened under JPEG. This has enormous 
bcntftts for r~ducin& bottl.eneckl on corporaa. n■nrorks and the .,,.•b. and in addition, requires lesa 
sconze space. 

u1•t■ln1 SUIU fUIUHI 

CompressiaL lmagC!i t.lll be compr~ io
0

lllolS ~l 
usm; Wavcia. Tcr:.b:catogy, ,.;, ,_.: • 

Compnsuo■ Co11m,L All EASY mocie allow» the user 
10 comyrcu imilp::s .-ith minimal input. :ra.uirin; only ii 
decision bctwem ffla'C quality ar mote camprcn.ioa. NJ 
ADV AN CED anudc c::nabh:t the u.scr 10 11cicc1; l l image 
file size. 2} ~eS5icm ratio. 3) PSNR. or 4) ma.11cr 
level. Web dciip::ni will like the OEIC Slcp process to 
cmnrol we size ufthcir image file,, r.bWI in,uring tb.e 
!<pCcd an irna;c IMY be vicwal un a browsa. 

Nou Uaiform Compnuioa. Re;ions of an image can 
bt: aclcc1cd for Im COffl!'lC.V.iao tc preserve II bicba 
i~ Quniity while the rc.-u of the image•-' compreK.U'.d 
to tbe specified cumi,rell.'lliun radu. In lhi• way impnrt.1:1 
pans of a picwrc mmnuiin crucial dmils while the over 
ail picture £le cm be made as small .as DOSStblc 

Post Recoounictioa Fil11n. filteni arc available to 
mmce the reeonsu-uetcd image. AL ccmp:rcssion time 
the user c.m i,resei: a canml to bav. thes• filters IJPC'l:ltc 
11u1omnucnlty dutini; reecastn1ctica. Tbc ft.lien: include: 
quali1y imr,rovemcm. mazpc:z:i (edge cmuu:emen1), 
~moothing, and brigbim. 

Tna:1p.,eoci11. Toe usu will have tile ability to set 
pixels uaospm-i:m to tbll1 a color in the bac:lq;n.,ur,d 
(already cm tbc pa;e) c.an be seen tbrou~. tbc picture. 
Tbis ill u~cful fur c:cntive web site dc:11elopers. 

Pmcre1Sive Compressioa. A1J. im.:ge C.iln be compressed 
so lb.at wbCl it is viewed it will appear quickly, first with 
low resciuiion. and then pro;:ressively buildioi: up in 
dcwl ~ it 1s downloaded. 11::Lis insures tbc V1ewcr doc5 
nm lnn~c mtcresi while tile ifflll&e 1s downloncicd. 
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INFINITRON 

L..emlll .mm,. No ~iao 

Annur Yff'NlTROH, 1ne1 

Fmmc:lc.d III 1992. l'NFTNTiRON. 1.tK:. i, a~ 

cornr,&DY that spa:iiuiua in the cicsig:n amt fflll1Ct:1irlg af 

bi;h quality image and vidr.o i;.omi,reu1tm solutions fnr a 

wide anay of mat"1J. rnFINIT.RON is bi&»-1 in 

Vll2COUVCI", BC with labs ic R.cg:im. Snb&cbCWlln and 

O=.tcll Tc.as. 

w1naows image 
Compressor V3. O 

l.mmL. JPEG 115: l Compra11cn 

.. lr::Mltts UODlllna 1D1b lallt c1111n1stta 
• ump.a cm tbe Wm 
• Pcaco Stack, 
• D111Wu~g 

• Calaloqucs. 
• VidsaG~ 
• ~ (E:atyclcpeciias, Mu5eUms, 5'ienc.e. ~ Ml!di1.'lne) 

• Arcllives (Art. HistorY, Geneolo;:y) 

• Ma:lu;:u lma;ini; 

PHIHfflHCC 
El:icoae tl.llle tY1'll::.illy lel'll tt111n 3 :11:l!Dfl()!i fr;ir I nn X 240 

pi1cl, 24 bi1 color mil,e cc a 133 MH:r.. T'c::mum with lb MH 

RAM. 

■1a111u■ 11ca■m■■a,. 1111111 

Winduwv 9S/NT OS 
Pemium 100 MH7~ 8 MB RAM 

:Z MB fer tll"D;f:\ffl fila 
10 MB plus to fWlll'J image file, 

IDclbrrllRIDIDll'ndac:tl 
• Nacaric Navigator 1'1Ug-in 

• Java Applet 
• Active.x Ccmlrol 
• Web Site lmDgc Ccavm:er 

• Lil,iltDm; Strike SD?. 
• C.MT. Rftnm1r Ciensnwir 

Dowtlioad • ~ demo vrn1on of Ligh1ni1:1g Strike W~ Comprasor from: 

www.infinitrurt.com 

JNftNTTRON 3401 Eut University, #104. Dmtcm. 'l'X. 76208 

USA Offii.:c Tel: 1117.41\4.1165 FAX.: 817.484.0511! 

l'N'FIN?T1tON 10"' Fir 1199 W. ~. Vaac:avver, RC, V6E3T5 

C.m.dil Offa:c Td: 604.688.9789 FAX: 604.681.9'798 
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Product Fact Sheet 
Windows Compressor 

Tiie Lii,hmin; Strib Comprasor ii a Windnws tool that ccmpl'Cnell still images irom ■ wide 
Vlriery ofdigittl image fomws usinc Infinitron's proprietary Wavelet al&orithm. 1ma,es =n 
ba compn:ucd to files S tifflCI smaller than J'P:EO. while m■in1ainin1 similar or better image 
fldeliiy, Images can be viewed in I nr 2 11CCOnd, nvcr the internet rather than 10 to 20 
seconds for im111a compreued under JP1:.0. Thia has enormous benefi11- fer traMmirting 
over c0rpura1c nerworb ot the web, and in addition, saves space required for smrin~ DI! those 
imqCI. 

Ll;Jitnin; Strike ia a colh;ction of tool, in a user iricru:lly cnvironmcnL Two lc:vcil of u,cr 
conut>! are offered, one quick ;ind c.i.sy fur most ■pplii;;itions, the. otti.r ■ n,ua,r lsv■I for the 
advanced U$Cr who wishes to control p:ar.unetetS m maximize im:aie quaiiry. 

ihe ccmprcssion approach used by Lightn.ing Strike is based u;,on inte1er w:aveleu. This 
tcichnology is acknowledged by leading a.pat, IL" a 11uperior campl'CS!iion technique a 
contpared to di.scn:w cosine mn1fonn used in IPSO. 

Ugljtnfng~$ti:ilm~ Comi,ressor-Feafures· --- '' .. 

Image Compression Option~ and Control 

Compression Technique Options 
Bolh lnfiniuon·, Wilvelct Compression nnd other frequently used com;:u'CSslon method, are 
included in the product so use~ need only have Liefltnine Strike on their work ,tation to 
penorm all image c.ompreuion~. Images can be compressed 10 Wavelet, JPEG, PNG, anc! 
CHF. 

Compression Quality Ven.us Speed Options 
1hD u'°r cm 5CICQ one of two cncocine procewa dw trade quaJii:y for speed of compression 
and oue of ua With tho~ Advanced" option selected, the optimum comprcsaion panmctcn 
aro set by tho user a, give 1hc best pc,uible images for :sclccmi eompn,uion rurio. With 
"'by" scleeted you get the fu:stcst comprasion without having to know dmil1 of parmneter 
adection. 

Compnassion Ratio Control 
11- comprased image file aizc or comprasion ratio m;iy be specified t.thcr than the quali.ry 
ftclcr, Tilis cnabla a web dc5iencr 10 contrnl the size of their image tiles or lite speed an 
im1&e may be viewed, in l one Step process. 

Region of Interest Foc:using 
Regions of an image can be sck:ctcd for lc:.,.:s compl"C:s5ion to preserve • higiw:::- ima1e quality 
while the rat of the image i11 compn:Meci to the 1pecified c.omprenion ratio. In this way 
imponant parts of I picture maintain cniciaJ details while the over all picruro file can be made 
as small as pouible. Thi, ii also known as Non-Unifonn Comp'"5ion. 
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Product Fact Sheet 
Windows Compressor 

Very i•!'F imqcs. which could not otherwise be compressed due to their larie ,iu, can be 
split into 1ma.ikr images and comprcucd individu:ally. This prcce,s nu the side advantage of 
uain& RAM mon: 11ffctively apoeain1 time for compra11ic,n. The 11piit images can be 
rcusemblcd usine the meqc ~pec;t ofibc feature. 

Post Raconstrucnon F"dten. 
Filtcn ~ available to enhance I.he reconstructed imaee. Al compression time the uaor can 
praat a ecnm,I to iutve these filtcn opcl'te autamatie&Jly durin& recoiutructlon. The fil~ 
lncluda; quality impn,~nt. •lwlxn (edge enhancement), 11moothing, and brighten. 

Transparencies 
The user will have the ability tti act pixels tmt:oipa.ratt so that a color in t~ back~nd 
(already on the paee) can be seen thrcueh the picture. Thia is useful for cn::ative web site 
developen;. This giVQ the ability 10 display pictures other than the rectani1Jlilt shape 11ilnttai 
on tho web paze, i.e. c:i~les, polnons w::.. Also. designers often use this feaD.lre for 
,hai.iowin&, leuers and object$. 

Progressive Dec:ompression 
An imqe can be compreued IO that when it i1 viewed it will appear quic;itly, first with low 
rcsolulion, and then proin:ssivcly buildini up in det&il :u it i, d0wni0adcd. This in£Ures the 
viswer docs not loose: interCSt while the imqc is downloaded. 

,, 
,' 
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Picture of Lena. with no Compression (J 12 X 512 Image) 
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Picture of Lena Compressed 100: 1 with Lightning Strike 
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INFINITRON 
Lightning Strike 

Product Fact Sheet 
Windows Compressor 

PNG FUe Structure 
Th• corn~ ima1a - iiu,n:d in file format campiiant with the PNC 11andard. In the 
fumrc this file fonna:t will replace the OIF fonn:u uHCi ioday. 

Batch Comprass 
The uaar ia able 10 compress many imaiCS It once by addine or deletin; image fiilll' (or p:r.th11) 

t0 a lilt box. 

Image Statistica 
The comprcuor stores imqe stati.mi:s on ~ c.omp~ im:a;e which may be viewed by 
lht ~. The followin1 infonn:atic;m i& provided: image dimensions, c:omprcuion ratio. file 
sizes, MSE. PSNR. m<1Ximum pixel difference. compfa&ion and dccomprcsaion times. 

Encoding and Deeoda Time. 
The typical time tx, ancoda or dacoda a 320X240, 24 bit color image ii 1 socond on a Pentium 
ronninJ at 133 MHz wilb 16 Mei RAM. 

Minimum Reeommendad System 
Tiie minimum S)'$lCffl rcqu.ui::mcnts fur an iBM PC Compatible an:: 

Hard Diac Drive 2 Mbytes free for prcgnun files. 10 Mb plus to ,wap 
inage fila. 

Opcntini Sy1tcm MS Window, 3.l(Win32}195/ NT 

RAM !Mbyra 

Thi5 software ii :alio available on tho Apple MAC, Solaris, and UNIX pl:atfonm. 
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Product Fact Sheet 

Windows Compressor 

A,1Cillaty ,lnfti,~ Products 

Netscape Navigator Plug.in 
Nc~P8 piug-ins are :available for the Mai:68k, Mac PPC. Widows J. I and 9Sl?IT. 

Java Applet 
Java Applet.~ arc availilble for the M.ac6Sk, Mac PPC, Widows l. I and 95/NT. 

Ai=tiveX Control 
The Li;htning Sttike decompression software iM available for such appiic.ations as Mic1'0S0ft'S 

lntcmot E,:plorcr, u a.n AetiveX conttol. 

W•b Sit■ Image Converter 
Thia utility will automate the conversion of web pa;c:s from JPEG ta the Li&htnlng Strike 

fonnat. The utiliiy ~ nn H1Ml. fila and replicates it ~1£:ing any JPcO ima.;, tap 

wilh Llghtninc Strike mp and C0nvcnin; th8 JPEG image liles 10 Ughtnins Si:rik.e. The 

utility can follow link i;ai;s to rccunively conven and n:plicale an entiR web aiu: or sub

accuon of a web ait.c to th• Ui;htning Strike format. Thia utilily will be available for 

Windows NT anci mOll flavors of the 1JNlX opera.tin; syau:m. 

Lightning Strike Software Developers Kit 
U1in1t tha SOK. a dcvaiQPflf can intcgraie the highly efficient Lithtnin; Stn1tc module 

librariu into their own applica1ion1. 

Downioad I FR.EE demo vcnion of Lighming Strike Winclow1. 

CompteS$0r from: www.infiniuon.com 

Infinitron 3401 East Univi:rsity, #104, Donton, TX. 76208 

USA Office Td: 817.484.116S FAX: 817.484.0S&K 

lnflniucn 10-Flt 1199 W. Hutings, V~ver-. BC, V6E 3T5 

Canadli Office Tel: 604.68&.9789 FAX: 604.681.97119 
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Windows Image 
Compressor V 3. 0 

Announcinc. Licbtnini StrikeTIII Im.ace Compressor (LSIC) venion J.O. a Windows 95 tool that 
compresses still imaca from 20:1 to 200:1 mine INF1NITRON's proprietary wavelet technoloc, LSIC 
is a versatile., easy to use tool for Web and Graphic daipen that can handle a wide variety of dicital 
imaae iormats, and it iaduda rdten and coavmieat web tools. Im.aces cm be compressed at ratios wen 
in o:cess of present JPEG ratios while m•iateiainc comparable ima1e fidelity. Thu translates to much 
shorter imace down load tima on the web. This bu eaonnous benefits for reduciac bottlenecks on 
corporate networks and the web, and in addition, requin:s icu storar;e space. 

L11llta1aa Strltl ftllUHI 

Compression. Uses a propricary integer wavelet. 

Compl'Ulioa Coatrol. An .EASY mode allO\W the user 
tD compress images with minimal input, requiring oniy a 
decision bel'wa:ll quality and Qlmpt'Cl,'lion. An 
ADV AN CED mode enables the user to select 1) image 
file me. 2) comprcssioo ratio. 3) PSNR. or 4') ma.ucr 
levd for prmcwonais wbcR every panmacr can be 
allmd. We also pmvim: the higbc:st. wncict losslm 
compression for users wishing this capability. Web 
designers will like the one 11cp prac::ss ID conuol the me 
of their image files allowing =ntml over the delivery 
lime of an image aver a nenvon:. 

Noa Uniform Compression. Regiom can be selected for 
lc.u compr=sion ID preserve image quality while the ren 
of the image is compressed to the spcc:ified compression 
ratio. In this w.rv. inmonant nans of a Dictun! maintain 

u small as possible 

Pott Reeonmuc:tion Filters. Filters are available to 
enhance the rcc:ansuuacd image. At comp~ion time 
the uscr cm preset a eanuol ID have these filters operate 
auromatically during reconstnJCtion. The filters include: 
visual quality imprtJVemW. sharpen (edge 
enbanccmcnt), smoothing. and brighten. 

Truspan:acii:s. The user will have the ability to set 
pixels uaspan:nt. so that a color in the backgmund 
(already on the page) can be seen thIOUgh the piClllle. 
Tbis is useful for cn:atiw \lr'Cb site developers. 

Progressive Compression. An image CUI be compressed 
so that when it is viewed it will appear quickly, first Wltil 
iow rcsoiution. and then progressively building up in 
detsi.l as it is downioadcd. nus insures the viewer docs IPR2023-00330 Page 00920
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I N F I N I TR. 0 N 

Caw. Bilmap. No Cwnpaasiaa 

AIIIUl llfllltllL l■c. 
Founded ill 1992. JNPINmlON, Inc. is a privue 
compmy tiW cpe:i•Jizn in the design and awkaing of 
high quality imap and wieo camlffllllioD solwiom for a 
wide a.my of markm. INPINITR.ON is bum iii 
Vancouver. BC with affilZI iii Regina, Sallwchew.an and 
Denton Texas. 

Windows Image 
Compressor V3. 0 

Caw. JPEG 1.5:1 CoaqnaiDD 

••r-a11111r Uallblllll szzaa aa,, Cllllllnaill 
• Images on the Web 

• Pbato Stock 
• Data W:uehou.sing 
• Camogues 
• Video Games 
• CDs (Encyclopcdw. Museums. Science. and Medicine) 

• Aldlivcs (An. History, Gencaiogy) 
• Medical Imaging 

Ptrl ■rma■ca 
Encode time rn,ically less uwi 2.5 seconds for a 640 X -480 

pixel. 2-4 bit coior image on a 133 MHz_ Pcnuwn With 16 MB 

RAM. D~ umc as less than .75.sco::iltds. 

■1■111111 1 ■ c1mm1■ 111• SWIii■ 
Windows 95/NT OS 
Pemiwn 100 MHz. a MB RAM 
l MB for prgp;ram files 
10 MB plus to sw:ap image files 

lacllanllRIDIDIPmlacll 
• Netscape Navigator Plug-in 
• JavaApplet 
• ActivcXContrt1l 
• Wdo Si~ Image CollVCftCr 
• Lig)uning Strike SDK. 
• OML Banner Anim:auonfComprcaion 
• Bladt and Whi~ image Comprcuion 

-~ 
V. 

Downioad • FREE demo ven:ion ofLighUling Strilu Windows Compr=or from: 
www.infilliuon.com 

~~ 
INFINITltON 
USAoma: 

INPINmlON 

3401 f.a.st Univcnity, #104, Demon. TX. 76208 

Tel: llHU.1165 FAX; &17.484.0516 

10• f1r 1199 W. Hastings. Vancouver, BC. V6E JT~ 
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What is claimed is: 

1. A method for compressing an image, 

comprising the steps of: 

PCT/US98/04700 

performing a wavelet transformation of the 

5 image; 
quantizing the wavelet transformed image; 

applying entropy coding to the quantized image; 

and 
outputting a file that includes the entropy 

10 coded image. 

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising 

the following step: 

performing a color transformation of the image. 

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising 

15 the following step: 

performing the wavelet transformation using an 

integer wavelet transform. 

4. The method of claim 3, further comprising: 

d~riving the integer wavelet transform using a 

20 lifting scheme. 

5. The method of claim 3, further comprising: 

deriving the integer wavelet transform using a 

correction method. 

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of 

25 quantizing includes the sub-step of: 

processing the wavelet transformed image using sub-band 

oriented quantization. 

7. The method of claim 1, further comprising-: 

comparing the wavelet transformed image to at 

30 least one predetermined threshold value. 
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8. A method for wavelet-based image compression 
using reduced color components, comprising the steps of: 

creating a color table for an input image having 
a plurality of pixels; 

5 calculating an index for each of the pixels, 
whereby generating a plurality of indices; 

performing a wavelet transformation on the 
indices; 

applying entropy coding on the transformed 
10 indices; and 

15 

20 

25 

30 

outputting a file that includes the entropy 
coded indices. 

9. The method of claim 8, further comprising: 
dithering the pixels to generate the indices. 

10. The method of claim 8, further comprising: 
partitioning a large image into a plurality of 

small images to produce the input image. 

11. The method of claim 10, wherein the large 
image is selectively partitioned. 

12. An image processing system, comprising: 
means for performing a wavelet transformation on 

an input image; 

means for quantizing the wavelet transformed 
image; 

means for entropy coding to the quantized image; 
and 

means for outputting the entropy coded image. 

13. The image processing system of claim 12 1 

further comprising: 

means for receiving the entropy coded image; 
means for entropy decoding the received image; 
means for de-quantizing the decoded image; and 

I. 
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means for performing an inverse wavelet 

transformation on the de-quantized image to produce an 

output image. 

14. The image processing system of claim 12, 

5 further comprising: 

means for displaying the output image. 

15. The image processing system of claim 12, 

further comprising: 

means for transmitting the entropy encoded image 

10 over a communications medium. 

16. An image compression system, comprising: 

a compressor configured to generate a compressed 

image based on an integer wavelet transform derived using 

a technique selected from a lifting scheme and a 

15 correction method. 

17. The image compression system of claim 16 1 

wherein the compressor quantizes a wavelet transformed 

image to produce the compressed image. 

18. The image compression system of claim 16, 

20 wherein the compressor entropy encodes a quantized image 

to produce the compressed image. 

25 

19. The image compression system of claim 16, 

wherein the compressor performs a color transformation to 

produce the compressed image. 

20. An image decompression system, comprising: 

a decompressor configured to generate a 

decompressed image based on an integer inverse wavelet 

transform derived using a technique selected from a 

lifting scheme and a correction method. 
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21. A computer-readable memory storing a 

computer program for directing a computer system to 

perform image compression, wherein the computer program 

implements steps for performing a wavelet transformation 

5 of an input image, quantizing the wavelet transformed 

image, applying entropy coding to the quantized image, 

and outputting a file that includes the entropy coded 

image. 

22. A method of compressing a data file, 

10 comprising the steps of: 

performing a wavelet transformation of the data 

file to provide a series of wavelet coefficients; 

quantizing those wavelet coefficients which fall 

above a predetermined threshold value to provide a 

15 quantized series of wavelet coefficients; and 

compressing the quantized series of wavelet 

coefficients to provide a compressed data file. 

23. The method of claim 22 wherein the 

compressing step comprises the step of applying an 

20 entropy coding to the quantized series of wavelet 

coefficients. 

25 

24. The method of claim 23 wherein the 

entropy coding is selected from the group of arith..~etic, 

Huffman, run length and Huffman run length combined. 

25. The method of claim 23 further 

comprising the step of performing a color transformation 

of the data file prior to the wavelet transformation 

step. 

26. The method of claim 25 wherein the 

30 quantizing step comprises sub-band orientation 

quantization. 
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27. The method of claim 26 wherein the 
wavelet transformation step comprises integer wavelet 
transformation. 

28. The method of claim 22 further 

5 comprising the step of filtering the data file prior to 
the wavelet transformation step. 

10 

29. The method of claim 27 wherein the 

integer wavelet transformation comprises biorthogonal 

filter method. 

30. The method of claim 27 wherein the integer 
wavelet transformation comprises the correction method. 

31. A compressed data file comprising a wavelet 
transformation of a data file having a series of 

compressed, quantized wavelet coefficients, the quantized 
15 wavelet coefficients having a value above a predetermined 

threshold value to provide a quantized series of wavelet 
coefficients. 

32. A program for compressing a data file 
comprising: 

20 a routine for performing a wavelet 

transformation of the data file to provide a series of 
wavelet coefficients; 

a routine for quantizing those wavelet 

coefficients which fall above a predetermined threshold 
25 value to provide a quantized series of wavelet 

coefficients; and 

a routine for compressing the quantized series 

of wavelet coefficients to provide a compressed data 
file. 
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A system for dynamically transcoding data transmitted between computers is implemented in an apparatus for use in transmitting data 
between a network server ( 10) and a network client (12) over a communications link (l 4). The apparatus includes a parser (22) coupled to 

a transcode service provider (24). 111e parser (22) is configured to selectively invoke the transcode service provider (24) in response to a 
predetermined selection criterion. 
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SYSTEM FOR DYNAMICALLY TRANSCODING DATA 
TRANSMITTED BETWEEN COMPUTERS 

Background of the Invention 

This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application 

No. 60/041,366, filed March 25, 1997. 

Field of the Invention 

The present invention relates generally to the field of data 

10 communications for personal computers (PCs), and in particular to a system for 

dynamically transcoding data transmitted between two computers over a 

communications link. 

Related Art 

The Internet is quickly becoming the preferred data communications 

medium for a broad class of computer users ranging from private individuals to large 

multi-national corporations. Such users now routinely employ the Internet to access 

information, distribute information, correspond electronically, and even conduct 

personal conferencing. An ever-growing number of individuals, organizations and 
20 businesses have established a presence on the Internet through "web pages" on the 

World-Wide Web (WWW). 

For a wide variety of reasons, it may be desirable to manipulate data 

transmitted between a local client computer and a network server computer. For 

- 1 -
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example, in certain instances it may be advantageous to dynamically add, modify or 

delete content retrieved from an Internet server computer before that content is 

provided to a client computer. Conversely, it may be advantageous to modify a 

content request from a client computer prior to transmitting the request to an Internet 

5 server computer. While such dynamic manipulation of requests and responses is 

desirable, it is impractical to expect the expansive Internet infrastructure to quickly 

change to accommodate such a new capability. For this reason, it is desirable to 

implement such new capabilities in a way that does not require changes to either 

existing client computers or Internet server computers. 

It is known to deploy a proxy server, or network proxy, as an 

intermediary between one or more client computers and an external network such as 

the Internet. Network proxies are described generally in Ian S. Graham, HTML 

Source Book: A Complete Guide to HTML 3 .0 403 (2d ed. 1996). One common 

15 application for a proxy server is as a so-called "firewall," wherein the proxy server is 

responsible for all communications with the outside world. In other words, local 

devices are not permitted to communicate directly with external network computers, 

such as Internet servers. Instead, each local device directs requests for network

resident data to the proxy server. When the proxy server receives such a request, it 

20 forwards the request to the appropriate external computer, receives the response 

from the external computer, and then forwards the response to the local device. The 

external computer thus has no knowledge of the local devices. In this way, the local 

devices are protected from potential dangers such as unauthorized access. 

25 Existing proxy servers do not manipulate the data passing through 

them. In essence, proxy servers are merely blind conduits for requests and responses. 

This limitation of existing proxy servers restricts these devices from being used to full 

advantage when facilitating communications between local devices and network 

devices. There is therefore a need for a so-called "smart" proxy capable of examining 

30 the data passing through it, whether it be a request intended for an external network 

device or network content being returned to a local device, and dynamically acting 

-2-
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upon that data. Such a device can be used to transparently provide a wide range of 

services that were heretofore impossible without modifying existing Internet 

infrastructure. 

5 Summary of the Invention 

Embodiments of the present invention relate to devices, systems and 

methods for transcoding information transmitted between computers, such as a 

network server computer and a network client computer. 

111) According to one embodiment, an apparatus for use in transmitting 

1:5 

data between a network server and a network client over a communications link 

includes a parser coupled to a transcode service provider. The parser is configured 

to selectively invoke the transcode service provider in response to a predetermined 

selection criterion. 

Brief Description of the Drawings 

Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating an environment in which 

embodiments of the present invention may be applied. 

Fig. 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating a transcoder module 

20 according to an embodiment of the present invention. 

Fig. 3 is a schematic diagram illustrating an embodiment of the 

present invention for a non-enabled network client. 

Fig. 4 is a schematic diagram illustrating an example of a user 

interface for providing a non-enabled network client with control over transcoding 

2:5 functionality. 

Fig. 5 is a schematic diagram illustrating an embodiment of the 

present invention for an enabled network client. 

Fig. 6 is a schematic diagram illustrating a network client with 

transcoding functionality integrated in a browser according to an embodiment of the 

30 present invention_ 

- 3 -
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5 

Figs. 7-9 are flow charts illustrating logic for presenting a requested 

URL object to a network client according to an embodiment of the present invention. 

Detailed Description 

Embodiments of the present invention provide the ability to 

dynamically transcode information transmitted between, for example, a network 

server computer and a network client computer. As used herein, the term 

"transcode" applies to virtually any manipulation of data including, but not limited to, 

adding, modifying or deleting data. 

Referring now to Fig. 1, which illustrates an environment in which 

embodiments of the present invention may be advantageously applied, a network 

server 10 manages the transfer of data from the Internet 18 to a network client 12. 

Network client 12 may be any computer having suitable data communications 

15 capability. 

Network client 12 communicates requests for hformation to, and 

receives information from, network server 10 over a client/server communications 

link 14. Client/server communications link 14 may comprise, for example, a so-called 

20 "slow network" using, for example, POTS (Plain Old Telephone System) dial-up 

technology or wireless connections. Alternatively, client/server communications link 

14 may comprise a so-called "fast network," such as a LAN or WAN (Wide Area 

Network), which is capable of operating at much higher speeds than are possible with 

slow networks. Combinations of these access methods are also possible. For 

25 example, network client 12 may use a POTS or wireless dial-up connection to a 

modem bank maintained by an ISP (Internet Service Provider), which is in tum 

connected to network server 10 over a LAN. Network server 10 communicates with 

computers resident on Internet 18 through server/network communications link 16, 

which may comprise any suitable communications medium known in the art. 

30 

-4-
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According to a first general embodiment of the present invention, 

illustrated schematically in Fig. 2, a transcoder 20 includes a parser 22 and a plurality 

of transcode service providers 24. Parser 22 is configured to act upon data received 

by transcoder 20, such as a request for a network object generated by a client device 

5 or a reply to such a request provided by a content server device. In this particular 

embodiment, parser 22 is responsible for selectively invoking one or more of 

transcode service providers 24 based upon a predetermined selection criterion. 

Transcoder 20 may be implemented, for example, as a software 

10 module installed in a network proxy, in a client device, in a network server device, or 

in a content server device. In one particular implementation, illustrated in Fig. 3, 

transcoder 20 is installed in a remote transcoding server 34 arranged between 

network client 12 and Internet 18. Transcoding server 34 may comprise, or be a part 

of, a network server, a stand-alone computer in communication with a network 

1:5 setver, or a distributed system of computers_ Remote transcoding server 34 may be 

coupled, for example, to an ISP's network, a corporate network, or anywhere on 

Internet 18, and may provide multiple users (i.e., clients) with a means to obtain 

content on Internet 18. 

20 In the particular embodiment illustrated in Fig. 3, transcoding server 

34 includes an HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol) remote proxy 36, capable of 

accessing Internet 18 over server/network communications link 16. HTTP remote 

proxy 36 differs from known network proxies, which generally are little more than a 

conduit for requests to, and replies from, external Internet resources, in that it is 

25 capable not only of examining such requests and replies, but also of acting upon 

30 

commands in the requests by, for example, determining whether or not to transcode 

content. Moreover, using transcoder 20, HTTP remote proxy 36 is capable of 

changing content received from Internet 18 prior to returning it to a requesting 

network client 12, as is explained further below. 

- 5 -
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Looking more closely at the embodiment in Fig. 3, transcoder 20 is 

coupled to HTTP remote proxy 36. Parser 22 manages the transcoding of data to be 

transmitted from transcoding server 34 to network client 12. To this end, parser 22 

controls transcode service providers 24 to selectively transcode content based on a 

5 predetermined selection criterion. For example, one or more transcode service 

providers 24 may provide the capability to compress and/or scale different types of 

data content, such as image, video, or HT:rvlL (HyperText Markup Language). Such 

uses are described further in co-pending U.S. patent applications Serial No. 

08/772, 164 entitled «system for Enhancing Data Access Over a Communications 

10 Link," filed on December 20, 1996, and Serial No. 08/799,654 entitled "Method and 

Apparatus for Scaling Image Data," filed on February 11, 1997, both of which are 

assigned to Intel Corporation. For purposes of illustrating certain features of the 

present invention, a number of embodiments are described below in terms of content 

scaling/compression; however, as is explained, transcode service providers 24 may 

15 provide a wide variety of transcoding functions. 

As shown in Fig. 3, transcoding server 34 may also 0nclude a server

side cache memory 30 managed by a server-side cache interface 28. Server-side 

cache memory 30 may be used to store both original and transcoded versions of 

20 content for later transmission to network client 12 without the need to re-retrieve the 

content from Internet 18 or to re-transcode the content. 

Transcoding server 34 is coupled to network client 12 by client/server 

communications link 14. Network client 12 includes a browser 32, such as the 

25 Netscape Navigator v.3.0 browser (although the invention is not limited in this 

respect), which manages the presentation of data to a user. In this embodiment, 

network client 12 is "non-enabled," meaning no specialized transcoding software is 

preloaded on network client 12_ 

30 Parser 22 may comprise a relatively simple, uniform interface to 

- 6 -
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HTTP remote proxy 36, and may provide an API (Application Programming 

Interface) for transcoding data received by HTTP remote proxy 36. Parser 22 

manages one or more transcode service providers 24 that are accessed through a 

common SPI (Service Provider Interface). In this particular embodiment, parser 22 

5 is designed in compliance with the Windows Open Systems Architecture (WOSA), 

and may be implemented as a Win32 DLL (Dynamic Link Library). The WOSA 

architecture, described in Readings on Microsoft Windows and WOSA (Microsoft 

Corp. 1995), enables additional transcode service providers 24 to be dynamically 

added to the system to provide new features and/or better transcoding algorithms, 

10 while at the same time not requiring changing or retesting other software components 

in the system. This feature is especially beneficial where transcoding server 34 also 

interacts with "enabled" network clients equipped with specialized transcoding 

software. It should be noted that some of the features of parser 22 described below 

may be inapplicable to the non-enabled client embodiment of Fig. 3; however, 

15 transcoding server 34 may advantageously be configured flexibly enough to process 

requests from both non-enabled and enabled network clients. 

Like parser 22, server-side cache interface 28 may be modeled after a 

standard Get/Set interface. Server-side cache memory 30 essentially "owns'' all 

21) cached objects, in that it manages the properties and storage of the objects and may 

invalidate any non-locked object at any time; however, the actual format of any given 

cached object is known only by parser 22 and its associated transcode service 

providers 24. Thus, for data integrity and transcoding efficiency purposes, all access 

to server-side cache memory 30 in this embodiment is through parser 22. 

25 Server-side cache interface 28 may include the following calls: 

CreateEntry(URL, &Entry, ... ); 
GetEntry(URL, &Entry); 
CreateStream(Entry, &StreamEntry, ... ); 
GetStream(Entry, &StreamEntry, ... ); 
CloseEntry(Entry); 
CloseStreamEntry(StreamEntry); 

- 7 -
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GetProperties(Entry, &Properties, ... ); 
SetProperties(Entry, &Properties, ... ); 
Read(StreamEntry, &OutStream, ... ); 
Write(StreamEntry, &InStream, ... ). 

Unlike most cache memories, server-side cache interface 28 and server-side cache 

memory 30 enable maintenance of multiple representations of a given cached object, 

with descriptive information about each representation included in server-side cache 

memory 30. In addition, server-side cache interface 28 and server-side cache 

10 memory 30 serve as a synchronization point for multi-threaded accesses to cached 

objects. It should be noted that the illustrated embodiment does not require any 

particular configuration for server-side cache interface 28 and/or server-side cache 

memory 30. Indeed, functionality attributed to these components in the various 

embodiments described herein may be readily implemented in other system 

15 components. 

The CreateEntry() call creates and returns a cache entry for a specified 

hypertext object. This call also creates an entry stream for an original version of the 

hypertext object. Similarly, the GetEntry() call obtains a cache entry for a hypertext 

20 object already existing in cache memory 30. Both the CreateEntry() and GetEntry() 

calls set locks on associated cached objects until a CioseEntry() call is invoked. Once 

a lock is set, the cached object will not be replaced or invalidated by cache interface 

28, permitting one or more transcode service providers 24 to safely perform any 

required cache operations, such as object retrieval and/or storage. 

25 

After a cache entry is created or opened by a CreateEntry() or 

GetEntry() call, the CreateStream() or GetStream() calls may respectively create or 

open an extra stream entry for the cached object. Each extra stream entry is 

associated with a different transcoded version of the hypertext object, which may be 

30 retrieved or appended to by one of transcode service providers 24. Stream-based 

processing of cached objects makes it possible for transcoding server 34 to begin 

transmitting a transcoded version of a hypertext object to a requesting network client 

- 8 -
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12 even while transcode service provider 24 is appending additional transcoded 

content to that same version. Advantages of this stream-based processing include 

reducing user latency through incremental painting of objects and avoiding 

unnecessary idle time on client/server communications link 14, thereby providing 

5 users with a more responsive "feeL" 

The GetProperties() and SetProperties() calls retrieve and store 

information about cached objects, including information maintained by transcode 

service provider 24 used to detennine transcoding properties and transcoding status 

10 of a cached object. Transcode service provider 24 may use such information, for 

example, to determine current compression progress for scaled data access and 

staged refinements. 

The Read() call reads data from a specified cached object data stream. 

15 For example, transcode service provider 24 may invoke this call and tunnel stream 

data through HTTP remote proxy 36 directly to network client 12. The Write() call 

caches data from a new HTTP data stream. This call will append an incoming data 

stream received from, for example, a Web server or transcode service provider 24, to 

an opened cache stream which may be concurrently read using the Read() call. 

20 

2:5 

In the present embodiment, parser 22 includes the following calls: 

GetObject(URL, InParams, &OutParams, &OutStream, ... ); 
GetScaledObject(URL, lnParams, &OutParams, &OutStream, Stage, 
... ); 
PutObject(URL, InParamStruct, &InStream, &OutParams, 
&OutStream, ... ). 

As detailed below, parser 22 uses these calls to manage the provision of requested 

content to network client 12. 

The GetObject() call is used to service non-enabled client requests, 

311} and returns a non-transcoded (i.e., original) version of a specified hypertext object. 

In this embodiment, transcoding server 34 assumes that each HTTP request has a 

unique thread that may be blocked until the request is satisfied. Accordingly, the 

- 9 -
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GetObject() call will block until it either returns the requested data stream or 

indicates failure with a cause (e.g., object does not exist). This ability to return a so

called standard hypertext object is advantageous for compatibility reasons, enabling 

embodiments of the present invention to be used with existing browsers that do not 

5 include support for certain transcoding functionality ( e.g., advanced data 

compression), and enabling users to selectively retrieve non-transcoded versions. 

The GetScaledObject() call is similar to GetObject(), and is also used 

to request an object from server-side cache memory 30; however, it adds support for 

10 requesting a particular version of that object, such as a high-quality rendition. Unlike 

traditional caching proxies, transcode service providers 24 can use server-side cache 

memory 30 to store several different versions of an object to support clients with 

different communications and/or presentation capabilities. Thus, an additional 

"Stage" parameter may be used to indicate which version of the cached object is to 

15 be returned to network client 12. Where transcode service provider 24 is configured 

to scale network content, it may use this parameter to request a version of a cached 

object having, for example, a default scaled quality, a refinement to a better-e;uality 

version, or the original non-scaled version. 

20 In this embodiment, when network client 12 requests a hypertext 

object, HTTP remote proxy 36 uses either the GetObject() or GetScaledObject() call 

(depending on if network client 12 is capable of receiving scaled/transcoded 

datatypes) to retrieve the hypertext object from parser 22. If the hypertext object is 

not found, parser 22 uses the CreateEntry() call to create an entry (in effect, a 

25 placeholder) in server-side cache memory 30 for the new object. The new entry is 

returned to HTTP remote proxy 36, which requests the hypertext object from 

Internet 18. As a data stream for the hypertext object is returned, HTTP remote 

proxy 36 calls parser 22 using the PutObject() call, passing into this call the new 

entry and the handle to the data stream to be placed into the entry. Parser 22 selects 

30 an appropriate transcode service provider 24 based, for example, on the content type 

- 10 -
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of the data stream. In this context, the term content type encompasses a data type, an 

HTTP :MIME (Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions) type, a content format, and so 

on. The selected transcode service provider 24 uses a separate thread to read the 

incoming data stream, transcode it, and place it within the entry of server-side cache 

5 memory 30. The current thread immediately returns to HTTP remote proxy 36, 

which once again calls GetScaledObjectO (or GetObject()). This case will always 

result in a cache hit. This thread then works simultaneously with the separate thread 

in the PutObject() to tunnel data ( either original or transcoded) from transcoding 

seIVer 34 to network client 12. 

Multiple-thread processing improves the efficiency of the present 

embodiment by not waiting for a hypertext object to be received in its entirety by 

HTTP remote proxy 36, or added in its entirety to seIVer-side cache memory 30, 

before beginning to send the object to network client 12. Another benefit of 

15 multiple-thread processing is that parser 22 may efficiently process requests for the 

same hypertext object from multiple network clients 12. The hypertext object need 

only be retrieved from Internet 18 once, and appropriate versions may be transmitted 

to such multiple network clients 12 concurrently. It should be noted, however, that 

embodiments of the present invention may be implemented without multiple-thread 

20 processmg. 

As noted above, parser 22 may selectively invoke one of transcode 

service providers 24 based upon satisfaction of a predetermined selection criterion. 

Such selection criterion may comprise, for example, information contained in a 

25 header portion of a data packet received by transcoding server 34, such as a :tv1Th1E 
type, a URL (Uniform Resource Locator), a last modified time indicator and so on. 

Alternatively, the predetermined selection criterion may comprise information 

contained in a data portion of such a data packet, such as particular content, key 

words, structures (for example, heading levels), and so on. Still further, the 

30 predetennined selection criterion may comprise a condition of the device on which 
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transcoding server 34 is installed (for example, a current processing load), a 

condition of a device to which transcoding server 34 is coupled, or a condition of a 

communications link. Transcoding server 34 may provide the ability to dynamically 

update such predetermined selection criteria. 

The following discussion provides still more examples of the types of 

information which may be used to dictate which of transcode service providers 24 are 

invoked. It should be noted, however, that these examples are provided by way of 

illustration only, and are not intended to limit in any way the scope of the invention 

10 claimed herein. The predetermined selection criterion may comprise: (1) network 

client 12, such as a display dimension, resolution, number of colors, processor type, 

memory/disk configuration, modem or network interface type, installed add-in boards 

(for example, hardware compression/decompression), software configuration (for 

example, availability of pre-installed software decompression modules), physical 

15 location/proximity (for example, as determined by a telephone area code), and user 

identity; (2) characteristics of transcoding server 34 or some other network server, 

including system load and identification information (for example, the owner of the 

server); (3) content characteristics, such as its data type, type of 

encoding/ compression, size, and dimension; ( 4) network characteristics, including 

20 best-case, worst-case and average latency, bandwidth and/or error rates (for example, 

for wireless communications) between network client 12 and a proxy, and/or between 

a proxy and a server (this may be predetermined for guaranteed bandwidth links like 

ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode), or dynamically measured/predicted for so

called "best effort" links like many IP (Internet Protocol) links); (5) proxy 

25 characteristics, including system load, available storage, physical location/proximity, 

and identity (owner); (6) user preferences, including preferred content quality/speed 

tradeoff, language, content rating, exclusion list, inclusion list, data type-specific 

preferences (for example, "never download" images), include/exclude advertising, 

amount of advertising desired, offensive language removal, whether the user's 

30 defined or learned preferences may be disclosed (and to whom), custom rules or 
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programs for filtering/transcoding/processing data, and shared preferences with either 
another user or a group of users (any of the foregoing user preferences may be 
explicitly defined or system predicated, such as based on usage statistics compiled 
over time); (7) group preferences, including results from collaborative rating systems, 

5 whether manual (for example, a prior user manually assigned a rating to a Web page 
after viewing it) or automatic (for example, given a large number of users who 
accessed a link on a given page, the probability of any given user subsequently 
following that link); (8) content provider preferences, including the degree of 
alteration desired for its content, the prioritization for download and display of 

IO different content types, cache restriction or prioritization parameters such as update 
frequency or replacement preferences, the types of users to target, rules or programs 
to run for customizing content (for example, news or advertising, custom language 
translation software) based on user or client characteristics, desire for receiving 

certain types of user or group data collected (for example, demographics or access 
15 patterns), and type of payment/reward offered in exchange for such information; and 

(9) other preferences, including software vendor rules or programs for dynamically 
checking content created or distributed using unauthorized software and companies' 
desire to enforce correct usage of certain types of content (for example, trademarks 
and logos). 

20 

Applying the above-listed selection criteria, or combinations thereof, 
embodiments of the present invention may be used to provide a virtua1ly limitless 
range of dynamic transcoding services. For example, client and/or proxy physical 

proximity, in combination with demographic data, may be used for extremely 
25 targeted advertising. Such advertising may be added to any content passing through 

a proxy, for example, or some other mechanism. This can in turn be tailored even 
further based upon the user's willingness to tolerate advertising or share demographic 
infonnation, as well as the advertiser's ability/willingness to subsidize or otherwise 
reward the user for participation. 

30 
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Embodiments of the present invention may be advantageously used to 

reduce the amount of data that is transmitted to network client 12, thereby promoting 

faster downloading and rendering of content. Suitable transcoding techniques include 

lossy compression and transcoding to a more efficient (and perhaps not widely 

5 supported) format specifically for the transmission. Similarly, HTTP remote proxy 

36 may be configured to "predigest" Web sites or groups of sites to produce 

extremely condensed overviews oflarge amounts of content (for example, a tree 

structure, pages with only first-level or first- and second-level headings, thumbnails 

of pages, or only parts of a page or site that have changed since the user's last visit). 

1 O Such applications may be especially advantageous for poorly-connected or 

computationally limited devices such as PDAs (Personal Digital Assistant), since this 

predigestion can be performed on a well-connected proxy server with an abundance 

of computational power, and the concise result can be easily downloaded and 

rendered on the more limited device. 

15 

Embodiments of the present invention may alternatively be used for 

dynamic translation of data, such as Web pages, to a user's native language 

( determined by user preference or automatically by the physical location of network 

client 12 or transcoding server 34). Such a capability greatly simplifies the task of 

20 making content truly global, as well as reduces storage and maintenance required at 

the content provider (that is, only one copy of the content need be maintained, rather 

than different copies for each of a plurality of different languages). 

Embodiments of the present invention may be used to block certain 

25 types of content or to automatically censor offensive language (similar to a "beep" 

used for television broadcasts). Only the particular offensive parts of the content (for 

example, obscene words) may be removed, or entire Web sites may be blocked. 

Similarly, transcoding server 34 may be configured to scan content for certain words 

or phrases to ensure that trademarks or logos are used correctly (for example, as a 

30 source identifier rather than a generic product designation). This feature may be 

offered as a service to companies or organizations, who would supply a list of words 
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or phrases to flag. A similar capability could be used to automatically insert links into 

the content upon detection of certain words or phrases. For example, Intel 

Corporation might want to automatically add a link to its corporate Website 

whenever the name "Intel" is used in a Web page. Using an embodiment of the 

S present invention, such links can be dynamically added to the content before it is 

displayed to a user. In a similar vein, an embodiment of the present invention may be 

used to scan for content that was created or distributed using unlicensed software. 

This feature may be implemented using special keys (binary bit patterns) embedded in 

the content or headers put in by the content creation or distribution software. The 

10 scanning logic and logic for taking a predetermined responsive action, such as 

denying service or posting a warning, may optionally be supplied by the vendor of the 

software in question or configured into transcoding server 34. 

Embodiments of the present invention may also be used to scan 

15 content for computer viruses prior to sending such content to network client 12. For 

example, an existing virus scanning routine may be installed on transcoding server 34, 

possibly as a plug-in module Transcoding server 34 may then be configured to 

invoke the virus scanning routine to ensure any content transmitted to network client 

12 is free of viruses. A significant advantage provided by such an embodiment is that 

20 virus scanning software need only be maintained on transcoding server 34, rather 

than on a plurality of network clients 12_ In this way, the benefit of upgrades to the 

virus checking software may be efficiently and timely provided to large numbers of 

users, thus avoiding the problem of any particular user relying on outdated virus 

scanning software_ 

25 

Embodiments of the present invention may also be used to produce 

custom content on demand in accordance with user-specific preferences and/or 

associations with collaborative rating systems. In a variation on such an embodiment, 

transcoding server 34 can collect preferences and append them as part of a client 

3~1 request transmitted to a content provider so that the dynamic content generation can 
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be done at the content server. Likewise, a proxy provider (for example, an Internet 

Service Provider (ISP)), can collect and make available to content providers 

information such as user preferences and data access statistics, as well as content 

provider specific statistics (for example, how many users from a given region or a 

5 given profile accessed a particular Web site, and at what time, in the past month). 

Such information may be used for applications such as targeted advertising. 

Embodiments of the present invention may further be used to 

automatically check the validity of links in an object, and correct or remove invalid 

10 links, prior to transmitting the object to network client 12. This capability may be 

provided, for example, as a service to content providers who may not have the most 

up-to-date information on Websites they are linked to which have moved or been 

deleted. 

15 To further illustrate the general operation of the embodiment 

illustrated in Fig. 3, assume a user of network client 12 wishes to access a particular 

Web page, or URL (Uniform Resource Locator), on Internet 18. Further assume 

that the desired URL resides on, or is accessible through, transcoding server 34. 

Network client 12, via browser 32, transmits an HTTP request for the hypertext 

20 object to transcoding server 34 over client/server communications link 14. Where 

browser 32 normally accesses Internet 18 through a proxy, browser 32 is configured 

to pass user requests through transcoding server 34 via browser's 32 standard proxy 

configuration procedures. As is well known in the art, browser 32 may actually 

transmit a plurality of additional HTTP requests corresponding to each of various 

25 distinct hypertext objects that may be embedded in the Web page. In such a case, 

transcoding server 34 may process each such request in the manner described below. 

According to this embodiment, HTTP remote proxy 36 is capable of 

distinguishing between a non-enabled network client 12 and an enabled network 

30 client 12. This may be accomplished, for example, using a private protocol to 
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transmit content requests from an enabled network client to transcoding server 34, so 

that the use of some other communications protocol indicates network client 12 is 

non-enabled. This method of sending a private protocol in each request to HTTP 

remote proxy 36 is an improvement over a registration type process. The overhead 

5 involved in making the enabled/non-enabled determination on a per request basis is 

relatively small, while providing a significant advantage because it addresses the 

situation for HTTP remote proxy 36 where a first network client disconnects and a 

second network client, likely with different communications and/or presentation 

capabilities, reconnects using the same IP address. 

Upon determining that network client 12 is non-enabled, HTTP 

remote proxy 36 may record the IP address of network client 12 in a client preference 

table 26 maintained in a local data store ( client preference table 26 may improve 

performance of this or other embodiments, but is not required). HTTP remote proxy 

15 36 then passes the hypertext object to parser 22. HTTP remote proxy 36 may also 

inform parser 22 of any applicable user preferences ( e.g., from client preference table 

26). Upon being invoked, parser '.?.2 first calls cache interface 28 with the requested 

hypertext object to determine whether a copy of the required version already resides 

in server-side cache memory 30. For purposes of illustration, assume no entry exists 

20 in server-side cache memory 30 for the requested hypertext object. HTTP remote 

proxy 36 then invokes a call to retrieve the hypertext object from Internet 18 over 

server/network communications link 16. Assuming the requested hypertext object is 

found, HTTP remote proxy 36 begins receiving an HTTP data stream representing 

the hypertext object. HTTP remote proxy 36 passes the handle for this incoming 

25 data stream to parser 22. 

Parser 22 dynamically determines whether the data stream satisfies 

any applicable predetermined selection criteria. For example, where transcode 

service providers 24 are configured to scale data of different types, parser 22 may 

30 detennine the content type for the data stream ( e.g., image/jpeg, image/gif, 
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video/mpeg) by interrogating a MIME type in the content-type header record that 

appears at the beginning of the incoming HTTP data stream. If parser 22 detects a 

match for a predetermined selection criterion, the HTTP stream handle is given to the 

appropriate transcode service provider 24. Transcode service provider 24 then 

5 transcodes the data stream appropriately, and HTTP remote proxy 26 transmits the 

transcoded data stream to network client 12. 

A non-enabled network client 12 may optionally be provided with the 

ability to actively control aspects of the transcoding process, or indeed whether or 

10 not to transcode requested content at all. To provide this ability, HTTP remote 

proxy 36 may embed additional instructions at the beginning of the HT:tvfL header for 

the requested URL prior to transmitting the associated data stream to network client 

12. These embedded instructions may be implemented, for example, as JavaScript 

codes, VB Script codes or Java Applet codes. As browser 32 of network client 12 

15 receives the data stream, the embedded instructions will automatically execute so 

long as browser 32 is equipped to support them. For example, if the embedded 

instructions are implemented as JavaScript codes, browser 32 may be a JavaScript

enabled browser such as a Netscape Navigator v.2.0 or above browser, or an Internet 

Explorerv.3.0 or above browser. Ifbrowser 32 is not equipped for such HTML 

20 scripting, the embedded instructions will not interfere with the browser's 32 normal 

processing, as such browsers 32 are typically configured to ignore any data they 

cannot interpret. 

The embedded instructions transmitted to network client 12 may 

25 enable the user to manipulate some of the transcoding capabilities of transcoding 

server 34. As illustrated in Fig. 4, the embedded instructions may drive a user 

interface in the form of a pop-up window 40 that is displayed at the top of a browser 

window 38. Pop-up window 40 includes a three-state switch 42 having "ON," 

"OFF" and "AUTO" settings, and may also include a hypertext link 44 which the user 

30 may follow to download specialized client software supporting, for example, more 
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sophisticated transcoding functionality (i.e., become «enabled")_ The initial setting of 

three-state switch 42 may be based upon a prior detennination by HTTP remote 

proxy 36 as to whether network client 12 has an established preference for reception 

of transcoded content. If so, three-state switch 42 may be set to "ON;" if not, three-

s state switch 42 may be set to "OFF." A goal of this feature is to provide the user 

with some means for communicating a preference to HTTP remote proxy 36 with 

regard to aspects of particular transcoding features, such as a content quality/latency 

tradeoffwhere the transcoding comprises data compression/scaling. Persons skilled 

in the art will recognize that many other means for providing this capability are 

10 possible, and such other means could enable the user to communicate preferences 

beyond simply a yes/no indication for transcoding. 

In the illustrated in Fig. 4, pop-up window 40 enables the user to 

change his or her preference as to whether transcoded or original content is desired, 

lS and communicates such changes to HTTP remote proxy 36. Pop-up window 40 may 

or may not interact with browser 32, meaning the user's preference will only take 

effect after setting three-state switch 41 and clicking on the browser's 32 

"RELOAD" button 46 to cause browser 32 to request the (transcoded or un

transcoded) content for presentation to the user. Subsequent pages in the current 

20i session may then be rendered in accordance with the new setting of three-state switch 

42 without further user intervention. Upon receipt, HTTP remote proxy 36 may 

update user preference table 26 accordingly. As an alternative, pop-up window 40 

may be configured to automatically invoke the "RELOAD" operation when the user 

indicates a change (such as by flipping three-state switch 42)_ Where browser 32 is a 

25 JavaScript-enabled browser, JavaScript instructions inserted by HTTP remote proxy 

36 in the HTML document may "POST" the state of three-state switch 42 to HTTP 

remote proxy 36 and also cause browser 32 to "RELOAD" the current URL. 

It is possible to allow a non-enabled network client 12 to save the 

30 state of three-state switch 42 on network client 12 across multiple sessions of 
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browser 32 using what is known in the art as a "cookie." In other words, a cookie 

may be used to store the state of three-state switch 42 persistently. When a new 

session of browser 32 is initiated by a user, this state information may be read from 

network client 12 and "POSTed" by the JavaScript code (inserted at the beginning of 

5 the HTML document) to HTTP remote proxy 36 before any content for the 

requested hypertext object is actually sent to network client 12. This will allow 

HTTP remote proxy 36 to update user preference table 26 with the correct state of 

three-state switch 42, and hence send correctly-transcoded content to network client 

12. In such an embodiment, the state information may be "POSTed" to HTTP 

10 remote proxy 36 each time a given URL is requested by browser 32. This will allow 

network client 12 to receive the correctly-transcoded content even if the HTTP 

remote proxy 36 to which it is coupled changes due to, for example, a change in 

geographical location of network client 12 or network load-balancing procedures. 

15 The embodiment shown in Fig. 3 may also be used for network clients 

12 that already access Internet 18 through a standard proxy. JavaScript-enabled 

browsers 32 may query the local IP address of network client 12 and "POST' this 

information to HTTP remote proxy 36. The HTTP header of this "POST" message 

will contain the IP address of the standard proxy, which will now be different from 

20 the IP address of network client 12 (which is included in the contents of the 

25 

message). A comparison of the two IP addresses will determine whether network 

client 12 resides behind a standard proxy. HTTP remote proxy may then use this 

information to update transcoding information about network client 12 in user 

preference table 26. 

According to another embodiment of the present invention, illustrated 

in Fig. 5, network client 12 may be "enabled," containing specialized software to 

support, for example, more sophisticated transcoding features than are provided by 

the above-described embodiments, or to perform some or ail of the transcoding 

30 functions on the client side. As illustrated, network client 12 includes an HTTP local 
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proxy 48 coupled to a client-side parser 50 which, similar to parser 22 of transcoding 

server 34, controls one or more client-side transcode service providers 52. Each 

transcode service provider 52 may be configured, for example, to transcode content 

before it is rendered to a user or to perform a counterpart transcoding function ( e.g., 

5 decoding, decompression) with respect to a function performed by a corresponding 

transcode service provider 24 of transcoding server 34. As in transcoding server 34, 

network client 12 may include a client-side cache memory 56 managed by a client

side cache interface 54. Client-side cache interface 54 may be an already-existing 

facility supported by the operating system, such as WININET. Using an existing 

10 caching facility reduces the amount of software that is to be downloaded to network 

client 12 to implement this embodiment, and also allows other applications, such as 

disconnected browsers, to share client-side cache memory 56. 

HTTP local proxy 48, client-side parser 50 and client-side transcode 

15 service providers 52 ( collectively, the client software) may be downloaded to 

network client 12 on demand, such as by clicking on hypertext link 44 presented by 

pop-up window 38 illustrated in Fig. 4. Al'·ematively, the client software could be 

distributed to users on a portable storage medium, such as a diskette or CD-ROM, or 

it may be preloaded on an off-the-shelf personal computer. In the embodiment of 

20 Fig. 5, the client software is separate from browser 32; however, in yet another 

embodiment the client software may be integrated in browser 32 ( see Fig. 6). 

The enabled client embodiments provide network client 12 with 

expanded flexibility for rendering hypertext objects. As in the non-enabled client 

25 embodiments described above, enabled network client 12 may receive a transcoded 

data stream from HTTP remote proxy 36 in a format that is already supported by the 

standard internal rendering software of browser 32 ( e.g., JPG, GIF). This would be 

the case where, for example, the transcoding process involved adding or deleting text 

to the hypertext object. In addition, HTTP remote proxy 36 may transcode a 

30 hypertext object to a data stream having a new MilvfE type, such as where the 
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transcoding process comprised scaling or data compression, in which case a client

side transcode service provider 52 could be provided to convert the data stream back 
to a :M:Th-1E type supported by browser 32. For example, HTTP remote proxy 36 

could transmit a file compressed using a non-standard, not well-supported but 

5 leading-edge compression algorithm to network client 12, and client-side transcode 
service provider 52 could uncompress the file back to its original format. This 

approach has the benefit of relieving HTTP local proxy 48 from having to provide a 
user interface, and eliminates restrictions imposed by limitations as to the data types 
supported by browser 32. In this way, the transcoding process can remain 

IO transparent to users, browsers and Web servers even when it involves changing 

content to different datatypes. 

Yet another possibility is that enabled network client 12 includes one 

or more add-ins 46 specifically configured to transcode, render or playback content 
15 received by network client 12. Add-ins 46 may be implemented, for example, using 

Netscape plug-ins or ActiveX controls. Moreover, add-ins 46 may be installed as 

part of the client software, as illustrated in Fig. 5, or integrated with browser 32. 

Such add-ins 46 are beneficial in that they generally may be configured to permit a 

user to click on a specific object to obtain a different version (e.g., higher quality) 

20 representation. Add-ins 46 are also beneficial in that they appear to a user to be well
integrated with browser 32, and are easily upgradeabie. Combinations of the above
described presentation facilities are also possible. 

In an advantageous optional application of add-ins 46, network client 
25 12 may be configured to request that an appropriate add-in 46 be downloaded from 

HTTP remote proxy 36 in the event that network client 12 determines it is unable to 

transcode a particular received data stream. HTTP remote proxy 36 could then 

download the necessary add-in 46 or, alternatively, resend the data stream in a 

different format. This facility provides for automatic extension of the system, 
30 ensuring that client software is as current as possible. 
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In the embodiment of Fig. 5, browser 32 is configured to send all 
HTTP requests through HTTP local proxy 48, thus allowing HTTP local proxy 48 to 
improve retrieval and rendering ofrequested hypertext objects. For example, when 
HTTP local proxy 48 receives an HTTP request from browser 32 for a hypertext 

5 object associated with a Web page, it passes the URL to client-side cache interface 
54 to check whether a copy of the hypertext object already exists in client-side cache 
memory 56. If the hypertext object is cached, HTTP local proxy 48 passes the 
cached object to browser 32 for rendering. If the requested hypertext object is not 
cached, HTTP local proxy 48 transmits an HTTP request to transcoding server 34 

10 for processing. HTTP local proxy 48 may use a custom Get() request for this 
purpose to enable transcoding server 34 to identify network client 12 as enabled. 
Performing the processing described above with reference to other embodiments, 
transcoding server 34 will return a data stream for the hypertext object to HTTP 
local proxy 48. 

15 

To further illustrate the features and benefits of embodiments of the 
present invention, the flow charts provided in Figs. 7":'"9 illustrate the logic for an 
embodiment of a method by which an enabled network client may render a hypertext 
object resident on the Internet. The flow charts are not intended to be 

20 comprehensive of all processing that is performed, but rather are intended to describe 
the overall flow of the method. Detailed descriptions of the various processes have 
been provided above with reference to various disclosed embodiments. Where 
practical, the following description includes reference numbers for previously
described structural elements, although the method is not limited to those structures. 

25 

Referring now to Fig. 7, processing begins when a user on network 
client 12 requests a hypertext object from browser 32 (Step 100). This could be in 
the fonn of a request for a specific Web page, in which case a plurality of hypertext 
objects will likely be displayed to the user, or in the form of a click on an image 

30 already being displayed to the user. Browser 32 may be configured to pass all HTTP 
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requests through HTTP local proxy 48, so HTTP local proxy 48 may intercept the 

HTTP(URL) request from browser 32 (Step 110). 

In this particular embodiment, HTTP local proxy 48 first checks 

5 whether the requested hypertext object exists in client-side cache memory 56 (Step 

120). To do this, HTTP local proxy 48 may invoke client-side parser 50 using a 

GetScaledObject(URL) call, which in tum issues a GetEntry call to client-side cache 

interface 54 to open a stream for the cached object. This effectively "'retrieves" the 

cached object from client-side cache memory 56 if it exists (Step 140). HTTP local 

10 proxy 48 then passes the stream to browser 32, which displays the cached object to 

the user (Step 150). 

Referring now to Fig. 8, if the requested URL object is not found in 

client-side cache memory 56, HTTP local proxy 48 transmits a request for the object 

15 to transcoding server 34 using, for example, a Post of a GetStage(URL, Stage=0) 

call (Step 160). Upon receipt of this call, HTTP remote proxy 36 invokes parser 22, 

which ir tum issues a GetScaledObject() call to server-side cache interface 28 to 

determine whether a non-transcoded version of the requested hypertext object 

already exists in the server-side cache memory 30 (Step 170). If the hypertext object 

20 is cached, server-side cache interface 28 issues a GetEntry call to open a stream for 

the cached object (Step 200). In addition, parser 22 may issue a GetProperties(URL, 

... ) call to server-side cache interface 28 to retrieve information about the transcoding 

properties and transcoded status (such as the refinement level) of the cached object. 

25 If parser 22 determines that the requested hypertext object does not 

exist in the server-side cache memory 30, HTTP remote proxy 36 issues an HTTP 

request to retrieve the hypertext object from Internet 18 (Step 190). If the object is 

not found, HTTP remote proxy 36 returns an error to network client 12 which 

browser 32 will communicate to the user (Step 220); if the object is found, HTTP 

30 remote proxy 36 passes the handle for the incoming data stream to parser 22, which 
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in turn initiates caching of an original version of the retrieved hypertext object (Step 

230). 

Referring now to Fig. 9, once the requested hypertext object has 

5 started to be obtained, parser 22 detennines whether (and how) to transcode the 

object before transmitting it to network client 12 (Step 240). Both this decision

making process and exemplary transcoding processes are described in detail above. 

For purposes of the present illustration, assume parser 22 determined that 

transcoding was appropriate and therefore generated a transcoded version of the 

10 requested hypertext object (Step 250). HTTP remote proxy 36 transmits a data 

stream for the transcoded hypertext object to network client 12 (Step 260). Upon 

receipt, HTTP local proxy 48 initiates caching of the transcoded hypertext object 

(Step 270). In addition, client-side parser 50 determines whether any further 

processing is required before the hypertext object is rendered (e.g., a new MTh1E 

15 type has been established by transcoding server 34) (Step 280). 

Ifno additional transcoding is required; HTTP local proxy 48 passes 

the handle for the received data stream to browser 32 for display to the user (Step 

290). If additional transcoding is required, client-side parser 50 passes the handle to 

20 an appropriate transcode service provider 52 (Step 300). The result of this latter 

processing may be a hypertext object which browser 32 can readily display to the 

user (Step 320), or the result may be a hypertext object having a non-standard 

MIME type, in which case browser 32 may invoke add-in 46 to display the object 

(Step 330). 

25 

According to another embodiment of the present invention, additional 

data or programs need not necessarily be inserted as part of a response to a client 

request_ Rather, data and programs may be transparently "pushed" to network ciient 

12 without the user or the browser 32 software's detection or intervention. One 

30 advantage of this approach is that transcoding server 34 is able to detect when 
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client/server communications link 14 is underutilized, and can thus push data to 

network client 12 with limited risk of interfering with other transactions. An 
especially advantageous implementation uses at least a local proxy, which could issue 
its own requests (rather than being user-driven) to content providers or networked 

5 proxy servers, or receive unsolicited data pushed to it from the network. The local 
proxy may store the data in a client-side cache, install it as a program, or prompt the 
user to take some further action. Many potential uses for such an embodiment are 
possible. For example, an advertiser of software products or music can preload 

network client 12 with trial versions of products before prompting the user with an 
10 advertisement, thus enabling instant playback capability without the user having to 

wait for a demo to be downloaded (and possibly losing interest in the meantime). 

A number of different configurations are possible for implementing 
embodiments of the present invention. In a first configuration, the only additional 

15 apparatus required is a remote proxy. That is, no new software needs to be installed 

on network client 12. The remote proxy may reside anywhere on a suitable network, 
such as the Internet, including at particular content provider sites. Alternatively, the 

remote proxy may be located at ISP local POPs (Point of Presence), for example, if 
location-specific characteristics are to be used as predetermined selection criteria. Of 

20 course, such infonnation can be gathered by other methods as well, such as user

preference settings or assigning location-specific domain names to proxies. In a 

second configuration, a new piece of client software acting as a local proxy may be 

installed, for example, on a client device. The user would then point the client 

application's proxy to the local host. Combinations of these exemplary 

25 configurations are likewise possible, as well as simultaneously having multiple modes 
active (for example, a local proxy acting as a pass-through for some requests and a 
non-pass-through for others that require the use of a remote proxy). 

Where network client 12 connects to a remote proxy over a relatively 
30 slow communications link, it may be particularly advantageous to implement 
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transcoding and link validity checking on remote proxies. Combinations of remote 

and local proxies can sometimes give more efficient implementations of certain 

applications, such as automatic data/program download and interactively displaying 

predigested content. Other applications, such as translation and trademark 

5 enforcement, can be done efficiently on local proxies alone, but may be more 

advantageously done on remote proxies because the results can be cached for use by 

others, thereby saving resources for future requests. Still other applications, such as 

clickstream analysis, are generally better implemented on a local proxy because there 

are more resources available local1y to the individual user, and also for privacy 

10 reasons. 

In view of the foregoing description, it should be apparent that it is 

possible for there to be more than one so-called "smart" proxy arranged between a 

client device and a content server device. If left unchecked, such a condition can 

15 result in content being altered excessively (for example, too many ads inserted, 

multiple lossy compressions resulting in indecipherable images). To address this 

problem, an embodiment of the present invention may use a special proxy-to-proxy 

protocol that extends the existing request/response structures to indicate whether and 

what sort of transcoding has already been performed on the content. Such a 

20 specialized protocol, in addition to other proxy-to-proxy messages which may be 

implemented on an as-needed basis, enables multiple proxies to work collaboratively, 

yet still transparently to users, client software, existing "standard" proxies and 

content servers. 

According to yet another embodiment of the present invention, a 

25 proxy server may be used to provide certain Internet proxy or server users with so

called "VIP" treatment, identifying users who are entitled ( either through payment or 

based on some other selection criterion, such as extent of usage) to have a higher 

priority when competing with other users for proxy resources. By contrast, with 

existing Internet proxies and servers, users are serviced either on a random or first-

30 come/first-served basis. 
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In one particular implementation of such an embodiment, transcoding 

server 34 may be configured to extract user IP addresses from requests it processes 

and maintain information such as how frequently, or for what duration, a user is 

browsing a particular Web site. Such information could be used to determine 

5 "frequent browser miles" at particular Web sites. Users can then be rewarded with 

faster response times for subsequent visits to the site, or the site owner could choose 

to reward the user with improved performance on all sites reached through the same 

proxy. Still another possibility is that users may pay for such preferred service, being 

assigned a password which may be provided to transcoding server 34. Yet another 

1 O possibility is that a Web site owner can pay a proxy provider to improve the 

performance of all users while visiting the owner's site. 

In another particular implementation, information identifying users to 

be given VIP treatment may be passed to transcoding server 34 in the form of a Web 

15 page. Upon receipt of such a Web page, the proxy may subsequently allow servicing 
threads to perform work for requests generated by VIP users first. To do this, 

transcoding server 34 may boost thread scheduling priorities (within the operating 

system) for the VIP service, while ensuring there is no starvation of any thread (that 

is, no user should be denied access entirely by VIP users). In addition, transcoding 

20 server 34 may permit preferential caching for particular Web sites and more 

aggressive pre-fetching for VIP users. Still further, transcoding server 34 may use 

more resource-intensive compression algorithms, for example, to provide better 

quality content for the same latency at the expense of slowing down access for non

VIP users. 

25 

It is possible that certain content providers or users will not wish to 

have their content dynamically altered in any manner. Accordingly, embodiments of 

the present invention may be implemented in such a way that either content providers 

or users are given the capability to override any potentialiy content-altering service. 
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This may be accomplished, for example, using a pass-through technique triggered by 

a special tag embedded within the content. 

As the foregoing description demonstrates, embodiments of the 

5 present invention may be used to provide a system for improving the communications 

capabilities of computers accessing networks such as the Internet. Embodiments of 

the invention may be advantageously applied to computers having limited 

communications bandwidth available, such as mobile computers or personal 

computers accessing a network over a modem connection. The unique features of 

1 O such embodiments enhance the ability of these computers to access data on the 

network in a timely fashion with reduced user-visible latencies, thereby enabling 

content authors to produce rich content without fear that only users with highly

sophisticated data communications and display capabilities are able to enjoy it. 

Embodiments of the present invention may also be advantageously used for purposes 

15 other than, or in addition to, reducing latency. Such purposes include, for example, 

converting color images to greyscale images for users lacking a color display; filtering 

and/or deleting undesired content, such as pornography; adding content, such as 

advertising; and language translation. 

20 Although the present invention has been described with reference to 

embodiments for accessing data from the Internet, persons skilled in the art will 

recognize that it is equally applicable to other networking environments. For 

example, embodiments of the present invention may be used to enhance data 

communications between a network client computer and an "intranet." An intranet 

25 typically is a secure corporate network modeled after the Internet architecture, and 

generally includes mechanisms for communicating with external networks such as the 

Internet 

The foregoing is a detailed description of particular embodiments of 

30 the present invention. The invention embraces all alternatives, modifications and 

variations that fall within the letter and spirit of the claims, as wen as ali equivalents 
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of the claimed subject matter. For example, some or all of the features described 

above as being provided by a remote proxy may be implemented in a content server. 

Likewise, some or all of the features described above as being provided by a local 

proxy may be implemented in a browser application. Persons skilled in the art will 

5 recognize from the foregoing detailed description that many other alternatives, 

modifications and variations are possible. 
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What Is Claimed Is: 

An apparatus for use in transmitting data between a network server and a 
2 network client over a communications link, said apparatus comprising a parser 
3 coupled to a transcode service provider, said parser being configured to selectively 
4 

s 

1 

2 

2 

invoke said transcode service provider in response to a predetennined selection 
criterion. 

2. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein said predetermined selection criterion 
comprises a characteristic of the data being transmitted. 

3. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein said predetennined selection criterion 
comprises a characteristic of the communications link. 

1 4. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein said predetermined selection criterion 
2 comprises a characteristic of the network server. 

1 5. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein said predetermined selection criterion 
2 comprises a characteristic of the network client. 

l 

2 

6. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein said predetermined selection criterion 
comprises a user preference. 

1 7. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein data is transmitted from the network server 
2 to the network client in response to a request by the network client, said 
3 predetermined selection criterion being included in said request. 

1 8. A method for providing a network client with a data object residing on a 
2 network server, wherein the network client and the network server are coupled by a 
3 communications link, said method comprising the steps of: 

- 31 -
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4 receiving a data object from the network seiver; 

5 selectively transcoding the data object according to a predetermined selection 

6 criterion; and 

7 providing the data object to the network client. 

1 9. The method of claim 8, wherein said transcoding step further comprises 

2 comparing a characteristic of the received data object to the predetermined selection 

3 criterion. 

1 10. The method of claim 8, wherein said step of selectively transcoding the data 

2 object further comprises determining whether the data object includes content created 

3 with an unregistered software product. 

1 11. The method of claim 10, wherein said step of selectively transcoding the data 

2 object further comprises adding a message to the data object corresponding to said 

3 detection of content created with an unregistered software product. 

1 12. The method of claim 8, wherein said step of sdectively transcoding the data 

2 object comprises compressing a portion of the data object. 

1 13. The method of claim 8, wherein said step of selectively transcoding the data 

2 object comprises translating a portion of the data object from a first language to a 

3 second language. 

l 14. The method of claim 8, wherein said step of selectively transcoding the data 

2 object further comprises determining whether the data object includes offensive 

3 content. 

l 15. The method of claim 14, wherein said step of selectively transcoding the data 

2 object further comprises modifying the data object to prevent offensive content from 

3 being rendered by the network client. 

- 32 -
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I 16. The method of claim 8, wherein said step of selectively transcoding the data 
2 object further comprises adding advertising information into the data object. 

:t 17. The method of claim 16, wherein said advertising information is selected in 
2 accordance with user profile information. 

J 18. The method of claim 8, wherein said step of selectively transcoding the data 
2 object further comprises determining whether the data object includes a link to a 
3 second data object. 

I 19. The method of claim 18, further comprising the step of validating the link to 
2 a second data object. 

1 20. The method of claim 19, wherein said step of selectively transcoding the data 
2 object further comprises correcting an invalid link. 

1 21. The method of claim 8, wherein said step of selectively transcoding the data 
2 object further comprises communicating information relating to said transcoding to 
5 the network server. 

1 22. The method of claim 8, wherein said step of selectively transcoding the data 
2 object further comprises determining whether the network client is preconfigured to 
3 receive preferential treatment of requests. 

1 23. A set of instructions residing on a storage medium for execution by a 
2 computer, the computer being coupled to a device for rendering a data object to a 
3 user, said set of instructions comprising instructions for: 

4 parsing a data object to be rendered to detect content corresponding to a 
5 predetermined selection criterion; 

- 33 -
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6 selectively transcoding the data object in response to said detection prior to 

7 rendering the data object. 

1 24. The set of instructions of claim 23, wherein the storage medium comprises a 

2 

1 

2 

magnetic storage device. 

25. The set ofinstructions of claim 23, wherein the storage medium comprises a 

memory installed in a computer. 

- 34 -
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NETWORK BASED PROGRAMMABLE MEDIA MANIPULATOR 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

This application claims priority to U.S. 

5 Provisional Application No. 60/020,094, filed June 21, 

1996, the contents of which is incorporated herein by 

reference in its entirety. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

10 In a client-server network, on one hand there are 

clients, typically personal computers, IBM-compatible 

computers and/or UNIX workstations, for example, 

equipped with information browsers. On the other hand, 

there are data servers and compute servers. Data 

15 servers are computers with a large storage capacity 

containinq information in different media formats: data 

records, plain text documents, word processing 

documents, still pictures, compressed audio and video, 

and executable files, for example. Compute servers are 

20 computers that carry out intensive computational tasks 

that would typically require too much time for the 

client to complete. Each compute server might use a 

single or many processors to complete the given task. 

25 Users interact with their clients in a natural way 

with a mouse, keyboard, screen, printer, or by some 

other input/output device. The users need not be 

concerned about what happens after they make their 

selection within their clients. Clients then make 

30 service requests to geographically dispersed servers. 

Upon receiving requests from the clients, tire servers 
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perform the desired operations and return the retrieved 

or computed media stream back to the client for 

display. 

5 SUMMA.~Y OF THE INVENTION 

10 

The present invention is connected into the 

ubiquitous two-tiered client-server network of 

computers. It is designed as a middle layer, 

middleware, between the clients and the remote data 

servers. It transforms the network into a more 

flexible three-tiered configuration. Requests 

generated by the clients for media objects from media 

resources are routed to the media manipulator. It 

processes the requests and determines if the media 

15 objects may be found locally, either cached in the 

media manipulator itself or in local/remote data 

servers. When the media objects are obtained, the 

media manipulator can be used to perform operations on 

those objects such as format translations, to apply 

20 protective mechanisms for the clients such as virus 

scanning, to speed communications between the remote 

servers and the clients using compression operations, 

or perform compute operations for the clients. 

25 In general, according to one aspect, the invention 

features a middle-ware computing system. It includes a 

network access system that supports communications with 

media resources and client computers and a media 

manipulation system that operates on media objects 

30 received from the media resources via the network 

access system prior to forwarding the media objects to 

the client computers. 

In specific embodiments, a parser is used to 

35 identify different media types within the media objects 
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so that service devices may be called to operate on the 

media types. In one example, the parser searches for 

images in the media objects and service devices include 

an image compressor for performing data compression or 

pornography detection on the images. The parser can 

also search for executable or data files in the media 

objects and the service devices then called to perform 

virus scanning or format conversion, respectively. 

10 In further specifics, a cache is used to store 

15 

media objects. A media flow manager receives requests 

for media objects and checks for the presence of the 

media objects in the cache to preclude the necessity of 

obtaining the objects from the remote media resources. 

The above and other features of Che invention 

including various novel details of construction and 

combinations of parts, and other advantages, will now 

be more particularly described with reference to the 

20 accompanying drawings and pointed out in the claims. 

It will be understood that the particular method and 

device embodying the invention are shown by way of 

illustration and not as a limitation of the invention. 

The principles and features of this invention may be 

25 employed in various and numerous embodiments without 

departing from the scope of the invention. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

In the accompanying drawings, reference characters 

30 refer to the same parts throughout the different views. 

The drawings are not necessarily to scale; emphasis has 

instead been placed upon illustrating the principles of 

the invention. Of the drawings: 
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Fig. 1 is a schematic block diagram illustrating 

the context in which the inventive media manipulator 
operates; 

Fig. 2 is a block diagram illustrating the 

5 interaction between components of the media manipulator 
according to the invention; 

10 

Fig. 3 is an object interaction diagram 

illustrating the operation of the components of the 

media manipulator; 

Figs. 4A, 4B, and 4C show the message formats for 

transmitting tasks to compute servers; 

Fig. sis a block diagram showing the programming 

of the media manipulator using rn-script; 

Fig. 6 is another object interaction diagram 

15 showing the order of creation of the components of the 

manipulator; and 

Fig. 7 is a block diagram showing another 

embodiment of the media manipulator. 

20 DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Fig. 1 illustrates the context in which the media 

manipulator 100 operates. In many applications, it is 

important for users to access remote media resources 

108 such as the data servers 104 of content providers 

25 on the Internet. These users may be at client 

computers 110 that are inter-connected by a local area 

network (LAN) 112. The clients 110 access the media 

resources 108 through a gateway 114 linking the LAN 112 
to the Internet. The user's also require access to the 

30 media resources 108 remotely at remote clients 116 

through, for example, telephone dial-up connections 

118 or through cellular/wireless links 120. 

The media manipulator 100 is connected int.o this 

35 two-tiered client-server network of computers as a 
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middle layer between the clients 110, 116 and the 

remote data servers 104 of the media resources 108. 

Fig. 2 is a block diagram illustrating the 

5 internal organization of the media manipulator 100. It 

comprises six basic components: media flow manager 

210, media parser 212, network access layer 214, object 

switch 216, multiple service plugins 218, and global 

access cache 220. In one embodiment, these components 

10 are implemented as separate software objects that run 

on a common microprocessor or multiprocessor system. 

The media flow manager 210 serves as the principle 

controller for the media manipulator 100. It has 

15 access to the various components and can alter their 

behavior. It specifies the operations to be formed on 

the received media objects. It is alsc the storehouse 

for the information on the media objects as they are 

received from the media parser. The media flow manager 

20 210 also tracks th~ physical resources that are 

functional and available in the media manipulator and 

on the surrounding LAN in order to determine to which 

of the resources the media objects flow. 

25 The network access layer 214 makes the media 

manipulator 100 accessible through many different types 

of network devices and the protocols running on top of 

them. In one implementation, the network access layer 

communicates through the Internet gateway 114 using the 

30 TCP/IP protocol, connects to the compute or data server 

using the protocol of the local area network 112, and 

35 

communicates with the clients using either the LAN or 

the protocols necessary to communicate with the remote 

clients 116 over low-bandwidth connections 11~, 120. 
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When communicating with the remote data servers 

104 of the content providers, the network accepts the 

incoming data streams and assembles them into media 

objects. These media objects are then made available 

5 to the media parser 212, object switch 216, and service 

plugins 218. The media parser 212 analyses all 

incoming media objects to extract the relevant media 

types. These media types include executable files, 

data files, and images, for example. Information 

10 concerning the detected media types is forwarded to the 

media flow manager 210, which decides what operations 

should be performed on the media. 

The object switch 216 supports a number of 

15 incoming and outgoing object gates. Media objects 

enter into the object switch from the network access 

layer 214 and from the service plugins' output links. 

The media objects leaving the object switch 216 go into 

the network access layer 214 and the service plugins' 

20 input links. The object switch routes the objects 

based on the media manager instructions, either 

directly or indirectly, 

The global access cache is an intelligent 

25 mechanism that speeds the operation from the 

perspective of the user at the clients 110, 116. It 

determines which media objects are most likely to be 

used in the future and stores them in the fastest 

available memory. Media objects that are somewhat less 

30 likely to be required again are stored in slower memory 

35 

or a secondary cache. There can be as many levels of 

the cache as the physical infrastructure allows, and 

the caching may take place on data servers that are 

remote from the main computational resources ~f the 

media manipulator. This caching minimizes the time 
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that different users need to wait for requests to be 

processed. 

The media manipulator 100 is a programmable 

~ device. A system administrator can change its behavior 

by giving it m-script commands. It is also an 

extendable device. By adding new service plugins, new 

capabilities can be added to the device. The 

construction of the components of the media manipulator 

10 allows for redundancy and fault tolerance. A hardware 

failure does not bring the entire system to a halt. 

lS 

20 

The system will keep working and simply notify the 

administrator that one of its components needs to be 

replaced. 

Fig. 3 is an object flow diagram illustrating the 

communication between the client 110, 116, content 

provider's data server 104, and the components of the 

multimedia manipulator 100. 

The first step is the initial connection 1, 

Connect, between the client 110, 116 and the media 

manipulator 100 via the network access layer 214. The 

network access layer 214 accepts this request 2. In 

25 one implementation, it accepts by calling a new 

incidence of itself such that each incidence of the 

network access layer object supports a single 

connection outside the media manipulator 100. 

30 After establishing the connection, the client 

makes a request 4 for a media object. In the typical 

example, this will be a universal resource locator 

(URL) to a data server 104 of a content provider on the 

Internet. The network access layer then calls-- the 

35 media parser 212 and passes the client request 6. 
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The media parser 212 looks to two sources for the 

media object simultaneously. The ProcessURL request 8 

is passed to the media flow manager 212, which has 

knowledge of the contents of the global access cache 

5 220. The parser also issues a request 10, GetPage, to 

the network access layer. 

The media flow manager 212 searches for the object 

in the cache 220. If the cache returns a cache-miss, 

10 the request to the provider has not been delayed 

waiting for the miss status, whereas in the case of a 

cache-hit, the request to the provider is simply 

terminated after verifying the validity of the cached 

page. Using this scheme, there is little increased 

15 latency associated with the use of the manipulator 100 

in the worst-case cache-miss scenario. 

In the illustrated example, a cache-miss occurred. 

Thus, rather than supplying the object, the cache 220 

20 is prepared 12 to receive the media object, PutinCache. 

25 

Also, the network access layer 2l4 connects 14 to the 

content provider and retrieves 16 the media object or 

page. 

As the media object lS being received by the 

network access layer from the content provider 104, the 

parser begins to parse l7 the object. As parsing 

proceeds, the parser also begins to update 18 the 

global access cache 220 with the parsed portions of the 

30 object. Simultaneously, the parser begins the reply 

20, 22 to the client via the network access layer. 

35 

In one implementation, the parser searches for 

images in the media objects to perform compreS-Bion or 

pornography detection, for example. On encountering an 
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image, the parser 214 passes a call to the media flow 

manager to process the image 24 while continuing to 

parse 26 the media object. 

The media flow manager 210 gets the image 28 via 

the network access layer 214. The fact images are not 

stored with the page but must be separately requested 

is an artifact of the HTTP protocol. The network 

access layer 214 then connects 30 to the content 

10 provider 104 and retrieves 32 the image. 

When the image is retrieved, the media flow 

manager 210 places it in the cache with the other 

portions of the media object and makes a function call 

15 to the object switch to process the image 34. The 

object switch knows the various service plugins that 

are available and the actions that must be performed on 

the media types that are discovered by the media 

parser, which in this example is an image. When called 

2C by the object switch 216 co process 36 the media type, 

the particular service plugin, or multiple plugins when 

serial operations are required, retrieves 38 the media 

type, i.e., image, and performs the desired operation 

on or processes 40 the image. For example, in one 

25 instance, this can be compression or thinning to 

expedite communication to the client. In another case, 

it can detect the probability of pornography by 

detecting the percentage of flesh-tone colors in the 

picture. Once the processing is complete, the new 

30 image or revised media object may be placed 42 in the 

cache 220 or used in a reply to the client llO, 116. 

In many instances, the service plugin 

functionality will be performed by a separate compute 
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server 105. This computer may be directly accessible 

by the media manipulator 100 or accessible through the 

local area network 112. Generally out-sourcing this 

functionality is desirable, rather than running on the 

5 same device with the other components of the media 

manipulator 100, to avoid depriving those other 

components of processing bandwidth. 

When the plugin does utilize the external compute 

10 server, it issues a request message. Fig. 4A 

illustrates the formatting of the message to the 

compute server. The message has a number of different 

fields. It has a version field and a length field 

defining the length of the content. The type field 

15 indicates the type of the message, and the message ID 

is assigned by the network access layer. The source 

type indicates the media type. In the context of image 

files, the type indicates whether the image is in a GIF 

or JPEG type compression format, for example. The 

20 source path is the path to where the image is stored in 

the global access cache 220, to which the compute 

server has access. The destination type, path length, 

path, and parameters define the transformed media type 

and where it is to be sent. 

25 

Fig. 4B illustrates the reply message from the 

compute server. It again has version, length, type, 

and message ID fields. The reply code indicates 

whether or not the service was successful. The 

30 destination type, path length, and path indicate the 

type of the final image after the transform of the 

compute server has been implemented and where that 

final image is stored in the global access cache or 

otherwise. 

35 
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Fig. 4C shows the error message issued by the 

compute server when service was unsuccessful or error 

occurred. To contain this information, the message has 

a computer server error code identifying the server and 

5 a field holding the reason for the error. 

As illustrated in Fig. 5, the administrator or 

Internet application developer specifies the actions of 

the media manipulator by supplying an m-script language 

to the media flow manager 210. This is a quasi-

10 configuration, script file which forms a high level 

programming language of the media manipulator. The 

following illustrates the general structure of the 

language with examples showing its use in the media 

manipulator 100. 

15 

name :""' definition 

The name of a rule is simply the name itself (without 

any enclosing"~" and">") and is separated from its 

definition by the colon-equal (":=") character. 

20 "literal" 

Quotation marks surround literal text. Unless stated 

otherwise, the text is case-sensitive. 

rule 1 I rule2 

Elements separated by a bar ("I") are alternatives, 

25 e.g., 

"yes I no" will accept "yes" or "no". 

{ rule 1 rule2} 

Elements enclosed in parentheses are treated as a 

single element. Thus, " { elem { foo I ba?."} elem}" allows 

3C the token sequences "elem foo elem" and "elem bar 

elem". 

rule* 

I' 
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The character"*" following an element indicates 

repetition. For example, "foo bar*", implies, 11 £00 11 

fallowed by zero or more of "bars"" 

[rule] 

5 Square brackets enclose optional elements. For example, 

"foo [bar]" implies, 11 £00" followed by zero or one of 

"bar". 

10 

15 

20 

The BNF grammar of them-script is grouped under 

three logical groups. 

Basic 

Alphabets 

Variable-chars 

Numbers 

Variable-name 

Host-name 

Pa1-n-name 

Others 

EOLN 

Comment 

{abc ... zABC.Z} 

{abc ... zABC ... Z-_} 

{0 ... 9} 

Variable-chars {Variable-chars I Numbers}* 

- Variable-chars {Variable-chars I Numbers I"."}* 

- {Variable-chars I Numbers 1 "." I "I" I"\''' I"-" I":"}* 

- {!@#$%/\&*()" {}-=I\<>,} 

- "'#" {Variable-chars [ Others I"'-" i "/"I«_,, I'":"}* EOLN 

This section describes the basic rules used: Alphabets 

are composed of letters "a" through "z", "A" through 

25 "Z"; Numbers are composed of digits zero through nine. 

Variables-chars are alphabets, dash ("-") and 

underscore (" "). A variable name must start with a 

Variable-char and followed by zero or many variable

chars or numbers. Host-name is similar to variable-name 

30 and in-addition can have periods ("."}. Path-name is a 

generic path used for locating files. EOLN is ASCII 13. 

A comment must start with"#" character and end.s with 

an EOLN. 
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Generic 

m-script 

Section 

Section-Desc 

Section-line 

Section 

-13-

{ comment I section } * 

section-key " {" section-Desc "}" 

section-line* 

PCT/US97J10758 

section-desc-key ":::" section-desc-value [EOLN] 

server-section I cache-section I service-section I filter

section I action-section 

10 This section describes a generic m-script file. An m

script is a comment or a section. A section must start 

with a Section-key, followed by a Section-description 

enclosed in parentheses. The section description is 

made up of zero or many section lines. A section line 

15 starts with a section description key followed by an 

equal sign ("=tt) and the section description key's 

value. There are five types of sections, viz., server, 

cache, service, filter and acti~n. 

20 Detail 

23 

Server-section 

Servcr-sec-desc 

Server-name-line -

Server-port-line -

"server" " {" server-sec-desc "}" 

server-name-line! server-port-line 

"name" "=" host-name fEOLN] 

"port""=" numbers fEOLN] 

A server section starts with the key "server". This 

section consists of two lines: Name and port lines. The 

name line specifies the name of the host on which the 

MM 100 is run. The port line specifies the main port 

30 number on which the MM awaits requests from clients. 

Cache-section "cache" "{" cache-sec-dcsc "}" 

i 
I 
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Cache-sec-desc 

Cache-clean-line 

Cache-direc-I ine 

-14-

cache-clean-line I cache-direc-iine 

"cleanup""=" { number I "no" } 

"directory" "=" Path-name 

PCT/US97/10758 

5 A cache section starts with the key "Cache". This 

section consists of two lines as well: Cache-clean and 

directory lines. The cache-clean line specifies the 

time interval after which the cache cleaning is 

performed. It takes two values: a positive number (time 

lO interval in seconds) or the string 11 no" (implying never 

to be cleaned). The directory line specifies the 

directory in which the cached files need to be stored~ 

15 

Service-section 

Service-sec-desc 

Service-id-line 

Service-host-line -

Service- 1ort-linc 

"service" "{" Service-sec-desc "}" 

Service -id-line I Service-host-line i Service-port-line 

"id" "=" variable-name 

"host" "=" host-name 

"port" "=" numbers 

20 A service section is for service plugins. There must be 

a service section for each service that has to be used 

by the MM 100. This section starts with the key 

"service". The section consists of three lines: Id, 

Host and port lines. The id line specifies a user 

25 defined identifier that can be used in other sections. 

30 

The host and port lines respectively specify the name 

of the host and port number on which the service is 

available. 

Filter-sec 

Filter-desc 

- "filter" " {" fiiter-desc "}" 

- filter-object-line I filter-action-line 

Filter-Object-line - "object""=" Filter-Object-Name 
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Filter-Object-Name - "image" I "video"! "java" 

Filter-Action-line :c:c "action""=" variable-name 

A filter section starts with the key "filter 0
• This 

5 section consists of two lines: object and action line. 

The object line specifies the name of the object to be 

identified and filtered. The action line identifies 

the rule to be applied on the object. Currently, the 

objects identified are images. In future, objects like 

10 video and Java applets can be identified. 

Action-section - "action" "{" action-desc "'}" 

Action-desc - action-id-line I action-cond-line I action-proc-line 

Action-id-line - "id" "=" variable-name 

lS Action-cond-line "cond" "=" Action-cond-exp 

Action-cond-exp - [Action-exp-bin-op] Action-exp-var [ Action-cond-exp-

op Action-cond-exp ] 

Action-exp-bin-op - ~'!" 

Action-cond-exp-op - ''&&'"} ! "'JI"' ! ""=='"l i "!:;:;::"' l "'>"" I I."'<"~ I '"'>='' I 'I.<=" 

20 Action-exp-var - { Filter-Object-Name"." Parameter} I { variable-name 

"." "result" } 

Parameter - "any" I "transparent'' I "animated" 

Action-proc-line '"process" "=" Action•proc-exp 

Action-proc-exp - { variable-name! Method-exp } [ Action-connect Action-

25 proc-exp] 

Method-exp - Filter-Object-Name"." Method-name"(" Method-

Param* ")" 

Method-name "replace" 

Method-Param - """ Path-name """ 

30 Action-connect "&" I ''I'" 
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The action section is the most complicated section. The 

action sections can be linked to other action sections 

forming a list of actions to be applied in tandem. The 

5 section starts with the key "action". This section 

consists of three lines: id, condition and process 

lines. The id, as before, is a user assigned 

identifier. The condition line specifies a condition 

when the process has to be performed. The condition is 

10 like a standard "C" expression. It uses object's 

properties (e.g., image.transparent - image that has a 

transparent bit), or result of other rules (e.g. 

rulel.result). The process can be a service identifier 

or another rule identifier, Several identifiers can be 

15 connected using action connectors: "& 11 (and) or "I" (or). 

The "&" (and} connector implies both the rules have to 

be applied in succession (e.g.: rulel & rule2 - implies 

apply rulel and then rule2). The ttltt (or) connector 

implies that apply either of the process (e.g.: 

20 compressl I compress2 - implies, apply compressl or 

compress2) . 

25 

30 

35 

An example is as shown below: 

1 
2 

#m-script for manipulating HTML files 

3 #listening host name and port 
4 server { 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
JO 
jJ 

12 

name = center 
port= 8001 
} 

#cache parameters 
cache{ 
cleanup= no 
directory= "/opt/mm/cache/images/" 
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13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 

Line 

# 

#compress service server I 
service{ 
id = compress 1 
host = center 
port= 7002 
} 

#compress service server 2 
service{ 
id = compress2 
host = center 
port= 7003 
} 

filter{ 
object = image 
action = rule I 
} 

action{ 
id= rule I 

-17-

cond = image.any && ! image.transparent 
process = compress I I compress2 
} 

Explanation 

PCT/US97 /10758 

1. A comment line starts with a "#" character. Everything to the end of that line is 

5&6 
11 & 

12 
17-19 

24-26 

30& 

31 

ignored. 
The media manipulator listens on the host "center" and on port "8001" 
The files are cached (global cache) on the server. Keep them ionger. Store them in 

the directory specified. 
Compute server id is "Compress I". The host address is "center" and is listening on 

port "7002" 
Compute server id is "Compress2". The host address is "center" and is listening on 

port "7003" 
Filter the images and apply rule 1 
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35 This section is rulel 
36 Do the process for any image that is not transparent. 
3 7 Process images by sending to compress l or to compress2 

Example #2 

5 Apart from compressing the images, the images can be 

tested for pornography. For this a service section has 

to be added and the action section has to be modified. 

The following m-script accomplishes this. 

10 

15 

20 

25 

30 

35 

40 

1 
2 
3 

#m-script for manipulating HTML files 
#This compresses the images and detects them for pornography 

4 #listening host name and port 
5 server { 
6 
7 
8 
9 
JO 
jJ 

12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 

name = center 
port= 8001 
} 

#cache parameters 
cache{ 
cleanup= no 
directory= "/opUmm/cache/images/" 
} 

#compress service server 1 
service{ 
id = compress 1 
host = center 
port= 7002 
} 

#compress service server 2 
service{ 
id = compress2 
host = center 
port= 7003 
} 

#pornography detect service server 1 
service{ 
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32 
33 

34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 

id== porno I 
host = center 
port= 7010 
} 

-19-

#pornography detect service server 2 
service{ 
id= pomo2 
host = center 
port= 7011 
} 

filter{ 
object= image 
action= all_image_rule 

PCT /US97 /10758 

46 } 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 

Line 

# 

action{ 
id= all_image_rule 
cond = image.any 
process= compress_rule & pomo_ruie & destroy_rulc 

} 

action{ 
id = compress_ rule 
cond = ! image.transparent 
process = compress 1 I compress2 
} 

action{ 
id= pomo_rule 
cond = compress_rule.result == l 
process = porno 1 I pomo2 
} 

action{ 
id = destroy_ rule 
cond = porno_ rule.result>= 75 
process = image.replace("/opt/mm/iih/imagcs/forbidden.gif ') 

} 

Explanation 
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5-8 
11 - 14 
16 - 28 
31 - 35 

38-42 

44-47 
49- 52 

55 -59 

61 - 65 

67-71 

Server section 
Cache section 

-20-

Compute servers "Compress 1" and "Compress2" 

PCT/US97/10758 

Pornography detection service "porno 1" is running in "center" and listening on port 

7010 
Pornography detection service "porno 1" is running in "center" and listening on porl 

7010 
Filter the images and apply all_image_rule 
Apply action "all_image _rule" to all images. First app]y compress rule, followed by 

porno_ rule and then by destroy_ rule. 
Apply action "compress_rule" to non-transparent images. Pass the images to either 

compress 1 or compress2. 
Apply action "porno_ rule" to images, if compress_ rule returned l. Pass the 

compressed images to porno l or pomo2. 
Apply action "destroy_ rule" to images, if porno_ rule retwned a value greater than or 

equal to 75(probability of a pornographic image). Replace the image with 

"forbidden.gif'. 

Media Flow Manager (MFM) 

MFM reads rn-script and configures itself and other 

components based on them-script. The MFM can be 

15 implemented as a multi-threaded object as shown below: 

20 

25 

class MFM{ 

private: 

int iPort; 

char *strHostName; 

char *strMFileName; 

MediaParser *pMP; 

GAC *pGAC; 

ObjSw *pOS; 

NAC *pNAC; 
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public: 

MFM(); 

~MFM(); 

PCT/US97/10758 

int Configure(char •strMFileName); 

int ProcessURL(char *strURL, ... ); 

int Processhnage(char *strSrcURL, int iHeight, int iWidth, ... ); 

int CheckCacheUpdate( ... ); 

int CreatelnstanceQ; 

}; 

Configure( ... ) 

Process URL( ... ) 

Processhnage( ... ) 

Create Instance( ... ) 

Parses them-Script file specified and configures the rest of the 

components. 
This is called by the parser, when it encounters a new image. This 

initiates the cache insertion on GAC. 
Mainly invoked by the MediaParser, when it encounters an image tag. 

This passes the command to the appropriate object switch. 
This creates a new instance of the MFM by first copying the intemai 

data structures and then creating a new thread. 

Media Parser - HTML Parser 

The media parser can be implemented using generic tools 

like lex and yacc. The core of the parser can then be 

20 packaged to make parser objects. 

25 

class MediaParser { 

private: 

public: 

MFM *pMFM; 

GAC *pGAC; 
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}; 

-22-

MediaParser(MFM *pMFM, GAC *pGAC, ... ); 

-MediaParser(); 

int AddFilter(int iObjectType, ... ); 

int Parse( ... ); 

AddFilter( ... ) Called by the MFM.Configu.re, adds to the list of objects that the 

MediaParser has to look for. 

Parse( ... ) This is called by the NAL, when it successfully establishes a 

connection with the client. This parses the media. When it encounters 

the object to be filtered, the parser notifies the MFM by invoking the 

appropriate function. 

Global Access Cache 

The global access cache is a specialized cache system, 

specifically tuned to keep HTML pages and the images. The 

images can have multiple versions. These have to be cached 

15 separately. The cache is also cleaned regularly as 

described in the cache section of them-script. 

20 

25 

class GAC{ 

private: 

public: 

char *apMainBuckets[MAX_HASH_KEY]; 

int Hash(char *strURL); 

GAC(MFM *pMFM. char *strPath, ... ); 

~GAC(); 

int SearchCache(char *strURL, ... ); 
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int PutlnCache(char *strURL, char *strLocalFilename, flLE *fp, ... ); 

int UpdateCache(char *strURL, ... ); 

int GetFromCache(char "'strURL, int iKey, ... ); 

5 }; 

Hash( ... ) 
Search Cache( ... ) 
PutlnCache( ... ) 

U pdateCache( ... ) 

GetFromCache( ... ) 

This is used to create the Hash key based on an URL. 

This searches the cache for the given URL 
First searches the cache(SearchCacheO) and if not found, inserts the 

URL int the cache. 
Updates the cache entry with related entries. For example, the URL 

entry can be updated with image entries that are related to the URL. 

Retrieves an URL or an hnage. 

Network Access Layer 

The network access layer for handling HTML pages, primarily 

15 deals with HTTP(Hyper Text Transmission Protocol). It 

accepts connection from the clients; makes connection to 

the content provider; requests and receives pages and 

images from the content provider. In addition to these the 

layer also provides connection to compute servers. 

20 

25 

30 

class NAL{ 

private: 

public: 

int iPort; 

char *strHostName; 

int iNumCharsRead; 

int iNumCharsWritten; 

char *strURL; 

NAL(MFM *pMFM, MediaParscr *pMP, ... ); 
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~NAL(); 

int Listen(char *strHostName, int iPort, ... ); 

int Accept( ... ); 

int Connect(char *strHostName, int iPort, ... ); 

int AcceptClients(char *strHostName, int iPort, ... ); 

int Getlmage(char *strHostName, int iPort, char *strURL, ... ); 

int Get URL( char *strHostName, int iPort, char •strURL, ... ); 

int SendRequest( ... ); 

int ReceiveReply( ... ); 

}; 

Listen( ... ) 
Accept( ... ) 
Connect( ... ) 

Getlmage( ... ) 

GetURL( ... ) 

Send.Request( ... ) 

ReceiveReply( ... ) 

Service Plugin 

Creates a listening port. 
Accepts any client requesting a connect. 
Connects to the specified host and port number. Usually called by the 

Getlmage() or GetURLO 
Connects to the ContentProvider and requests the image specified by 

the URL. This is responsible for building the appropriate request 

header etc 
Connects to the ContentProvider and requests the page specified by the 

URL. This is responsible for building the appropriate request header 

etc. 
Sends a formatted message to the compute server. The format of the 

message is shown in the following section. 
Receives a formatted message that is a reply to the message sent 

earlier. 

The service sections describe the various servers available 

for the MM. Each service server is an instance of this 

object. 
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class ServPlugin{ 

private: 

char *strld; 

int iPort; 
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char *strHostName; 

public: 

ServPlugin(NAL *pNAL, char *strld, char *strHostNarne, int iPort, ... ); 

~ServP!ugin0; 

int Request(char *strSrcPath, char *strDestPath, ... ); 

Request( ... ) This initiates the request through the NAL. NAL sends the formatted 

message to the appropriate Compute Server. 

Object Switch 

The object switch interfaces the MFM and the service 

plugins. The object switch mostly implements the rules 

specified in the action section of them-script, as 

20 instructed by the MFM. 

class ObjSw{ 

private: 

MFM *pMFM; 

GAC *pGAC; 

ServPlugin *aSP; //array of service plugins 

ActionList * alAction; //linked list of actions 

public: 

l"llal ..... .-.~ ..... 1111~- - ■ ., ___ ,,_• 1111 - .--.. 

I 
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0bjSw(MFM *pMFM, GAC *pGAC, _J; 

~ObjSwO; 

int AddServicePlugin(ServPlugin *pSP, _J; 

int AddAction(char *strld, char *strCond, char *strProcess, _); 

5 int ProcesslmageLJ; 

} ; 

PCT/US97/10758 

AddServicePlugin(__) This is invoked by the MFM during configuration phase. This adds the 

service plugin to its internal list. 
10 AddActionLJ This is also invoked by the MFM during the configuration phase. This 

adds the actions specified in the m-Script 
ProcesslmageLJ Invoked by the MFM, this executes the actions in the specified order. 

Compute Server 

15 The compute server executes as a separate processor or on a 

different machine itself. It can be irnolemented as an 

object. as well. 

class CompServ { 

20 private: 

int iPort; 

char *strHostName; 

public: 

2 5 CompServQ; 

~CompServ(); 

int ReceiveRequest(char *strSrcPath, char *strDestPath, ... ); 

int ProcessRequest( ... ); 

int Reply( ... ); 
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} ; 

ReceiveRequest( ... ) This receives the formatted message. 
ProcessRequest( ... ) This processes the request. The user can extend the compute server by 

adding capabilities to this method. 
Reply( ... ) Sends the reply. 

The compute server can also use the NAL to send and receive 

messages. 

Fig. 6 is an object interaction diagram showing the 

order of creation of the objects/components of the 

manipulator 100 and the order in which them-script is 

processed or read. Of note is the fact that the object 

15 switch 216 is called after service plugins 218. This order 

ensures that the services are all declared. Add.Action 

takes the pointer to those service plugins, and 

AddServicePlugin identifies the compute server executing 

the plugin, its host name, and its port. ObjSw ensures the 

20 GAC 220 may be updated by the object switch with t.he 

results of the service, once executed. 

Fig. 7 illustrates another embodiment of the inventive 

media manipulator 100. The media manipulator described in 

23 the previous sections was used as an intermediate processor 

between the client 106, 116 and the content provider server 

104. In this alternative embodiment, an additional, 

stripped down tunneler version of the manipulator 100' can 

be used to interact between the client 106, 116 and the 

30 media manipulator 100 as described previously. These two 

instances of the manipulator 100, 100' can now perform in 

unison to further enhance the user experience. 

SUBSTITUTE SHEET (RULE 261 IPR2023-00330 Page 01009
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The tunneler media manipulator 100' and the media 

manipulator 100 exchange a compressed format suitable 

for the transmission over a low-bandwidth connection 
I 

while the tunneler 100' and the browser(client) 

5 exchange information in the client's native format. 

Apart from these, the client 106, 116 can be inside a 

firewall f and still use the services of a main media 

manipulator 100, which may be outside the firewall f. 
The tunneler 100' can also be used to set various 

10 options such as compression quality, specific to the 

client's need. These options are forwarded to the main 

media manipulator 100 along with the client's request. 

The main media manipulator 100 can categorically act on 

both the tunneler's and client's request. 

15 

Apart from compressing images, the tunneler 100' 

and main media manipulator 100 combination can be used 

to compress the HTML page itself. The HTML page is a 

media, and if the service is available to compress it, 

20 them-script can be modified appropriately to send the 

page to the text-compress-plugin before sending towards 

the client. The tunneler can intercept this and 

decompress the page. 

25 The tunneler 100' has following components of the 

media manipulator: 1) media flow manager 210, 2) media 

parser 212, 3) object switch 216, 4) network access 

layer 214, and 5) service plugin 218. It does not the 

global access cache 220. The service plugin in the 

30 tunneler 100' is the compliment of what is used in the 

media manipulator to decompress the images. 

SUBSTITUTE ~Mi=i=T (Cl II C -,,e\ 
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While this invention has been particularly shown 

and described with references to preferred embodiments 

thereof, it will be understood by those skilled in the 

5 art that various changes in form and detail may be made 

therein without departing from the spirit and scope of 

the invention as defined by the appended claims. 
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CLAIMS 

PCT/US97/10758 

What is claimed is: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

A middle-ware computing system comprising: 

a network access system that supports 

communications with media resources and 

client computers; and 

a media manipulation system that 

operates on media objects received from the 

media resources via the network access system 

prior to forwarding the media objects to the 

client computers. 

The computing system described in Claim l, wherein 

the media manipulation system comprises: 

a parser that identifies different media 

types within the media objects; and 

service devices that operate on the 

media types. 

The computing system described in Claim 2, wherein 

the parser searches for images in the media 

objects and service devices include an image 

compressor for performing data compression on the 

images. 

The computing system described in any of Claims 2-

3, wherein the parser searches for executable 

files in the media objects and service devices 

include a virus scanner that searches for computer 

viruses in the files. 
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5. The computing system described in any of Claims 2-

4, wherein the parser searches for images in the 

media objects and service devices include a 

pornography detector for assessing a probability 

that the images are pornographic. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

The computing system described in any of Claims 2-

5, wherein the parser searches for data files in 

the media objects and service devices include an 

format converter for changing a format of the data 

files. 

The computing system described in any of Claims 2-

6, wherein the media manipulation system further 

comprises an object switch that passes the media 

types to the service devices to determine 

operations performed on the different media types. 

The computing system described in any of Claims 2-

7, wherein the media manipulation system further 

comprises a media flow manager that reassembles 

the media objects for forwarding to the clients 

after the manipulation of the media types. 

The computing system described in Claim 8, further 

comprising a cache that stores media objects, the 

media flow manager receiving requests for media 

objects and checking for the presence of the media 

objects in the cache to preclude obtaining the 

objects from the media resources. 
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10. A middle-ware computing system comprising: 

11. 

12. 

a network access system that supports 

communications with media resources to obtain 

media objects from client computers; 

a parser that identifies different media 

types within the media objects; 

service devices that manipulate the 

media types; 

an object switch that passes the media 

types to the service devices to determine 

operations performed on the different media 

types; and 

a media flow manager that reassembles 

the media objects for forwarding to che 

clients after the manipulation of the media 

types. 

The computing system described in Claim 10, 

further comprising a cache that stores media 

objects, the media flow manager receiving requests 

for media objects and checking for the presence of 

the media objects in the cache to preclude 

obtaining the objects from the medi0 resources. 

A method for facilitating transmission of media 

objects between media resources and client 

computers, the method comprising: 

receiving requests for media objects 

from the client computers to the media 

resources; 

obtaining the media objects; 

manipulating the media objects; 

forwarding the manipulated media objects 

to the client computers. 
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13. The method described in Claim 12, wherein 

manipulating the media objects comprises: 

identifying different media types within 

the media objects; and 

14. 

15. 

performing separate operations on the 

different media types. 

The method described in Claim 13, wherein the step 

of identifying different media types comprises 

searching for images in the media objects and the 

step of performing operations comprises data 

compressing the images. 

The method described in any of Claims 13-14, 

wherein the step of identifying different media 

types comprises searching for executable files in 

the media objects and the step of performing 

operations comprises scanning the files for 

computer viruses. 

16. The method described in any of Claims 13-15, 

wherein the step of identifying different media 

types comprises searching for images in the media 

objects and the step of performing operations 

comprises assessing a probability that the images 

are pornographic. 

l7. The method described in any of Claims 13-16, 

wherein the step of identifying different media 

types comprises searching for data files in the 

media objects and the step of performing 

operations changing a format of the data files. 

I ,. 
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18. The method described in any of Claims 13-17, 
further comprising reassembling the media objects 
for forwarding to the clients after the 
manipulation of the media types. 

19. The method described in any of Claims 13-18, 

further comprising routing the media types to form 
successive operations on the media types, 

20. The method described in any of Claims 13-19, 

further comprising caching media objects that have 
been received from the media resources and later 
obtaining the media objects from the cache. 

21. The method des_cribed in Claim 20, wherein t-he step 

of obtaining the media objects comprises 

requesting the media objects from the media 
resources while checking for the objects in a 
cache; and obtaining the media objects from the 
cache if present. 
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Header 

Version Length Type Message 
Id 

Field Field 
Length 

'✓ersion 4 
length 4 
Type 4 
Message Id 4 
Src 1ype 4 

Src Path Len 4 
Src Path 
Dest Type 4 

Dest Path Len 4 
Dest Path 
Dest Param 4 

Header 

Version Length Type 

Field Field 
Length 

Version 4 
Length 4 
Type 4 
Message Id 4 
Reply Code 4 
Dest Type 4 

Dest Path Len 4 
Oest Path 

PCT/US97/10758 

5/8 

Content 

Src Src Src Dest 
i 

Dest Dest 
Type Path Path Type ' 

' 
Path Path 

Len Len 

Description 

Message Version Number. E.g_ 0100, implies 1.0 
Length of the content 

Dest 
Param 

Type of the Message: 1-for request, 2-for reply, 3-for error 
Numeric ID of the message assigned by the NAL 
Numeric type of the source image: 1-GIF, 2-JPEG, 3-MM 
Compress Format 1 
Length of the Src Path 
Path where the image is stored. Can be a network path as wel! 

Numeric type of the final image: 1-G!F, 2-JPEG, 3-MM 
Compress Format 1 
Length of the Dest Path 
Path where the final image has to be stored 
Can be used to set an optional parameter 

FIG. 4A 

Content 

Message Reply Dest Type I Oest Path 
Id Code i Len 

Description 

Message Version Number. E.g. 0100, implies 1. 0 
Length of the content 

I Ii 

j Dest Path I 
I 

Type of the Message: 1-for request, 2-for reply, 3-for error 
Numeric ID of the message assigned by the NAL 
The success or failure of the service: 1- success, 0- error 

Numeric type of the fina! image: 1 - GIF, 2 - JPEG, 3 - MM 
Compress Format 1 
Length of the Dest Path 
Path where the final image h2s to be siored 

FIG. 4B 
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Header 

Version Length I Type 

I 

Field Field 
Length 

Version 4 

Length 4 

Type 4 

Message Id 4 

Reply Code 4 

Error Code 4 

Error Reason 4 
Len 
Error Reason 

PCT /US97 /10758 

6/8 

Content 

Message Reply Error Error 
Id Code Code Reason 

Len 

Description 

Message Version Number. E.g. 0100, implies 1.0 
Length of the content 

Error 
Reason 

Type of the Message: 1-for request, 2 for reply, 3 for error 
Numeric ID of the message assigned by the NAL 
The success or failure of the service: 0-error 
Numeric Error Code assigned by the compute server 

Length of the reason, the next field 

String describing the error 

FIG. 4C 
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A system for automatically creating databases containing industry. seNice, produd and 
subject classification data, contact data, geographic location data (CCG-data) and links to web 
pages from HTML, XML or SGML encoded web pages posted on computer networks such as 
the Internet or lntranets The web pages containing HTML, XML or SGML encoded CCG-dafB, 
database update controls and web browser display controls are created and modified by using 
simple text editors. HTML. XML or SGML editors or purpose built editors. The CCG databases 
may be searched for references (URLs} to web pages by use of enquiries which reference one 
or more of the items of the CCG-data_ AJtematively, enquiries referencing the CCG-data in the 
databases may supply contact data without web page references. Data duplication and 
coordination is reduced by including In the web page CCG-data dispfay controls which are 
used by web browsers to format for display the same data that is used to automatic.ally update 
the databases. 
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TITLE: NETWORK BASED CLASSIFIED INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

FIELD OF INVENTION 
This invention relates to network based dassified information systems, to metl7ods of 

5 automatically building searchable databases of classified information derived from web pages 
posted on a network, and, to web pages for use in such systems and methods. 

The information systems and databases of most relevance to this invention are those which 
include classified product and service catalogues similar to the Yellow Pages teiephone books, 

10 contaci indexes similar to the White Pages telephone books, and/or subject indexes similar to 
Library catalogues. Suc::h information systems and databases typically include sets of 
associated classification, contact and/or geographic items of information. For convenience, 
classification. contact and/or geographic information will be hereinafter called CCG-data. 

15 The networks with which this invention is concerned are the worldwide public 
computer/communications network commonly known as the Internet and private networks -
sometimes called intranets -which allow common access to markup documents on computers 
connected to the network. Markup documents are text files prepared using various markup 
languages such as HyperText Markup Language (HTML) and Extensible Markup Language 

20 (XML) which are implementations (or dialects) of the Standard Generalised Markup Language 
(SGML). The system of accessible files on the Internet is called the World Wide Web f'/N'N{) 
and the markup documents themselves are commonly called 'web pages'. A web page is said 
to be 'posted' on a network when It is stored on computer-readable media of a host network 
computer as a file which is generally accessible to network users. A web page is transported 

25 from the host computer to a requesting computer through intermediate network computer.:; as 
a computer-readable signal embodied in a canier wave. Though this invention is not limited to 
Internet based inforn1ation systems. these terms are used for convenience. 

BACKGROUND TO THE INVENTION 
30 It has been estimated that there are about 1 DO million web pages on the Internet and that the 

number is doubling every two years. Many of these pages include information conceming 
commercially offered goods and services and often include contact details. But the difficulty of 
locating such information is increasing faster than the growth in the number of web pages. 

35 To assist networx users locate web pages of interest, certain network service providers create 
indexes {or databases) of the contents of web pages posted (stored on computer readable 
media so as to be generally accessible) on the network and provide 'search engines' to use 
the indexes. These indexes are often created automatically by the use of 'web crawlers" which 
0) interrogate computer after computer on the network to locate successive web pages and M 

40 index the words in each web page encountered against the network address (eg Internet 
Protocol Address or IPA) and filing &yStem path or universal reSOtJrce locator {URL) at which 
the web page is accessible. Hereinafter the terms URL and URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) 
are taken to be identical in meaning and to signify network addresses and filing system paths. 
Usually, the indexes consist of a list of unique words with each word having an associated list 

45 of URLs of the web pages wherein the word was found to occur during interrogation. The URL 
serves as a 'hyper1ink' whicil, if selected by a user/searcher, results in the associated web 
page being automatically transmitted from the computer where it is posted on the network to 
the user/searcher's computer where It may be displayed or otherwise processed. The sending 
and receiving of tiles in this way is greatly assisted by user interface programs called 'web 

50 browsers· (or more simply, "browsers'} such as Netscape and Microsoft Internet Explorer. 
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The search for web pages of interest using search engines leaves much to be desired: 

• simple searches (those using a few keywords in simple combinations) often yield far too 

many web page references (URLs} to permit them to be interrogated one-by-one, 

5 • complex searches (those using many keywords and/or complex Boolean expressions) 
require considerable expertise to undertake, 

• even using optimum search criteria, many irrelevant web pages are referenced because of 
inconsistent use of terminology by those who author the original web pages, 

• even using optimum search criteria, many relevant pages are missed, again because of 
10 inconsistent use of terminology by web page authors, and 

• because items of information included in the body of web pages cannot be 'understood' or 

associated in useful ways by web crawlers; that is recognised as, say, a surname, a street 

name, a geographic locality, or type of goods or services and, say, a sumame strongly 

associated with a street name, a geographic locality, or a type of goods or se,vice. 

15 The result is that infonnation provided by search engines from databases which are 

automatically compiled using web crawlers is a very poor equivalent of the common Yellow 

Pages and White Pages diredories which serve the telephone industry (though these 

directories are not, of course. automatically compiled from web pages). 

20 In an attempt to improve the usefulness of automatically compiled network databases, some 

search engine providers make use of information contained in URLs, such as the country code 

and top level domain name codes such as 'com', 'edu', 'net' and 'org· which is sometimes used 

to signify the subject matter of web pages. It has been proposed to add more content 

classifying codes to URLs (eg. "chem· to signny chemical subject matter) to allow specialised 

25 databases - national, commercial, chemical, etc - to be generated. However, this proposal 

has serious drawbacks: 
• URLs are Internet addresses and it is in principle undesirable to conftJse the address 

function of a URL with that of representing a list of web page classifications or contad 

details. 
30 • A URL is an inappropriate container of multiple web page dassification codes and contact 

details because the length of the URL would cause it to become unwieldy as an Internet 

address. 
• Including in a URL classification codes drawn from a list of thousands of codes would 

compromise the mnemonic quality of Internet addresses such as "www.yellowpages.com•. 

35 • There is substantial over1ap in the subject matter contained in web pages having the 

various top level domain name codes. 

• There is no consensus on, or standard for, content classification codes in URLs. 

Another proposal to add content dassification data to web pages has arisen from the wish to 

40 identify pages containing material that may be offensive to some viewers, or should not be 

accessed by minors. The Platform for Internet Content Selection (PIGS} (see 

http://www.w3.org/pub/WWW/PICS and other documents at www.w3.org) is a web page 

ratings standaro similar in principle to the ratings systems for motion pictures. This system 

allows page authors to •internally" seJf classify their pages through use of the "<meta ___ >n 

45 HTML element AHematively, "extemar PICS ratings of web pages may be obtained from 

ratings service providers accessed each time a URL is selected. In practice. the ratings seNice 

providers have adopted very limited range of web page cJassiflc.ations. For example. Ararat 

Software's Commercial Rating System (see httpjfwww_ararat.com.ratings/ararat1O.htm0 

provides just 5 categories of web page content: commercial content. technical/customer 
50 support ordering information. downloading infom,ation and contact information_ In other 
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examples. CyberPatrol (http://www.microsys.com/pics.tpics_msi.htm) provides 16 categories, 
the Recreational Software Advisory Council (http://www.rsac.orgtfaq.html) provides 4 
categories, SafeSurf (http://www.safesLJrf.com/ssplan.htm) provides 11 categories and 
Vancouver Webpages Rating Service (http://vancouver•webpages.comNWP1 .OJ provides 11 

5 categories. None of the categories provide classification of web pages by industry, service, 
product or subject with sufficient specificity to be useful when searching for web pages_ 
Rather, the categories are intended to prevent web browsers from displaying web pages 
unsuitable for particular types of web browser users. Such rating systems are not intended to 
be used for the automated creation of Yellow or White pages like databases from web pages 

10 and are unsuitable for that purpose because they can not represent contact details. Further, 
the ratings data may only be encoded in the <meta ... > element in the <head> of an HTML 
document drastically limiting the type and usefulness of the data that can be encoded. 

Another proposal for dassifying the content of web pages, the "Meta Content Framework" 
15 (MCF - see httpJ/mcf .research.apple.com/mcf.html"), requires the content of web pages to be 

classified and the ciassification data to be held in a separate non-r-lTML data file with a MJME 
type of text/mcf. Storing data in non-HTML encoded documents which describes the content of 
HTML encoded documents is a technical and economic barrier to the adoption by search 
engine providers of the proposal. The MCF proposal is thus entirely unsuited to the automated 

20 creation of Yellow or White pages like databases from HTML encoded web pages (MIME type 
text/html) because data stored according to the MCF proposal is not stored in HTML encoded 
web pages. 

The "Electronic Business Card", vCard, (see ·veard The Electronic Business Cardd Version 
25 2.1, versit Consortium Specification, Sept 18, 1996 or ftp://ds.intemic.net/intemet-orafts/draft

ietf-asid-rnime-vcard-01.txt) uses non-HTML data file (MIME Content Types of "text/plain" or 
the non--standard "texVX-vCarcf') containing contact information equivalent to an extended 
White Pages entry which can be exchanged on a network using Simple Mail Transfer Protocol 
(SMTP) or using HTTP. It can be associated with a web page by use of a URL in the web page 

30 which refers to the vCard information (eg <a hret=·httpJfwww.thing.com/vCard.vcF>My 
vCard</a>). Version 2.1 vCard standard data file fonnat (published 18 September 1996) 
provides for the inclusion of many items of contact information. The vCard specification 
recommends that. where possible, there Should be consistent mapping of \'Card property 
names to HTML ~<,nput>· element attribule names (eg VCard property name "TITLE. maps to 

35 HTML ·<input name= 'title'>1. The intention is to facilitate the transfer of vCard data into web 
page input forms by pasting from a clipboard or by dragging from other computer applications. 
The VCard proposal is unsuited to the automated creation- of Yellow or White pages like 
databases from HTML encoded web pages because data stored according to the VCard 
proposal is not stored in HTML encoded web pages. 

40 
The inclusion of classifted information i"I separate documents (such as Meta Content files or 
vCards) has the disadvantage that there is necessarily much duplication of data and 
coordination of modifteations between the separate documents and the web pages. This must 
be done to allow a person who has accessed a web page using an HTML compliant browser 

45 to determine whether it is worth calffng up the associated file or vice versa. Also. to allow 
portions of web pages to be classified, web page contextual information would have to be 
duplicated in the separate document vCards in particular do not provide this functionality. 
Another disadvantage is that non•HTML documents such as vCards contain no details as to 
how the data they contain is to be displayed. In the display of HTML documents the position, 

50 font. size, colour of the text and other elements of the document am of great importance. The 
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restriction of address data in a vCard to untagged orclinally organised fields is inflexible. For 
example, multiple instances of extended parts of the address are not poSSible. Also 

components of names, addresses and telephone numbers and so forth are insufficiently 
identified. 

The Online Computer Library Center Inc (OCLC, Dublin, Ohio, USA) proposal, known as the 

"Dublin Core", proposes to classifying scholarly web pages by subject (topic of the work, or 

keywords that describe the content of the work), title, author, publisher, other agent, date. 
object type (genre of the object such as home page, novel, poem etc), form, ldentifier, source, 

10 language, relationship and coverage (spatial and temporal) (see 
http://www.oclc-org:5046/-welbeUhtmkneta.html and other documents at www_odc.org). This 

proposal does not include industry, service, product or subject classifications. It also does not 
include contact details. Names such as that of the author are not specified in sufficient detail to 

avoid ambiguities such as which is the author's first and last names. The proposal specifies 

15 that the details are encoded using the <meta ... > element in the <head> of web pages. The 
proposal is unsuited to the automated creation of Yellow or White pages like databases from 

web pages because the proposal does not provide for classification of web pages and does 

not provide adequate contact details. Further, the use of keywords for describing the content 
of the work adds very little to the effectiveness of indexing of web pages since the web pages 

20 are usually indexed on every word of their c.ontent and most often the key words would simply 
be a duplication of words already contained in the document 

It has also been proposed to use the Dewey Decimal System (see 

http://orc.rsch.oclc.org:6109/eval_dc.hbnl and http:/!orc.rsch_ocic.org:6109/bintro.htrnij to rank 

25 electronic documents against a Dewey Decimal subject classific.ation. The proposal suggests 
automatically assigning Dewey Decimal subject classific.ation codes to documents during 
automated indexing and cataloguing but does not specify the exact nature of the assignment 

although it is implied that the codes are stored separately from the documents. The proposal 
admits that such automated dassification is less satisfactory than human classification. The 

30 proposal is unsuited to the automated creation of Yellow or White pages like databases from 
web pages because the accuracy of dassffication is inadequate, does not provtde for inclusion 

of industry, service or product classffic:ations and does not provide for inclusion of contact 
details. Deriving a subject classification code from an analysis of every word and phrase in a 
web page is computationally expensive. 

35 
The HTML 3.0 standard (see page 23 of the www.w3.org document ·draft-ietf-html-specv3-
00.txt") provides •c1ass~ as an attribute of almost all HTML ·<body::,.• elements. The "class• 

attribute is intended to be used with style sheets. Style sheets provide a means by which the 
display of HTML documents may be altered to suit the needs of different classes of browser 

40 users. For example. <div c!ass="appendP could be used to define a division that acts as an 
appendiX, <h2 class=·section·> could be used to define a level 2 header that acts as a section 
header, although, of course, any string of charaders could be defined for those purposes. The 
"class· attribute. although never having been suggested for holding goods and services 

classifications, is not suited for such a use as it is, in any case, undesirable to confuse the style 
45 sheet function of the "class· attribute. 

The HTML 3.0 and earlier standards provided the HTML elements "<pe~n>" and "<address>" 

but do not specify the form of the content or method of validating the content of those 
elements. A person's name may be written as first name followed by last name or last name 

50 followed by first name. Similarty, different conventions exist for writing addresses. Similar 
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ambiguities arise in the ill defined format of the HTML elements ~<person>" and "<address>". 
As such they are of little use in the automatic compilation of searchable databases. 

The XML language (see: http://textuality.com/sgml-erbM'D-xmLhtml) was developed to extend 
5 HTML so that software vendors can add new elements and new element attributes to HTML 

which are not specifically defined in any HTML standard. The intention is to ensure that all new 
elements and attributes could be parred by all XML parsers even if the new elements held no 
significance for any particular XML parser. However, like HTML. XML does not provide a 
standard for the representation of industry, service, product or subject classification, contact or 

10 geographic location details within an web page. 

Of course, many useful databases of the Yellow Pages or White Pages type are made 
available by sefVice providers on networks, but they are not compiled automatically by using 
web crawlers to scan HTML web pages posted on a network. For example, 

15 http:f.tw..vw.yellowpages.com.au and http://www.mcp.com provide dassified advertisements of 
the Yellow Pages type with 6nks to the web pages of paying advertisera or subscribers_ There 
are also directories of email addresses which approximate the White Pages directories, listing 
the names of individuals and organisations and contact details, (eg http://www.bigbook.com 
and httpJ/query1.whowhere.com). However, these email directories requira listers to manually 

20 add their diredory entries and enquirers to be aware of and to find the directory enquiry web 
page. They cannot be automatically generated by scanning web pages using web crawlers 
sines thera is no adequate mechanism to relate email addresses to the names of people and 
organisations and their other contact details which may also exist in the same web page. 

25 OBJECTIVES OF THE INVENTION 

30 

35 

The general object of the invention is to provide improved methods for automatically building 
seardlable databases of classlfication, contact, and/or geographical information by using web 
crawlers to interrogate web pages posted on a network. [For convenience, this infonnation is 
coDectively referred to as CCG-<JataJ. 

Other non-essential objectives are to provide methods for including and/or displaying CCG
data within web pages accessed by browsers, for automatically extracting CCG-data from web 
pages posted on a network and for using the same, and/or to provide methods for searching 
automatically compiled databases using such data. 

Another subsidiary objective of the invention is to provide a new form of web page which is 
better suited to the automatic compilation (using web crawlers) of databases constructed by 
the automatic scanning of many such pages posted on a network. 

40 OUTLINE OF THE INVENTION 
The invention is based upon the realisation that highly useful databases can be automatic.ally 
built by successively interrogating web pages posted on a network if one or more HTML 
encoded CCG phrases are included in the web pages. A CCG phrase is one containing CCG
dat.a in a fonn which is directly accessible and identifiable. CCG phrases may also include one 

45 or more items which provide the web page author with control over how the CCG-<lata is 
applied to the database. 

Data duplication can be reduced if some of the CCG...cJata in the coded CCG phrases can be 
displayed by browsers as well as being used to update databases. Errors due to inexactly 

50 duplicated data are also eliminated. Accordingly, it is envisaged that CCG phrases may include 
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one or more items which provide the web page author wrth control over how the CCG-data is 

displayed by a browser. 

HTML (including version 2 and version 3) and XML are evolving applications (sub-sets or 

5 dialects) of ISO Standard 8879 1986 known as Standard Generalised Markup Language 

(SGML). HTML, in large part. is a language used to describe how text (unstructured data) and 

graphics is to be fonnatted for display. The HTML language consists of a finite number of 

"elements· (for example: ·<BR>" where "BR" is the element name, also called the tag name) 

which may contain ·attributes" (for example; ·<DL COMPACT>" where "COMPACT is an 

10 attrtbute named "COMPACr) and may contain values associated with attributes {for example: 

"<FONT SIZE=+1>" where +1 is the attribute value of the attribute named "SIZE1. XML is a 

language used to describe structured data. The XML language is similarly composed of 

elements, attributes and values with a similar syntax to HTML but unlike HTML the element 

names which may be used are not restricted and the meaning of the XML data may be 

15 interpreted in any convenient manner. While the XML language is mute about how data 

described by XML is to be formatted for display, the data may be used by computer programs 

for any purpose including description of how XML coded data is displayed_ However, due to its 

historic importance in connection with web pages, the term ~HTML" is herein used to refer to all 

markup languages which are subsets or complete sets of the SGML language. In particular, 

20 the term "HTML encoded CCG phrase• and the synonymous term ·ccG phrase" are herein 

used to refer to CCG---data encoded in a subset or complete set of the SGML language. 

Herein, a "web page· is a document adapted to be or actually accessible through a network 

and encoded in a subset or complete set of the SGML language. 

25 For convenience. CCG items in HTML encoded CCG phrases, whether they are syntactically 

represented as elements or as attributes, will be referred to hereinafter as CCG attributes. 

A CCG phrase includes at least one of the following identifiable types of CCG-data attributes: 

• industry, product, service, and/or subjed classifications, 

30 • contact categories, contact person(s) and/or organisation(s) names, titles or 

associations, contact detals Including physical and postal addresses, telephone and 

fax numbers, email and Internet or network addresses or locations, public keys, and 

• geographic location details. 

35 A CCG phrase may also include any of the following identifiable types of CCG control 

attributes: 

40 

• database control attnbutes to indicate Which parts -of the data are to be used to 

update databases, and 
• display control attributes to indicate how browsers are to display the data. 

By virtue of occurring in the same CCG phrase, a plurality of CCG-data attributes are 

associated with each other. 

By virtue of their occurrence in the same CCG phrase, CCG-data attributes are idententified as 

45 a set of associated attributes. However the degree of association between attributes can be 

controlled by the inclusion in the phrase of database control attributes. 

The start and end of CCG phrases should be identifiable to clearly distinguish these phrases 

from other data. To identify the beginning and end of a CCG phrase, at least one HTML 

50 element should have a CCG specific HTML element name or CCG specific attribute name or 
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CCG specific value_ Each CCG attribute may consist. wtth or wrt:hout other incidental 
charactera, of a CCG attribute name and/or a CCG value or values. Preferably, each CCG 
phrase is contained in the "<body>" of the web page. 

5 Two examples of a CCG specific HTML element are: "<CCG ___ >" or "<CCG ... />" or 
"<CCG> ... </CCG>". (Where a CCG phrase is coded in XML, the elements ~<XML>" and 
'<I.XML>" may also be needed at the start and end of the CCG phrase.) A less satisfactory 
example is: "<!-CCG ... -> where the characters ·ccG· after HTML comment element name 
"!--" are used to signify that the comment contains CCG--data. An example of the use of a CCG 

10 specific attribute name is: "<START CCG>" ... "<END CCG>". An example of the use of a CCG 
specific value is: "<START lYPE=='CCGY ... "<END 1YPE='CCGY, Obviously. other 
character sb'ings could be substituted for the element name, element attribute name or 
element attribute value "CCG" string of the examples. 

15 The codes "<CCG ... >" and "<CCG ... />" are compatibfe with most HTML specifications, but 
being non-standard HTML, most web browsers do not display any text or attributes (eg 
PO=="AQD") within the angle brackets•<· and">". These codes are preferred where display of 
the CCG data is not required and compatibirrty with older browsers is required (eg CCG 
phrases containing only classification values). 

20 
From one aspect, therefore, the invention comprises a web page for posting on a network. the 
web page being characterised by the inclusion of at least one CCG phrase in the "<body>" of 
the page, the CCG phrase being such that the CCG attributes contained therein are 
accessible and identifiable by (i) HTML compliant editors and/or (ii) HTML compliant web 

25 crawlers for the automatic construction of databases of classmed infonnation. and/or (iii) HTML 
compliant browsers for display on the computer screens of network users. 

From another aspect, the invention comprises a method of constructing web pages of the 
above described type. The web pages may be constructed on digitaJ computers using simple 

30 text editors such as Microsoft Windows Notepad, or preferably, purpose built human controlled 
editors or automated composing programs which embody knowledge of HTML and CCG 
syntax and grammar. Which ever process is used. CCG attributes are selected and inserted. 
modified, deleted and/or organised to fonn a vafld CCG phrases in HTML encoded documents 
and the documents are posted on computer readable storage devices of computers connected 

35 to a computer network so that the documents are generally available to computers on the 
network. 

From another aspect, the invention comprises a method of populating a database with CCG
data extracted from web pages. Web pages posted on a network are successively retrieved by 

40 a digital computer program (eg: a web crawler) and CCG phrases contained therein are 
identified and at least some of the CCG attributes found Within the CCG phrases are extracted. 
The CCG attribute names are used to detemline the type of data in the associated valuss_ 
Generally the CCG attributes of interest are those relating to classification, contact and 
geographic data and database update controls wh~e the attributes of fJtl:le or no of interest in 

45 relation to database updating are those relating to display controls. Of course, the CCG-data 
extracted need only be that relevant to the particular database being updated. For example, 
one database may have been designed to index only web page Classifications and URLs while 
another database may have been d~ned to index only contact deta~s. Databases also differ 
in their intema/ representation of data and means of associating data_ For example, some use 
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"flat file~ tables, others use pointers to data to create network associations while others use 

hashing and buckets. 

The conventional nomenclature differs considerably between different types of database. 

5 Depending on the particular database nomendature, data of the same type is said to be stored 

in table columns, fields, attributes and properties. The terms column and fleld are somewhat 

related to the physical representation of the data in files wMe attribute and property is more 

related to the logical representation of data. To avoid confusion, with the terms "HTML 

attribute·, "CCG attribute· or just "attribute•, hereinafter a database property means both a type 

10 of data stored in the database and a place in the database where data of the same type is 

stored. Database properties are refefTed to by a name ("property name") or similar reference 

and contain values. For example, a database property with the name "City name· and which 

contains values which are all the names of cities may be defined as a "Cit'/ name· type 

database property. 
15 

Whichever style of database is used, it is preferred that the database update program relate 

the CCG atbibutes to corresponding database properties used by the database update 

process so that the database property values are updated with CCG values in a manner which 

preserves the distinctness, content and meaning of the CCG values and, preferably, preserves 

20 the CCG value associations expressed in the CCG phrase as sets of associated database 

property values of different types. 

In some cases, it is desired to know the address of the web page from which the CCG values 

were extracted. For example, the purpose of building a database might be to allow searching 

25 of the database by web page classification to provide a list URLs of web pages or URLs of 

portions of web pages which contain matdling CCG classifications. The URLs could then be 

inserted in an HTML document and transmitted to a web browser as a list of references to web 

pages matching a search expression. In that example, associating the URL of a web page or 

the URL of a portion of a web page with the CCG values extracted from the same web page or 

30 web page portlon is important and the URL or means of reconstructing it must be available and 

supplied to the database update process. In one style of database, the values of the same 

type are held &eparate rows in a column (property) of a database table, and pointers held in 

another column (property) are associated wfth the values by sharing the same table row. The 

table row constitutes a set of associated property values. Each pointer points to a bucket 

35 (block of data) containing a list of URL& or pointers to URLs held in a separate bucket or table. 

In another style of database, value& of different types are held in different tables together with 

a set number, pointer or similar code which is used to indicate .which values are associated as 

members of the same set. In one variation, the values of set members are prefixed with a code 

indicating the type of value and an values are held in the same column of a table. If the 

40 purpose of the database is to hold contact data, recording the web page URL in the database 

might not be required although if the URL is not present in the database, updating changes in 

the CCG contact details contained within a web page is more difficult. Of course, one 

database may be used to record all types of CCG values contained in web pages and 

associate with each other any and all values extraded from the same web page or even from 

45 other web pages. 

From another aspect, the invention comprises a met.hod of searching the databases 

eonstructed as outlined above. These databases may be used for a variety of searc:hing 

purposes. For example, to find web page URLs by using the association of web page URLs 

50 with industry, service, product or subject classification or a person's or organisation·s name or 
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address or geographic location values or any combination thereof_ In another example, the 
databases may be used to find the contact details for people or organisations by name or 
location of industry, service, product or web page subject type and so forth by using the 
association between items of the contact details in 1he database without having to retrieve web 

5 pages associated with the contact details. 

More particularty, the searching method involves finding URL references, or finding sets of 
associated database property values, from databases containing CCG--data. The method 
including steps of parsing a query phrase received from a computer network to extract query 

10 relational expressions and, from each expression, deriving a query field name, query relational 
operator and query value. determining the type of the query field by reference to its name, 
relating the query field to a corresponding database property according to type and locating 
CCG-data database property values in the database property whlch return a true value when 
tested against the query value using the query relational operator. Finally, the URL references 

15 or the sets of property values associated with the so located CCG-data database property 
values are extracted. 

Database queries are usually expressed in a query language in the fonn of a phrase or 
sentence. In que,y by example style enquiy systems, the user types values into input fields on 

20 a form and a program extracts the input values and uses the values to automatically compose 
a query phrase or sentence. There ara many existing examples of query languages used in 
connection with databases. Generally, they consist of relatio11al expressions (eg Field;Value), 
logical expressions and grouping of relational and logical expressions by means such as 
parentheses. They may also contain sorting and output formatting expressions_ Often 

25 abbreviated notation is used in the expn,$Sions such as leaving out field names or relational 
operators which are then inferTed from the value in the expression or implied by default In an 
enquiry the nature and format of the output may also be implied, such as a list of URLs of web 
pages or a list of contact details. ~r is the mechanism of any partiCUlar database, the 
query expression needs to be parsed and fields in 1he query expression, explicit, default, 

30 implied or inferred, need be related to database properties of similar type. In some styles of 
database enquiry the query expression is evaluated against each row of a table or record of a 
file to find rows or records (ie a set of associated property values) which match the query 
expression. In other styles, sub-sets of the values of the properties a~ selected according to 
the interpretation of relational expressions in the query expression and the sub-sets are 

35 combined according to logical and grouping expressions in the query to find the sets of 
associated property values which mateh the query expression. Often, to make logical 
operations which combine the selected sub-sets more efficient, it is not the values which are 
selected but pointers to the values (eg Table name and table row) or unique keys (eg URLs or 
pointers to URLs) associated with the values. For example, the AND logic.al operator is often 

40 used to combine two lists so that only values or pointers or keys common to both lists are 
found in the combined list Usually, the query produces a result list which is then provided to 
other processes. For example, a list of URLs of web pages is processed to produce an 
attractively formatted HTML encoded document containing the URLs and is sent to a web 
browser to allow an enquirer to retrieve interesting web pages. In another example, the contact 

45 details associated in the database with each value or pointer in the result list are retrieved from 
the database and presented as a report in the form of an HTML encoded document and is 
sent to a web browser for viewing. 

From another aspect, the invention comprises a method of diSp\aying CCG-data contained in 
50 CCG phrases within web pages which are displayed by a web browser executing on a digital 
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computer. While a web page is loading or has loaded in a web browser. the web browser 

parses the web page and displays the text (or data) of the web page on a display device 

connected to the computeL When the web browser parser encounters CCG phrases, the web 

browser may display the CCG-data (element and/or attribute names (or translations of element 

5 and/or attribute names} and/or values} in a number of browser specific ways. For e,:ample, the 

web browser may by default not display any CCG-data, display all CCG--data, not display any 

CCG-data until a CCG display control attribute e,:plicitly states that subsequent data should be 

displayed or display all CCG-data until a CCG display control attribute explicitly states that 

subsequent data should not be displayed. The web browser may also use CGA display 

10 controls specifying the size, font, position and so forth to alter the display of the CCG-data. 

15 

DESCRJPTION OF EXAMPLES 
Having indicated the nature of ttie present invention, examples or embodiments thereof will 

now be described by way of illustration only. 

Example 1: HTML Syntax Suitable for Representing a CCG Phrase 

Toe following is an example of HTML element syntax suitable for representing CCG phrases in 

which a control (e.g. •sHow•) may be •good until countermanded" and thus apply to more 

than one field: 
20 <CCG HREF=•urt• 

25 

30 

35 

40 

{{NAME,,,Klabel" I ID="identifier_code"} &I {LANG=="language_code" & 

CLASS=="Class_name1 
{ 

} 

> 

{SET_SEPAAATOR} &I 
{INDEX I NOtNDEX} &I 
{SHOW I HIDE} &I 
{XPOS="horizontal_position_number1 &I 
{YPOS=-....ertical_position_numbe(} &I 
{NEWLINE} &I 
{ALIGN~ntre ! left I right I justify} &J 
{SIZE=[+/-)1 12 13 I 4 I 51617} &I 
{COLOR="#rrggbb" 1 •coIour_name1 &I 
{FACE=''type_face_name'1 &I 
{BLINK &I BOLD &I UNDERLINE &I ITALIC &I STRIKE} &I 
{SUBSCRIPT I SUPERSCRIPl} &I 
{CLEAR{=left I right I all}} 
{NORMAL}&! 
{{{CONTACT &I COPYRIGHT &I DEVELOPER} &I 
{PERSONAL &I BUSINESS &I ASSOCIATION} &j 

{attribute_name"'"attribute_value(s)1 

where: the ellipsis • .. ." implies optional repetition of the braced ("f ·n items; the braces are 

45 used to group items and are not CCG syntactic elements; "&" (and) implies items must occur 

together: "I" (or) implies only one item must occur; and •&r .{and/or) implies.any including none 

of the items may appear together. 

Using the syntax of this example, each CCG phrase is represented as an HTML element, the 

50 element name being "CCG" and the CCG-data (eg attribute_name="attribute_value·) and CCG 
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controls (eg SIZE:=+1) are represented as attributes of the HTML element. Some of the 
attributes (eg StzE) having explicit values (eg +1) and some attributes have implied values 
depending on the presence or absence in a CCG phrase {eg when the attribute BUSINESS is 
present it has the implied value of True and the implied value of False when absent). 

Representation in XML syntax requires, at most, only a simple translation. All the items, such 
as "NORMAL" and "attribute_name" may remain unchanged as attributes of the element 
named "CCG" (eg <CCG size=+1/>). However, when a CCG phrase is encoded in XML, it is 
preferred that the items are represented as XML elements. For example attribute "SIZE::;+r 

10 can be represented as element "<size>+1<1size>" or "<size value,,.,+1/>" and "NORMAL• can 
be represented as "<normal/>. 

In this example, the attributes, ID, LANG and CLASS take their meanings from HTML 3.0. The 
"ur1" in HREF::;~uri- or may be a link with or without destination anchOr labels. For example the 

15 URL http://www.w3.org/docs.htrnl does not contain a destination anchor label (or identifier) 
while http://www.w3.org/docs.html#se.irching does contain the destination anchor label 
"#searchingw which is intended refer to an anchor in docs.html such as <A 
NAME=wsearching"> ... <IA>. There is some confusion in various HTML standards 
documentation about the distinction bet\Neen the expression NAME=·laber and the expression 

20 ID="identifier_code". For most practical purposes the two expressions have the same function 
or meaning: to uniquely identify within a document a position in or portion of that documenl 

Database control attributes: 
~set_separator" indicates the end of association between preceding and following data other 

25 than through the weaker mutual association with the same CCG phrase or web page; the data 
are divided into sets. "Index I Noindex" indicates that the following data are I are not to be 
indexed by a web crawler. These attributes have an implied attribute value of 'True' rf present 

. in and 'False' when absent from a CCG phrase. 

30 Display control attributes: 
"Show I Hide" indicates that a browser should show / not show the following data. Xpos and 
Ypos indicate the position (for example in pixel or physical units) on the browrer screen where 
the data is to be dtsplayed. "Newline" may be used in addition or as an alternative method of 
placing text on a browser screen. "Align" Indicates the positioning of data on a browser screen 

35 relative to the cursor position set by "Xpos", "Ypos" or "Newline•. ~size·, "Colour" and "Face· 
indicates the size, colour and type face or font of the following data when displayed on an 
browser screen. "Blink", "Bold", "Undertine", "Italic', "Strike", ·superscnpr and ·subscript" 
indicates that the following data should be displayed blinking, bold. underlined, italicised, struck 
through, superscripted or subscripted. "Clear" indicates that the browser screen in the region 

40 where data will be displayed should be cleared to background before displaying the following 
data. "Normal" indicates the data Is to be displayed without the ~Blink". .._, "Clear"' 
characteristics. The display controls Which consist of an attribute name without an explicit value 
have an implied value of 'True' when present and 'False' when absent. 

45 CCG--data attributes: 
·contact &I Copyright &J Developer" indicates that the fotlowing CCG-data refers to details for 
a person or organisation and/or to the copyright owner and/or to the HTML or web page 
developer. "Personal &j Business &I Association• 1ndfCates that the following data refers to 
details for a person and/or business and/or association. The previous CCG..data attributes 

50 have an implied attribute value of iruo' tf present in a CCG phrase or set and 'F~lse' when 
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absent from a CCG phrase or set. The attribute_name could be standard CCG attribute names 

or synonyms of standard CCG attribute names or abbreviations of CCG attribute names which 

refer to the following types of CCG attribute values where square brackets "[" and ·r surround 

suggested attribute names: 

5 • industry or service or product or subject classifications and sub---classifications: 

• classification name [CN], 
• classification codes [CC). 

• display only text [TEXT}. 
e contact: 

10 • person: 
• courtesy title [PNC], 
• first given name [PNG], 

• other given names [PNO}. 

• family name [PNF], 
15 • name suffix [PNS], 

• qualifications [PO], 
• associations [PA], 
• contact person title [P-T], 
• contact person role [PR]. 

20 • organisation: 
• name [ON], 
• unit [OU], 
• identifier [01D]. 

• physical or post or delivery address: 

25 • type [A TI (= "PHYSICAL· &l "POST-OFFICE" &I "POST AL" &! QDEUVERY") 

• post office box number [AP#] 
• post office name [APN] 
• room or suite or office or unit or flat or apartment name &I number [AB#]. 

• floor name &I number [ABF]. 
30 • building name [ABN], 

• lane or street or road or highWay number [AS#], 

• lane or street or road or highway name [ASN]. 

• suburb or town or city name [ACN), 
• region or state or territory or province name [ARN], 

35 • post code [APC), 
• country or nation name [ANN), 

• telephone: 
• type [TT] (= •PREFERRED• &I 'VOICE" &I "MOBILE" &I "CAR" &I "MESSAGE~ 

&rPAGER. &I "FACSIMILE" &I "MODEM" &I "ISDN" &I 'VIDEO") 

40 • nation or country code number [fC#], 

• trunk access number [TT#], 
• area code number [TA#), 

• local number fTL#l, 
• email: 

45 • t,,pe [ET] (= "INTERNEr I {other}), 
• mailer {EM]. 
• address [EA], 

• Internet address: 
• url [IURL]. 

50 • date & time: 
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• date & time from [DTFJ. 
• date & time to [OTT], 
• weekday from [DT\NF], 
• weekday to [DTWT]. 

5 • weekday time from [OTWFT], 
• weekday time to [DTWTT]. 
• time zone [OlZJ. 

• brand name [BN]. 
• public key: 

10 • key type[KT]. 
• key [K], 

• geographical: 
• location units [GLU], 
• location [GL], 

15 • serviced region units [GLRU}. 
• serviced region [GLR], 

Suggested attribute name [CN] is the name of an attribute associated with the attribute value 
containing •cJassification name• type data. For example, the [CN) attribute value could be the 

20 name of a proprietary or national or international or other industry classification standard such 
as the Australian and New Zealand Standard Industry Classification or ~ANZSIC for short or 
the U.S. Bureau of the Census Industrial Classifications (USBCIC). The associated 
classiftcation codes [CC] attribute value could contain the codes and/or descriptions of the 
codes of the named standard with or without modifications, deletions or extensions. For 

25 example: CN=~ANZSIC" CC;"61;Road transport· or CN="USBCIC" cc;•sa1;Hardware store·. 
Service classif,cations such as the International Standard Classification of Occupations could 
be used. For example: CN="ISCOO" CC="4430;Auctioneer" Product classificatiOns such as the 
Harmonised Commodity Description And Coding System could be used. For example: 
CN="HSC" CC:;;;"8411 ;Turbojets, turbo-propellelS & other gas turbines; parts thereof' For 

30 subject classifications, Dewey Decimal, and/or Universal Decimal and/or Library of Congress 
and/or Bl~ and/or Colon Classification could be used. For example: CN=•ooc
CC="577.699;Sea shore ecology" The induslon of subject classifications provides a very 
simple, straightforward method of classifyrlg the subject matter of an HTML document which 
could be attractive to commercially oriented copyright owners. 

35 
The text [TEXT]), person ([PNC} - [PRD. organisation ([ON] - [OIDJ), physical or post or 
delivery address ([Al] - [ANN}), telephone {[171 - [TL#J), email address ([El] - [EAJ} and 
Internet address [IURL] are intended to be associated with each other in the obvious manner. 
Date & time(s} (IDTFJ - [DTZJ) are intended to indicate the times at which the address and/or 

40 telephone and/or email will be serviced by the associated person(s) and/or organisation(s). 
The brand name ([BN]) attribute is intended to hold commercial brand names. Public key ([KTl 
- [KJ) is intended to hold public encryption keys for sea.im communication with the contact 
person or organisation. 

45 The geographical location [GL] could be a latitude and longitude (eg 
E148D31' 12.5", S36040' ,09.6" or E 148.5201,S36.6693 or ~ 148.5201,-36.6693 ). or a Universal 
Grid Reference (eg 55FV364402) or other global, national, regional or local location reference 
with units as specified [GLU], which is typed in or obtained by pointing to a digitally encoded 
map or other methods. In more populated regions of some countries such as the U.S .. street 

50 addresses and post codes are associated With a moderately accurate geographic location and 
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can be used to interpolate geographic location data where geographic location data is not 

explicitly stated in the CCG-data. Using a universally recognised code such as latitude and 

longitude has advantages when used with international mediums like the Internet. 

Geographical location is intended to be associated with a post. delivery address or physical 

5 address such as place of business or residence. A CCG compliant browser could use this 

reference to display a map centred on that geographic location_ The purpose of the 

geographical location data is to allow browser users to specify search engine search aiteria 

which will result in the search engine selecting only those Internet accessible documents which 

provide details about providers which are within a specified region. The serviced region [GLR] 

10 is intended to indicate the preferred area of operation of providers expressed in terms of 

servic.ed region units [GLRU]. A radial distance (eg in kilometres) or alternate means of 

expressing an area of interest around a geographic point. such as polygons. are envisaged. 

It is envisaged that the CCG attribute_value could be composed of more than one value 

15 (actually sub-value) wherein specific charactera or character strings separate individual values. 

While specific instances of element names and types have been given in this example, of 

more importance is the type of data and type controls over the display and indexing of the 

data. ks an alternative to the preferred immediately following example where the CCG-data is 

20 lumped together under the HTML element named "CCG", certain elements of the data, for 

example the dassification data, could be lumped under separate HTML elements with 

distinctly different names thereby separating CCG classification data from CCG contact data. 

However, this is not preferred because the strength of association between the two types of 

data is weakened. 
25 

Example 2: Classification of Portion of a Web Page. 

Where it is desired to dassify a portion of a web page, such as a paragraph about a product, 

simple CCG-data may be used in conjunction with the syntax of Example1. For example: 

<A NAME;;;•Radios">AM-f'M radio receivers: </A> 

30 <CCG HREF::::"-#Radios"> 
CN::::•ANZSIC~ 
CC::::"E23.34.78:Elecbieal equipment~ radio receivers AMW 

CC="E23.34. 79;Electrical equipment - radio receivers FM" 

</CCG> 
35 We won't be beaten on the price of these high quality receivers .... 

In this example. the CCG prase appears after the related anchor (<A NAME=_ .. <JA>)_ 

However, while such proximity Yisualty provides an obvious association betveen the anchor 

and related CCG phrase, it is intended that CCG phrase containing the atttibute HREF related 

to a specific anchor could appear anywhere within the body of a web page and remain related 

40 to the named anchor. The CCG phrase containing the attribute HREF could appear in a 

separate document and thereby relate the CCG-data to the entire document or to a named 

anchor although, as previously noted, coordinating separate documents can be problematic. In 

the absence of the HREF and NAME attributes, it is also intended that the CCG-<iata apply to 

the whole web page. 
45 

Example 3 Classification of Portion of a Web Page using XML Syntax 

Using XML syntax and similar attribute names to those of Example 2 the HTML fragment of 

Example 2 may be rewritten as: 

<A NAME="Radios">AM-FM radio receive~: <IA> 

50 <XML> 
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<CCG> 
<HREF>"#Radios"</t-lREF> 
<CN>"ANZSICn<JCN> 

16 

<CC>"E23.34.78;Electrical equipment - radio receivers AM.</CC> 
<CC>"E23.34.79;Electrical equipment - radio receiver.:; FM"</CC> 

</CCG> 
</XML> 

We won't be beaten on the price of these high quality receivers ___ . 
This example demonstrates that the translation of CCG-data from HTML to XML (and the 

10 reverse) involves simple syntactical and grammatical translations. Of course, the resulting 
HTML and XML. while "wen formed" might not be recognised or, if recognised, might not be 

understood by some parsers. 

Example 4: Constructing a Web Page Containing CCG-data 
15 As an example. a web page developer, Alice Jamieson, is preparing an advertisement for a 

local electrician John Williams, trading as Kelso Electrical, who wants to advertise on the web 

far business within 30 kilometres from his office located at 1 a Raglan Street, Kelso, New South 
Wales. Alice uses a graphical user interface web page authoring tool capable of creating and 
modifying web pages containing HTML {and XML) CCG phrases by accepting inputs from a 

20 user. The tool executes on a digital computer having input devices such as a keyboard, 

mouse, light pen and touch pad, display devices such as a CRT, LED arrays, liquid crystal 

arrays and computer-readable media such as magnetic and optical disks, memory arrays, 

magnetic tape and the like. 

25 The authoring tool also embodies knowledge of the content and structure of CCG phrases 
such as the attribute names, vafid ranges and sets .of associated attribute values, the normal 
order of the attributes in the CCG phrase and interdependencies between attribute values. The 
tool provides a window where web pages may be viewed in layout {browser) mode and 
another window where the HTML code may be viewed in editing mode. The tool also provides 

30 means of inserting, deleting, modifying and organising HTML elements. changing font size, 

face and colour and so forth. The tool provides means for the user to build CCG phrases by 

using input devices to select an edit control representing various types of CCG attributes from 

a list which the tool then inserts in the body of a web page together with, when not already 
present. HTML code indicative of the start and end of a CCG phrase. The user than types in 

35 the value in the attribute. Similarly, the tool provides means of converting web page text to 

CCG attributes. Using input devices, the user selects the text to be converted to a CCG 

attribute then selects an edit control from a ftst; the tool then inserts the HTML code necessary 
to encode the text as a CCG attribute. However, these semi-manual methods of creating and 
modifying CCG phrases are inefficient and error prone. The tool also provides a button, which 

40 can be activated by using input devices, for access to CCG phrase editing functions. The CCG 
editing functions consist of a means of extracting the CCG values from existing CCG phrases 
in the web page being edited, forms for entering and modifying t.he extracied CCG values, a 
layout view browser window for altering how the CCG-data displays {position, font size, face, 
colour, bold, normal, hiding or showing and so forth), a data view browser window to alter 

45 which CCG-data values are to be indexed or not indexed in search engine databases, and a 
means of deleting existing CCG phrases from web pages and inserting new or changed CCG 
phrases in web pages. Editing cursors marking the current location at which text and/or data 
may be inserted, deleted or modified are provided in each window and form. 
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In the current example. the web page initially contains no CCG phrase. Clicking the CCG 

editing function button of the authoring tool causes a fonn to appear. The form contains 

prompts related to CCG attribute names and associated data input fields refated to the CCG 

attribute values associated with the CCG attribute names. that is CCG-data. The fields are 

5 blank because, in the web page layout view, the edit cursor is not over a CCG phrase (and can 

not be since the web page initially contains no CCG phrase). The service classifications 

relevant to the web age, John Williams physical business contact address, phone and fax 

numbers, email address and geographic location and his post office business contact 

addresses are entered into the fonns using a keyboard and mouse. The developer, Alice 

10 Jamieson, also includes her basic contact details where provided for on the form. The farms 

use drop down lists to select address blocks (eg physical and post office) for editing. Logic 

associated with the forms validates the CCG attribute values and interdependencies. Input 

devices are then used to control the CCG-data layout view browser to modify the appearance 

of the CCG--data such as font size and colour and positioning. In the layout browser, input 

15 devices communicating with the edit cursor are used to highlight individual items and blocks of 

items to be changed. The post office address is highlighted as a block and moved into position 

in line with the physical address_ The CCG.-data view window is then used to check which data 

items are to be indexed by search engines. In this example all CCG-data (ie all CCG attribute 

values except display control values and database control values) are to be indexed. lnput 

20 devices are used to control the edit cursor to highlight the entire data and a mouse is used to 

click (activate} a button to mark all the data for indexing. Then another button is clicked which 

builds an HML encoded CCG phrase of CCG attributes deriVed from the CCG-data values, 

display control values and database control values and inserts the CCG phrase in the web 

page at the location pointed to in the web page layout browserwindow_ 

25 
The HTML code editing mode window was called up which ~vealed the following HTML 

encoded CCG phrase in the web page: 

<XML> 
<CCG> 

30 <INDEX/> 

35 

40 

45 

50 

<HIDE/> 
<CN>ANZSIC</CN> 

<CC>D36" 11.45; Electrical contractors - residential</CC> 
<CC>D36.11.46;Electrical contractors - industria\</CC> 
<SHOW/> 
<CONTACT/> <COPYRIGHT/> 
<BUSINESS/> 
<XPOS>50</XPOS> 
<YPOS>320<1YPQS::,. 
<ALIGN>centre</ALIGN> 
<SIZE>3</SIZE>. 
<COLOR>black<ICOLOR> 
<FACE>Tirnes New Roman</FACE> 

<BOLD/> 
<CLEAR>all</CLEAR> 

<TEXT>Contact :<:ffEXT> 
<::PNC>Mr<JPNC> 
<PNG::,John</PNG> 
<PNF>Wil/iams</PNF> 
<PQ>AIE</PO> 
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<PA>ARUC</PA> 
<NEWLINE/> 
<PT>Managing Oirector<IPT> 
<NEWLINE/> 
<ON>Kelso Electrical Pty. Ltd.</ON> 
<NEWLINE/> 
<NORMAL/> <ITALIC/> 
<SIZE>-2</SIZE> 
<TEXT>NSW License 45678C<fTEXT> 
<NEWLINE/> 
<NORMAU> <BOLD/> 
<S IZE>+2</SIZE> 
<A T>PHYSICAL</A T> 
<AS#>18<AS#> 
<ASN>Raglan Street<ASN> 
<NEWLINE/> 
<ACN>Kelso</CAN> 
<NEWLINE/> 
<ARN>NSW<ARN> 
<NEWLINE/> 
<HIDE/> 
<ANN>Australia</ANN> 
<NEWLINE/> 
<SHOW/> 
<TEXT>Phone:<!TEXT> 
<TT>PREFERRED ; VOICE ; MESSAGE<ITT> 
<HIDE/> 
<TC#>61</TC> 
<SHOW/> 
<TT#:=-0<ITT#> 
<T A#:>63</TA#> 
<TL#>456-7828</TL#> 
<TEXT> Fax:<fTEXT> 
<TT>FACSIMILE<ITT> 
<HIDE/> 
<TC#>61 </TC#> 
<SHOW/> 
<TT#>0<ITT#> 
<T A#->63</T A#> 
<TL#>456· 7829</TL#> 
<NEWLINE!> 
<ET>INTERNET <!ET> 
<EA>johnw@firetly.com.au<EA> 
<TEXT> </TEXT> 
<GLU>Latlong</GLU> 
<G L>~"33.3978S: 148.5679E</Gl> 
<GLRU>Km<IGLRU> 
<GLR>30 </GLR> 
<SET_SEPARATOR/> 
<XPOS>250</XPOS> 
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<YPOS>320</YPOS;;, 
<NEWLINE/> 
<NEWLINE/> 

19 

<TEXT>Or write to us at :<fTEXT> 
<NEWLINE/> 
<ON>Kelso Electrical pty. Ltd.</ON> 
<NEWLINE/> 
<AT>POST-OFFICE<IAT> 
<AP#>P.O. Box 187</AP#> 
<NEWLINE/> 
<APN>Sunny Comer</APN> 
<TEXT> <fTEXT> 
<APC>2795</APC> 
<NEWLINE/> 
<HIDE/> 
<ANN>Australla</ANN> 
<SET_SEPARATOR/> 
<HIDE/> 

<DEVELOPER/> 
<BUSINESS/> 
<PNG>Alice</PNG> 
<PNF>Jamieson</PNF:> 
<ET>INTERNET </ET> 
<EA>alijam@firefly.com.au</EA> 

25 <IURL>httpJIWWW.firefly.com.au/-aljaml<IURL> 

</CCG> 
</XML> 

In the web page layout browser window the CCG-data displayed as follows: 

30 Contact : Or write to us at: 

35 

40 

Mr John Williams, AIE, ARUC, 
Managing Director 
Kelso Electric.aJ Ply. Ltd. 
NSW License 45678C 

Kelso Electrical Pty Ltd 
P.O. Box 187 

18 Raglan Street Sunny Comer 2795 

Kelso 
NSW 
Phone: 063-456-7826 Fax: 063-456-7829 
Email: johnw@firefly.com.au Map 

Having encoded the web page in this way, Alice then posts it on the storage devic.e of a digital 

computer connected to the lntemet from where it can be retrieved through the Internet using 

the URL "http:/twww.firetly.com.auJ ... johnw/index.html" 

45 Example 4: Constructing a Database from Web Pages Containing CCG-data 

During a routine sweep of Internet connected web page servers, a web crawler (or robot) 

operating on a server named "ccg.search.com· executing on an Internet connected digital 

computer discovers the URL "http://www.firefly.com.auJ ... johnw/index.html" in a document it 

had previously retrieved through the lntemet. The web crawler decides that the URL matches 

50 rt's selection criteria because the URL contains the suffix ~_html". The web crawler then 

I 

I: 
I 
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successfully retrieves the document by extracting from the URL the address of the computer 
hosting the document addressing and sending a message (including the address of the web 
crawler) requesting the web page through the network to the web page host computer using 
TCP/IP protocol, the host computer then reads the document, addresses and sends the 

5 document to the web crawler using TCP/IP protocol, the web crawler then waiting until it has 
received all parts of the web page from the host computer before proceeding. It inspects the 
contents of the document and finds that ft matches the additional selection aiteria that it is an 
HTML encoded document. The web crawler program, depending on its state and logic, then 
parses the document. strips out and saves some or all of the URLs in the document for future 

10 examination. The web crawler program then passes the document, together with the URL of 
the document through a network communications channel to an indexing program executing 
on a different computer. The indexing computer has database updating software which 
manipulates a database stored on computer-readable media. 

15 The indexing program parses the documenl from first to last character, indexing some of the 
meta data in the <head> of the document and the words in the text of the document with 
respect to the document URL. In the database of this example, unique words extracted from 
the documents already indexed are held in separate rows of a column of a database table and 
in another column of the same table on each row is an associated pointer to the first bucket or 

20 block of URLs of documents containing the word associated with the pointer. As new words 
are found, the new word is added as a new row in the word column of the table, a new buck.et 
1s created, the URL of the document containing the new word ls inserted into the bucket and a 
pointer to the new bucket is written in the new row pointer column. When the same word is 
found in another document, the row in the table of the word is found. the pointer is retrieved 

25 from the table, the bucket pointed to by the pointer is retrieved and the URL of the other 
document is inserted in the buckel Where a bucket becomes full of URLs, a new bucket is 
created and a pointer to the new bucket for holding additional URLs is placed in the full bucket. 
Deletion of words and URLs of changed or no longer existing documents is also provided for. 

30 In addition to indexing words extracted from the text of the document, the indexing program 
also indexes the CCG-data in the document as well as indexing words found in the CCG--data. 
When the parser finds HTML element •<XML>• in the document it switches into XML parsing 
mode and switches out of that mode when ·</XML> is found. When the element "<CCG>" is 
found, the parser switches into the CCG parsing mode and switches out of that mode when 

35 "</CCG::.- is found. 

The example database has a CCG-data attribute name to database property name 
correspondence table to show the relationship between the CCG-data attribute names and the 
database tables and columns (properties) where the CCG-data attribute values are to be 

40 stored in the database as database property values. The database property values and 
associated URLs are stored in much the same way as for words extracted from text as 
outlined above. However, CCG contact data, for example, which consists of several distinct 
CCG-data attributes which are related {eg street name, city), is stored in a database table 
having a column (property) related to each distind CCG contact attribute name and each 

45 separate CCG contact data set (eg person·s name, address, telephone number) as separated 
by "<CCG::.\ "<SET_SEPARATOR>" and "</CCG>. is held in a separate row in the table. The 
values stored in each row are considered to be a set of associated property values of different 
types. 
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The indexing program, during parsing the document of Example 2 above, encounters the 

y<CCG>" element and enters the CCG parsing mode. The parser knows to ignore display 

control attributes and to consider database control elements in the CCG phrase. The example 

indexing program opts to index all other CCG-data contained in the attnbute values until 

5 explicitly instructed not to index the attribute values by encountering the ·<NOINDEXf>• 

database control element and then to recommence indexing when the "<INDEX/>. database 

control element is encountered. 

Taking each CCG-clata attribute name and associated attribute value(s) in succession, the 

1 O example indexing program uses the correspondence table to translate the CCG--data attribute 

name to the database table and column (property) names where the CCG-data afuibute 

value(s) are to be stored as database property value(s). The indexing program may opt to 

translate the CCG.-data attribute values to database property values by, for example, 

converting character strings of digits to binary encoded dedmat representation, the string 

15 "True" to a single bit representation and the like. The indexing program then adds or updates 

the database property value{s), using the database table and column (property) names (or 

similar references) obtained by translation, in much the same manner as outlined above for the 

update of the database using words extracted from the document text, induding associating 

the data to the document URL where desired. Where the CCG-data contains a ·HREF" 

20 atbibute (or similar), the URL associated with the other CCG-data is a URL taken from the 

"HREF" attribute value or composed of the document URL and the MHREF" attribute value if 

the attribute value is a partial or relative URL Some CCG attlibutes, such as ·<BUSINESS/> 

have only an implied value of true if the attribute is present and false if the attribute is absent. 

t.he ·<sET_SEPAAATOR/>", "'<CCG>" and ·<1cCG>~ resetting such vcilues to false. However. 

25 where attribute value(s) associated with different attribute names are still related, such as a 

person's name and a street name, the related Yalues of different types are stored on the same 

row of the same database table but Ml a different column (database property) to preseive the 

relationship. ·<SET_SEPARATOR/>• limits the degree of relatedness between, for example, a 

person's name occurring before the separator and a street name occurring after the separator. 

30 Using the example document and using the same database column (property) names as used 

for the CCG-clata attribute names a portion of the table construded database table would look 

like: 

PNC PNG PNF PO PA PT URL 

_., ... ... ... ... ... . .. .. . . .. 
--· Mr JoM Williams AIE ARUC Manaaing Dira:tor ... (point~) 

... ... ... ... . .. ... •·• . .. . .. 

35 Difficulties not highlighted by this example are the need to handle properties having multiple 

values of the same type, ~sparse rows· where only a few values are not null (blank) and tables 

with extremely large numbers of rows. For example, the CCG-clata of this ex.ample could have 

contained muttiple values of personal qualifications ('"PQ"). To represent this type of data using 

a 2 dimensional table database system, the database would be "nonnalised" so that the 

40 multiple values were stored in a separate table and keys or pointers were used to relate the 

relate the items in the two tables. Numerous alternate database systems. for example those 

based on key hashing and data buckets, or tagging data values with prefixes or suffixes 

related to the type of data value may be used. Preferably, however, whatever database 

system is used, it should preserve the associations of CCG-data items present in the CCG 

45 phrases. 
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Because the geographic location data was missing from the postal address of the CCG--data in 
the example document, but a post code was present, the indexing program inferred the 
geographic location from the post code. 

Example 6: Finding Web Page References Using a CCG Database 
As an example, Kevin Robson lives in Sydney but owns and has rented out a house in 
Bathurst. He wants to use the web to find some electricians based in the general Bathurat 
region (not only in Bathurst City) to contact for estimating the cost of modifying the wiring in the 

10 house. He uses his web browser to open the web page 
"http:/IINl,,w_ausline.com.au/web_search.html" containing Ausline's search engine web page 
search criteria input fonn encoded using the HTML "<form>• element. 

The search criteria input form contains several input fields including those labelled "Service 
15 dassiflCation~. "Key words", "City./Subulb/Town~. ·country", ~Lat/Long· and "Radius". The form 

also displays a button labelled "Map" to allow latitude and longitude to be selected by pointing 
to map images_ The word •electrician" is typed into the "Service classification· field, "house 
wiring" into the "Ke~ords" field. "Bathursr into the "City/Suburb/Town" field and •10· into the 
field "Radius·. The country "Australia0 was already showing in the country field because the 

20 web page server had received cookie data from the browser indicating that that was the 
country used when the browser last used the web page. The "submit search~ button on the 
web page was dicked. The browser transmitted a message using TCP/IP protocol to the 
Ausline server containing the input field values encoded in the header of the message. 

25 After a short delay, the search result HTML encoded web page was returned. Clicking on the 
kService dassification· input field drop down list box to check the classifications used in the 
search revealed three items: 

• Electrical contractors • residential 
• Electrical contractors • indusbial 

30 • Electrical engineers 
The search engine attached to the server obtained those classifications by using word 
stemming and searching the text of the service classifications held in it's database. The 
lat/Long field contained the value "33.3856S;148.5743E'" which the search englne obtained 
by looking up the latitude and longitude of the town "Bathursr in the country ·Australia• in it's 

35 database. Clicking on the "Map" button retrieved a web page having the image of a map 
centred on the town of Bathurst and showing the area 20 Km around it The search engine 
obtained the map by making a request to another Internet connected server and supplying the 
latitude, longitude and radius. CDcklng on the browser "Back" button returned to the search 
results page. 

40 
The search results contained 8 titles. brief desaiptions and URLs including a reference 
containing the URL "http://www.firefly.corn.au/-johnw/index.htmr. Retrieving each in tum 
revea(ed that an were well focused according to the search criteria being related to electricians, 
electrical contractors and engineers in the Bathurst area. The search engine obtained these 

45 references to web pages by: 
• searching it's database of :i.ervice classification titles with words stemming from 

"electrician· which resulted in three sel"\lice classification codes. 
• searching it's database using the three service classification codes to obtain an 

intermediate list of URL! of web pages containing those CCG codes 
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• searching it's database for the two keywords to obtain an intermediate list of UR Ls of 

web pages containing those words in the web page text, 

• Searching It's database to find the latitude and longitude of Bathurst, Australia, 

• searching it's database to obtain an intermediate list of web pages which contain 

5 latitude and longitude data lying within 10 Km of the latitude and longitude of 

Bathurst, Australia, 
• producing as a result list, a list of URls which are common to all the intermediate lists, 

• obtaining from it's database the title and brief description of the web pages, 

• formatting the titles, descriptions and URLs into an HTML encoded report. 

10 • transmitting the report to the enquiring web browser_ 

Example 7: Finding Contact Details Using a CCG Database 

As an example, Jim Jones of Jones and Sons wants to send a recall notice about a faulty 

batch of UV stabilised electrical power cable to all Electrical contractors and Electrical 

15 wholesalers in Australia who have email addresses. He uses hls web browser to open the web 

page· "http://www.ausline.eom.au/contact_search.htmr containing Ausline's search engine 

contact search criteria input form encoded using the HTML "<form>~ element. 

The search criteria input form contains several input fields including those labelled ·service 

20 dassification·, "Country" and "Output fonnaf. The word "electric..., is typed into the ·service 

classification" field, the word "Australia"' is typed into the "Country" field and !he "Tabular -

Name & Email" option in the "Output format' drop down list box is selected. The "Submit 

search" button on the web page ls clicked. The browser transmits a message using TCP/IP 

protocol to the Ausline server containing the input field values encoded in the header of the 

25 message. 

After a short delay, the search result HTML encoded web page is returned. Clicking on the 

UService classification· input field drop down list box to check the classifications used in the 

search revealed too many classifications for the result to be sufficiently focused. The following 

30 four classifications were selected from the list: 

• Electric cable - duding systems 
• Electrical contractors - residential 
• Electrical contractors - industrial 
• Electrical wholesalers 

35 and the "Submit search· button is pressed again to refine the search. 

The search results contained 3,473 names and associated email addresses and URLs to ful( 

contact details_ Jim saved the search result page on his computer so that he could use his 

email program to send the recaU notice to each email address in the list. The email address 

40 "johnw@firefly.com.au· was included in the list. 

The search engine obtained these references to web pages by; 

• searching it's database using the four service classification titles which resulted in four 

service dassificatioo codes, 

45 • searching it's database using the four service classification codes to obtain an 

intermediate list of database primary keys of database table rows containing those 

service classification codes in the database Service classification attribute, 

• searching it's database \r.iing the country name "Australian to obtain an intermediate 

list of database primary keys of database table rows containing that word in the 

50 database Country attribute, 
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• producing as a result list. a list of database primary keys which are common to both 
the intermediate lists, 

• obtaining from it's database using the result list the values of the name and email 
attributes, 

5 • using the HTML <table> element to format the name values, email I/Blues and full 
detail URLs into an HTML encoded report, 

• transmitting the report to the enquiring web browser. 

This example relates to finding sets of associated database contact values without requiring 
10 references to web pages. However. finding other sets of associated database values such as 

sets of associated industry classification values and geographic location values might also be 
useful for some purposes. 

Thus it is appreciated that the afore stated goals, advantages and objectives are achieved by 
15 the teachings herein. In particular it is seen that, unlike the prior art, efficiently searchable 

Yellow pages and White pages databases and the like may be automatically constructed from 
HTML encoded web pages. Additionally the database entries may be automatically linked to 
specific web pages and portions of web pages allowing convenient methods cf indexing of 
product and service catalogues and the like. It is also appreciated that simpler methods of 

20 construding databases suited to a variety of other uses such as industry and subject 
directories are also provided. 

From the foregoing teachings and with the knowledge of those skilled in the art, it is apparent 
that other modifications and adaptations of the invention will become apparent For example, 

25 the method steps disclosed and claimed herein may be practiced in a variety of different 
orders. CCG-<iata may take on a variety of different forms within the meaning of the claims. 
Thus, it is our intention to indude within the scope of the claims not only the invention literally 
embraced by the language of the claims but to include all such modifications and adaptations 
which may come to those skilled in the art. 
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What I claim is: 

i. An HTML encoded web page embodied on a computeNeadable medium, said web 

page comprising at least one HTML encoded CCG phrase, each CCG phrase 

5 comprising· 
a) HTML code indicative of the start of a CCG phrase, 

b) at least one CCG-data attribute, and 
c} HTML code indicative of the end of a CCG phrase. 

10 2. An HTML encoded web page embodied on a computer-readable medium, said web 

page comprising at least one HTML encoded CCG phrase, each CCG phrase 

comprising: 
a) HTML code indicative of the start of a CCG phrase, 

b) at least two CCG-data attributes. 

15 c) at least one database control attribute separating said CCG-<lata attributes into at 

least two sets of CCG attributes, and 
d) HTML code indicative of the end of a CCG phrase. 

3. An HTML encoded web page embodied on a computer-readable medium, 53id web 

20 page comprising at least one HTML encoded CCG phrase, each CCG phrase 

comprising: 
a) HTML code indicative of the start of a CCG phrase, 

b} at least one CCG-<.lata attributes, 
c) at least one attribute ot database control attributes, display control attributes: and 

25 d} HTML code indicative of the end of a CCG phrase. 

4. A computer implemented method of building a web page comprising at least one HTML 

encoded CCG phrase, the method comprising the steps of: 

a) displaying a web page on a computer display device, 

30 b) displaying an edit cursor indicating a character position on said display device and 

a corresponding character position in said web page. said edit curaor being 

positionable within the display of said web page by use of computer input devices. 

c) separately displaying on said computer display device a set of edit controls 

representing CCG,,data attribute types, 

35 d) positioning said edit cursor within said display of said web page using said input 

devices, 
e) selecting an edit control from said set of edit controls using said input devices, 

f) relating said selected edit control to a corresponding CCG-data attribute name, 

g) constructing a CCG-clata attribute character string comprising a character string 

40 representing said attribute name and another character string representing an 

empty CCG-<lata value, 
h) if the said edit cursor is positioned outside a CCG phrase. 

i) inserting into said web page, at the character position indicated by said edit 

cursor, a start character string comprising HTML code indicative of the start 

45 of a CCG phrase. 
ii) inserting into said web page, immediately after the end of said start 

character string, an end character string comprising HTML code indicative of 

the end of a CCG phrase, and 
iii) positioning said edit cursor between said start and end character strings, 
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i) inserting said CCG--0ata attribute character string lnto said web page at the 
character position indicated by said edit cursor, 

j) positioning said edit cursor at the character position in said web page of the CCG
data value of said inserted CCG-data attribute character string, 

5 k) inputting characters using a keyboard, 
t) inserting said input characters into said web page at the character position 

indicated by said edit cursor, thereby converting said empty CCG-data value to a 
non-empty CCG-data value, and 

m) writing said web page on computer-readable media. 
10 

5_ A computer implemented method of building a web page comprising at least one HTML 
encoded CCG phrase, the method comprising the steps of: 
a) displaying a web page on a computer display device, 
b) displaying a start edit curaor and an end edit cursor on said display device, each 

15 said edit cursors indicating a character position on said display device and a 
corresponding character position in said web page, said edit cursora being 
positionable within the display of said web page by use of computer input devices, 

c) separately displaying on said computer display device a set of edit controls 
representing CCG-data attribute types, 

20 d) selecting a string of web page characters on said display device using said input 
devices to position said start edit cursor to indicate the start said string of web 
page characters and said end edit cursor to indicate the end of said string of web 
page characters, 

e) selecting an edit control from &aid set of edit controls using said input devices, 
25 t) relating said selected CCG.odata control to a corresponding CCG-data attribute 

name, 
g) constructing a CCG-data attribute character string comprising a character string 

representing said attribute name and another character suing representing a CCG
data value containing said string of web page characters. 

30 h) deleting sald string of web page characters from said wen page, 
i} if the said start edit cursor is positioned outside a CCG phrase, 

i) inserting into said web page, at the character position indicated by said start 
edit cursor, a start character string comprising HTML code indicative of the 
start of a CCG phraae, 

35 ii) inserting into said web page, immediately after the end of said start 
character string, an end character string comprising HTML code indicative of 
the end of a CCG phrase, and 

iii) positioning said start edit cursor between said start and end character 
s1rings, 

40 j) inserting said CCG-data .ttribute character string into said web page at the 
character position indicated by said start edit cutsor, thereby converting said string 
of web page characters to a CCG--data attribute value contained within a CCG
data attribute contained within CCG-phrase. and 

k) writing said web page on computer~readable media. 
45 

6. A computer implemented method of building a web page comprising at least one HTML 
encoded CCG phrase, the method comprising the steps of: 
a) displaying a CCG-data input form oo a computer display device, 
b) inputting CCG-data values into fields of said data input form using computer input 

50 devices. 
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c) inserting into the body of a web page a start character string comprising HTML 

code indicative of the start of a CCG phrase, 

d) inserting into said web page body immediately after the end of said start character 

string an end character string comprising HTML code indicative of the end of a 

5 CCG phrase, 

e) extracting successive field values from said data entry form together with related 

field value type information, 

f) relating the type of each extracted field value to a corresponding CCG""(jata 

attribute name, 

10 g) constructing a CCG-data attribute character string comprising a character string 

representing said attribute name and another character string representir:ig said 

field value, 

h) inserting said CCG-data attribute character string into said web page between said 

start and end character strings. 

15 i) writing said web page on computer-readable media. 

7. A computer implemented method of building a database which comprises sets of 

associated property values wherein each set includes at least two property values of 

different types, the property values being any of classification values, contact values. 

20 geographic location values, hereinafter collectively referred to as CCG.-data, the method 

comprising the steps of: 

a) retrieving successive web pages from a computer network, each web page being 

identified by a URL, 

b) searching each web page for a CCG phrase that includes a plurality of different 

25 types of CCG-data attributes, 

c) extracting a plurality of said attributes from said phrase, 

d) from each extracted attnbute, deriving an attribute name and a related attribute 

value, 
e) detennining the type of said extracted attribute and said attribute value by 

30 reference to said attribute name, 

f) relating said type of attribute value so aetennined to a corresponding type of 

database property value, 

g) relating the URL of said web page to an other type of database property value, 

h) writing said derived attribute value to the database property value of said 

35 determined corresponding type in a set of associated property values, and 

8. 
40 

45 

50 

r) writing the URL of said web page to a database property value of said other type 

in said set of associated property values. 

A computer implemented method of building a database whidl comprises sets of 

associated properfy values wherein each set includes at least two property values of 

different types, the property values being any of classification values, contact values, 

geographic location values, hereinafter collectively referred to as CCG-<lata, the method 

comprising the steps of: 

a} retrieving successive web pages from a computer net'Nork, each web page being 

identified by a URL. 

b) searching each web page for a CCG phrase that includes at least one type of 

CCG-data attribute, 

c) extracting at least one 58id attribute from said phrase, 

d) from each extracted attrtbUte, deriving an attribute name and a related attribute 

value, 
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e) determining the type of said extracted attribute and said attribute value by 

reference to said attribute name, 

f) relating said type of attribute value so determined to a corresponding type of 

database property value, 

5 g) relating the URL of said web page to an other type of database property value, 

10 

h) writing said derived attribute value to the database property value of said 

determined corresponding type in a set of associated property values, and 

i) writing the URL of said web page to a database property value of said other type 

in said set of associated property values_ 

9. A computer implemented method of building a database which comprises sets of 

associated property values wherein each set includes at least two property values of 

different types, the property values being any of classification values, contact values. 

geographic location values, hereinafter collectively referred to as CCG-data, the method 

15 comprising the steps ot 
a) retrieving successive web pages from a computer network, 

b) searching each web page for a CCG phrase that includes a plurality of different 

types of CCG-data attributes. 
c) extracting a plurality of said attributes from said phrase, 

20 d) from each extracted attribute, deriving an atbibute name and a related attribute 

value, 
e) determining the type of said extracted attribute and said attribute value by 

reference to said afuibute name, 
f) relating said type of attribute value so determined to a corresponding type of 

25 database property value, end 

g) writing said derived attribute value to the database property value of said 

determined corresponding type in a set of associated property values. 

10. A computer implemented method of finding references to web pages posted on 

30 computer network the method using a database comprising sets of associated property 

values, the property values being any of ciassification values. contact values, geographic 

location values, hereinafter coladively referred to as CCG-data. and URL references. 

the method comprising the steps of: 

a) receiving a query phrase including query relational expressions from a computer 

35 network, 
b) parsing said query phrase and extracting each of said query relational expressions 

included therein, 

c) from each extracted query relational expressio-n, deriving a query· field name, 

d} detennining the type of said query relational expression by reference to its derived 

40 query field name, 
e) relating said type of query relational expression so detennined to one of the 

following query relational expression types: CCG-data type, other type, 

f) provided said query relational expression is a CCG-data type, deriving a query 

relational operator and query value related to its query field name from said query 

45 relational expression, 

g) detennining the type of said query value by reference to said query field name. 

h) relating said type of query value so determined to a corresponding type of 

database property value, 
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i) 

j) 

29 

locating database property values of said determined corresponding type which 

return a true value when tested against said query value using safd query 

relational operator, 
extracting from said database a list of the URL references associated with the so 

located database property values. 

1 i _ A computer implemented method of finding sets of asGOciated database property values 

the method using a database comprising sets of associated property values wherein 

each set includes at least two property values of different types, the property values 

10 being any of classification values, contact values, geographic values, hereinafter 

collectively referred to as CCG-data. the method comprising the steps of: 

a) receiving a query phrase including query relational expressions from a computer 
network, 

b) parsing said query phrase and extracting each of said query relational expressions 

15 inciuded therein, 
c) from each extracted query relational expression, deriving a query field name, 

d) determining the type of said query relational expression by reference to its derived 

query field name, 
e) relating said type of query relational expression so determined to one of the 

20 following query relational expression types: CCG-data type, other type, 

f) provided said query relational expression is a CCG--data type, deriving a query 

relational operator and query value related to its query field name from said query 

relational expression, 
g) determining the type of said query value by reference to said query field name, 

25 h) relating said type of query value so determined to a corresponding type of 
database property value, 

i) locating database property values of said determined corresponding type which 

return a true value when tested against said query value using said query 

relational operator, 
30 j) extracting from said database sets of associated database property values 

associated with the so located database property values. 

12. A method of displaying a web page comprising at least one HTML encoded CCG 

phrase, the method comprising the steps of: 
35 a} retrieving a web page from a computer network, 

b) parsing said retrieved web page to locate an HTML code indicatiVe of the start of a 

CCG phrase, 
c) parsing said located CCG phrase and extracting successive CCG attributes 

contained therein until an ITTML code indicative of the end of said CCG phrase is 

40 found, 
d) from each extracted attribute, deriving an attribute name, 

e) determining the type of said extracted attribute by reference to its derived attribute 

name, 
f) relating said type of attribute so determined to one of the following attribute types: 

45 database control. display control, CCG-data, 

g} provided said extracted attribute is not a database control type, deriving an 

attribute value related to its attribute name from said extracted attribute, 

h) determining the type of said attribute value by reference to said attribute name. 
i) reTating said type of attribute value so determined to a corresponding type of 

50 parameter of a display-device-control-program. 
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j) writing said attribute value to said parameter. and 
k) where said type of atbibute is a CCG-data type, causing said display--device

control-program to effect display of said . attribute vatu~ on a display device, 
formatted and positioned according said display-device-c.ontrol-program 

5 parameters whereby successive values of CCG-data of the CCG phrase are 
displayed. 

i 
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ABSTRACT 
A system for automatically creating databases containing industry, sefVice. product and 

subject classification data, contact data, geographic location data (CCG-data) and links to web 

pages from HTML. XML or SGML encoded web pages posted on computer networks such as 

5 the Internet or lntranets_ The web pages containing HTML. XML or SGML encoded CCG-data, 

database update controls and web browser display controls are created and modified by using 

simple text editors, HTML, XML or SGML editors or purpose built editors. The CCG databases 

may be searched for references (URLs) to web pages by use of enquiries which reference one 

or more of the items of the CCG-data. Alternatively, enquiries referencing the CCG-data in the 

10 databases may supply contact data without web page references. Data duplication and 

coordination is reduced by including in the web page CCG-data display controls which are 

used by web browsers to format for display the same data that is used to automatically update 

the databases_ 
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unascertainable. See MPEP § 2173.05(d). 

Claim Rejections - 35 USC§ 103 

3. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for 

all obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action: 

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described 
as set forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to 
be patented and the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been 
obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which 
said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the 
invention was made. 

Claims 1, 3-9, and 11-16 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being 

unpatentable over Jammes et al. (United States Patent 6,484,149), hereinafter 

referenced as Jammes, in view of Filepp et al. (United States Patent 5,442,771), 

hereinafter referenced as Filepp. 

Regarding claim 1, Jammes discloses a method of parsing tags to 

determine if any of the content generation procedure to execute and 

corresponding input to a procedure, "a standard coding convention and set of 

codes for attaching presentation and linking attributes to informational content 

within documents. During a document authoring stage, the HTML codes (referred 
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to as "tags") are embedded within the informational content of the document. 

When the Web document (or "HTML document") is subsequently transmitted by 

a Web server to a Web browser, the codes are interpreted by the browser and 

used to parse and display the document. In addition to specifying how the Web 

browser is to display the document, HTML tags can be used create hyperlinks to 

other Web documents" (column 7, lines 15-26). Jammes also discloses a 

method of separating tags from content generators, generating a unique image 

lookup, checking the media cache using an intermediate image lookup key, 

(Figure 17). Jammes also discloses determining valid content, and also 

converting negative content to valid type, customizing content for specified 

browser or profile system, and attaching any specified cache-control directives to 

a response and delivering the content, "a variety of methods exist for embedding 

a customize reference in a template file. According to one embodiment of the 

present invention, a script of commands is embedded in a template file specifying 

at least one query to perform on the traffic database, comparison of the query 

result against preferred customization rules, and, if customization is warranted, a 

translation to perform on the query result to convert the result to HTML format" 

(column 43, lines 23-30). 

However, the examiner maintains that it was well known in the art to have 

dynamic modification to perform on content, user profile characters and cache 

control and generating a unique key for content, check a cache and performing 

an action based on the result, as taught by Filepp. 
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In a similar field of endeavor Filepp discloses having dynamic modification 

to performs on media, user profile characteristics and cache control, "standard 

for encoding graphics data, or text code, such as ASCII, which are displayed on 

monitor 412 of the user's personal computer 405 as pictorial codes. Codes for 

other presentation media, such as audio, can be specified by using the 

appropriate type code in the presentation data segments" (column 21, lines 5-

15), generating a unique final lookup key for media, checking the media cache 

with the lookup key, (Figure 2, Item 302), passing control to cache control, and 

delivering media, (Figure 2, Item 302 passing to 301 ). 

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at 

the time the invention was made to modify Jammes by adding unique lookups 

and checking caches as taught by Filepp for delivering media (content). 

Regarding claim 3, Jammes discloses a method of adding content to a 

system, creating a procedure containing instructions for processing the content, 

and creating a document referring to the processed content by pointing to the 

new procedure, "in an additional step 2026, the HTML page engine scans the 

template file and determines whether there is a customize reference in the 

template file. If not, then, in a next step 2027, the HTML page engine determines 

whether any cross sale related product information is associated with the 

consumer and, if so, generates HTML hyperlink tags to Web pages describing 

the cross sale products. After adding these cross sale product hyperlink tags to 

the requested HTML file or template file, the HTML page engine deletes any 

association between cross sale product information and the consumer. In a 
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further step 2028, the Web server 106 transmits the template file (a compliant 

HTML file) to the Web browser 102" (column 52, lines 11-20, corresponding to 

Fig.20B). 

Regarding claim 4, Jammes discloses a system that assists with choosing 

parameters and with content generation, "an HTML authoring system 110 is used 

to create and modify HTML template files 108" (column 8, lines 10-17, 

corresponding to Figure 1 ). 

Regarding claim 5, Jammes discloses an apparatus which has a server for 

receiving request and delivering content (Figure 1 ), a content generation 

procedure containing instructions (Figure 17). Jammes also discloses a link 

parser which determines any of content generation procedure to execute and any 

corresponding input parameters to be used for generating a primary media 

cached, "one of ordinary skill in the art will understand that Web servers possess 

parsing routines to extract data parameters from HTTP Post messages in 

name/value pair format and that applications, such as the ISAPI query 

application, may be identified by a portion of a URL" (column 18, lines 0-5), 

however, Jammes does not disclose processing based on user profile 

information as well as containing cache control headers. Jammes also fails to 

disclose having a primary and secondary lookup key. 

However, the examiner maintains that it was well known in the art to have 

additional functionality using cache control headers with primary and secondary 

lookups, as taught by Filepp. 
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In a similar field of endeavor Filepp teaches processing to be performed 

with user profile information modifying a resulting image, dynamic content 

processing, and cache control headers with the resulting image, "in operation, as 

data is supplied to the store; for example, a reception system store during a user 

interactive session, data is retained at the store based on the available cache 

space within the store; i.e., reception system available RAM and designated disk 

file. Particularly, data items designated by a data identification number are placed 

on a list of recently called data items, the most recently called items being at the 

top of the list. As new data is called, it pushes previously called data down on the 

list, with the result that a data item pushed below the list capacity forfeits its 

presence on the list if not recalled before being pushed off. If data is recalled 

during a session, it once more is promoted to the top of the data list. At the end 

of a session, data items at the cache are written to a stage least-recently-used 

list, the stage retaining data items between sessions in the same fashion the 

cache retains data during a session. The result is, over a series of sessions, the 

stage automatically configures itself; i.e., self-configures, with the data most often 

called" (column 3, lines 45-60). Filepp also discloses having primary and 

secondary keys for parsing within a cache, "cacheable objects can be retained 

during the current user session, but cannot be retained between sessions. These 

objects usually have a moderate update frequency. Object storage facility 439 

retains objects in the cache according to the LRU storage retention algorithm. 

Object storage facility 439 uses the LRU algorithm to ensure that objects that are 
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least frequently used forfeit their storage to objects that are more frequently 

used" (column 15, lines 60-65). 

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at 

the time the invention was made to modify Jammes by adding a link tag parser 

with additional functionality, as taught by Filepp for delivering media (content). 

Regarding claim 6, Jammes discloses a method of link tags being 

modified and updated, (Figure 17). 

Regarding claim 7, Jammes discloses an apparatus with a server 

infrastructure providing requests, (Figure 2). 

Regarding claim 8, Jammes discloses an apparatus which able to operate 

on-site or off-site within server infrastructure, (Figure 2). 

Regarding claim 9, Jammes discloses an apparatus which primary cache 

memory' is composed of original content acquired from a repository, (Figure 2). 

Regarding claim 11, Jammes discloses delivering content by disclosing 

tags, being accessible by a browser, links request for an image system, and 

process links through interpretation of tags and executing an image generation 

procedure with the procedure located within the tags, "during a document 

authoring stage, the HTML codes (referred to as "tags") are embedded within the 

informational content of the document. When the Web document (or "HTML 

document") is subsequently transmitted by a Web server to a Web browser, the 

codes are interpreted by the browser and used to parse and display the 

document. In addition to specifying how the Web browser is to display the 

document, HTML tags can be used create hyperlinks to other Web documents" 
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(column 7, lines 15-25). The art further teaches delivering the content (Figure 

16). 

Regarding claim 12, all limitations were addressed above in claim 11. 

Regarding claim 13, all limitations were addressed above in claim 5. 

Regarding claim 14, Jammes provides an apparatus which provides 

changed media to a user (Fig.17, item 1722 consumer). 

Regarding claim 15, Jammes provides an apparatus that places links 

within tags that are used to execute commands with regards to the property of 

link, "during a document authoring stage, the HTML codes (referred to as "tags") 

are embedded within the informational content of the document. When the Web 

document (or "HTML document") is subsequently transmitted by a Web server to 

a Web browser, the codes are interpreted by the browser and used to parse and 

display the document. In addition to specifying how the Web browser is to display 

the document, HTML tags can be used create hyperlinks to other Web 

documents" (column 7, lines 15-25). The art further teaches delivering the 

content (Figure 16), and delivering media to the user, (Fig.17, item 1722 

consumer). 

Regarding claim 16, all limitations were addressed above claim 14. 

Claims 2 and 10 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being 

unpatentable over Jammes in view of Filepp, in further view of Blumberg et al. 

(United States Patent 6,449,639), hereinafter referenced as Blumberg. 
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Regarding claim 2, Jammes and Filepp claim everything claimed above, 

however they fail to disclose processing with directives for zoom, pan, and slice. 

However, the examiner maintains that it was well known in the art to 

include such directives for dynamic processing, as taught by Blumberg. 

In a similar field of endeavor Blumberg teaches a method of a server 

which processes an HTML page. During the processing the page goes through a 

series of calculations, and modifications (Figure 6, Box 570 and 540). 

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at 

the time the invention was made to modify Jammes and Filepp by adding 

directives for dynamic processing, as taught by Blumberg for delivering media 

(content). 

Regarding claim 10, all limitations were addressed above in claim 2. 

Conclusion 

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from 

the examiner should be directed to CHRISTOPHER BRYANT whose telephone 

number is (571 )270-7260. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday

Friday 8:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. EST. 

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the 

examiner's supervisor, Jeffrey Harold can be reached on (571 )272-7519. The 

fax phone number for the organization where this application or proceeding is 

assigned is 571-273-8300. 
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Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from 

the Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information 

for published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public 

PAIR. Status information for unpublished applications is available through 

Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair

direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR 

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll

free). If you would like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service 

Representative or access to the automated information system, call 800-786-

9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000. 

/Jefferey F Harold/ 
Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 4112 
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UNIIBD STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

BIB DATA SHEET 

Page 1 of 1 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 

P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria., Virginia 22313-1450 
www.uspto.gov 

CONFIRMATION NO. 5707 

SERIAL NUMBER FILING or 371 (c) CLASS GROUP ART UNIT ATTORNEY DOCKET 
DATE NO. 

11 /269,916 11/07/2005 707 4112 EQUI0001 CIP-C 

RULE 1.47 

APPLICANTS 
Sean Barger, M. Valley, CA; 
Christopher Samaniego, San Francisco, CA; 
Nelson H. Rocky Offner, Kensington, CA; 
Adrian D. Thewlis, Sausalito, CA; 
David R. Boyd, San Francisco, CA; 
David C. Salmon, San Rafael, CA; 
Joshua N. Devan, Kentfield, CA; 

** CONTINUING DATA ************************* 
This application is a CIP of 09/929,904 08/14/2001 PAT 6,964,009 

which is a CON of 09/425,326 10/21/1999 PAT 6,792,575 

** FOREIGN APPLICATIONS ************************* 

** IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING LICENSE GRANTED ** ** SMALL ENTITY ** 
12/08/2005 

Foreign Priority claimed D Yes llNo STATE OR SHEETS TOTAL INDEPENDENT 
35 USC 119(a-d) conditions met D Yes ll No O Metafter 

Allowance COUNTRY DRAWINGS CLAIMS CLAIMS 
Verified and /CHRISTOPHER D CB 

CA 23 16 5 BRYANT/ 
Acknowledged Examiner's Signature Initials 

ADDRESS 

GLENN PATENT GROUP 
3475 EDISON WAY, SUITE L 
MENLO PARK, CA 94025 
UNITED STATES 

TITLE 

Automated media delivery system 

0 All Fees 

FEES: Authority has been given in Paper 
□ 1.16 Fees (Filing) 

FILING FEE □ 1.17 Fees (Processing Ext. of time) 
RECEIVED No. to charge/credit DEPOSIT ACCOUNT 

765 No. for following: □ 1.18 Fees (Issue) 

□ Other 

□ Credit 

BIB (Rev. 05/07). 
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UNITED STA IBS p A IBNT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE 

11/269,916 11/07/2005 

22862 7590 10/15/2009 

GLENN PATENT GROUP 
3475 EDISON WAY, SUIIB L 
MENLO PARK, CA 94025 

FIRST NAMED INVENTOR 

Sean Barger 

UNITED STA TES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 

P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria., Virginia 22313-1450 
www.uspto.gov 

ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO. 

EQUIO00lCIP-C 5707 

EXAMINER 

BRYANT, CHRISTOPHER D 

ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER 

2178 

NOTIFICATION DATE DELIVERY MODE 

10/15/2009 ELECTRONIC 

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding. 

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication. 

Notice of the Office communication was sent electronically on above-indicated "Notification Date" to the 
following e-mail address(es): 

eptomatters@glenn-law.com 

PTOL-90A (Rev. 04/07) 
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Application No. 

Notice of Abandonment 11/269,916 
Examiner 

CHRISTOPHER BRYANT 

Applicant(s) 

BARGER ET AL. 
Art Unit 

2178 
-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address-

This application is abandoned in view of: 

1. ~ Applicant's failure to timely file a proper reply to the Office letter mailed on 30 March 2009. 
(a) DA reply was received on __ (with a Certificate of Mailing or Transmission dated __ ), which is after the expiration of the 

period for reply (including a total extension of time of __ month(s)) which expired on __ . 

(b) DA proposed reply was received on __ , but it does not constitute a proper reply under 37 CFR 1.113 (a) to the final rejection. 

(A proper reply under 37 CFR 1.113 to a final rejection consists only of: (1) a timely filed amendment which places the 
application in condition for allowance; (2) a timely filed Notice of Appeal (with appeal fee); or (3) a timely filed Request for 
Continued Examination (RCE) in compliance with 37 CFR 1.114). 

(c) DA reply was received on __ but it does not constitute a proper reply, or a bona fide attempt at a proper reply, to the non
final rejection. See 37 CFR 1.85(a) and 1.111. (See explanation in box 7 below). 

(d) ~ No reply has been received. 

2. D Applicant's failure to timely pay the required issue fee and publication fee, if applicable, within the statutory period of three months 
from the mailing date of the Notice of Allowance (PTOL-85). 

(a) D The issue fee and publication fee, if applicable, was received on __ (with a Certificate of Mailing or Transmission dated 
__ ), which is after the expiration of the statutory period for payment of the issue fee (and publication fee) set in the Notice of 
Allowance (PTOL-85). 

(b) D The submitted fee of$ __ is insufficient. A balance of$ __ is due. 

The issue fee required by 37 CFR 1.18 is$ __ . The publication fee, if required by 37 CFR 1.18(d), is$ __ . 

(c) D The issue fee and publication fee, if applicable, has not been received. 

3.0 Applicant's failure to timely file corrected drawings as required by, and within the three-month period set in, the Notice of 
Allowability (PTO-37). 

(a) D Proposed corrected drawings were received on __ (with a Certificate of Mailing or Transmission dated __ ), which is 
after the expiration of the period for reply. 

(b) D No corrected drawings have been received. 

4. D The letter of express abandonment which is signed by the attorney or agent of record, the assignee of the entire interest, or all of 
the applicants. 

5. D The letter of express abandonment which is signed by an attorney or agent (acting in a representative capacity under 37 CFR 
1.34(a)) upon the filing of a continuing application. 

6. D The decision by the Board of Patent Appeals and Interference rendered on __ and because the period for seeking court review 
of the decision has expired and there are no allowed claims. 

7. ~ The reason(s) below: 

Representation was contacted last week. The response was that they were unable to contact applicant. 
Representation has not since responded. 

/Joshua D Campbell/ 
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2178 

Petitions to revive under 37 CFR 1.137(a) or (b ), or requests to withdraw the holding of abandonment under 37 CFR 1.181, should be promptly filed to 
minimize any ne!=)ative effects on patent term. 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 

PT0L-1432 (Rev. 04-01) Notice of Abandonment Part of Paper No. 20091008 
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